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Home and hitting the ground running...
Monday, December 17, 2012

The shot above is Washington Street in Havre de Grace. Yes, they do decorate for Christmas, to the
extent that someone usually puts a Santa hat on the statue of Lafeyette, who supposedly named the
town. The only change that we noted this trip back is, finally, a coffee shop with wifi – and open all week
instead of just weekends, right across the street from the Gallery. And, and this is scarce in our area,
they make a decent latte.

Lyon Clay and Maria Annegarn… One of the reasons we look forward to the Christmas season is Paul
and Tracy’s Christmas Open House. See the “pot” in the foreground with the “sold” sticker on it? Nan
tagged it the day before the show as I was setting up a little book showing. Paul calls this his “sugar and
horse hair” glaze. The piece is probably a little over ten inches tall. Our collection of their work is nearing
enough to mount an exhibition of our own.
We’re planning an Open House of our own in April, but ours will be a little different. We’ll be featuring
myself; Nan, Peggy Emmons, Vicki Preston, and Dave DeRan with paintings; and the Lyons with Maria
Annegarn offering up pottery. It ought to be a hoot – with everyone showing never-seen work executed
over the long winter.
One of the things we always try and do is support a local artist at Christmas. Over the years we have
given out some fabulous pieces. This year Maria Annegarn agreed to make us four cookie jars – no
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other guidelines. With her very unique eye, we knew we were going to be in for something special. The
results are below. The only problem is deciding who gets what – and if there is a way to keep one!
Maria’s work can be seen at RiverView Gallery in town. This year though, no more cookie jars – sorry
(not).

The first two shown have two faces, one smiling as if the jar is full and one with a disappointed frown.
These jars are quite hefty. While I love a good, turned piece, I have a thing for the heavier, hand-hewn
stuff that other potters produce. Collecting nice original pieces of art is something we can’t resist, and
never reg getting stuff you love for others as gifts is just plain fun. And again, Nan hasn’t “informed” me
yet as to whether we will be keeping one of these, and, if so, which:
The first shows the smile-face – cookies in jar. With the second, the smile is hidden – no cookies. The
expression on the third is in between, no face on the back. But it’s tres cute. All three are about eight
inches without the lid. The red pepper jar below has a glossy glaze that did not want to photograph well.
Looks good in the kitchen though. It’s about a foot tall.
The Moon has been Eaten…
Quick boxing and mailing of books, that feels good. Five are going out for Christmas presents – an order
back in August. Nan wrapped them up nicely and identified the senders for putting under the tree.
Laptops and the second level of hades...
I always expect to have a couple of Macs shoved at me when we return. But this year it has been
particularly rough – all laptops, three of them. I hope there aren’t any more. One has a defunct DVD
writer, not a real lot of fun to replace. I thoroughly understand why they are now eliminating the darn
things, making people by an external. The second, belonging to a teenager, needed its hard drive
stripped and everything reloaded – a pretty rare occurrence on a Mac, and one of the reasons I generally
won’t work on PCs. But the third takes the cake: bad battery – so file revision dates wind up dated years
prior to creation, one bad RAM – leaving only one gig, and 80 gigs of data jammed onto an 80 gig hard
drive. Jammed, stuffed, locked. I’m done now though and, contrary to what’s usual, it didn’t cost me a
cent to solve any of these issues. I consider that a lucky month.
Gotta brag...
In anticipation of my annual visit to the surgeon who performed my double lasso ablation, I weighed
myself. He saw me rise to 188 pounds during the two years I wasn’t allowed to exercise. Eureka – it took
two more years to come back, but I hit my goal of 165 pounds. The jogging paid off. Since he weighs me
with shoes, etc., I want to hit that scale under 170 and just grin.
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Set-Up for Photographing 2 Dimensional art, even behind
glass
Monday, August 12, 2013

This is the Art-Shoot set up I have been using for a few years now. It has changed some due to changes
in Photography – film to digital. It (a) avoids problems involving just taking shots with one's own digital
camera: reflections, uneven lighting, lens distortion, focusing issues, resolution limitations, etc. Of
course, one way to minimize some these issues, but not all of them, is to shoot outdoors in north light.
b) JPEG images are a compression. Your camera shoots in its own proprietary RAW format, and
immediately throws away about 90% of the information (mostly resolution info) in order to attain a smaller
file. And later, every time you "save" a change on a jpeg file, the images loses some more integrity.
Shooting in RAW, and then saving the file as either a TIFF or PSD, preserves this information. JPEGs of
various sizes should be obtained only from these.
c) Quality images are often needed for submissions, applications, etc.
d) Postcards, notecards, flyers, etc. always require 300 dpi. Can use jpegs for this, but PSD of TIFF
better. Never convert a jpeg to one of these instead of the other way around, as the loss has already
been recorded and can't be retrieved.
c) Internet jpegs: large, medium and thumbnail sizes. For many reasons these should also be
"optimized." That is a process of reducing the size and quality of a jpeg even more, but such that at 72
dpi on the internet, it can't be noticed. This helps web pages load faster, uses less bandwidth, etc. This
isn't a small reduction in file size - more like 90 to 95 percent.
d) Glicee prints of your work

e) Artist's record book (above) – in lieu of a disparate collection of slides, pictures, folder on the
computer, etc. you can now have hard-bound individual volumes of your art printer for less than $100.
These can contain not only book quality images, but also the rest of your records. This image is from one
of my wife's record book done in iPhoto – she elected to keep the details of the images on her iPad
version only.
f) iPad friendly version of the record book, database record, etc.
g) Just having quality files of one's art on file avoids a lot of issues and problems as uses arise in the
future.
II – The advantages and a few cautions with this set-up:
Up front - the only negatives, or mostly cautions, of this system are:
Deep frames should be avoided or removed. Since flash is placed at an angle, thin shadows may
appear on the two sides next to the frame. Extremely heavy, uneven paint; large peaks can cast tiny
shadows. Reflective material added to a work can make for white spots. Artists applying super-glossy
varnish before photographing, over uneven paint. For these last two, it's best to wait for a very cloudy
day that casts no shadows – but I would still recommend a set-up that hangs the work straight, a tripod
and RAW shooting.
Advantages:
1- This method will eliminate the glare off of glass (it should be clean).
2- The resultant image will be as correctly exposed and proportioned as possible. Minor adjustments will
be addressed below.
3- Once the system is set-up, any number of works can be photographed assembly-line style.
4- This can easily be adapted for framed, glassed, unframed and even unmounted artwork.

III – What to do with the results:
This is what I do with the images when providing them for others (for myself I simply store the RAW files
until I need them). I like to start with images of over 20 megapixels (but not much over if from a focal
plane shutter camera). This will give a solid, quality 16x20 print file. Up to 18x24 or so can be obtained
with interpolation to a degree that will not diminish the result.
1- Open into Photoshop.
2- Correct any lens distortion – this is the cause of those slight dips or bows along the edges of the art
work.
3- Carefully crop down to the image.
4- Confirm proportions. This can be a little tricky. Camera lenses are strange creatures, especially
zooms. Shoot a 16x20 work of art at one focal length and get perfect 16x20 proportions; shoot at another
focal length and get an image slightly off in one direction - a slight but important distortion to the image.
The solution is to either wind up cropping the image slightly on one side, or correct this by ever-soslightly stretching the image back to its proper perspective. Photoshop does this very smoothly.
5- Capture sharpen. This is a very minor, calculated to the original resolution, sharpening. Most
cameras do this to a degree automatically, I prefer to turn that off and do it myself. Over-sharpening is
the bane of imagery.
6- Save the file to PSD format - this is the file all future images, files, jpegs, etc. should be created
from. If this is used, the next two are superfluous.
7- Save a copy to TIFF (for this who do not have an application that can open a Photoshop format).
TIFF is a full quality format.
8- Save a copy to JPG - for quick viewing and for uses that demand little in quality
9- I can also provide, from the PSD file the following:
a) a selection of various sized jpegs that one is likely to need - measured in megabytes.
b) a selection of web-optimized jpegs measuring about 11, 8, 5, and 1.5 thumb. All of which can be
resized down on a web page.
10- Print-ready files: print-ready files require a little work. Requirements are for specific sizes, almost
always 300 dpi, often including "bleeds." There are also output-sharpening requirements (depending on

the printing method), color adjustments (depending on the medium), cmyk conversion, pdf conversion,
etc. Fine-art Giclee printing (never go larger than the original) requires extra effort to make sure there is
no color shift.
PS. As to obtaining those Giclee prints at a reasonable price – most areas have someone willing to
suffer those “slings and arrows.” I do them for my wife only. This part is more art than science and should
NOT be mailed out to some company. Locally here we have June Arrington, who will go the extra mile
and ask you to oversee the final steps to make sure you get what you want: June Arrington
at junearrington@verizon.net
Art Shoot Set-Up – Part II

My ArtShoot set-up, while requiring some understanding of photography, image formats and more, can
be easily duplicated. This was confirmed when a prolific local painter (and we all know how tech savvy
they aren’t) managed the feat. A few years back I worked out the kinks after reading an article loosely
describing a museum using a black curtain to curtail reflections from glass. Today’s set-up has been
adapted to new photographic realities – digital has changed everything. It seems like there is always
more to learn – what to do with the results has definitely become a little more complex (Part I). That
being said, the basic set-up is pretty much unchanged, if a little more complex.
Above is a phone-shot of my set-up in Nan’s studio. Note, I blocked the light from her large window. It
proved unnecessary to block light from the door-window behind the hanging stand. It’s simple and
effective and can be assembled in very little space – although there is a lot to trip over in the way of rack
and tripod legs. Wires, unless you are using an AC adapter on your camera, are nonexistent.
A good digital camera is best, one with a full size sensor. I prefer 20 to 24 megapixels; I like to be able
to eke out a 16x20 fine art print image out of the file if I want, maybe even an 18x24 with a tad of
interpolation. I’m using a Canon 6D.
I don't trust focal plane shutter cameras shooting higher than 24 megapixels. Even with mirror lock-up,
shutter vibration alone can cause vibration that this kind of resolution will pick up. Even at 20 to 24
megapixels, there are shooting safeguards that are necessary – remember, you are after quality images:
1.Use a tripod
2.Turn off IS (Image stabilization) – this is for very slow shutter shooting
3.Set the camera on continuous exposures and hold down for four (one will almost always be sharper
when examined at 100%)
4.While shooting, stabilize camera with hands, if you are using a heavy zoom lens that adds enough
weight in the front, those without its own tripod mount, it can unbalance the camera and allow shutter
vibration to cause micro-movement. I've run the tests, this is necessary. In fact, anything that extends the
camera above the tripod, like an added grip, can do more of the same.
For long shoots battery life may be a problem. I recommend, if the camera allows for it, use of an AC
adapter. Cords are typically extra long for even more convenience. At the same time, usb cards might fill
up – have a laptop and card reader handy for emptying out exposures. Oh, and especially if it matters,
devise a scheme to keep track of artwork, sizes, titles, artist, etc. and which exposures they belong to.

Lens
A zoom is a necessity. I use two for this kind of work: the 35 to 105 F4 L lens and the Canon 70-200 L
zoom.
Camera Settings
Once set, these never need changing.
1.ISO on about 100 (with a good sensor, anything from 100 to even 1600 is almost indistinguishable but
the one problem with double flash can be too much light).
2.Shutter speed: Most cameras now sync at a number of shutter speeds. Check the manual. I use 1/125
3.F-stop: This will be determined by test shots with the flash.
4.Focus - I definitely prefer manual focus for this operation
Flash
Always seems like the trickiest part, but actually pretty simple to set up (if not to completely
comprehend). Here's my set-up:
1.Two flash stands for mounting the flashes at the same height as the camera lens and art work
2.Wireless flash transmitter mounted to camera hot shoe. First, never mount an old, flash to the new
cameras, they will blow the camera out. The transmitter prevents this by sending a signal to the first flash
unit.
3.First flash is mounted on a wireless receiver. When the camera shutter is fired, the transmitter sends a
signal to the receiver, which tells the flash to fire.
4.The second flash is mounted on a small slave. When the first flash fires, the slave picks this up and
fires the second flash.
5.Firing on manual puts heavy use batteries in the flashes. I keep plenty on hand. You can tell when
they’re winding down by the increased recovery time.
Flashes – my flashes are 25 year old Vivitar 283 units, with a spare in the box
Transceiver Set – I use the Cactus V5 Duo set. Not expensive, but reliable. The one issue I have with
them is easily overcome by carrying a pair of reading glasses and small flashlight with me. Darn, those
numbers are tiny!
Slave: cheap, ubiquitous and reliable (I keep a spare in the box)
Art Stand
I use a display rack, covered with a non-reflective cloth. Art work can be easily hung using curtain
hooks. Once you have a measurement for the height of the lens from the floor, with this point marked on
the outside edge of the rack, it's easy to measure the distance the center of the hanging wire comes from
the center (top to bottom) of the art work and raise your hanging point by that much. Bingo, your art work
is centered. Extra wide work may need curtain extension (mine is wide enough to expand). Extra long
verticals present a little bit of a problem in that you might have to find a way to temporarily hang them
horizontally. I have actually had two people hold a work in place. If I have room, I stabilize the rack with
two more racks going back, one on each side. If not, I simply put two of the old fashioned trip-everyonewho-comes-by feet to keep it in place.
The reason I don’t use a wall is simple… when shooting a number of works, I would have to adjust the
height of the camera and flashes for each work.
Hanging often leaves the art work leaning forward. This little trick fixes that: two of those large, fuzzy
footsies that are supposed to be used to move heavy furniture across a floor. the fuzzy side sticks on the
cloth, so just shove them behind the two lower corners of the piece. Voila, hanging straight.
Matted, unframed work can be centered in two curtain hooks underneath, with a modified hook at the
top to keep it in place.
Unmounted work can be double-stickied temporarily, or "cornered" in place on a sheet of foam core,
this hung like a matted work.
Distance between Art Stand and Camera
Six to seven feet is a pretty good working distance. For very small work, you can scoot the tripod
forward slightly. Otherwise you can just crop. The smaller the artwork, the less you need all 20+
megapixels anyway, so cropping later is not a problem.

The Curtain Assembly
This is the critical part of the set-up. It prevents reflections on glass and keeps stray light from making
exposures uneven. I use two display racks separated by about 4 feet. Extensions on the rack tops hold a
bar that reaches across the entire 10 feet. Hung in front of the racks, with clamps from the top bar, are
two flat-black curtains, overlapping in the center. Small paper clamps keep this closed all the way to the
floor, with the camera lens poking through.
I’d like to simplify things by using tripod-stands to hold the long curtain. The problem with that is
stability. Between the hanging bar and the curtains, that’s a lot of weight.
Flash Placement / F-stop
I find an angle of close to 40 degrees from the art work works best. Distance, like f-stop on camera, is
adjusted with on-site testing:
1.Make sure flashes are equidistant from the center of the art work. My units call out for starting at 100
inches.
2.F-16 works perfectly with my lighting, yours may vary.
3.Take a test shot –
4.If not right on:
– If slightly too dark, try moving the flashes in slightly, opening up to F-11 (I wouldn’t go any farther than
F-8) and adjusting the ISO upwards – with a good camera don’t even flinch at anything up to 800.
– if too light, flashes can be moved back some. If lightness persists, and setting F-stop to F-18 or 20 fails
to fix things – hang a very thin sheet of see-thru fabric over the flash. You can always move F-stop back
as far as F-8, even move the flashes slightly in if this cuts light too much.
Part III – My non-portable version

What does one do if he (or she) doesn’t want to mess with an intricate portable set-up. This is something
I never wanted to bother with before, but found myself wanting a permanent (or at least semi-permanent)
set-up that I could be in and out of in a few minutes. I actually surprised myself getting great results in
one end of a very small storage room. VERY large paintings could be a problem – unless I get hold of a
second flash with a wide-angle extension. Here it is in all its glory (or not). Complete with measurements,
settings, etc. Remember - this works on glassed art.
Essentially I use the same equipment as in Part II:
•Camera is set on a tripod at the same height as the art work center – 43 inches in this case because
the ceiling is low and I wanted to be half way up.
•Distance: about 6 feet from art work.Tripod can be moved in or out maybe a foot in either direction.
•Lens: 80 t0 200 zoom (I have my 35 to 105 for those super-sizes)

•Settings: Manual exposure • 1/125 sec. • ISO 160 • f22 (at this short distance, I don’t want to scrimp on
aperture size. For a very large work I might try ISO 250 at f32.
•Two flashes set at about 80 inches from center of art (shorter than the 100 inches I prefer – the reason I
worry about huge paintings). Angle to the center of the art: about 40 degrees. When not in use, I simply
remove the batteries and place dust cloths (old ArtQuest T-shirts) over the units.
•Indoors, with light blocked, auto-focusing is not really an option. I use a light to auto-focus and then turn
it off or simply manual focus - whichever works best with the image at hand. With the lens set on manual
focus, when I go to shoot, the camera won’t try to focus and screw it up.
•On the camera I have mounted my transceiver that sends a signal to the first flash, that triggers the
slave attached to the second flash. Kapowie – full exposure of the target.
•The same black curtain I use for my portable set-up divides the room in front of the camera – I use three
of those large paper clip things to hold the curtain around the lens. The curtain is the main item that
comes down when not in use.
•To hang the art work flat: I mounted metal shelf panels, pictured, to the wall, all of the weight actually
held up by the moulding at the bottom. Works like a charm. Drape hooks do the hanging. In order to
make the art hang completely flat, I shove four fuzzy furniture sliders behind the frame. Flat, flat, flat.
•The only real problem I ran into was an issue with a number of framed prints I store in that end of the
room. A spare flat-black curtain gets draped over them – they don’t get in the way at all.
•Test painting: Nan’s latest, pictured above. Deer Creek at Craig’s Corner Road (she’s done a number
of paintings of Deer Creek from a number of perspectives). One exposure, perfect shot – this is a rather
bright, airy, spring scene and was a perfectly tricky test. She hadn’t framed it yet, but that forced me to
work out a hanging system for unframed work. She has an old easel that simply hangs from my wall
bracket from two bolts sticking out the back, the painting balancing so close to vertical that I was able to
make minor adjustments at the camera end.

Part IV – FLASHLESS SET-UP and OTHERWISE UNPHOTOGRAPHABLE 2D ART
Yes, you CAN get good results outdoors in north light, preferably on a cloudy day. I would advise
following other relevant guidelines in Part I of this series though. You do have to be careful about uneven
lighting and shadows, color shift from surrounding trees, etc. Of course, this makes it impossible to shoot
behind glass.
There is one type of art for which I resort to this method: art that is so super-glossy and/or uneven,
or has reflective material in it, making it impossible to get a decent picture with or without flash.
1.I wait and photograph the art outdoors in very flat light, sometimes in heavy shade, that usually
requiring color correction. I have seen extreme days that require no “titling” even with very glossy
paintings. Not often.
2.I set the art at whatever angle to the camera that it takes to eliminate glare, reflection (from none to
slight all the way to scarily drastic. This can produce a very distorted image.
3.F-stop is set at the highest possible, for maximum depth of field
4.Focusing is manual, careful to pinpoint 1/3 of the way, in depth, across the art. In reality, nothing is ever
truly “in” focus except at one point in the picture. Everything else is “out” of focus. The detectable amount
depends on the size of the aperture. The smaller the opening – higher the F-stop, the more will “appear”
to be in focus. At F-22 one should be able to photograph even a fairly large painting this way.
5.Resultant image is placed into Photoshop where, knowing what the original proportions were, I can
carefully distort and stretch (actually un-distort) the image back to its original state (using
edit/transform/distort – followed by edit/transform/scale to fix the width to length ratio).
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Tips from a Negative and Slide Scanning Marathon…
Monday, September 9, 2013

Been there, done that now. Like a lot of photographers I had a backlog of black and white negatives that
desperately needed scanning, multiple file drawers full, and a whole shelf of notebooks of contact
sheets. So I decided that leaving it go any longer wasn't an option. The solution: a scanning marathon.
It sounds simple, but I was scanning 35mm negatives, 120 negatives, 4x5 negatives and color slides –
along with using my camera to photograph piles of older family pictures. This was a true marathon. The
up-side is that I will never have to do this again. Worst case scenario is that someone comes up with a
negative some time that I need a scan of; I'll simply pay to have it done.
Hoping that it might be of some help, and assuring you that it won't be as rough a job as it looks, I'll
outline the process, including all the variables, different format negatives, slides, even family
pictures in one of the companion pieces.
Keep it simple, clean and easy. And be amazed at the finished product:
1- Organization to be proud of
2- The ability to easily make HB books of art records, family albums or anything else you can
imagine (a separate how-to).
I've separated sets of steps into enclosed squares in order to keep it all from looking more
intimadating than it is – keeping it simple –
I – GET READY in three steps
1 – Clear the computer desktop so you can work cleanly…
My system for this is very simple: I created an empty folder labeled in all caps: CLEAN ME. Then I
selected all the crap, junk, etc. on the desktop that I just don't want to deal with and drag/drop in into the
one folder. Ta da! You'll find that, for some mysterious reason, it's so much easier to clear files out of this
folder than from your desktop, and at your own pace. You can now find what you're looking for on your
desktop. I do this regularly.
2 – Create two new folders on the desktop, labeled SCANS
Within these folders create a series of folders to match the year the images inside will have been
created. The images obviously will not remain in these folders forever, but this is necessary in order to
get them organized – and for storage if using Aperture. And it will allow you later to sort, weed out and
"batch rename" files when needed – something I realized would have to be done to some images.
3 – FIX where I was already storing my digital images – the big step. This is not really as tricky as it
may look, though most people I know have let even this get way out of hand. It's like starting over – but

at the same time using what you have. For this step simply organize images according to year –
separating art from family, etc.
I will admit to going into this with such a mess that I resorted to the ultimate, exporting most of
my images to folders, deleting entire Libraries (by dragging them to the trash) and starrting over
by creating new Libraries more rationally set up and separated.
Step back, take a breather. In the process of preparing for this job you have already made your life
better. Relax. I had forty years of negatives and slides to tackle, plus family pictures going back a couple
of generations. I would be at this steadily for two months – happily less than half the time I originally
calculated, probably because I was organized.
II – GET SET – setting up your tools
The Scanner: for me the Epson V750. This is one fine scanner, a flatbed that does a phenomenal job
on negatives and slides. All scanning has a slight learning curve – I'm assuming a little familiarity with the
process.
V750 is not a cheap scanner, but they are readily available used, especially on eBay. For example, after I
was finished with this project, I sold mine. A major part of that investment came back. The next person
will probably sell it again. There are a lot of people our there in the same boat, with a lot of work to do in
a number of formats. You are not alone and any investment will later be minimalized.
ANY questions can easily be Google'd. You'll probably even find a YouTube video addressing any issue
– or email me.
The Different Formats:
a) 35 mm Negatives: the jig that comes with the scanner is great, allowing the scanning of up to four
strips at a time.
b) Color slides: twenty slides at a clip in the included jig. Here's a tip: while old Kodachrome slides
will last almost forever, all other formats are fast self-destructing. Do them first and fast. I lost half of
mine and am hearing from others in the same boat. Do the Ektachromes now, save what you can.
d) 4x5 Negatives: these negatives tend to be thick enough and flat enough to use the included jig.
c) 120 Negatives: here there is a complication. 120 negatives are thin and prone to bowing. This can
make for scans that are slightly out of focus in areas. To complicate this, they expand slightly from the
heat of the scanning light, causing slight movement. The solution is a glass carrying jig made specially
for use on the Epson V750. It's not all that expensive and it too can be later sold with the scanner. The
system is easy, slick and yields perfect scans of 120 negatives.
The seller of this is an independent, and the web site info isn't the best in the world. Pay no attention to
the version without the glass, it's actually no longer available anyway. Simply order it with the anti-newton
ring glass: http://www.betterscanning.com/scanning/vseries.html
My tip for setting the height adjustment for the jig: this thing comes with instructions for setting the
height adjustment to your particular scanner, using little built-in adjustment screws. Personally I didn't like
that at all. I simply cut layers of thin cardboard (very thin) and double stickied them together and to the
bottom of the jug until I got to where the scans were sharp. I had a lot of scanning to do and didn't want
to have to worry about my height adjustment varying. The tests took less than half the time estimated in
the clear instructions. The person I sold the scanning outfit to is also using the jig with my cardboard
height booster. Keeping it simple, easy and reliable.
**** Here's a little-known iPhoto / Aperture Tip for those having any problems / issues with over-used or
screwed-up Libraries. Symptoms can be crashes, wrong image coming up when a thumbnail is clicked,
problems opening a Library, etc. Hold down the Option and Command keys while opening the app.
Instead of it opening you will be shown a dialog box offering to Repair Permissions, Repair Database or,
in the extreme, erbuild Library Database. A really handy, cool fixit for almost any issue.
At this point I looked to the floor on my right and was confronted with forty years of my negatives in
sleeves (stacked in drawers), reams of slides, family albuns and a huge box of family pictures going way
back. I couldn't believe it would ever get done. It was an intimidating sight. I took another break – a week
this time.
III – SCAN, SCAN, SCAN
1 – All scans should be in TIFF format. Remember, JPG is a compression format that throws away
information. You want to begin with the best quality file possible. PLEASE DO NOT IGNORE THIS IF
IMAGE QUALITY IS AN ISSUE.
2 – In the preview you will have the opportunity go name the files, eliminate what you don't want, correct

allignment, etc.
3 – Occasionally you will bring up a negative or slide that the scanner has problems with making a full
size preview. Simply leave preview mode for that particular exposure and manually select the scanning
area.
4 – All scanning is done with the negative emulsion side up (yet there is that rare negative bow that
requires you to reverse this and then reverse the resultant scan).
5 – Scan into folders – inside a master folder labeled SCANS – labeled for the years. Or simply scan
batches into a work-folder, clearing these into the year-folders at some point.
– Again with the Formats: on all of these, make sure the first part of the assigned title/number is the
year. Most of my negative numbers were year/roll/exposure: 9832-6 (1998 / roll 32 / exposure 6)
a) 35 mm Negatives – these should be easy. You have roll numbers and negative numbers. One
thing I quickly realized is that negative numbers cease to matter much, just the roll numbers because
they contain the year. I let the scanner append the number of the negatives on each roll beginning with
one. If you want to keep negative numbers you may have to change numbers after scanning.
Again, after scanning a batch, place the scanned TIFF files in the appropriate year folder / in the
Negatives folder. I separated mine into subject matter categories, then years because I tend to work in
projects or themes. That way It's easy to put them in the right place in Aperture. I usually scan 35mm at
3200 dpi.
b) 120 Negatives – should be labeled the same way. I like to scan my 120 negatives at 4800 dpi if I
want a very large print. I keep them separate from the 35 mm, even though they occasionally cross in
subject matter. If large prints aren't a factor, 2400 is fine for medium format.
c) 4x5 Negatives – I had very vew of these. Just made sure they bear the year first. 1200 dpi netted
very large scans.
d) Slides – I let these come out year and numbered from one forward 1998-1). If you have a lot, you
may have to come up with something more akin to my labeling negatives. I rarely want anything huge out
of slides, scanning at 3200 dpi.
Longest and most demanding stage. The exposures pile up. Only do what may be needed some day.
The one advantage of scanning is that you can tell the scanner to skip over what you don't want. You will
now have a folder containing folders of different formats, containg folders of different years. What now?
The hard work is done, now for the trickier in concept but easy to execute steps. And again, any
questions can be Google'd for answerw (or even email me). You have: Regular Images and Family
Images…
NOW WHAT
Before you do anything with the files: again make sure family images and "other" are in separate
Libraries
a) Regular Images – This is also a good time to correct any labeling anomolies.
b) Scanned Family Images – pull these aside into their own parallel folder layout inside a folder
labeled FAMILY SCANS – for later. Make sure years are separated. The fact that you will have family
images from three sources; digital, scanned and photographed prints will require a couple of quickie
corrections to these files later. Otherwise once they are mixed, they will be impossible to sort and/or
control.
The regular images are ready. All that is needed is to know where to put them and follow a few cautions.
After that there's extra work to do to make things right for the family images.
What I did with mine… I use Apple's Aperture to organize my digital images. Since these are all my
photography, etc. their file names can be used as they are. I set up separate Libraries:
- Digital Images
- B&W Negatives
- Color Slides
- Outside Jobs
- Paintings (my wife paints)
As I was Importing the images from their individual year folders to their individual year Albums in
Aperture, I made sure (Top/Right in Aperture) to move the originals to a folder storage system in my

Tips from a Negative and Slide Scanning Marathon…

Images folder on the computer matching where they came from. I label this folder Aperture
Originals and arrange everything in there.
Fortunately Aperture and other such applications allow sorting by file name, creation date or a number of
other criteria. Two months later I had something infinitely better than a shelf full of notebooks full of
negatives and slides, and drawers full of filed negatives. It was impressive, convenient and finally easy to
add images to without creating an even bigger mess.
But what about those pesky family-image negative scans?
In your family Library you already have digital images. If you have Fixed the Family Digital Image Mess
and Converted Your Old Pictures to Digital – you still have to deal with family images that have
been scanned from negatives and/or slides to add to these. Holy file-format confusion Batman!
These will need to be added to the Family Library. There are a number of refinements to the file
names that will accomplish this – I did the following:
1 – I went into the folders where the scans were and batch-appended "Scan" in front of all File
Names. For this I used NameChanger, a freeware app I describe the use of in Converting Your Old
Pictures to Digital. One of the choices in selecting what the app changes is to designate what you want
added before or after, etc. (I could have included this in the original scan names.) MAC SYSTEM NOW
DOES THIS EVEN BETTER. Example: Scan1987-1
2 – Then I went into the Family Library and created new Smart Albums for scans for those years,
arranging them alongside others for those years, defining what the Album should include the same way
as in Converting Your Old Pictures to Digital.
3 – And then, realizing that these would have the 2013 creation date and also show up in the latest
digital file folder, I altered the instructions for the 2013 Album from telling it to exclued any image with
PicScan in the file name to make it simply eliminate anything including "Scan".
All this create a Family Library that will function nicely for years…
BUT WHAT NEXT? What does this allow you to do? You are ready and able to create the successor to
the family scrapbook:
The Ultimate Family History Book
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ClayMonster Cookie Jar - Other People's Art
Saturday, September 21, 2013

Tam, a good friend called from the Bel Air Arts Festival and told us that ClayMonster was there. We
changed our minds about attending, threw our stuff together and drove down. We love their work and
have purchased pieces in the past, mostly for gifts. Nan wanted to “adopt” a monster. We also got a
couple of smaller pieces, notably a cute monster not-piggy bank for a gift. We came home with Kahill
here – his name is on the bottom. He’s about eleven inches tall. The lid extends down to include the
“upper” teeth.

ClayMonster pieces, the work of Cat Audette and Rich Holt (married with children)
are extremely well made, imaginative and simply stunning. Unfortunately catching up with them back
here in Harford County is relatively rare. RiverView Gallery has been working on getting them for a while
now – it looks promising.
In the meantime, visit claymonster.net
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What's Happened to the Outdoor Art Show?
Monday, September 23, 2013

A History of Injury and Insult – a forty year down hill slide and an ultimate slap in the face. Recently,
because I put out my book book, I registered for an outdoor “art” show, one of the same shows that were
free forty years ago, offered fence for ill equipped artists to hang on and awarded category prizes starting
with $100 for first place. These shows usually sold something, leaving artists to go home tired but not
feeling like they came out at the wrong end of a business transaction. It was all about the art.
This show now cost me $100 to get into – cheap these days when many cost three hundred or more. I
proceeded to win a blue ribbon. My take? $100, of course. The first prize winner pays $100 to get in, has
to expend countless dollars on a tent and rack system, gets a check for $100 and walks away worse off
than the non-winner forty years ago. Add this to the fact that they are letting in so many junk exhibits that
people who would really like to look at and purchase real art get fed up with having to wade through so
many craft bazaar exhibits to find anything approaching fine art or fine craft. They simply stop showing
up.
Actual art buyers, scarce enough as they are, have almost completely abandoned these shows. Ergo,
sales have fallen to an all time low, while marketing of flea-market goods has skyrocketed. The better
artists, unless desperate, have also left the shows, while for some the outdoor show is virtually the only
game in town. Today’s prize winner goes home frustrated and feeling used. At the same time he has to
weather all those congratulations and kudos for spending maybe ten hours of labor – not doing his art –
netting less money than he would have made working at many a weekend job, just because he made a
couple of sales and won a prize. Big whoop. And the rest of the poor suckers who put their all into art for
art’s sake, real art, walk away with nothing. But they’re lucky in one sense, they're not expected to feel or
express gratitude for being abused and then insulted.
The icing on the cake…
These shows were originally founded to provide a venue for fine art and fine craft. But they’ve been
turned on their head, becoming more the enemy rather than the servant of the artists. Most are now
upscale flea markets. And, for the few fine artists and fine craftspersons who remain, the very few who
give today’s trashy shows the slightest bit of legitimacy, they still offer prize money in amounts that reflect
the dollar forty years ago, a ceremonial slap in the face to the artist, the art and everyone involved.
Our local shows, in the name of continuity, decency and respect, should at a MINIMUM, offer first
prizes in each category of $250 + rebate the entry fee, whatever it is. For most events that would be
$350 for first, $175 for second and at least the $100 refund for a third or honorable mention. These
figures aren’t even high enough to reflect inflation – look at what has happened to prices of houses, cars,
groceries, etc. in the interim. I trimmed these down from inflationary figures only because most art
supplies have “only” tripled in that time. At least a few artists should walk away feeling, if not like winners,
at least not feeling thoroughly abused, disrespected and taken advantage of.
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An alternative scenario…
The art-show was at a good point forty years ago – and they, like everything else, needed work to
survive in a new world. But they started moving in the wrong direction and just kept going. Don’t tell me
that there isn’t an alternative, a solution though. I know better. Just because shows have almost all gone
this direction does not mean they had to. For two hundred years high-jumpers were trained to jump and
roll – until Fosbury came along and showed everyone that all you need to do is jump backwards. Now
everyone does.
The solution is actually pretty simple – just map out where they should be today, ignoring all the false
lessons we have learned, and find a practical way to get there. After over a decade of working with
ArtQuest – Mary Woodward’s experiment in serving artists first, the last six years of its life leading it, and
another decade letting what I learned sit on a back burner and simmer, I believe I pretty much have it
figured out. I’ve recently outlined what I’m certain would take a show there; it would be free to artists,
offer great prize money, feature fine art and fine crafts, provide display racks and tent cover for local
artists AND, and here’s the counterintuitive part, provide upwards of $15,000 for whatever charities a
sponsoring organization wanted to support. OK, that’s peanuts compared to the money some shows
bring in, but both the artists and community would be big winners. And the sponsoring organization
would ride high, enabled by its success to other endeavors. So much in life is like a spider web in that
there are a few thread anchors that make the whole thing work, miss those for whatever reason,
prejudice or false lessons learned, and everything simply hangs there.
A wise local woman told me thirty years ago that our local problem is that the powers that be in the art
community think backwards: the organization comes first, then the community and then the artist. She
was so right, and we are paying the price. Her advice: work from the perspective of taking care of the
artist first, the community second and the organization will automatically thrive.
My favorite part about my outline, much of it proven in the crucible that was our local ArtQuest show, is
that it’s not all that complicated or difficult to implement. It just takes recognizing the problem – a biggie
for a culture that measures everything in dollars, and a willingness to listen to a marriage of some very
old and a few new ideas – while throwing away almost everything in between. Do I entertain any notion
that anyone is interested? Heck no – well, maybe in two hundred years.
Am I prepared to provide an outline? Well yes, to anyone who can show me that they are willing to do
the work involved.
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Lyon Clay "saggar fired" piece - Other People's Art
Monday, October 7, 2013

When Paul started experimenting with “saggar fired” work, we began planning on picking a favorite
piece. This is it. It’s nine inches tall and a real beaut. Now he’s even giving workshops in surrounding
states. This piece sports a pattern that used, among other things, horse hair during the glazing stage. We
have a collection of Lyon Clay work that will eventually be posted in the, of course, “Collections” section.

In the meantime, visit lyonclay.com
When I put together my portable light box for photographing 3D art, I tried it out on a studio full of all
sizes of saggar fired pieces. Fun stuff.
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Outgassing… what is it, prevention, fix-it
Monday, October 14, 2013

An issue that needs discussion, in spite of the fact that, in the end, it is only a minor frustration and does
no real harm or damage. I can’t count the number of artists who advise to “just don’t go there” – shut up
and refrain from calling attention to the issue. Now, does that sound like me? The long answer below, the
short of it: just clean the inside of the glass at some point down the road.
Spotting Outgassing…
The overall effect is that your prized art work begins to lose its luster. Contrast is reduced, so is clarity.
Duh, there’s a film on the inside of the glass. The way to spot it is to shine a light on the art and then
view from a sharp angle. You will be able to see both the film on the glass and the slight shadow cast
from the partially blocked light. You’ll notice that it creates a pattern matching the darker areas of the
work.
What is It…
Most art mediums, as they age, give off gasses. Some more than others. Modern giclee print inks,
especially the archival kind that contain solid pigment, when combined with specially coated papers,
release these gasses much more slowly, at a hard to predict pace depending on environment. My
favorite paper for example, one of Epson’s “signature worthy” papers, seems to be one of the reigning
kings of this issue. Not only that, while all inks contribute, nothing seems to come up to the level of the
blackest of the three black inks – and I work exclusively in B&W. Long before I could find discussions on
the internet about the subject, I was scratching my head and experimenting, looking for a preventative –
a solution is easy.
Solution…
If outgassing occurs, it is easily remedied. Simply remove the work from the frame long enough
to clean the inside surface of the glass. You will be amazed at how much better your prized work
of art looks.
Prevention…
… ah, there’s the rub. Especially since outgassing can occur in stages, as well as be aggravated by
environmental factors. Trapped glycol gasses seem to have a mind of their own as to when they will
escape and find a new home attached to the inside surface of your glass. I divide the potential for
outgassing into three stages: short, medium and long term vulnerability. The eternal optimist, I am
aggressive in my handling of this issue.
Short term outgassing…
…can show up anytime within a month, depending on temperature and humidity. There’s no longer any
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excuse for this – it’s very easy, if not a little of a pain in the proverbial katokus, to prevent short-term
outgassing. Finished work should simply not be framed immediately. It is advised that, if you must frame
immediately, that you place sheets of paper over your art to draw out the gasses – and wait at least 24
hours. I like to do this for about a week, then air out the work for another week or more before putting
behind glass – the longer the better.
Medium term outgassing…
… can wait as long as two years to show up. I’ve had the same prints that showed evidence of “short
term” gasses, where the glass was cleaned, have to be taken apart again after a couple of years. This
was before I, or anyone else, knew there was a problem. No matter how many precautions you take,
some gasses remain trapped that can leak out. This is why I maximize my chances with extra
precautions in the beginning. If the work is never subjected to extreme variations in temperature and
humidity, outgassing is likely to never show up. I have many a framed image that’s shown no outgassing
whatsoever over the last six years while I was working on my book.
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My Foldable 3D Light Box
Monday, October 21, 2013

The light box disassembles to three sections. The floor, the left/back foldable section and the right/top.
I have white duct tape around the edges where, when put together, short masking tape strips will hold
them together. Smaller image shows it disassembled.

A good friend and great potter, Paul Lyon, has great timing. He asked about my
photographing a bunch of his new “saggar” fired pieces just as I was working on an idea for a light box.
He was getting ready to head our for a major show and needed the pictures to be taken before some of
them were sold. I threw this together and headed over to his studio, setting up on a side table while he
got his work together. In the picture is my prototype model. It will do nicely as I use it a few times, noting
changes I will eventually make. It was built to mimic those made from large cardboard boxes – only in
this case to be able to be disassembled, transported or stored easily. To see one of the final shots – read
to the bottom of the instructions.

Lights:
You can see from the picture that I just use studio clamp lights that will hold up to 150 watt lights. But
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those monstrously big lights are LimoStudio Full Spectrum Lighting Bulb 85W Daylight AGG120. The
blocking you see at the back of the left window is one of three strips of foam-core that can be placed to
block too much light from shining directly on the background, effectively making it a little darker than it
would otherwise be – both sides and top.
Window cloth:
Nylon Rip Stop White Fabric from amazon.com. You sure don’t need much.
Backdrop:
From photographyprops.com. This is the only thing that really cost bucks. And it can scratch. Paul, the
potter who I shot this piece for, makes his bottoms silky smooth. But so many potters just give their
bottoms a spit and a promise. We have many a pot at home that we’ve had to put felt on in order not to
scratch furniture. So – watch what you let people set on this backdrop. Smudges will come off with
rubbing alcohol – scratches are a different story.
I clamp it to the top of the back. For short pieces, in order that the darker area of the graduated
background isn’t wasted, I place a four to eight inch booster under the backdrop. In Paul’s studio, we
found drawers just the right size that could be pulled out and used.
I did have to cut a little off the sides of the backdrop in order to make it fit.
Camera:
Tripod doesn’t allow me the freedom to move the camera. Same thing with a monopod. So I handhold. Exposures tend to be a little show – between 1/20 and 1/30 a second at ISO 800 (hey, a good
sensor is fine with this). Most pottery exposes well without correction. This particular series of pots
required almost a whole stop underexposure to get it right. I’m shooting at F20. I shoot four shots by
holding down the shutter. I find this always creates one to three sharp images even at slow speeds.
The Box:
– My BASE piece is a piece of good stiff foam-core 24” deep and 26 3/4 wide. This leaves an extra edge
for the other piece edges to rest on.
– The BACK is 26 X 26, solid, made from two pieces of foam-core double stickie taped together. Hinged
to this with duct-tape is the LEFT SIDE which is 24 X 26 tall – also made from two sheets of foam-core
double stickied together. In the center of this I cut a 16 X 18 inch hole over the outside of which is ducttaped a sheet of window cloth.
– The RIGHT SIDE is the same as the Left. It is hinged to the TOP PIECE, again with Duct-tape. The
TOP is exactly like the two sides, including the light window.
– I placed duct-tape pieces judiciously around the edges so that I can position the pieces and take short
bits of masking tape and hold the thing together. It’s a lot sturdier than it sounds. To disassemble, simply
remove the masking tape, fold and stack.
Issues:
1- The duct tape tends to stretch too much for regular use of the set-up. A stiffer tape, with maybe
even a short cross strip of something over the adhesive at the very edge to keep it from sticking where it
shouldn’t might fix that.
2- The short strips of masking tape tend to stick a tad too strongly to the back of the masking tape,
making it hard to remove. This is probably because I buy extra good masking tape, the cheap stuff is
probably preferable.
3- Shutter speed at ISO 800 tends to run a little slow – 1/20 to 1/30 second at F20. I’ll have to run
some experiments with adding baffling around the lights to reflect more in the windows.
A more permanent set-up:
For a more permanent set-up I would either use a very sturdy cardboard box as a frame and line the
inside, cut holes, etc. For a set-up that could withstand more constant use, like by students, etc., I would
construct a thin plywood frame, cut holes, line with white mat, etc.
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One of Paul Lyon’s new saggar fired “pots” photographed using the above set-up…
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Annegarn Lady - Other People's Art
Thursday, October 31, 2013

Maria Annegarn creates unique figures out of clay, ranging from jewelry to large cookie jars. Many of
them have “personality.” This lady is about 14 inches tall and houses room for a candle in the back of the
dress. The candle feature is found in a lot of her pieces. We have a few of her pieces, and have given
others away as gifts. We simply could not resist this one for ourselves, even as we begin searching for
Christmas presents.

Visit http://www.mannegarn.com
Maria shows her work at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace.
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Sherri Robbins’ “Good ‘n Plenty” - Other People's Art
Wednesday, November 6, 2013

Art is art, and performance art, especially with those who write their own music is fine art. That’s my
excuse for posting this in Other People’s Art. Sherri Robbins is a local blues singer that performed for
ArtQuest a few times. I ran into her at the Harford Day Art Show, went to iTunes and downloaded her
newest album.

Sherri wrote all but one track on the album. While the album title song is really
good, artists will especially appreciate the track Hey Vincent. Do yourself a favor and check it out on
iTunes. You don’t have to get the whole album, Hey Vincent and others are available for individual
download.
Her web site is http://www.sherrirobbinsmusic.com
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Easy, Classy Exhibit Labels and My Secret Weapon in the
field
Monday, November 11, 2013

In any medium there are a number of tricks of the trade. Everyone has their favorites. These are two of
mine: My “Secret Weapon” – Foldable Step Stool and Easy Exhibit Lables – with a touch of class.

Above, I call it my “SECRET WEAPON” – A foldable step stool, the plastic
kind. When I’m going to be in the field or especially in a crowd, I slide the 9 inch foldable stool into the
laptop slot of my backpack. It’s a perfect fit. Have you ever had to take pictures in a crowd of people
trying to get a better view, take pictures, noticing those six foot six guys have no problem whatsoever. I’m
a little over five foot seven. The stool puts me up there with those guys. It’s stable too. Add a monopod
and it’s even more stable. Add someone to stand with their hand on you and it’s rock solid. You don’t
even have to try and cram yourself right up against a rail or tape. From my experience a line of viewers in
front of you creates sort of a symbiotic relationship: because of the combination, nobody there is shoved
around near as much. Stability and courtesy rule. Of course, if you’re six foot six you won’t need this.

A personal favorite, simple and efficient, that solves another old problem: what to to with those out-ofdate business cards. The backs of old business cards make for a classy place to center 1x 2.5 inch
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address labels – Avery 5160 – that have been neatly printed on their sheets. Of course that makes white
cards preferable. They can attach to walls with a variety of removable adhesives.
There are a slew of applications one can use for this. Notice I got this one applied slightly off center
and skewed. If doing a lot of these, I advise setting up a quickie guide system. That’s pretty easy. I also
like to use a font that offers a "light" as well as regular. This way information other than the title can be
both smaller and lighter.
This leaves the issue of attaching the cards to walls, both paint and fabric problematic for different
reasons:
– Most tape pull itself loose from fabric. I've had some good luck with double-sided masking tape. If
the label has to be up for a while, I would suggest two or three layers, for some reason the extra depth
seems to help.
– Most tape pulls paint off the wall when applied to paint. Bits of gum adhesive do the job but often
leave small grease spots. I like rolled painters' tape, it's made to pull safely off of painted walls.
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Hussein Saidi's Jazz on the Avenue - Other People's Art
Tuesday, November 19, 2013

Hussein Saidi - RiverView Gallery discovered this Silver Spring, Md. artist at the Havre de Grace Art
Show. He is now a member of the Gallery. I purchased this work, 15x19 and put it into a 20x24 black
frame. It's a Christmas present for the musician in the family. Three things I love: a great work of art,
giving a great Christmas present and being able to combine the two.

Saidi's web site is: http://ujamaart.com
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Ends,Transitions, Beginnings and… Poking the Bear
Sunday, December 1, 2013

The end of an Era – I began the Easter Island project in 2006 with no idea how long it would take, how
much I would put into it or how much we would get out of it. When I drove two thousand pounds of books
home from the printer in 2012, it signaled the end of an Era. After six years of almost total concentration
and focus on all the myriad aspects of the project, I was suddenly finished. It felt weird. What would be
next. Yes, we will return to the Island, we have far too many friends there to not go. But the project itself
was complete.
Transition
I soon realized that we had let ourselves get pretty far behind on a lot of thing at home. We would need
time to catch up. We decided that 2013 would be our year for this, no major excursions, no "scathingly
brilliant" ideas. Beyond all the non-art related things – like fixing stuff around the house, etc. – that we
caught up on, we managed the following list directly related to our art, some of it indirectly related to the
project.
– I scored some points by completely redoing my wife's web site – nancraigart.com. At her direction I
kept it simple, classy and easily updated. I tiptoed in and took the picture above with my iPhone for her
home page. She's hard at work on one of her little 5x7 panels. I'm beginning to appreciate the iPhone
camera as the modern equivalent of the old box camera, and later brownie, finding circumstances where
its weaknesses are overshadowed by its strengths. I have a few ideas for iPhone-cam mini projects.
– I've created both English and Spanish versions of the iPad/Reader PDF versions of my book – and am
giving them away as free downloads. Please check it out. And maybe even consider purchasing the real
thing. HERE
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My own favorite way to install in iPad is to email the file to myself / open the email on the iPad / let it
download / tap the PDF and the iPad will ask you if you want to open it in iBooks. DropBox is also a great
way. Download links will remain posted on the book page and the blog home page.
– Scanned forty years of B&W negatives, a marathon effort. It's done, huaaaa! All I have left to show
from the old darkroom days are the scans and a ten pound bag of B&W negative strips looking to be
recycled. The cool thing is that in the process I found almost a dozen "new" images in there that had
been sitting around, hidden from my view for an average of thirty years.
– Solved a framing situation where I had work being presented out there with two different styles of
frame, very hard to mix when hanging. I settled on one and cleared out all of the other, winding up
donating them to a loal school. This was a pretty expensive and time consuming process
– Created a hardbound wedding album for our neice. It's a whole new world out there.
– Switched this web site from iWeb to EverWeb, the first appopriate replacement. Not your everyday,
before breakfast, effort. I will be doing a Review of EverWeb for my Editorial column on HarfordART.net
– Put together a hundred page, 10x19 hard bound Family Album in Aperture. This is our Christmas
present for the girls. The effort will be featured here in the Blog soon. While digital cameras for home use
have solved a lot of problems, they have raised a number of issues as to what to do with all those
images that are accumulating exponentially. Maybe my solution, with all of its aspects, will be of help to
someone. That posting could have one or more companion How-To's on HarfordART.net.
– Switched over to a new iMac, three terrabyte fusion drive, 24gigs of RAM, 27 inch screen. I also
customized my over-five year old MacBook Pro by installing a solid state hard drive and moving the
original drive to the DVD bay. Now it is 150% faster and has two hard drives. I use a little external DVD
when I need it.
– Decided to re-boot a community service, art community web site I used to run back in the old ArtQuest
days – HarfordART.net. It's sort of a trial effort to see if anyone in a pretty unconscious art community is
interested. I also managet to compose a number of good How-to columns for the site, along with a
couple of Editorials – both of which woll probably get me in trouble locally, if anyone ever reads them. I'm
also intorducing a few new ideas into the mix, like a community blog entitled Other People's Art and
RSS feed listing of local art bloggers.
– Created a web site – riverviewgallery.net – for RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace where both Nan
and I are exhibiting members.
– Moved from a Canon 5D Mark II to a Canon 6D. Slightly smaller, lighter and does more than the Mark
II. And quite a savings from the new Mark III. At thesame time, with my experience getting a great, if
small shot with the iPhone on the island, I have some interesting ideas for an iPhone B&W series.
– Did a couple of art shows, and realized that the scene has been compromised. As junk and outright
trash has been allowed in, people who look at and occasionally purchase actual art have ceased to even
show up – one just has to wade through too much crap to see anything real. One of my Editorials
addresses this. I used to run an outdoor art event, ArtQuest. When I had to leave, the others let it die.
But I have now taken the time to generate an outline of how to put on an art show with fine art and fine
craft only, free to the artists, that provides tent cover and display racks for those who don't have them. All
this not only without losing money, but managing to make a small bundle for a chosen charity. Some day
someone just might be interested. It's where all those free, simple art shows of thirty years ago should be
today and aren't because of a combination of laziness on the part of the artists themselves and short
sighted thinking that leaves organizations looking to make all their money off the artists' backs.
Looking Forward
I never kept a Blog or any kind of Journal before Easter Island. So, as I move forward it occurred to me
that the "New Work" page on my site could be eliminated and a Blog expanded appropriately. It should
be a lot of fun, help keep me focused and hopefully be interesting.
As we are sure to return to Easter Island, and hopefully find new endeavors, there will be times when
postings are quite regular. I will feature entries on the new home page. At the same time I will set up an
RSS Feed to the home page of HarfordART.net, the local art scene site I am working to get established.
There new entries to this and other local Blogs will automatically feed in to one central place for all your
local art information, connections, etc. HarfordART.net provides an Artist Directory, How-to columns,
Editorials by myslef and a number of informative and fun sections. Please visit.
As far as a new "scathingly brilliant idea"? I have a few ideas germinating. Just no more as big as the
last one. Nan's response: "I just might have to hurt you." Don't tell her, but part of the fun is in what is
appropriately called in our house: "poking the bear."
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Annegarn's Sad Christmas Lady - Other People's Art
Sunday, December 8, 2013

Maria Annegarn - We have a number of Annegarn pieces, you can see two of them in the background
here. But when we saw what we call her Sad Christmas Lady we knew we had this year's addition to our
home Christmas decorations. She sits there, legs hanging over the front edge of the shelf, bringing her
own brand of joy to all.

Visit http://www.mannegarn.com
Maria shows her work at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace.
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Planning our next Island Excursion
Sunday, December 15, 2013

Waka Tapu Boatman – He was introduced to us as Moko. He’s a Mauri crewman aboard one of the two
ocean going canoes, Te Aurere and Ngahiraka, that made up the Waka Tapu or sacred canoe voyage
from New Zealand, by way of Mangareva, to Easter Island (Rapanui) in 2012. Moko is a nickname,
referring to the tiny little lizard indigenous to much of polynesia. It’s amazing how many people we know
on the island only by such names.
It was the end of November, early summer when the phone rang. It was Maruka, speaking English – a
big sigh of relief from me. She told me that we had to get down there and hop into her truck. The Te
Aurere and Ngahiraka were approaching and were going to anchor on the far end of the Island from
town.
It was exciting, if not a tad disappointing as to opportunities for great pictures. We watched the two
waka, each a double canoe with housing platform across the center, start as dots on the horizon and
slowly approach. They each bore the single mast and sail that the originals did hundreds of years ago
when they explored and settled an area that includes Tahiti, New Zealand, Hawaii and Easter Island.
Unfortunately they anchored too far off shore for any good shots.
Later we were all at Cafe Makona, drinking cervezas and eating camotes fritas when Moko came by
and Maruka introduced us. The only camera I had with me was the iPhone – thus the small size of the
image. I think I’d have trouble myself wiping a smile off my face if I’d just spent several weeks sailing
sailing the Pacific in a canoe, across 19000 kilometers of scary, lonely sea without modern navigational
aids in a series of rough storms and almost running out of food.
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The phone call from Easter Island has the wheels in my head turning. We have an offer to
house/dog/cat sit in either May/June or September/October. OK, the first is going into winter and the
second coming out, but we like the island in winter. Sure, not as much going on, but what is happening is
mostly islanders, with less in the way of tourists. And most of the time it is in the low seventies anyway.
iPhone portraits of everyone we know on the island,
and maybe a few we don't know yet – that's the thing. The image on the right gave me the idea for a little
project this trip. Sure, the results will be smallish, but there are advantages in that people are used to
having phone cameras pointed at them. They don't react the same way as they do to my SLR "beast".
They relax, loosen up, enjoy. And especially on the island, like with this portrait, there's usually a story to
go along with the image. I like to print these up and attach them to the back of the prints – I've included
the text below the image here. I do this with all of my Rapa Nui images, and have started with a few
others.
I'll have my laptop with me, so I'll be able to work the images up, at least to a point, while on island. I can
get a very nice 6x8 or so image from a good phone exposure. Whatever the size, they will all be done up
the way I like to do my small stuff, in 14x14 mat/frame.
There is a lot of competition in the area of smart phone camera apps. The upside of that is that to get
most of them, and find out which one suits your needs, all you have to do is download a freebie app
called Apps Gone Free. They seem to rotate in there, free for one day only, looking for followers. One,
two, three and four dollar apps free if you catch the offer in time. Cool. I've gotten a dozen or so that way
– discarding all but three or four that I might use. Along about noon every day you get a "ding" on your
phone or pad announcing that the day's catch is in. Best for getting good kids apps, but I check it every
day and have gotten some great stuff.
The fact that this project holds little commercial promise is not an issue with me. It will be satisfying
and fun. Besides, I have time to come up with more ideas… them wheels is turning.
Nan
Nan has recently been doing 5x7 paintings. She's excited about the idea fo taking along a stack of 5x7 –
and possibly some 6x8 and 8x10 – panels to paint on.
I can see us now, sitting at Cafe Makona, eating comotes fritas and sipping cervezas. Nan leaning back
with a little panel painting while I corral people passing by to sit and get their picture taken.
Darn, I gotta find something to keep my mind occupied until we leave……
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Just Asking… A Dozen Simple Questions for Artists
Wednesday, December 18, 2013

I know a lot of artists and see a lot of art. These questions have always lingered in the back of my mind –
overflowing and coming out only occasionally, almost always getting me into big trouble with some
artists. Anyway, at risk of stepping on a few toes, here they are. And yes, I would love to hear back from
anyone who has a response to any of these.
1 – How can you be an artist and not be an art lover? If you don’t appreciate other artists work
enough to hang it on your own wall or place one on a piece of furniture, why would anyone else see the
same work, or yours, as worthy of possessing? What kind of example does this set for either the public
or emerging artists? And next time you attend a show, watch to see how many artists take the time to
even look at other work in the show. It’s astounding how little interest there is.
2 – If artists aren’t willing, even anxious, to purchase the work of other artists as Christmas or
other special occasion gifts for friends and family, how can they expect the public to go there?
Fellow artists are a measurable, almost constant percentage of a show’s sales (ok, considering fine art
only). Over a number of years of actually running shows and exhibits I noticed that totals seem to go up
and down with both groups together. Does that mean artists’ response somehow sets a pattern, generate
interest, build excitement?
3 – If, as an artist, you aren’t curious enough or supportive enough to attend openings and shows
held by other artists, why should they attend yours? In a related question, if the greater part of an art
community sets an example by all but ignoring openings and shows, why would the public think there is
anything worth seeing. Duh, art appreciation begins with artists.
4 – If you are defensive of critique and needy when it comes to kudos, how are you going to grow
as an artist? Criticism is the mother of review and rethinking. We learn from our mistakes, not our
successes. The only worse teacher than success is the false sense of satisfaction one gets from people
more concerned about your feelings than saying what they really think. Have you ever watched early
contestants on American Idol who nobody has had the nerve to tell they can’t carry a tune in a bucket, let
along sing? Have you seen their utter disbelief when the truth hits home? Being open to negative
comments sets you up to think, learn and improve, the few observations that are wrong, at worst, serve
only to force one’s taking a second, self confirming look. Start seeking truth and reality, and learn. Be
grateful for anyone in today’s positive reinforcement culture who has the wisdom and cahunas to say
what they’re thinking.
5 – If you aren’t happy with a piece, do you really want it out there? Do you care so little about your
body of work that you would add a major detraction to it? Some of the world’s greatest painters regularly
destroyed their failed works. What is it with this “Well, somebody might eventually buy it” crap? There’s
an awful lot of garbage out there. Why would anyone want to consciously leave behind a legacy of
adding to that? Burn it, paint over it, make it better.
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6 – If your work of art is what you want it to be, a finished balanced piece on your easel, why in
the world would you alter how it is viewed with a colored mat, or even worse? If a color needs to be
“brought out”, that mean it obviously wasn’t strong enough or used properly for balance within the
painting. Put it back on the easel. A complete work’s balance is hurt, not helped by a non-neutral mat.
7 – Once your piece is finished, why would you not want to make it so someone can actually
enjoy your work? Sloppy presentation like pottery pieces with rough,unsanded bottoms and art crappily
framed, etc. show an artist’s disrespect for their own work. So why would the public respect it?
8 – Why would you price a work so low as to insult both the art and the effort you put into it? Too
low a price announces that the work is almost worthless, whether it is or not. On the other side of the
coin, why would you price your work so high that normal people can’t even consider owning one
of your pieces? Isn’t art communication? Isn’t the main point to get work out there? There is a big, wide
gray area in between, however awkward it is to find one’s way in it. Simply consider the what the two
extremes actually say about you and your art.
9 – What is it with some artists and their reluctance to share their knowledge, tricks and secrets?
Do they really believe they are so far ahead of everyone else that the ratio of one to many as far as
sharing information and ideas doesn’t apply to them? I’ve found that most artists who obsess about
“having their brain picked” don’t have all that much fruit in there. It’s not lowering oneself to relate as
equals to fellow artists, even those not as accomplished. And hey, ever hear of “what goes around
comes around”? It’s true, only closer to ten fold.
10 – Why would anyone expect others, especially fellow artists, to believe a practiced line of
baloney? Yes, there is an almost overwhelming temptation to develop a load of bull relating to your art,
the public almost begs for it. And we’ve all seen so-called successful artists who have this down to an
art. Problem is, there seems to be a universal tendency to begin believing one’s own crap. Be fake and
become a fake. We are what we do. Solution, be real.
11 – Why would I want a painting or other work of art with a signature so large and prominent that
it’s the first thing I see? I’m not an autograph collector. Make people look for the damn thing. And
photographers, why would I want a white, black, silver or even gold signature walking across the image?
That’s certainly not something I would want to stand and stare at while contemplating the meaning of art
and life. So far potters seem to have it right, most simply put a stamp or initials on the bottom. I’m waiting
for the first one to think they have to put their name in swirly, bright glaze around the middle in order to
be considered a real artist. It’s telling that traditionally signatures are removed on prints made from
paintings.
12 – Who the heck ever said that sales were the measure of an artist? Whenever you are tempted to
somehow measure your artistic worth in sales, look around at what is actually selling. That ought to nip
that one in the bud real quick. This kind of thinking leads to letting perceived public wants guide the
evolution of one’s art. Now there’s a horrid thought. The path an artist walks determines where he goes.
If you can’t sell your work, find a way to give it away. You’re an artist, not a car salesman. Taking that
more easily traveled fork in the trail, the one drifting away from being an artist, the one with the
compromised bevy of commercial hacks on the horizon, is not the answer
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Tripple Play: Nancy Craig, Dave DeRan and Lyon Clay
Tuesday, December 24, 2013

Lyon Clay Platter – Paul and Tracy Lyon. If we are around at all we won't miss Paul and Tracy's annual
Christmas Open Studio – and not just because I spend a good part of my time hovering over the food. By
showing up early we've acquired a number of what we think are the finest of classic Lyon pieces –
enough to have our own exhibit. This platter measures a tad over 16 inches and weighs about a quarter
of a ton. It has a nifty hanging hook made into the back, but we use it as a serving platter.

Visit: lyonclay.com
Paul shows some of his saggar-fired pieces at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace.
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Dave DeRan
Long out of print and sold out, Dave occasionally manages to retrieve a copy. He replaces the dust jacket
– printers always leave the author with a huge stack of extra dust covers – and offers to sell them again.
Dave's Open Houses are a must see. The visit is an experience and always different. This trip one
could see that Dave had been feeding an obsession with painting cows. There was more, but mostly
cows. Even though the book was all that we came back with this trip, we were glad we went. And hey, we
finally managed to collect a copy of the book.
Visit Roxanne's Facebook page: Roxanne posts many of Dave's new works on her Facebook page.

+ Christmas art-swap…
Nan Craig's miniature 5x7 of Bailey Island in Maine for Lyon Clay's small Saggar-fired piece 6"
Nancy Craig…
My wife is an avid collector of Lyon pieces. When she took her stash up to the table to make her
purchases at the Christmas Open Studio, Tracy picked out this little gem and offered to swap it for Nan's
new miniatures of Bailey Island in Maine. Marked prices were the same, so there was no haggling
involved – and everyone was happy.
Visit: nancraigart.com Nan also shows her work at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace
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Buczacky Mug - Other People's Art
Saturday, January 18, 2014

This is just too cool. When I was doing my negative scanning marathon last summer, I stumbled on a
good image of Jerry at the potter's wheel over thirty years ago. So I printed it up for him. Now I'm
celebrating the new year with a five inch mug he made for me after reading my book: Moai head
complete with long ears. Perfect for a place of honor on my work table, holding pencils markers and
scisors that have been heretofore simply plunked into an ugly glass.
Jerry lives here in Havre de Grace. He seems to have taken a long break from the clay. I hope this
signals his return to the fold.

Buczacky Mugs are now available at RiverView Gallery in town…
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Roberto Pakomio – a Tribute
Sunday, January 19, 2014

January 17, 2014 a sad day for so many. A second call from Easter Island in a week to let us know about
a friend's sudden death. First Karlo, about our age, married to a German woman who met him on
vacation and stayed. He was killed in a brush fire – they are having a very dry time of it this year. Karlo
was a huge loss, a strong and accomplished figure among the Rapanui, referred to as Maori – wise,
learned.
And now Roberto. To be honest, we feel like we've been kicked in the gut. Roberto was our neighbor
the first year and the first of many Rapanui to welcome us into their world. It seems he was swimming
and had some kind of epileptic seizure and drowned. In tribute to Roberto, I would like to share a few
memories, moments, videos and images.
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A friend with a big heart and lots of talent. Here he is in 2007 on our Island porch singing "Blowin' in the
Wind" in Rapanui, Espanol and English. It was his way of welcoming us back after my having to leave
the Island mid-project year for a life-saving operation.
Mo Taua Ana Mo Ora

From Roberto's second CD, Mo Taua Ana Mo Ora celebrates life on Easter Island. I know what the
individual words in the title can mean, but can't even attempt an accurate translation.
Spring of 2008 there was a young fellow visiting the island with a good eye and video camera, along
with someone to do the editing – musicians always seem to find one another (I neglected to record their
names). Together they came up with this video of Roberto put to the soundtrack of one of his songs. He
wrote and arranged all of his own music, using whatever talent for accompaniment he could recruit at the
time. That's where I came in. I was able to create a YouTube account and upload a downsized version of
the video – at that time the upload took over two days Island speed. Mo Taua Ana Mo Ora is now
approaching 25,000 people playing it.
Building a rock wall for a friend, Tapati parade shot (Roberto's the upper one)
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Playing guitar with Jacobo Hey, judge and ex governor. With his newborn son Patiri (Thunder)…

Never one to object to having to fill in as a waiter at Alexandra's Cafe (the "x" is pronounced as an "h").
Roberto refused to take it all that seriously. Here I was trying to catch him goofing it up while bringing our
goodies, while of course he was trying to suddenly keep a straight face – not altogether successfully.
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When there in the fall I was able to make Roberto a jack-a-lantern – with green pumpkins! First they'd
seen.

Going all out in creating a sign for the elderly couple across the street. Roberto never did anything half
way – the sign says "American Clothes”. Times like this I regret a little always being the one behind the
camera. I can't find one shot with both of us in it.
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The 24 inch wood-burned panel he gave to us last trip the day we left. It hangs in Nan's studio. Roberto
singing in the Cafe.

An example of his drawings… and not my image, but Roberto as October in the 2013 Rapanui Calendar.
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Roberto you are missed…
When we return the end of August, it will not be the same…
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The Biggest "Mystery of Easter Island" – Solved ?!
Monday, April 14, 2014

The question mark represents the fact that there will still be "experts" and pundits who do not accept the
results or recent "discoveries". The exclamation mark is simply my own personal "Duh, of course it's
solved!"
Having spent a great deal of time on the island, and covered pretty much the entirity in our roamings, we
did a lot of reasearch. We read so very many theories about how the megalithic giants were moved
across the island from the crater where they were carved; everything from being moved by aliens to
exhausting the trees for the making of rollers. All the while, the Rapanui themselves simply smiled and
insisted that they walked.
Aired late in 2012, as well as featured in National Geographic magazine, a PBS special entitled The
Mystery of Easter Island provides a wonderful conclusion – or punch line – to the mystery. Yes, they
actually walked. Here's a link to the PBS video. It can also be accessed on the PBS station from iPad
and Apple TV, etc.
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It's kind of ironic that this moment didn't arrive until the first Rapanui archaeologist, Sergio Rapu Haoa,
teamed up with archaeologist Terry Hunt from the University of Hawii at Manoa to run some experiments
based on island tradition combined with som of his own supporting observations. Like others we had
wracked our brains trying to figure out how a stoneage culture cold move carved giants weighing twenty
to eighty tons up and down hills and miles across the island. No theory that we read came close to being
convincing. Watching the Nova episode is enlightening. Simple, straight forward, no use of trees
whatsoever. I just love it when a problem that appears so dauntingly complex ends up with a simple,
relatively easy, if inspired, answer. Doesn't happen often in life.
This PBS video, again free to watch, is definitely a must-see for anyone who likes a good mystery –
especially one with a solution. Definitely a Huaaa moment!
Greg Embree
I'm always looking for and at B&W photography. It draws me like a magnet. Recently, as a result of being
sent to his site by someone on the Island – he had recently spent a few days there and taken some
shots – I punched Greg's name into Google and visited his site. He specializes in shots of Washington
DC. I enjoyed them and contacted the photographer. We wound up exchanging books – his "Eternal
Washington" is all B&W of course. Like me he goes ahead and posts his images on his site of all to
enjoy.
I love the fact that when he saw the little original print I slip into the jacket of the book, he sent me one of
his of that size – of my choice. Cool.
One difference is that he went the on-demand route for printing his books, which I find interesting. I've
done this for individual books of my wife's paintings, family albuns, etc. And it is most undoubtedly the
future. The cost per book however is much higher right now and binding options seem to be limited.
Then again, I've still got three hundred copies in boxes, half of which I must sell to break even. Oh well.
Greg's site: http://home.comcast.net/~suza1/LLC%20Home.htm
Darn, Nan and I are both chomping at the bit to get back to the Island. Greg's shot of the capital dome in
winter doesn't dampen our anticipation one iota.
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Acadia a Portrait – A look back at my 1982 project
Sunday, April 27, 2014

A New Book – from Old Images – three weeks hiking in and shooting in Acadia National Park in 1982
using B&W film to create forty pre-sold images. The image above is from the PDF of the jacket, not
including the two flaps. The cover image wraps around to the back. I have neither masochistic
tendencies nor an urge to go bankrupt. So any plans to do another book would not mirror my The Moon
has been Eaten. I'm glad I did that one the way I did – It's everything I wanted it to be.
But now I've finally brought together my Acadia Project images into a book. Like the books I do for
Nan's painting record and those that Greg Embree (see previous blog entry) self publishes, it's digitally
generated. This is by far a more expensive – per book – way to go. But it does not require the huge initial
outlay of many thousands of dollars. I'm orderting the initial three and then will simply order any more on
demand.
This means a book that is a little smaller than my Easter Island book, not smythe sewn but well hardbound, less than a hundred pages long, will have to sell for more. To help keep the price down, I plan to
sell them at cost + a small amount for inserting a book-size original (chosen when ordering) inside the
front cover. Naturally I will very soon, for anyone interested, provide a reader-optimized version for
download here.
The Acadia Project – the images are posted here in the "Folio" section – was an early forray into
serious B&W photography. In the book I outline of the project and provide short image notes, placed in
the perspective of the completely different world of photography today, should be interesting.
It took only about two weeks to put the new book together. I've had a little experience now and can
avoid most of the pitfalls. Dimensions are 8.5x11. There are forty images, all but eight of which were part
of the 1982 opeing exhibit. Substitutions include a couple of images that at the time wouldn't hold up to
being enlarged to the size designated by the project, additions to a sequence and those unearthed
during last year's negative scanning marathon. I am in the process of updating the Acadia section now,
rounding out the list to forty. and creating a book
I put the book toghether in Aperture and ordered three copies today. Price was $110 each (this
includes tax). I'm posting the book here for the 110 plus 5 to cover the matrials for the included book-size
image of choice and ten for U.S. shipping. My research tells me that other printers sometimes have halfprice sales, but I want to make sure the quality is the same before I go there.
My incentive for doing this was a request, for which I'm grateful. That will leave me with a No. 1 copy
for Nan, who of course accompanied me on the trip and a spare for passing around, laying out for people
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to leaf through, etc. Any sales will be filled by my placing further orders – which typically come in about a
week. I use this service for HB books of Nan's paintings and also used it for the the family history
book/album I made last year. They are really nice.
What I have right now is the mock-up I printed on regular paper and held together with a couple of
clips. I do this with all my books. It allows for last second real-life handling/editing and gives me a great
momento.
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A DeRan, a Buczacki and an Embree
Monday, April 28, 2014

Three over the past couple to few weeks. I've just been too busy getting the new book file ready to send
off and updating this site. Dave DeRan held another of his Open Studio events this April. Attending can
be an exercise in attempted and failed self restraint. Alas, Nan spied this painted platter on the wall as
we entered. That convinced her that she would either buy this one or one she liked better. I did remind
Dave of my bravery in showing up. I shouldn't complain, sometimes I'm the one who can't control myself.

Dave likes to pick up platters and bowls at yard sales and paint on them instead of a
canvas. This one is almost 16 inches across. But instead of haing it on the wall, Nan uses it as a coffee
table platter.
Visit Roxanne's Facebook page: Roxanne posts many of Dave's new works on her Facebook page.
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Jerry Buczacky
This is our second Buczacky mug (there, I've finally learned how to spell that). They just keep on getting
better. This one has scenes from Havre de Grace in relief, including the lighthouse and a sailboat on the
other side. Absolutely could not resist this.
Buczacky Mugs are now available at RiverView Gallery in town…

Greg Embree
This was a swap, Greg's book for mine. I talk about this in my Blog posting of April 1. No way we can
resist art books from artists we become acquainted with. And hey, talk about something scarce – down
the line, really, how many copies wind out out there? Along with the book, like with my books, came a
small original that I was quick to mat and frame (pictured on the Blog)
Greg's site: http://home.comcast.net/~suza1/LLC%20Home.htm
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Looking Back
Sunday, June 1, 2014

I've finally finished putting together the book Looking Back, the Negative Years. It is available HERE.
What with the negative scanning marathon last summer and this book "a collection of my favorite
negative-generated images" I've closed the door on an era. It was a lot of fun putting together this very
eclectic selection of over eighty works, most of them here on the site.
I've also posted E-book versions – reader optimized PDFs – of my books here as free downloads,
simply click on the book on the left here / go to the page for download links (instructions are there).
These are reader-optimized (by yours truly) PDFs that can be read by any reader. There are a number of
ways to install or transfer PDF E-books to an iPad.
1- Click on this link directly from Safari in the iPad / the PDF will open (slowly as it downloads) / tap
anywhere on the page / a toolbar opens at the top with "open in iBooks" as an option / tap.
2 - My favorite, because it allows any book format to be transferred, is to download the free app.
DROPBOX to both the iPad and your computer. After downloading my zipped book file onto the
computer / unzip / drag into the Dropbox folder / open Dropbox on the iPad / elect to open the PDF in
iBooks.
Looking Back, the Negative Years – from the title page:
A collection of my favorite negative-generated B&W images, minus those from Acadia National Park in
Maine which have their own volume and the B&W family shots that appear in our family history book.
Time period stretches from 1973 to 1998 except for four images taken while driving through the Badlands
of South Dakota in 2002 and the Fixer Upper in Maine in 2003. All but those four were originally printed in
the darkroom.
• 8.5x11, 92 pages, Hard Bound, slip case
• Dust Jacket – pictured above
• 82 Images
• Description of the project and short notes accompanying images
• Original, book-size image selected from folio pages at time of order – H County/Scenics/Other
• Reader-optimized PDF – also offered as free download from the home page
• Because this process is at this time so expensive I'm offering these at cost: $110 + $10 first class U.S.
Shipping
• On-demand printing – hand numbered and signed (there will be a very limited number of these).
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Additions to our Collection of Other People's Art
Sunday, June 22, 2014

Meghan Bergman – from her Barnacle Sculptures collection – 10.5 inch long serving platter and
bowl. Nan went inot Liz Howshall's art supply store in Havre de Grace for some paints. Meghan Bergan
has just brought in a selection of her work. Check out her site, she has some wonderfully orignal work.
We wound up coming away with this one. Can't wait to send the link to potters we know.
Visit http://meghanbergman.com
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Maria Annegarn – a pair of untitled pieces:
We spotted this pair at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace. We already had them in our hands when
Tam told us that there was an offer on the table to exchange art work for Gallery sitting hours. Needless
to say, I will be sitting an extra Saturday this year – July 12.
The little bird on the smaller piece is actually mounted so that it wobbles if flicked. Cool. The pieces
are 6.5 and 8.5 inches tall. Whenever we go into the Gallery, one of the first things we do is check to see
what Maria has brought in.
Visit http://www.mannegarn.com
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Island "Poster" Fun… and some printing not-so-much-fun
Sunday, July 20, 2014

After two posting in a row along the lines of tests and reviews – destined for my Pushin' the
Rock section, I figured I'd get back to regular notes. We are getting requests for poster-size images from
the book – from islanders. Fortunately they will not be a problem to transport – I'll simply roll them into a
tube. I'm putting titles across the bottom in Rapanui, Espanol and English. First example – for Helga – on
the right… 'Ori 'O Te 'Ariki – Baile de la reina – Dancing at the Coronation of the Queen Tapati
2010 in white letters across the dark bottom of image. It's 24x31.6 inches. I've never printed this one
larger than 15x20 before – now I know it will make a very comfortable 18x24 – I don't like to frame and
glass anything larger than that. Each "poster" is also a numbered original…
I'm also going to take a copy to Cafe Makona of the picture I took there of the Mauri Waka Tapu
Boatman from the 2012 layover on the island – story here. Then there's a w/f copy of the picture of Po
Mahina for his birthday and the Akivi for Jacobo – both will have to be a little smaller than exhibit size so
everything can fit in the luggage (w/o glass too). And not to forget those books. Nan's NOT happy with all
of my additions to luggage. Oops…
It has been a little over a year since our last trip to Easter Island – after spending a few months onisland every year from 2006 through 2012. We have been kept abreast of a number of changes and are
sure we will find many more. Roberto will be especially missed.
Nan will be taking along a number of small panels on which to paint. And I'm still contemplating a
serious iPhone series this trip. I'm anxious to test out my theory that, especially with people, the much
more relaxed response to the use of the iPhone will more than make up for the drop in megapixels and
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lack of zoom lens. I've already established that I can get good quality imaging using the little Hueless app
and saving as a TIFF – here.
Printing nightmare ends well…
I set aside Saturday this week for doing some printing that has been accumulating. First I did the two
24x30 poster-prints. Then the little Waka Tapu print mentioned above. But when I went to print the image
of Po Mahina for his birthday, it emerged with a definite green cast. B&W – green – what the? The next
three hours were a nightmare of tests, checks and wasted ink & paper. Nozzles and everything checked
out, nothing worked beyond determining it was nothing in my printer or computer. Then I remembered
that just before beginning I had inserted a new omagenta ink cartridge. I do shake them vigorously
beforehand because the ink contains solid particulates. The delay in effect would be explained by the
fact that a good deal of ink from the old cartridge was already in the long ink hoses that stretch across
my 24 inch wide printer.
While running some of the print tests, I checked on line for anyone with the same issue – and came
up pretty dry. I even priced a new printer just in case – hey, between the computer and printer it's my
darkroom. A good replacement would run ONLY $1,739 with free shipping – actually a great price for an
Epson 7880. Close to panic at this point.
After taking a break for a very late lunch, during which the little gray cells were working overtime, I
decided that the next test would be one that I gave very little chance of working. The opposite of green is
magenta – what if for some reason, like some of the particulates solidifying out in the ink cartridge (they
run $112 each), this one was running weak? So I went into manual color controls in the printer driver –
something pretty much out of the question with B&W – and moved the tone setting on the handy little
color wheel to +10 horizontal / -10 vertical. That is directly away from green towards magenta. Looks
like that will be a default setting until I change magenta again.
Wow, first test, right on the money. I spent the next half hour drinking a cup of tea and simply being
awe struck at my success. I don't think I would have even thought of this without having lived with a
painter all these years and listening to all that stuff about color balance, complimentaries, etc. Sure, you
have that stuff in school, but it soon fades unless you use it. And hey, I'm a B&W guy, sort of living and
working in the shadows.
I was able to finish my printing and then take Nan out to stock up at the drug store on all the stuff on
our list for our ten weeks on the island – and a latté reward of course.
Might be doing some color, of sorts…
A friend has an ides for getting some of the animals at the local shelter adopted out. She's going to
take some cute pictures and have me blow them up to 24x30, life size for many of them. She's lining up
shops, etc. where they will let her post them. I told her I'd donate whatever she needs before we leave in
August – shouldn't be too many. Besides, my color print heads coule use a little work out right now. This
ought to be fun and interesting – as long as we don't have to actually adopt a pet. Maybe some day
again, but we are simply not home enough right now.
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Picking up an "early" Lyon Clay vase…
Thursday, July 31, 2014

Lyon Clay – 1999 lavender, white and blue vase; today we stopped by a little place here in town and
spotted this. Lo and behold it was a Lyon Clay piece, with Paul's stamp. It's about six inches tall and
seven and a half inches wide. We like the way it stands on little feet. The price on it – only five dollars. I
like it when people put art works they have tired of into yard sales, antique stores, etc. It can make for
some really great grabs.
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B&W with a Digital SLR – is there a Mental Barrier?
Saturday, August 2, 2014

Plus more pre-island-trip notes… and Walking a Moai… Recently I've come across a good deal of
discussion about the fate of B&W photography in the digital age. I have some of my own ideas, but I'm
fascinated and only a little surprised by what's I've seen on line addressed as a mental barrier.
I admit that on my part I didn't have many issues switching from shooting B&W film and digital RGB
(ok, color). I've had a lot of experience visualizing in B&W and don't have issues wrapped around the fact
that what I "will be" working with are RGB RAW files. Besides, I rarely preview my images in the camera
anyway – maybe that's an advantage. But most photographers I know, of the B&W variety, are having a
lot of problems switching.
There is definitely a temptation to let one's equipment have undue influence on one's method – heck,
I find it almost impossible to compose a horizontal or vertical image through a square viewfinder and on
a square negative – my results scream to be printed square. And I need to use a B&W only app in the
iPhone – the viewer is the screen on the phone and a color image throws me off completely. Bet even
with an SLR and its optical viewer there seems to be a problem with most photographers. I know a
couple who slowly but surely completely switched to color after going digital. Others now do B&W as a
subset of color (now that idea gives me hives).
Maybe this little trick will help someone – I'll be using it now, especially when I know I will be
checking my images in the camera after exposure. I set the camera to shoot "monochrome" RAW. Now,
this IS NOT what it would seem to indicate. The files are complete RGB RAW files hidden behind a
monochrome thumbnail – which is what you see when you review your images on-camera. Then don't be
fooled by files that "look" like monochromes in a folder on your computer – as soon as you open them in
your RAW converter, all that color comes back – who'd a thunk it! Does playing tricks on your own mind
get any better than that?
Voila – the best of both worlds…with these advantages:
1 – nothing interferes during the shooting stage with one's B&W previsualization
– for real image reviewing comfort it might require adding a little contrast in the cam.
menu
2 – you can convert your images to B&W the right way / avoiding lame camera grayscale conversion
– an involved discussion in its own right
3 – the handy availibility of color RAW originals on those "rare" occasions when you might want one
– for example I use color "versions" of some of my Rapa Nui shots for my desktop
pictures
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p.s: a couple of postings ago I somewhat overly dismissed an iPhone camera app called 645 Pro. Upon
reading of that darn 50 page manual and getting accustomed to the thing, I did find an interesting, worth
extended testing, set-up. You can set the camera to save both a B&W tiff and a color tiff – all while
previewing and composing in B&W. Two caveats here, both of which I'll be experimenting with:
– that's TWO eight megabyte files stored for each image, talk about filling up my phone
– the B&W already has grain added, only a problem with a super amount of manipulation ahead
I want to figure out if I would shoot this way, leaving myself a color tiff to work with if for some reason I
wanted to begin work without the grain already in there or wanted to keep the color image for some other
reason – OR – simply shoot the B&W with the grain added – OR – simply use Hueless.
They Walked…
A few entries ago I posted a link to a National Geographic episode called The Mystery of Easter Island
(how they moved about 900 giant Moai from one end of the island to the other). Here's a link to the
posting…
The Biggest "Mystery of Easter Island" – Solved ?!
Below is the climactic moment of the episode on YouTube – only about a minute and three quarters but it
just about says it all. Of course the full episode goes into the roads they moved them on, angles, etc. Of
course the Rapanui would simply say "duh". They've always insisted that they walked.

!"#$%& (#)"*+ ,-". /0")1%+/

Trip-prep…
We're pretty much getting to be old hands at this stuff now. We've arranged for someone to be in the
house, getting mail, communicating with us, etc. Then there's getting the lawn mowed – I had no idea
that there was a site where you put in your zip code and square feet of yard they tell you what you
should pay in your area per mowing – cool. A in all it gets a little easier every year. Used to have to have
someone here practiced in signing my name to checks to pay bills. Now that's all done on line.
Up to now, for seven trips, we flew out of New York to get a straight through to Santiago, Chile. This
time we're leaving our car home and taking a shuttle into BWI, flying to Miami and from there to Santiago
for the five hour flight to the island. A little extra frustration in one way, but the New York flight proved
consistently late for the flight out to the Island – far too many missed flights and awkward stays on the
mainland. We'll see how this way works out.
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Presenting your Tapati Queen
Thursday, August 7, 2014

I've added a new image to my lexicon of Rapa Nui works. It was taken in 2008 at Tapati. Lucy, the
eventual winner, was being presented by her dance troup to the audience. The print can be 15x20,
18x24 or even larger. I was doing some backup and cleanup work and just decided to work on it – the
RGB exposure was completely reddened from the lights but the B&W worked out really well. For some
reason I'm not only not bothered by the shadowy microphone between the right two figures, I find myself
preferring the image with than without it. And it's really neat to know these people, especially Tito
(Mokomai) in the back. The title will be something like listed above. If I do say so myself, the large print
simply glows…
No Good Deed Goes Unpunished, especially if it involves photographing cats…
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5/10/18, 10(20 PM

A good friend – darn it, only friends and relatives can suck me in like this – is a cat-rescue person. In
fact, if a cat and a stranger were drowning, I know darn well which one she would save.
Anyway, she came up with a pretty nifty plan of photographing some of these cats, printing them life
size, cutting around the images and attaching them to cardboard stands. Then she's going to put them in
local store windows and see if she can adopt out a few of the more adoptable ones.
Of course I agreed to volunteer my time and go up with er to shoot cats. It felt, looked and smelled like
I imagine the end of civilization. On top of that, with sixty or so cats running around together, and Tam
chasing down the ones she wanted me to shoot, I found my subjects even more uncooperative than cats
would ordinarily be – which isn't all that cooperative. Challenges:
Very Low light / ISO 2000 / f5.6@1/30-1/60 ouch
• The smell
• Gotta watch where one steps
• The odor
• Uncooperative and distracted subjects
• The odeur
• The air full of enough cat hair to give anyone an allergy
• The stench
• The distraction of other cats clamoring for your attention
• The aroma
And here I thought the idea of shooting weddings gave me hives! I'll have to admit that I actually like
cats – or "cat" (note, singular). But you get two together you no longer have a pet who is a member of
your family, you are simply their caretaker. Three or more is a nightmare. At the end of the shoot I quickly
showered.
When I got home with my shots, Tam selected twenty. I donated the printing – heaven knows my
printer, heavily used for B&W, will be better off using up some aging color ink.
I'll probably find when we get back from the island that this is working out better than hoped – oops,
more cat induced trauma. The fact that at that point I could get paid cost for any paper and ink used isn't
as much of a help – if I can I'll still donate that. BUT I would LOVE to find someone else to do the
shooting – waaaaaaaaaaaaa!
Then again no actual "good deed" can go unpunished because otherwise it wouldn't really be a
"good" deed.
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Another Poster-Print for the Island Trip
Sunday, August 10, 2014

And life isn't ALL B&W Photography… although something to do with it is pretty much always at least in
the back of my mind. I do have other interests: I still like to jog some, help Nan with her framing, play
chess, read (a lot), enjoy a good latte (surprisingly rare) – actually the list goes on and on. And I've
recently added one more item to my list.
Nan has passed the baton and I'm now the maker of her – now our (my) – oatmeal/raisin cookies.
She took some pictures as I was making my first batch, there've been two more since then. Even a big
batch doesn't last long, and we actually don't get to eat that many. Everyone seems to want to take some
home with them.
Of course, now that I've taken over, I speak in the first person singular – but hey, while this is Nan's
recipe, it's my effort. And somehow the cookies come out bigger and, of course "better". You can tell from
the pictures she shot with her iPad that I both really get into it and never blink once in my effort for
perfection – especially watching for that on-the-second moment to remove them from the oven:
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Nan thinks
I s h o u l d b e embarrassed by my
habit of combing my hair once a day
whether it needs it or not. Sorry
world, I'm simply too busy and having
too much fun to think about it.

Our RECIPE: We keep it simple… the perfect oatmeal-raisin cookie is just too good to ruin with too
manuy extras…
0 – Preheat oven to 350
1 – I let Nan lay out all the tools and ingredients – saves me from rooting around in her kitchen too much.
2 – Mix one cup of brown sugar with a half cup of granulated sugar, add two sticks of microwavesoftened butter (real butter!) This is what the original Quaker recipe called for 40 to 50 years ago. Now it
calls for only one stick and the cookies suck. Stick with two.
3 – Add in two eggs and a teaspoon of vanilla, mixing well.
4 – Separately combine one and a half cups of flour, one teaspoon of baking soda, one teaspoon
cinnamon, a half teaspoon of salt. We changed the flower mixture to one cup of wheat flower and one
half cup of oat flower. Makes the cookies chewier.
5 – Add the flour mixture to the sugar and eggs.
6 – Work in three cups of oatmeal and one cup of raisins. Sometimes we add chopped walnuts.
7 – Use rounded tablesoonfuls to form mounds on ungreased cookie sheets.
8 – Place stool in front of oven door and set timer for 10 minutes and then watch for the precise
moment to remove from oven.
Just like a print coming out of the developer tray, the cookies will continue to cook slightly after pulled. My
"big" contribution to the recipe was to realize this and pinpoint the precise "look" of "done" that would
signal removal for perfection. And keeping track of the timing has confirmed to me that this point is
different for every oven-load by as much as three minutes. But no worry, mine eyes are fixed upon the
cookies. OK, Nan laughs at me on this, but hey again, it's just like in the darkroom.
Another Poster-Print (above)
I'm really enjoying doing these poster-style originals – numbered – for the Island. For this one I did a little
tweaking – I liked the version in the book when I did it, but now I really like this new look. While I'm not
impressed by the present trend to overdramatize everything for the first-look emotional effect, I do tend to
as time goes on add tweak upon tweak – evolving the print image. At the same time, extreme
enlargement opens things up so much that to keep it looking good one has to revisit the "darkroom".
Because these won't be framed, I put the title from the book across the top… Rapanui, Espanol and
English. The size isn't quite as big as the others, it's "only" 18x24, but that works for a vertical. Of
course I did two.
I'm waiting on a selection for one that is supposed to be needed for the Museo at 36x48, Ouch. That
will have to be printed in two parts and seamed together on the island. It will definitely be a first.
We attended a Three Dog Night Concert Friday, only partly because it was right here in town and we
could walk to it. I did take the iPhone along – not exactly a good photo opportunity but I took a couple of
interesting videos. The sound wasn't exactly to die for – my favorite number was one they recorded fist
with no success, later the song to be a big hit for Tom Jones. I was a tad slow cutting in.
and below Three Dog NightLive in Havre de Grace, Maryland – You Can Leave Your Hat On
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An Unexpected Addition to Our "Pear" Collection
Monday, August 18, 2014

The bright little offshoot of our kitchen has become mm "Pear" Room. I now have four paintings of pears
– I'm always drawn to good pear paintings. We already had Jim Hopkins, Nancy Welsh and Ann
Woodward pieces. M.J. Emmons has a small painting of red pears that for years I have been trying to
buy – to no avail. Too many people in her family want it and she just winds up hanging onto it to keep
from upsetting anyone.

But the other day when we went up to deliver some mats I had cut for her she
presented me with this. Not the same pair of pears – sheds been to the store and found a couple she
liked and decided to paint – with pastels – a little 7X9 for me. I almost feel guilty for how persistently I
bothered her trying to buy the other one.
This thing really loves the outside light coming in on it, like they are sitting in a dark corner just waiting
to be illuminated. And I love that they are pastel.
Peggy – M.J. Emmon's work can be seen at RiverView Gallery here in Havre de Grace.
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Postcards from Easter Island
Monday, August 25, 2014

A couple of days after arriving we were eating at a new little restaurant that happens to be located on the
coast right where the plane zooms in, landing gear down, to the runway. I pulled out my iPhone and
sapped this view of the underbelly of the 767 we take to the Island. We've been quite busy, but that
should settle down soon. A couple of frustrations, like being temporarily "wholess" – that is without being
able to watch the new episodes of Doctor Who. The trip out was the normal rough thirty hours that we
have learned to expect. Kind of cool on the island right now – middle of their winter. First few days of an
extended stay are always a little hectic. This included sort of a welcoming fiesta on Saturday that left me
knowing darn well I ate far too much.
Planning to do some iPhone "street photography" this week while I contemplate something more
ambitious.
The four images below are from postcards we sent out today per request by collector-friends: Mildred,
Leta, Deidre and Kate. It will be interesting to see how long it takes them to get to their destinations.
Note the size of the young lady bottom left standing next to a moai – not the largest by far.
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A Fantastico Trip to the Museo
Friday, August 29, 2014

The Museo Antropologico Sebastian Englert in Hanga Roa is more than just that. It has a library and, a
few short open-air feet from the main building, the Gallery where I had my own exhibit in 2008. Yesterday
we attended the opening of the ARTEDOWN exhibit that has been touring Chile. The ARTDOWN web
site – www.artedown.cl – is in Spanish. But they do let you download the PDF version of the annual book
from the project here: http://www.artedown.cl/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/concursoArteDown2014final.pdf
Arte Down International es un movimiento que promueve la inclusion de porsonas con discapaciatd a
traves del arte. Hey – that I can translate – Arte Down is a movement that promotes the inclusion of
persons with disabilities through art. So we not only got to see the exhibit but meet the the artists that are
from the Island – where everyone is openly welcomed to participate in just about everything.
These kids were fantastic. There they are posing as a group. Then they were kind enough to be
interviewed, through a translator who works with the group. Not only did we enjoy the art, but the
interviews were surprising akin to talking to artists at home about their pieces. It was a tad disconcerting
to me because none of them choked like I tend to at first when I find myself on the "wrong end" of a
camera.
Below: the group, a couple of interview shots and then a few close-ups from the show. We like the
painting at the top of the page – an ahu with moai at sunset – so much that I plan to print myself a copy
at home, frame and hang it in my work studio. My favorite explanation was the one girl shown describing
the painting of her mother with a heart and a flower.
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• Running – no choice, gotta keep it up here. Else all that food will make me gain a heck of a lot of
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weight. Every other morning I take off around the block, maybe a 4K. But the last 1.5K is up hill.
• Photography – so far I'm sticking to the iPhone, and having a lot of fun. About evenly divided between
the 645 Pro app and Hueless. Hueless is handier and quicker but gives only the B&W while 645
Pro runs in B&W but gives me both the B&W file and a full color tiff in case I need it. Hmmm.
• Reading – like a normal vacation, getting caught up on some reading. Finished The Strangest Man by
Graham Farmelo. Built around the life of Nobel willing physicist Paul Dirac, it is a fantastic, actually
understandable tour of the evolution of quantum physics. Lots in there on so many levels. Now
reading 1491 by Peter Johnson – not the usual litany list of everyone to touch the Americas before
Columbus, rather an attempt to tell the stories behind them. At the same time it undermines almost
everything we were taught about "native" Americans – fantastic read. In the wings I have with me a
history of the Congo that I started at home and a couple more books I deem worthy. Man, readers are a
handy way to carry a passel of books.
Internet – arrgh! I just now tested the speed. A whopping top download speed (variable) of .1Mbps and
upload of .07 (again maximum variable). I'm finding that the easiest way to publish the site is to a folder
on the desktop and then simply replace all files on the server that have the new creation date. Anything
else is simply too prone to having the process cut off. Again, arrgh.
In the Works – I have a few images from the outdoor market downtown to post. Plus this evening it
looks like we will be playing Bingo, not at all like the staid bingo at home. This time I will take pictures – it
is a community happening.
We're working to make sure Terry isn't loaded up by having guests this week before she takes off for her
tour around the States and her son's wedding. Yes, I'm doing dishes, helping hang out laundry to dry,
etc. Plus lot of relaxed fun – maybe I'll get to some heavier work beginning Monday.
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Roberto's Grave and Shopping for Produce
Thursday, September 4, 2014

Above Nan is pushing a little pre-written note down into the sand. Later she told me what she put on it:
"Nos vemos en la Proxima vida, tus amigos Jim y Nan.” On the carved guitar is written: Rock Berto. The
headdressed head is a likeness. We eat as Cafe Makona, the little place run by Alexandra, as often as
we can. The interior, tables, chairs, wall hangings were all done by Roberto. And sometimes even the
music. Again, Roberto was subject to very rare Epileptic fits. He had one while swimming and drowned in
January – a heavy blow to a lot of people, including Lucas, Terry's "down" grandson who is pointedly
included in just about everything whenever he is visiting here. He was attending dance practice for Tapati
and the time and was looking forward to seeing him that afternoon.
It's a very appropriate grave: ROCK BERTO!
Again posting the video I uploaded for Roberto from the island:
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Shopping for Produce
Some produce is grown here on the island, much of it is shipped in once ro twice a week by plane
from the mainland. Both can be found at local markets, but some of the freshest and best selections are
available late morning along the main drag in town. Along with fresh caught fish and even beef that looks
like random cuts with a machete paying no attention to "cuts of meat" whatsoever.
I'm pretty good with the money, in spite of the island's unnerving tendency to not pronounce their
"esses". But any further conversation leads to a lot of pointing, bad Spanish on our part, bad English and
even desperate consultation of my Spanish dictionary on the iPhone. Actually a lot of fun. This time, with
no super focus on a "project" I think I'm picking up a little more Spanish.
Here are some of the spreads, along with a shot of Nan reaching for some fresh wild onions underneath
in water. The greenery in the fisherman's hands is for shooing away flies. Shopping like this is fantastic –
if very expensive.
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The Rapanui lady in the first image is using a little plastic gadget to french-cut green beans. We took
home a meal of those. I have a few things backed up to post but I have to watch how much I try to put on
one posting from here. Nan calls it my "angst time". I try to do it as early in the day as possible, partly so I
can guzzle coffee the whole time.
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Jardin Botánico Bingo, Rain Damage
Sunday, September 7, 2014

The new – so new Terry hasn't been there yet – Rapanui answer to Longwood Gardens in Pennsylvania.
I really enjoyed it, but even more got a kick out of how much Nan enjoyed herself. It's not finished yet,
well what garden is, but running water, a pond with fish, etc. are coming. The family that is putting it in
has been working on setting it up for going on five years – I quizzically watched the bulldozer, etc.
working when I passed it jogging the last couple of trips to the island.
Kids are free but they charge 5000 pesos for two adults (that's about $10). This is a private effort.
Labels are on most specimens, from the island, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere in the Pacific. No
label on the flower, but a few of these would certainly brighten any garden.
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Rain Damage
Before we arrived Terry warned us that a very heavy rain had done some damage in town. Other than
washing all the sand away from the small beach and doing damage to roads, cars and motocycles, it
played havoc with the drainage system. Notice from the picture that the road going down towards the
sea is made to funnel a huge amount of water. It is supposed to be covered – the water was coming
down so forcefully that it raised up and cracked many a huge cement, wire reinforced slab. They've put
wooden replacements in places temporarily.
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Bingo
Bingo night turned out to be rather mild, so I didn't take many pictures. It seems the next evening was
to be the regular, mongo night with the big crowds. This was more of an extended family affair to raise
money for a woman whose house had burned down. It was still a nice crowd but prizes were more
symbolic than the regular colt, truckload of gravel, etc. Nan did win a very nifty little necklace/bracelet/top
combination – just a few minutes after we went over and made a contribution – karma! The necklace and
bracelet:
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Some Miscellany and Protest, Negotiation, Resolution
Tuesday, September 9, 2014

I find the intensity of this scene astounding. When we went out to observe the meeting of the minds that
ended the protest it was threatening to rain the whole time leading up to it. Just as I walked down to the
water to look around, the late afternoon sun came out and lit everything up under those clouds. Tongariki
would be off to the left. iPhone again…
I won't even pretend to understand the complexities of the land issues here. This particular problem
came about when Conaf, the governing body of the national parks in Chile, bought a local fisherman out
of his house at Tongariki, between Ahu Tongariki and the shoreline – homes vs land issues here seem to
be complexly separate. Later they announced they would be building something in the way of a center
there, probably including a gift shop and eventually some kind of eatery. One problem with that is that
this is a launching area for fishermen, another that Conaf would be making the money – not Rapanui,
another that supposedly the coast line is held technically open to all, etc.
We could see that there was something of an encampment protest there already. This was to be a
formal negotiation – which on the island includes ceremonail food preparation. Everyone, including us,
took a sample. Ground oven cooked chicken and sweet potatoes is very tasty. Besides Conaf and the
military, the Governor – the first woman to serve in that post, also came – she's the woman being
interviewed by the local TV crew. By the way, Chile also has a woman president, for the second time
(though same woman).
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In the end it was agreed that the house would be razed and the land left unoccupied. The site is on
the far end of the island from Hanga Roa – just on this side of Poike.

Some miscellaneous, shorter notes that otherwise I wouldn't know what to do with:
Internet
Mid Thursday to mid Friday internet was down for the whole island. Hey, makes slooooooow look good.
Was very glad to come home and see that green light back on – finding yourself on an island in the
middle of the Pacific with no contact with the outside world is a weird feeling. We had enough of that in
2006-2007. I also like to check a little app called Appsgonefree regularly. It's like a quick stop at a yard
sale, maybe one out of ten pays off – everyday six to ten paid apps are free for a day only. Problem here
is that I can't seem to download them – maybe I'll figure out a trick later. In the meantime I put the
winners on my cloud at home so I can get them later.
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"Trotando"
Keeping up with my approx. 4K run every other day. Occasionally it's more because Nan comes along –
walking, and I zizzag, run ahead and back, etc.
A Confession
Before we left home a friend challenged me to try an iPad game called 2048 – a tricky numbers
challenge. I must have figured something out because, mostly while waiting for web pages to load – yes
that slow, I reached the 32768 tile. Will stop there for now, partly because the next tile – 65536 – is as
far as it can go and a real bear to reach. Will await the inevitable rain drenched day.
Time Change
Chile, and by extension Easter Island, moved its clocks ahead an hour on the seventh. We were running
two hours behind the east coast at home. Now it's only one hour. In November when home time
changes, we will be on the same time. Of course in the Spring, the opposite sequence occurs. Add to
that the two hour difference between the Island and Chile, which is artificially reduced from four to two for
economic purposes, and you might get some idea of how confusing it all can be.
Just one of those things
No such thing as proper addresses here. So Saturday we asked directions to a home we were supposed
to visit – never got there. On the road described, pretty long, there happens to be a lot of houses. We
were assured by the woman's husband that we would have no problem at all spotting the one with the
"ugly gate". Heck, more than half of the gates could be described as ugly! We gave up, went home and
called Maruka. When she got back to us she said it was the second house – what was all that stuff about
an ugly gate? We'll catch up with them this week.
So prices are high
Not surprising in that everything has to be shipped in. It's just that a few examples stand out. Like the
equivalent of $4 for a regular size can of Campbell's soup. Mostly the cream-of vairiety one might use for
cooking. One of the very few exceptions is an empanada, so large and good that Nan can't possibly
finish hers, that might be as low as $3.
Wind
The wind is howling here for the second day in a row – at a level that would leave trees lying across
power lines at home. Everyone just bundles up and proceeds, and puts upo with even slower, spottier
internet. This could go on for days. Of course, we're here in "winter" so expected this. Nights are a little
chilly, and most people are wearing light jackets during the day – me, I sort of like temperatures in the
high sixties, even with all the wind. Can't count the number of times I've had to chase my hat though –
sun protection.

A quick grab shot of a scene in town as we were hurrying somewhere. I've yet to get an explanation…
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Borscht on Rapa Nui
Thursday, September 11, 2014

Borscht, never tried it before! Maruka's sister is in the process of moving back to the island with her
Russian husband. He's lived in Chile for a long time, so speaks Spanish, but his English is about like my
Spanish – not much direct communication there. Ruslan did cook up some borscht for everyone though.
Cabbage, beets, potatoes, tomatoes, chunks of pork and unsweetened yogurt in place of sour cream
(which one can't get on the island). Delicious. I had two heaping bowls. Now that Nan knows she can get
the plain yogurt to substitute for sour cream, she's planning to return the favor with a big batch of her
beef stroganoff. Dennis loves Nan's stroganoff, I just hope Ruslan does. After all it is a Russian dish, and
Nan makes it with meatballs instead of beef strips
On the side is half of the ubiquitous biscuit that is sold by the bushel everywhere on the island. The
one reasonably priced way to get one's bread. Baked fresh every day and bought by the kilo. We eat
them for breakfast with butter and honey, preserves, cinnamon, etc.
Dennis and Maruka like to have their big meal in the middle of the day. We got used to that with me
working evening shift for the better part of thirty years. So we're pretty well adapted to either way – it just
gets rough if you get stuck eating two gargantuan meals sometimes.
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Bananas are in… a couple of days ago a bunch looked ready so I cut them down and hung them out to
ripen. They much have been close on ripe because we already have seventy bananas – half of which we
gave to Maruka. Bananas are like tomatoes – they all come in at once so it's either feast or famine. Of
course these are the delicious short bananas they have here. I will be "smushing" whatever we don't eat
for banana bread as soon as they get a tad overripe. That's a couple of avocados ripening in the
background. Gotta pick them up off the ground in the morning before the dogs get them.

Nan… that's my sweetie-pie. We were waiting for the Independence march to begin. Nan conned me
into running down to a close-by market to get her a biscuit to hold her over – she's the short one with the
flower in her hair and without the earplugs, staring eyes and regal expression. Maruka is busy reading a
flyer she will be handing out. I'll try to get pictures and video ready in a couple of days.
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Café Makona… check out my attempt at a selfie. Not so bad except for the serious look on my face as I
strain to get my arm out there far enough. That's Alexandra behind us and her waiter-helper in the
background. The next shot was better of me, but doesn't have the rest of it. Oh well – gotta use this one.

Alexandra (pronounced aléhandra) woring in the kitchen. I've watched her plug and unplug appliances as
she works, only having one outlet. Her signature dish – Papas Makona (makona means "full" in
Rapanui): that is a huge bowl that will easily feed three. We simply could not finish it without exploding.
Fries, shrimp, light cheesy cream sauce, tomatoes, green onions, etc. It is simply to die for. The last shot
is shows the small interior of the cafe – four tables inside and four out on the patio.
That's a large version of Roberto's picture in the Rapa Nui calendar a couple of years back.
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Annual "Independence" Parade
Friday, September 12, 2014

The two Rapanui who carried the lead flags. This young lady, if nothing else, knows how to put a face on
a protest. It was a slow walk from near the airport all the way through town, up to the church and back to
the center for some speeches. Nan and Maruka made ma hike all the way back to get the car – for which
I was sure to collect my brownie points.

After four hours of what can only be described as catch-22 hell, and that many cups of coffee, I finally
began uploading the video below. That would take well over two hours from here for a two minute video
– long day.
It seems Google, who now owns YouTube, blocked me getting on from here, wanting ti confirm my
identity via cell phone – not gonna happen. After failing all attempts in that direction, I tried accessing my
messages on ATT (Google would send a code number). Again, that ability had to be set up by phone.
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In an act of pure desperation and hutzpah, I tried putting the video into iMovie, entering my name and
password, and pressing upload. Who'd a thunk it! Voila, no request for confirmation. Then after
uploading, voila I was signed in to a warning page saying someone accessed my account from Easter
Island of all places. Who'd a thunk it. So once I assured them that it was me (they took my word) then I
had to go through more hoops to turn the video from private to public. It resisted for almost an hour. As I
said – long day.

It's actually amazing how many things I'm finding to take pictures of and post considering we are still in
the howling wind phase of late winter. Do you see the way those flags are waving, the jackets on
everyone? Really, everyone pretty much holding off until that stops – tomorrow is the first in a week the
weather forecast doesn't stress high wind. Crossing our fingers…
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I Help Make Banana Bread and other exaggerations
Monday, September 15, 2014

… and a shock. We Got Bananas, we made banana bread. Maybe some people can eat that many
bananas, but not us. We had our fill, waited for them to get a little riper and set up and made banana
bread. Nan does have a secret recipe, but the main ingredient that makes it special here is the Rapa Nui
bananas. Half the size of those at home in the grocery store, but three times the flavor.
Anyway, here are pictures of me making my invaluable contributions to the process:
• Smushing the bananas – I really like that part…
• Lighting the oven – pilot light, what's that…
• Admiring the results – I tried to get Nan in the picture but she resisted…
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In need of chicken soup…
There some kind of bad cough going around here, and we have it. Both Maruka and Nan are pretty sick.
My cough isn't as bad, but my chest is raw and my head simply won't quit pounding. All this certainly
doesn't help handling the "sad" issue mentioned at the end of the posting. We're being careful, getting
plenty of rest and staying out of the wind. Hope that works. Nan is trying to figure out how to make her
chicken soup work without turnips (her magic ingredient). She came up with this idea to use large chunks
of cabbage as a substitute. Sounds like it might work – if she can get up to help make it.
I got out to pick up a couple of things but had to cut it short and bring home what I got. Just ran out of
steam. I'm putting this together while in bed – where we are still spending most of our time.
A rough weekend gets rougher…
There were three dogs to take care of here. Kind of pesty, but actually pretty cool. They lived pretty much
outside, like most dogs here, but came in some in the day – mostly with the sliding door was open.
Beauty, who looked like a golden retriever but hadn't the needy personality a lot of them have, was fast
becoming my running partner. She was just beginning to trust me to keep other dogs away as we went
around our long circle as she ran by my side. Brownie and her sister, I just called her Lick-Face for
obvious reasons (I never bothered to learn her real name, couldn't have been more than a year old.
There is a big dog problem on the island. And at night there is an awful lot of barking and running
around. Occasionally someone gets fed up and leaves poison out. I couldn't do that, but the powers that
be simply have not stepped up yet. This weekend we got up one morning to no dogs. Beauty was dead
about fifty feet from the house and Brownie breathing his last closer to making it home. We never did find
Lick-Face.
People sometimes complain about all the regulations involving dogs and even cats at home, but the
alternative can get pretty ugly. In a situation where so many dogs are running loose, tied dogs will bark
and howl all night, participating in the fray. One can have a house dog here, but a house-yard
combination animal is almost impossible due to the nature of the land with its dust and mud. And there's
always those other loose dogs roaming around recruiting.
Terry warned us before she left that something like this could happen. But it never occurred to us that
it really would.
R.I.P Beauty, Brownie and Lick-Face

Thought I'd finish up with a shot I ran into in my foggy "enfermo" state while looking for cough drops – to
no avail. Fresh beef. I actually like the way you know here that the meat or fish is fresh, sort of like an old
fashioned market at home. My issue is that all chunks of beef are created and handled equal. And
everything has a bone in it. Our last trip here someone had opened a butcher shop – we could get
ground beef and at least a couple of "cuts". But it closed. Then again, I see some pretty good stuff here
for making a big pot of soup…
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Denial Doesn't Make the Flu not the Flu
Tuesday, September 16, 2014

But we had our flu shots… Evidenly the flue shots we got at home anticipate the types of flu we are
likely to get there. Obviously they didn't work on this one. It came on over the week-end while we were
coping with the "dog" issue. Since then we have been in bed, eating chicken soup, back in bed, trying to
read, etc. Terrible on the sinuses, aching glands and muscles, fever, hacking cough – among other
things.
We don't know how long the worst of it will last. We're being careful, trying to keep it out of our chests
– it keeps trying to go down there. Thankfully, our doctor provided us with antibiotics in case some sort of
infection sets in. Otherwise all we have is aspirin and hot tea.
A couple of times visitors have come by, including some to see Terry – evidently not knowing she was
away. I just stand at the door and wave them away – enfermo / flu. So much for my fantasies of a week
devoted to dance practice and getting out with the camera while Nan paints. If anything, she's a tad
worse off than me with this stuff.
Anxiously awaiting our sign that we are getting better – I love coffee but never when I'm sick. The first
sign of me wanting a cup of coffee is usually the turnaround.
While sitting here in bed, between dozing, I played around on the laptop with this little iPhone B&W. I'll
take another look in a couple of days when mt watering eyes clear up.
Hopefully within another day or two we will re-enter the world of the living… By tomorrow we have to
pick up some bottled water for drinking.
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So what does one do here in isolation when down with the flu? No television, which wouldn't be that
tempting anyway. Nan has been sleeping and playing scrabble on her iPad. I've been mostly reading in a
stack of Science and Scientific American magazines Terry has here. I think I'm learning a lot, in spite of
my foggy brain. Plus, just to show how much time we've been laid out, check out the following image –
the iPad game 2048. 131072 is the highest ranking tile possible in the game – a higher point score is
possible but I couldn't find anyone on line who bothered. The first image is the board before running the
numbers to the end – it definitely took being mind numbing ill with flu to even consider tackling this.

Any reference to a "next goal" is moot – not possible.
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As the Brain Comes Back
Friday, September 19, 2014

… but The Body Lags Behind. Our view of Easter Island for a week… this is basically it. Looking out
our sliding glass door, out the driveway to the gate. Until this point we couldn't have cared less, our
brains were as foggy and flu wracked as our bodies. The body aches are gradually lessening. Swollen
sore glands – Nan in the neck and me in the "oh nos", spells of sweating to the point where you have to
get up and change, constant sleeping, acidic drainage, bouts of acid burning diarrhea etc. all seem to be
behind us. I even enjoyed a cup of coffee this morning, always a good sign. Still the coughs. Nan got
some fluid in her right lung, but our doctor sent us with antibiotic for emergencies like that.
The brain is back and we know we are not quite ready for prime time yet. We're still pretty weak, still
not eating full meals, still resting a lot. It's a full week today, looks like Monday is a realistic goal for
returning to the land of the living. Maruka called – she and Dennis began their battle with this a day or
two before us. Same story there. It seems this stuff has been here a while, Katalina was in bed with it for
over a week just before we got here.
But, again, the brain is back. Gotta find a way to keep from bat #$%^ crazy. To that end I started
looking under rocks I haven't moved for a while. Eureka, in my Kindle app on the iPad (sorry Kindle, I
usually use other readers) I found two fantastic books I'd long forgotten I had gotten as gifts. Huaaaaa.
They're so different I can read them simultaneously – moving back and forth between chapters seems to
keep me more interested right now:
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• The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History by Elizabeth Kolbert – a well written personal journey
looking at past extinctions and comparing them to the one we are bringing about. More than scary.
• The Eipgenetics Revolution: How Modern Biology is Rewriting our Understanding of Genetics,
Disease and Inheritance by Nessa Carey – thank heavens this guy knows how to write, can't imagine
being able to handle it otherwise. Fantastic read.
Nan is reading The Goldfinch by Dona Tartt (a Pulitzer). I read it a while back. Odd one, hard to put
down, yet I can't seem to make up my mind about it. I'll see what Nan says when she finishes. We've
also brought along a couple of movies we let go by because, well, they're movies. We'll watch a couple
of those this week-end while we regain our strength. In the meantime, we ARE managing to keep up with
Doctor Who – how? Don't ask – but there are, after all, priorities.
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First step back into the world – Pareau Hunting
Monday, September 22, 2014

Pareau stretched across two twin beds… abstract of double manutera. Iorana, of course, is the Rapanui
equivalent of Hawaii's ahoha. Day ten since the flu landed (Monday) Pareau hunting… beginning to
recover some of the forty ranking "Tactics" points on Chess.com – five problems a day – that I lost while
in the depts of brain fog. Got all five right Sunday, although lost 5 points on one I took too long on. Today
– four out of five, but again losing points on being too slow. Coming back – not all the way yet.
Went out for quesso empanadas y cervezzas. Felt good. Shopped some for some cool stuff for gifts
at home. Sort of focusing on pareaus this time around. Sure, they can be worn. But they also make table
cloths and especially great wall hangings. The one above is one Nan definitely wants to keep – but she
wants to look for more just like it. There are a large number of fantastic patterns and designs this year.
We will probably come home with over a dozen for souvenirs, birthday and Christmas presents, got half
of them today. I'll have to start photographing them for posting.
Essentially recovered. I'm chomping at the bit to jog again. Nan is still weak, she was hit a little harder
with this stuff.
And I'm looking forward to redesigning the site/blog this winter when we get back. My software will be
undergoing a major update with improved posting – plus I have some ideas for streamlining. Certainly
can't do anything from here though.
– daily notes in reverse order –
Day nine (Sunday)… actually beginning to recover some of the forty ranking "Tactics" points on
Chess.com – five problems a day – that I lost while in the depts of brain fog. Got all five right today,
although lost 5 points on one I took too long on.
Last night watched a BBC special on fat vs sugar that I managed to bring with us. Bottom line was the
addictive nature of mixing fats and sugars at close to 50/50 in things like ice cream, cheesecake, donuts,
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etc., etc. The list goes on forever. Simply eliminate these things from your diet (along with sodas with and
without sugar of course – wonderful recent articles on how artificial sugars make you gain weight) and
thrive. Turns out we've already gone part way by disallowing all that stuff to be brought into the home
except on two holidays. That way the only time we're confronted with temptation is on the outside.
Besides, the further one gets away from the stuff, the easier it is to resist the addiction-driven temptations
My love of coffee is back!
Day eight (Saturday)… getting some work done, though both still too sick and weak to go out. This is a
flu strain that it seems we had built up no resistance to. Scared to say it but it looks like this will be a ten
day to two week battle to win. Lots of hot lemon tea, rest, light meals. Feeling a tad better every day now
instead of the other way around. Every time one of us breaks out in some kind of wise crack about the
situation that gets us laughing, we wind up in coughing fits – making it even funnier.
We got some laundry done, ate some eggs, did some more reading – those two books – The
Eipgenetics Revolution and The Sixth Extinction – are great, exciting reads, especially the first. The
author feeds you information until you are barely hanging on by your fingernails and then eases you back
in before moving on. Brilliant science writing for anyone who isn't an expert but still wants to put some
effort into understanding something complex.
I remembered I promised Alexandra at Cafe Makona any images I might find to add to what she had
to go through looking for advertising shots. I managed to access my on-line back up and get those –
slow going. I have over 800gigs of images up there, my third line of backup but first line of individual
retrieval when away from home.
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Seeing People – Buying up Pareau
Wednesday, September 24, 2014

Bumping into old friends… we met Mike four years ago, last time he was on the island. He's from the
States, living in Venezuela. A good while back he was married to a Rapanui woman, so he has family on
the island. This is sitting at Cafe Makona enjoying cervezas y camotes fritas – plus it's finally warming up
so we got to enjoy some of the "scenery" walking by.
Mike's staying for a few days with family further out of town, getting transportation where he can but
otherwise using local taxis. We got together with him to visit Ramon, Josie and the little girl they just
adopted from Tahiti. We were supposed to drop in on them last week – no way did we want to visit the flu
upon them.
Very cute and lucky little kid. She'll hae American, French and Chilean passports and still be Rapanui.
Cool. I hope to do a B&W family portrait before we leave. They were telling us they've been trying to get
internet in their place for over two years – it seems new accounts have been frozen for that long –
awaiting some kind of build-up in service capability. Evidently nobody is holding their breath.
Pareau – the selection so far… we're having a lot of fun finding these for people at home. The Pareau
are all about four by five foot. The last one is more of a table cloth type thing, with fringe on the ends. It's
closer to three by five. The material is a soft rayon. Not made here, but definitely designed on the island.
Sure, the eight pareau can be worn, but they alos make great wall hangings.
Lighting wasn't the evenest in the world when shooting these, plus I was casting a little shadow. Click
for enlargement…
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There's always something… our newest frustration is a rooster and his hen who are doing their
darndest to set up housekeeping in a little group of bushes right outside our back door. If we don't spot
them in time, she gets settled in and he begins crowing. Much to Nan's delight, I've chased them away in
almost every direction not – so have no idea where they belong. The darn things are like dogs here, the
roosters will answer one another's calls all night long. Arrrrgh.
Check this out – at the table charge card scanning, vial cell phone line. In 2006 there was no such thing
as being able to use a charge card here. Sure, it soon came to the nicer hotels, but now even to
restaurants and shops. Rapa Nui, always with one foot in the nineteenth century, now has one in the
twenty first. Still a number of major frustrations. Try having an iPad or iPhone and know there is a major
update that needs to be downloaded. Good luck with that one.
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Gollum Lives, More Pareu and Other Notes
Sunday, September 28, 2014

Nan had me run out and take a quick shot with the iPhone of some white lillies blooming in the
yard… Gollum is alive and well and living on Easter Island… we saw this carving in the window of a
new shop down along the coast in Hanga Roa. First, there would be no way to get it into luggage,
second at a few million pesos, we couldn't come close to affording it anyway – that translates to dollars in
the thousands. It is fantastic though.
We love how Rapanui art has always had a strong abstract element to it. No, it's definitely not an
attempt to represent Gollum. This would be some form of tangata moko – man combined with one of
their very tiny little white geckos. Oh, and I purchased a fantastic carry bag there that Nan proceded to
"confiscate" for her own use – this is my world.
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A couple more pareu…
Below are three more pareu that we picked up – the pareau spelling is also correct but it turns out the
spelling preferred here is pareu. We're finding duplicates difficult to get of the ones we like best, but we'll
keep trying. The moko with the purple background really looked good wrapped around a mannequin,
while the manutera with a blue background is a variation on the most popular theme with relatives and
friends at home. The cool honu on what Nan calls a red background (I call it halloween orane) is one I
have mixed feelings about. Oh well…
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Rooster issue…
We're still battling the pesky rooster and his lady, me running out, waving my arms and shouting like a
maniac on the average of twice a day. I'm getting the feeling that they're being chased away everywhere
they go – nobody wants that crowing all night long right in their yard.
MoeVarua Magazine…
The neat little magazine that Helga puts out here to be handed out on planes, etc. Her son managed to
put a few up on the ISSUU site for digital magazine publication. I keep telling Helga how easy it would be
to keep putting them up, especially since she gets the PDF versions from her son anyway. I'll see what I
can do, argh. Link to MoeVarua on ISSUU: http://issuu.com/moevarua
Only a two or three articles per issue, but always very interesting and enlightening. AND in both English
and Spanish. If I can get her uploading them, I can actually insert issues live here just like YouTube
videos. That would solve a number of issues.
Nan's Canon S100…
Nan likes her little Canon S100. It's tiny, handy and shoots RAW format. Getting gadgets like that here
can be rough. She's selling it to Helga for what we can replace it for at home – the kind of thing we've
done before when we leave. This time though it's coming in handy. Canon is offering the S120 for not
much more money now, basically the same camera with one difference important to Nan – touch screen
controls. While I would actually find this something of a frustration, it is a big deal for someone who's
whole computer world is an iPad and who simply loathes searching through camera menus for settings.
She's gonna be much happier.
Alleviating guilt…
Two years ago Dennis asked me to purchase a terabyte hd for him and bring it loaded with movies we
had recorded. Did that, with one major goof. I forgot to check the drive formatting – it was Mac formatted
and Dennis runs a PC. He's been sitting on that drive, useless, for two years. I finally fixed it – hooked up
to my Mac, temporarily took 600 gigs of movies and TV shows off, reformatted the drive for PC/Mac
combo reading and replaced the files. I feel so much better now – and it will give me an opportunity to
provide some of those files to a couple of other people. To be honest, about half is stuff we bothered to
record but never watched. Will probably pick out a couple to watch here.
Reminder…
This blog is more or less my journal. Because most stuff people would be interested in about the island
was covered in my book – the PDF of which is available here as a free download – I would just like to
remind anyone interested to do just that. The book contains ninety-eight images with anecdotes, a
history of the project, sections on the island, image technical notes, etc. Check it out HERE.
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Flowers and a Cold Wind Blowing
Tuesday, September 30, 2014

KOKI'O ULA or red hibiscus. Just bloomed from an old sparse looking bush out by the front gate. About
9 inches across. I'm looking forward to Nan wearing the hibiscus print pareu below as a "little black
dress.” We pledged that we would be getting NO carvings this trip. They are expensive and we certainly
have enough, though we've been sorely tempted. BUT we did pick up this little carved snack serving tray.
The carver, Tonkio, has some pretty nice stuff, but this is cute and utilitarian.
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We did have to ask him to sign the back – there is still a tendency here to not sign. After all, the
Rapanui know who carved it, why sign it. That's the symbols for Make Make, a small heke or octopus
and a komari or vulva carved into the edges – three of the more important traditional symbols. Nan's
already using it perched the end of one of our pullmans as a night table.

Rooster issue…
"Seems" to have resolved itself. Crossing our fingers.
Cold Wind…
As warm as the sun is getting, we can't believe how cold the wind is – like it's blowing over the arctic to
get here. Haven't seen that before, expecially this time of year. Tryig to get out with the camera, but still
feeling a tad susceptible from that darn flu. And hey, I still have to do my annual climb of Maunga Pui.
Hopefully this week.
Rapanui Couple from the book…
Ran into Eddie Tuki and his wife downtown – the very pregnant couple in the Tapati section. Can't
believe the kid is so big now. Wow. They have five and say that store is definitely closed. They're still one
of the closest couples we know anywhere. You can't tell from the original picture, but she's about Nan's
size, five foot to five one and cute as heck. They asked us to a family cook-out in October – ought to be
fun. And next year sometime they will be visiting family in New York. Gotta figure something out there.
The book B&W of them is HERE.
Flowers…
I don't usually shoot flowers but I'm finally getting the "camera" out and to check things out, get
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comfortable again, get the feel of it, I've done a couple of shots of blooms in the yard. The one at the top
and another hibiscus – this one with the big boy. As you can see, at this size enlargement, the iPhone
does really well. The difference is that; with 21 megapixels (more not needed), F22, a good sensor and a
tad of interpolation – this one would hold its detail and integrity up to 24x36 inches. It would also hold up
to B&W conversion much better – not that flowers very often work in B&W.
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Poo Does Pui
Sunday, October 5, 2014

At 100 meters (close to 100 yards) from the top is the take-off point for the youth Haka Pei run – a little
more than 2/3 of the way up. Notice the size of the horse (dot) between the two banana trees. The scene
is complete with one of the sleds. Some traditions are more of convenience, easily undone. Others, like
my "need" to climb Maunga Pui every trip to the island are traditions one strives mightily to keep. Been
waiting for this – got up this morning and decided it was dry enough and doable. Huaaaaa.
Pui is the thousand foot volcanic bubble that is used for the Haka Pei run – that's where contestants
ride a banana-tree sled down the 45 degree "front" slope at up to 50 miles an hour to see who can
extend the run the furthest at the bottom (where an ambulance awaits). Spectators line the sides, all the
way to the top. My introduction to Pui was the 2007 Tapati festival. Shortly after I decided to make the
climb – wow. If it weren't for the clumps of grass on which to place one's sideways feet, one would have
to resort to using hands for half the trip up.
This trip I had to do just that. The grass growth had recently been burnt off and whole stretches were
devoid of clumps for traction – I got a lot of soot on my hands. Nan's been up a couple of times, this was
my eighth – in 2007 I wound up going up twice because I left my telephoto lens hood at the top the first
trip – not fun. Now I simply have this urge to prove to myself that I can still do it. Getting down again is
another story altogether – the main focus is on keeping from damaging one's knees in the process, let
alone slipping and sliding or tumbling the rest of the way.
We've climbed most of the maunga on the island. Many have rounded tops. Pui has sort of a crater and
rim at the tip. Must have simply caved in. I wore a hoodie and hat with strap, the wind was almost
enough to blow me off my feet – always is on Pui. But you get a great look at the island. You can see
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both Poike and Rano Kau, the volcanos that define the two ends. It sits very close to the middle of the
island – the only reason you can't see Hanga Roa is that Teravaka, the one 2000 foot maunga, another
once active volcano, is in between.
Poo is one of Nan's many nicknames for me, depending on her mood or state of mind at the time.
They range from Poo at the top all the way down to Homer, which means I'm in real trouble. This trip she
took along a book and waited in the car parked just the other side of the trees at the bottom – where
most of the horses were hiding from the wind.

Nan takes a quick shot of me pointing at my goal – the 100 meter from the top sign (something new) –
and a shot of the surface showing the results of the burn-off along with an exposed ground nest (lots of
those). Probably the partridge-like bird that was introduced here, that will erupt in a sudden burst of flight
and scare the heck out of you when walking across fields.
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Below, two views from the top. On the left, the view from the Haka Pei release point (note the tie-post).
Other than Rano Kau in the distance, all the sledder can see is the lip ahead of him before he begins his
drop. On the right is the view of where I left Nan and the car. At this height I could barely make out the
dots that were horses. I very pointedly took both these shots with the zoom lens set on 50mm, the
normal setting, to give an accurate sense of the view.

Leading up to today's outing…
Rooster issue…
Argh… He keeps returning, this time with two hens in tow. He does make it obvious though – as soon as
he picks a place to settle, he thinks it behooves him to announce it to the world. While Nan certainly
doesn't want him crowing right outside our door all night, she's enjoying the heck out of watching me run
out in the cold rain, waving my arms and throwing sticks to chase them back out of the yard.
More Cold Wind…
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We've been here before in adverse weather. But this has been consistently mid-winter weather. Highs
are 66 to 68 degrees – that's July/August temperatures, not Spring weather. On top of that, the icy wind
blowing through is just plain weird. It's warmer at home, and shouldn't be. It's also warmer in Santiago
Chile, and that certainly shouldn't be. Still glad to be here, but not getting much accomplished.
Yesterday the morning started off pretty good, about 65 degrees, so I did my run. Almost as soon as I
finished it started raining and the wind shifted – icy as heck. We drove out for some fresh pan (bread) –
here's a shot of me biting into a chunk in the street, and a shot of the main drag downtown in this winter
weather a la spring.

Pan…
Even though you can get sliced bread here now (simply could not when we began coming) the
traditional bread, or pan, has been and is in two forms. the rolls like you see me with and a biscuit. The
biscuits are about four inches across, handy, slice and toast, etc. – a sort of cross between an english
muffin and dinner biscuit at home. The rolls, if done right (and one of the first things we do on arrival is
find who is making the them right), are simply to die for – sort of like Panera's baguettes at home. And
they have the same weakness – eat them that day OR immediately freeze them and thaw them in the
microwave later. Pan is sold by the kilo, just grab a bag and start stuffing it.

Found the Honey…
The honey here on the island is nothing like the clover honey at home. Looking it up on line we found
that the best honey needs eucalyptus, avocado, acacia or sugar cane. Here they have plenty of all three.
Bees were introduced a few years back – the honey here is dark, almost black and to die for. This trip,
until now, we've only been able to find it in tiny jars for about eleven dollars. Ouch. Now we've finally
found the usual large plastic tubs – for about eight dollars. Much better. And once opened, you gotta
move a little fast. It begins turning solid much quicker than at home.
Reading…
I began the last book I brought with me, and the longest. It's another a daughter gave as a gift. A novel
this time, The Luminaries by Eleanor Catton. The subject matter, time period and style all harken back
to a favorite author of mine Joseph Conrad. Really good stuff. Almost as if Conrad were still alive and his
prose lost some of that nineteenth century stiffness. And, better than Conrad, the author provides a
"Character Chart" to keep referring back to, without which I would be lost. As I get older I read more nonfiction than fiction, quickly putting most of those down as not worth the waste of time, but this is good
literature, if a bit of a challenge – something that seems to go along with the territory.
Doing the "great books" program at St. John's College in Annapolis for my masters I evolved my own
way of reading something really worth the effort where I absorbed and retained more. Less time
consuming than reading it twice, and nearly as good. Some works take a while within which to gain one's
footing, lose that sense of being lost that makes for either not noting what's important or simply
forgetting. As soon as I feel like I've gained my stride with the author, I begin at the beginning again. This
can be anywhere from about a tenth of a way into a book to a full quarter. Unfortunately, often the better
the book, the further I have to go before I do my thing – The Luminaries had me realizing I was both
ready for and in need of beginning again almost a quarter of a way through. I've just gotten back to
where I left off and feeling like "aha!"
Do the Twist…
Stores are beginning to be open on Sunday more and more. In 2006, nothing at all. Anyway, we were in
Lucio's today picking up some cheese (gouda here) and, of all things, a batch of asparagus – cool. Small
but busy store. The radio was on and Chubby Checkers came on with one of his old "twist" songs. I
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couldn't help it – waiting in line I was twisting away, while Luchio behind the counter joined in – Nan
learned a long time ago to not be embarrassed by anything I do. Then when a slower tune came on we
danced our way out the front door. Here, unlike at home, the only response you will get is smiles and
occasional encouragement.
Trimming Hedges…
Dennis is laid up recovering from a hernia operation, so I volunteered to help Maruka trim their hedges.
We took advantage of a morning break in the rain (still chilly) and I trimmed while Nan and Maruka
gathered up the clippings. Nan just had to take a shot of me working…
Then I took a shot of the menu at Ahi Ahi, a little outdoor eatery along the coast where Maruka treated us
to empanadas. Turns out they make the best empanadas on the island – my quesso/tomate
(cheese/tomato) was fantastic. Only problem is we were so full after this lunch that all we could eat the
rest of the day was one slice of toast before bed. We will be back! At 2500 pesos (about five dollars) it is
the best deal around. AND we brought our own cervezas!

Luis Pate…
Actually his name is Luis Pate Riroroko. He's a high end carver I did some pictures for somewhere
around 2009. When we got here this year we noticed he was no longer occupying the store in town.
Walking back from our twist-fest we were hailed from across the street. He has simply moved to a nicer,
if slightly further out store front. We did purchase a Topatangi CD, about the only thing we can afford
from his place. He is one of the better carvers on the island, but he works the wealthier clientele –
keeping his prices about double those of other comparable carvings. While we were there we saw a
European traveler drop a couple of grand on two small carvings. He's somehow built up contacts and a
following in Europe and occasionally ships work. Below on the left is a shot of one of his displays. The
little guy was 450 US dollars.
Four Hands…
Another one of our traditions is visiting Uri Ahu Renga (my choice of how to write it – there is
disagreement.). The four-handed moai. He sits all by himself on an isolated ahu. I have a shot of him in
the book, along with something of an explanation. Again I stress, the scale of these things just cannot be
fathomed unless someone stands next to them. Four Hands is a relatively small moai, Nan's head would
come to just above his hands. We have yet to visit the one we call Lonesome George along the south
coast – soon.
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Odd and Odder Ends
Friday, October 10, 2014

One wouldn't expect to come across a giant cactus on Rapa Nui. The humidity here is always high –
exiting the plane it always hits you right in the face. It can be dry, but when it rains it freaking pours,
sometimes for weeks. In fact, that's about all that it's done for the past week. But the ground is porous –
an hour after it stops, you almost can't tell that it rained at all, let alone literally dumped for days.
Evidently that's good enough for cacti.
This one belongs to a cousin of Maruka's. Looking at the size of those trunks (the second trunk a little
hidden here), I figure we'll have to get Maruka to ask. "So ugly it's beautiful" comes to mind.
Something we never noticed, but should have… This is the back side of the subject of my book
image Tribute: HERE
To see this view of the tribute to the stone carvers, a giant fist holding a Toki or carving chisel, one
must, at low tide, walk the not so easily traversed rocks at the bottom of the cliff the carving overlooks.
The palm is on the other side – what at first glance looks like a thumb here is a Maki Maki.
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Rain…
Terry emailed to apologize for forgetting to warn us that early yesterday morning a lunar eclipse would be
visible from the Island. We had to laugh – not likely through the kind of downpours we've been getting.
Clear-ups have been short and sweet – we've been taking of them when they come. A break of a few
hours let me climb Pui. It didn't stop Thursday until almost noon, but it looks like things will be getting a
lot better now – crossing our fingers.
A very interesting, if at the same time a tad confusing, perhaps even disturbing in it's sectarian
nature combined with the structure's placement near ancient structures, art project…
We spotted the following at Vare Vare, along the coast between the Tapati staging area and the
graveyard – which by the way they need to expand. When we asked Maruka about it, and she generally
knows everything that's going on, she never heard of it. The only explanation I found on line is a
YouTube video in Spanish and a PDF – also in Spanish – that contains an artist's statement and some
promotional images. The artist is a visitor from Croatia, but with the same last name as one of the
families here. So there seems to be some kind of connection.
Hitu Merahi or Seven Angels by Paola Yankovic. The first image is from inside the circle. I don't get
the symbolism of the one-eyed (or blind in one eye? Winking?) Maki Maki in the center. The biblical
angels, pictured below, are cast metal and beautifully executed and abstract in nature. The artist, in her
statement, expands on a statement on the plaque behind the Maki Maki.

Love is energy • Energy is humility • Humility is peace • Peace is harmony • Harmony is beauty •
Beauty is fullness • Fullness is love
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I'll have to admit that I really like the representations of the angels. And, as you can see, islanders can't
resist welcoming any new visitor with the traditional flower wreaths – korone tiare.
I missed the name tag on the fourth one in order from the left – Miguel – I forgot to step back after
raising the phone camera to get the sword in the shot.
The YouTube video is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4CMOgW-_0E
The PDF is here: http://www.profesionalescroatas.cl/archivos/(2014-09-05)_Proyecto_hitu_merahi.pdf
The text from the pdf can easily be pasted into Google Translate, etc.
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In Defense of Digital Books
Sunday, October 12, 2014

All change has loss and gain. When the gains outweigh the losses, one can choose to live in the past,
join the minions of heel-draggers in fighting a losing battle or GET OVER IT and get on with living. I read,
ok a lot. And always have. And so does Nan. Our library was so big when we moved that we had to
purchase multiple bookcases, after brutally ridding ourselves of over half of our collection. We love our
books, appreciate the tactile experience of holding them, turning the pages, sometimes simply picking
them up – fondling a favorite. BUT, all that being said, and in spite of, in my mind some very suspect
articles bemoaning the death of reading and holding that one learns more from a "real" book, I beg to
differ. Here's why:
Leaving those things out of the mix that are germain to individual books, there are a number of
elements that directly effect how one reads. One is font – not the irrelevancy one would think at first.
Publishers have done their work here. Myriad studies have shown that serif fonts make for more alert
reading than sans serif fonts – which tend to make the process too smooth and contribute to zoning out,
getting distracted, etc. After all, reading is usually a sedentary endeavor. As a side note to this, I find
sans serif fonts much better on the internet.
Font size also effects reading. And I'm not talking about vision impairments that require larger type.
Proven by studies on the internet, there are font sizes that make reading smoother and increase
comprehension. The problem is that very few books can be printed this way. The publishers have to
compromise in order to keep the number of pages within a reasonable range. Put the same book into a
reader, which allow font sizes to be increased, and watch what happens. Without knowing it, we've all
been straining just a tad, restricting the flow of language, thought and comprehension.
Page size also effects reading. If you don't believe this, simply take any old book, take pages and
arrange a few of them one above another and try reading that versus reading them separately. Because
of small font size, we have been reading fewer pages, but with more information on them, more thoughts
per page than is sometimes a comfort to the way the brain works.
Between font size and page size, the eye and brain can't relax. Split seconds spent absorbing
information can lead to completely losing one's place in a morass of words. I recently restarted a 900
page book, but this time as a digital book. One of those works of fiction that simply has to be read almost
as if it were non-fiction. The difference was palpable.
Looking up definitions of words – another factor. The book I'm using as an example is The
Luminaries by Eleanor Catton centers around gold mining in early New Zealand. You can imagine how
many references to nineteenth century terms and items I had to look up – as many as in most non-fiction
works. Well, simple tap on the word and the reader looks it up in the dictionary. Wow, is that handy. No
temptation to just assume one has figured out the meaning from the context – and it's amazing how often
I'm wrong about that.
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Along the same lines, my complete works of Shakespeare app on my reader has a built in dictionary
of any word that might be an issue for anyone. No need for footnotes, etc. Those words are lightly
underlined and all one has to do is tap it for the very specific, Shakespearian definition. Right there, quick
as all heck, cool. I have never enjoyed reading the plays so much. AND this completely eliminates the
need for schools to dumb down Shakespeare in order to teach it. I'm anxiously awaiting a Chaucer app
that does the same thing. Wow.
In a classroom, not really a problem. I've heard complaints that digital books couldn't be used in a
classroom discussion like at St. John's in Annapolis where I went because it would be impossible to give
a meaningful page number. Well, this is kind of a moot point as long as the class is not using mixed
paper books and digital books. Simply require everyone to be using the same font and size – after all,
this would be considerably larger than that in the paper book.
SO, I find I read digital books more comfortable, smoother and more alert. I retain more. I think more
about what I am reading, while I am reading. As a bonus, I can travel with as many books as I want. And
the classics are free downloads in many places. I find others have books without the DRM that they can
simply email around to friends – formats other than PDF are very, very small files. And there are free
converters out there that let you change reader formats on a whim. Yes, because we have let them,
digital books have greatly enhanced our lives.
Will paper books go the way of vinyl records? I doubt it, like B&W photography, paper books will
always have their place. But I thoroughly expect to soon begin seeing works published as digital only.
And certain kinds of books simply do not work all that well as digital, one of the reasons I give away the
PDF versions of my books. They are a great way to check out an art book, but If anyone really
appreciates the work, they will want the real thing – it's just not the same.
P.S.
I was leafing through – ok, tapping through – the pages of a book i recently finished, The Strangest
Man, the Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Quantum Genius by Graham Farmelo. Extremely fascinating and
well written biography. I really love some of the quotes the author uses at the beginnings of chapters,
especially the two with which he introduces the work:
JOHN STUART MILL, On Liberty, 1869: "The amount of eccentricity in a society has generally been
proportional to the amount of genius, mental vigor, and moral courage which it contained. That so few
now dare to be eccentric, marks the chief danger of the time."
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER, Reith Lecture, 1953: "We are nothing without the work of others our
predecessors, others our teachers, others our contemporaries. Even when, in the measure of our
inadequacy and our fullness, new insight and new order are created, we are still nothing without others.
Yet we are more."
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Coming in Out of the Rain
Tuesday, October 14, 2014

A latte on the Island and lured into the field again, just a little… My sweetie drinking coffee and enjoying
a postre at Cafe ----- in town (Hanga Roa, the only town). We were shopping for supplies and kept
getting interrupted by rain. Here we were booking it back to the car when it all broke loose again so we
ducked in here. The cafe is run by a friend's daughter and seems to be doing well. But we've been
putting it off – because they advertise that they do cafe americano and lattes.
While that should be a temptation, Nan is very picky about her coffee and I'm even pickier about my
lattes. I find that, even at home, it's a minority of even specialty coffee shops that can make a decent, let
along good one. And some, calling themselves "coffee" shops, offer a latte that is fit only to be poured
out on the street. McShane's in our area at home consistently makes the best darn latte around.
The postre, some sort of apple pastry, was phenomenal. The coffee was bad enough Nan would not
order another there – not measurably better than instant. The latte was, unfortunately, on the level of the
worst at home. First, they do have an issue with the water here. Not only does it have more chlorine in it
than at home, there is more salt in it than there really should be. We drink bottled water at the house.
You can filter out the chlorine, but the salt is almost impossible to get out (the water source is a cavern
under the island where fresh water comes through the ground and "floats" on top of the heavier salt
water). But, with a latte machine on the premises, there's really not much reason to under-steam the milk
– do this and all you have is a strong coffee with too much warmed milk in it. Not good.
We bring our own coffee and use a french press, I make the coffee every morning before Nan gets
up. It's that first sip that restores her to her non-attack dog self.
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One cool thing about this cafe is the poster promoting Mokomae Tattoos. Oh yeah…… Mokomae
photographs his work and is working on a book. The girl in the poster is mostly painted up Takona,
another one of Mokomae's talents. I don't think Nan would want me to have his job…
Trotar or Jogging…
For the first time I broke thirty minutes on my 4k (about 2.5 miles) jogging course. I would be doing this
faster but the last 1.2k is a steep uphill from the church in town. To complicate this the interminable wind
here almost always blows steady down that hill – leaving me fighting it the whole way up. I like the
challenge, but it doesn't do much for my time.
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Driving out towards Anakena, we noticed that an awful lot of ground was burned, ground that we skipped
hiking over because we couldn't see anything there. We spotted some Manavai or circular stone walls
that were used to enclose a number of things including gargens, and decided to hike in a short distance
and check them out.
We're glad we did. We spotted another arrangement with a striking resemblance to the Pleiades star
formation in the form of carved out cupules in flat stone – areas where a lava tube ran underneath
allowing the molten rock to flatten out above.
Below is a closeup of the Acacia that is blooming prolifically, especially along roadsides. Right now the
bright orange-red is everywhere. It blooms year round, but especially now at what is supposed to be
early summer – but feels more like winter.
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Playing Around with a Sunset…
Thursday, October 16, 2014

Sunsets from Tahai are always good, even when like Tuesday evening the clouds get pretty much
obscure the sun. There's almost always anywhere from a few – like this trip – to a huge crowd
assembled. I took the shot thinking B&W – not always easy. Sunsets, flowers and rainbows are difficult to
convey in B&W, for obvious reasons. OK, I've pretty much never succeeded with rainbows with the
possible exception of making a point with my Ahu of the Rainbow image in The Moon has been Eaten.
But I occasionally manage with flowers and sunsets. Case in point, the Island Cemetery in the book.
What works in color does not always work in B&W, and vise-versa. I like this one in color, but it does
leave something to be desired. Playing around a little with it gave me the B&W below. Two things I had in
mind with I snapped the shutter were catching the fast moving canoe on the left and the bird on the moai
on the right. Neither shows up much at this size, but at 15x20 to 18x24 they will help balance the image.
The shadows will open up a tad and the highlights will work much better. The three dimensional aspect
to the clouds will be awesome.
This is what the first draft looks like, ready for a good deal of digital-darkroom magic:
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I don't do much actual work towards a final B&W image here – I wait until I'm home. The laptop screen is
far too small and certainly not able to be calibrated for precise viewing. And if I do fool around with one, I
don't even bother to save the file. I can do alright when I have to, but much prefer working where I can
have total control.
What is it with giant cacti in an isolated island in the Pacific? Though, as I mentioned with the last one,
the soil does drain here like sand in a desert – no chance of the thing being overwatered even after a
week of deluge. We spotted this in town, after passing it too many times to count without noticing. Very
common at home in tiny little pots – wow can they get big.
And don't do what I did and touch it. There are almost invisible barbs that are almost impossible to get
out of your skin.

Spotted along the coast on the edge of town. The Island's economy is almost completely dependent on
tourism. Though there is a big problem with the finer "hotels" offering package deals that leave much of
that money going to the hotels (run from the mainland), eating there, shopping in their shops, attending
their performances and using their tour guides.
Even so, small restaurants, cafes and shops are opening and closing all the time. We've seen them
open with one or two tables to begin with. The little eatery here placed this sign right along the road
across the street – the day's menu is on the other side.
No tenemos wi-fi. Hablen entre ustedes.
Literal, word for word translation: We do not have wi-fi. Talk among yourselves. Cool sign!
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Yes, this is a typical coast view – everything is edged with jagged and sharp coastal rock, and the land
isn't all that much more hospitable.

And thought I'd throw in a flower growing along the road that I shot with the iPhone while walking the
trash about two hundred yards to the dumpster.
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In the picture below, those two big things in the back of the truck are the biggest Taro I have ever
seen – an important food staple over a large area of the world for thousands of years . Wow.
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Morays, Mokos, Mahute
Saturday, October 18, 2014

…and reflections on "street photography”. Got into town a little earlier than usual and spotted a
fisherman laying these out – knowing they wouldn't be there long. Moray eel is a delicacy. Each one of
these was about two feet in length. The sea has been calm, giving the divers a chance to go down and
approach the crevices where they hide.
and Sunsets… below are he last two Tahai sunsets that I worked. Both kind of gorgeous to watch, but
neither anywhere close to workable in B&W. Just in case, I'll work a few more, but more and more I'm
pretty comfortable with the first try.
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Nan spotted this little moko sunning himself – yesterday was cool again – on a windowsill. I can't believe
I caught this detail close up with the phone cam. Look close and you can see the slight pince area below
which the tail is a tad striated. As a defensive mechanism, the tail simply pulls off at this point and a new
one grows back. This fellow is probably about two inches in length – pretty big for a moko.
The younger ones can be much lighter. They do eat a lot of bugs – but the only thing I've seen eat
moko is the cat Terry lets live in the attic to keep the polynesian rats from getting up there.
While we think these fast moving little things are cute, many Rapanui find them frightening. Maruka
won't go anywhere near one – yet the carvers humanize them.

This is what mahute or paper mulberry looks like. It's actually a tree, but here it never gets a chance to
grow that large – we've seem pictures from Japan and New Zealand of huge ones. The woody stems are
opened up and the pulp pounded flat into sheets of "paper." Much more stable than our paper at home,
and used for clothing for thousands of years. In the pounding process, separate pieces are easily beat
together to form a larger whole. I spotted it next to someone's home when I ferried a friend across town.
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Part of a sequence I shot at a Tapati of one of the contestants creating a piece of mahute fabric. Notice
the newly split and rolled out stem in the first shot. Then the pounding, seemingly forever. In the end,
cloth. Below, a family heirloom mahute robe that we've seen a number of times on special occasiona.
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Street photography…
I live in a very interesting little river town, Havre de Grace, Maryland. If a good "street photographer"
were to spend some time there, he could probably come up with a book. Same here on the island – the
town and its people are fascinating, visually. So I had thoughts of trying my hand at it this trip, expand
what I do somewhat.
But so much for random thoughts. Sure I occasionally take shots in town with the iPhone, the least
intimidating way I've seen yet. Yet, though I can appreciate what some photographers do – I guess it's
the voyeur in all of us, I simply can't bring myself to do it.
Sure, when in public, to a certain degree, we are fair game. But what about the person pointing a
camera at you, what assurances can one give about how those images might be used? Does one wear a
T-shirt that says "responsible street photographer"? What's the difference between that and a papparazzi
– instead of the famous, preying on the rest of us?
Both Hanga Roa and Havre de Grace will just have to await the talents of a "street papparazzi" other
than myself. This is the term I see as best defining the role – one I am not comfortable in.
On the Blog…
I've added a little note to the top of the list of postings on the home page to the effect that I realize
how long the list is getting. I am using EverWeb software for my web site, an very similar replacement for
iWeb which I used to use. The "issue" is that EverWeb is holding off on including the blogging structure
until they feel it is ready – they keep saying "soon". I so expect it sometime before the first of the year. In
the meantime, as soon as I get home, if the improvements aren't forthcoming very shortly, I will manually
create an interim archive for the newer postings. Simply too difficult to make that many changes here in
the upload-file-by-file purgatory that very slow interent puts one in. Oddly iWeb didn't have that issue, but
EverWeb, visually almost identical and better in so many ways, uses an upload and file verification
system that simply breaks down at these speeds. But, when the change is made, comments should be
able to be made on site without messing with "Disqus".
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Jefe…plugging our favorite panaderia
Monday, October 20, 2014

Jefe a de cocina or simply el jefe is the chef. I can't resist plugging our favorite little bakery on the island.
It's run by a young jefe, pictured below. The pastries are notable for their lack of being too sweet,
something all too common both here and at homw. And the pan is always so darn good. Heck, we'd be
happy with the place if all they did was make consistently great pan. By the way, the cement patio
replacing mud is new – put in day before yesterday.
O Te Ahi means, literally, at the fire. I would probably use the word oven, which Rapanui doesn't have.
The signs below, in Spanish, advertise cakes or deserts to order and oven baked empanadas. Since
most of these here are deep-fried, we've been anxious to try these. Terry picked up a couple today – I'll
leave a space here for the taste-test results: Good, healthier, BUT I have to admit I like mine deep fried.
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By the way, this is the only place here that I have ever heard of that was broken into and robbed for their
food. Probably not the brightest thing to do because food here is always shared, and a neighbor of the
culprits turned them in.
Nan working on a little 8x10 painting of surf, looking across the entrance to Hanga Piko towards Rano
Kao. About as close ad I can come to her while she is working – the response can be anywhere from a
friendly smile to bared teeth. Come to think of it, the word jefe which can also mean boss, might could
continue being the subject of this posting… I'll be in trouble now.
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Terry, our host, has returned from the States where she was attending her son's wedding, among
other things. To celebrate we went out to a little Peruvian restaurant on the island. It seems a Rapanui
married a peruvian and along with her family opened this little place – right on the coast.
And since the day Terry returned, Sunday, turned out to be the ONLY warm, clear day in weeks, we
decided to enjoy it. The Restaurant is called InKai, I guess a sort of play on words in Rapanui of Inca. I
had Ahi de Gallina, a traditional Peruvian meal of shredded chicken breast in a puree of yellow pepper
over white rice. Odd looking concoction, but absolutely to die for. I ate the whole plate full – and if you
check out the picture below of Nan and her plate of a dish with Chinese influences, you can see how
much that was. The proof that this place is good is that the locals eat there.
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And no, they didn't remain that empty for long. Three couples – one that we know – wound up outside.
We stayed in out of the wind – Nan and Terry both are slight of build and can have issues sitting still in a
strong breeze. And that IS a pisco sour she is drinking, as did Terry. Me – I had a bottle of Cusqueña, a
very, very nice Peruvian beer. I'm bringing the bottle home for a friend's son who collects them – it has an
Incan wall imprinted in the glass around the bottle.
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Did Somebody Say Color?
Thursday, October 23, 2014

… but totally does not work in B&W though – so far… Just because B&W is my chosen art medium
doesn't mean that I have zero appreciation for color. I love paintings and even appreciate a good color
photograph – occasionally. I have done a number of them myself and they sit on the computer at home –
I can appreciate them to a point but never get around to doing anything with them beyond an occasional
blog posting. Here I share them with anyone who wants to use them.
This one I took with the iPhone at Hanga Roa O Tai (the little cove in town making it Hanga Roa by
the Sea) in the very cold right after an evening rain, while Nan and Terry – of all freaking things – were
getting ice cream, and sitting outside. I just told them to get me a coffee. Of course after they finished,
they took turns holding my still warm empty cup to help them recover. They were celebrating having a
working washing machine. The timer went just before Terry left and one had to manually fill the tub with
buckets, and then be standing by at every stage to manually control the thing – unplugging and plugging
in the machine between cycles. Terry brought back the timer and Dennis put it in – I probably could have
but Dennis is much slicker at that type of thing. Then we celebrated by my taking them out to Cafe
Makona for dinner.
I did check out the sunset above as a B&W just in case I was missing someting, but naaaaaaaah. Oh
well. The little mind game I play with myself to enable seeing in B&W in a color world, especially shooting
digitally with those almost useless color previews, is simply to look upon color as dismissible noise,
allowing me to concentrate on values or shades of gray – by the way, there are a lot more than fifty.
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A very dreary, rainy day, the sun poked through just near sunset just before it went back behind a big
black cloud making everything dreary again. Cool.
While we were eating at Cafe Makona the same day, inside for a change because of the biting cold, we
were accompanied by Roberto's (who died in January, see earlier postings) self-portrait on the front of
the bar – pleasantly haunting…

I was walking up the road and looked into someone's yard and saw this. Cool way to display this kind of
carving, almost definitely eucalyptus. Nobody was home so I wasn't going to trapse around their yard
trying for a better shot, even though just about five feet in would have moved that one darn limb. It's
pretty much life-size. If it stays where it is, as the trees grow, it could be worth checking on years down
the road.
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Below,sSomething called a Tipanie. Terry has an old but smaller one here in the yard. This one up the
street is huge and beautiful. It's just beginning to put out buds from which a ring of green leaves and a
white flower will emerge. I love the stark look – not many trees here lose all their leaves for the "winter".

We have less than a week to go, for this out shortest stay on the island to date. Ten weeks with two of
them lost to the flu and maybe two appropriately nice days in the entire stretch. Then again, we are
getting a lot of rest and enjoying the heck out of ourselves – sort of a vacationized trip. I can't complain
about that. My response to being upset over the fate of the "best laid plans of mice and men" is to just
get over it and either make new plans or relax and enjoy the ride.
We have a pretty busy agenda for the next few days, always do the final week. But I seem to not be
having any problems coming up with a few pictures and couple of things to say for the blog. I also have
some new ideas for when we get back. For one thing, closer to Christmas, I'll have a special posting that
will also go in Other People's Art – we got three Claymonster jars for our girls for Christmas just before
we left. Problem is we surely can't post those images before they get them. But they're fantastic! And I
want to review the new Pixelmator image app. for the iPad, complete with layers, etc. – for $5, holy
mackerel.
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Passion
Saturday, October 25, 2014

Passion fruit, Rapanui-grown coffee and a visit to Stephanie. On a visit to see Stephanie on the other
end of the island, she showed us around her amazing garden. And there was the Marakuja. It's actually a
vine, needing trees to climb. Passion flowers and passion fruit were everywhere. We've seen the fruit
occasionally at home, but never tried them. The flower is gorgeous. We ate the first ripe fruit of the
season – after I squeezed it open and wound up wearing half of it on the front of my shirt. But I can
understand the name – fresh off the vine, break it open and suck out the innards – one small, powerfully
sweet fruit.
Stephanie is the German teacher who, eighteen years ago was here on vacation, met Karlo and
stayed. They lived in a cave while they built their place. Karlo was killed early in the year in a brush fire
on their property – the constant wind here can carry fire a long way. Stephanie has one book published
about her life on the island, and is writing another. I did manage to bring her a copy of mine this trip –
hers is only in German.
The Rapanui are very good at accepting those who marry into the family as Rapanui. But living on
that end of the island, without electricity or running water, alone must take its toll. Stephanie does have a
small solar panel to drive her laptop, but that's the extent of it. She and Karlo set the place up for growing
jubea palms – the very slow growing giant palms that at one time covered the island, toro miro, passion
fruit, figs and many other both once native and useful plants from the south Pacific.
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Below is Stephanie's house that she and Karlo built stone by stone. The cupped stone they used in one
of the manavai she uses to house jubea palms she's growing is one of the many water collecting stones
still dotting the landscape. The shot with the car in it I snapped as I opened the gate to leave – at the
half-way point in the "driveway". The house is to the left of the grove of trees in the distance.
The second shot is Nan and Stephanie. Note the protection from the cold wind – in spite of it being a
clear day, the wind bit like ice.
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I left Stephanie with a terabyte pocket drive half full of movies and tv shows we collected – after letting a
few others copy off what they wanted. She gave us this jar of Rapa Nui picked coffee beans. She grew
them and "roasted" them herself with an ancient little pan that you hold over a fire and crank a handle.
The result is obviously beans that are partly over-roasted, partly ok and some under-roasted.
We brought them home, ground them and put them in a french-press. It's NOT Guatemala Antigua,
it's not Columbian BUT it is very drinkable – far better than they do at restaurants in town with even
decent coffee. Of course a culture that almost never puts milk in their coffee (we've had restaurants tell
us they don't even stock it) and at a minimum makes it sweeter than over-sweet iced tea, would hardly
be expected to be discriminating on the taste of brewed coffee.
Passion: I'll have to admit that I'm getting a tad "passionate" about using some of the iPhone camera
apps for everyday shooting. I remember the old Kodak box cameras, replaced by the Brownie as the
everyday snapshot camera, now replaced by phone cameras.
P.S. I was going to throw in a shot of the little 8x10 painting Nan did out at Hanga Piko, but too many
images here already – next time I'll begin with it as the frontpiece…
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Nan's New Painting
Monday, October 27, 2014

…and a few notes. Nan's in the same boat as me this trip, she's been able to do a lot fewer of her small
paintings than she planned. A little frustrating in that she will be showing at the Harford Day Art Show
Saturday November 8. Looks like she'll have to fill in with more of the larger works. Of course I'll be on
hand helping out and including my books.
She did this 8X10 out just outside Hanga Piko on a cold, windy but partially sunny day. The surf was
rough – looking a little more so because she sort of zoomed in and painted a central section of the
scene. And yes, it does get that colorful here. I think she already has a frame waiting for this one, the
one I really like.
Today:
Today we're having about ten people for Nan's meatball stroganoff. We wind up doing that just about
every trip. My job was to go out this morning searching out anything that was missing – at the same time
using up most of our remaining pesos – kind of useless at home. In the end I wound up shelling out for
three bottles of wine. That really made a dent in it even though it wasn't necessary. Heck, a 3,500 block
of cream cheese (about 7.25 at the current exchange rate) would do almost as much damage. It should
be a fun evening.
With long stays, the last week is always spent clearing up everything on this end and making plans for
when we get home – the longer you are away the more there is to catch up on when you get back. Give
that another week.
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We've accumulated closing in on three years now on Easter Island since mid 2006 – in eight trips –
that will be closing in on forty flights. That's almost three years away from home. All this certainly wasn't
in the original plan, it just happened.
Previous trips, we were so busy working that there was little time to relax, leaving us returning home
feeling like we were still hitting the ground running. The project is over so this trip, especially after losing
almost two weeks to the flu, setting the pace, was very different. Unless the plane is running late from the
island and we have to be put up in Santiago waiting for a later flight (this has happened three times now)
we should get home relatively relaxed. In fact, this time we plan on not pestering the girls – just before
the plane leaves Miami, we'll call for a familiar cab driver in Aberdeen to pick us up and take us to Havre
de Grace.
When you are away for lengths of time, especially this trip, you begin to miss things: one's own bed,
own pillow, own bathroom, own kitchen, etc. Then there's McShane's across from the Community
College that has the best Latté in the County, and serves sandwiches so large we split them for lunch. A
regular haunt for us.
But then there's all that catch-up. If my printer didn't like sitting that long, it could take half a day to get
it straightened out. All those phone, iPad, computer updates that Apple has put out – none of which
could be comfortably downloaded here. They gotta be done, and I'm looking forward to some of the new
capabilities. Nan has to get ready for her show, the kitchen has to be restocked, Christmas is looming on
the horizon – ouch, just realized Nan hasn't thought to paint her annual Christmas card painting yet.
Gotta get that done and order them. That's a long-running tradition. People to call, people to see. Our
girls are scattered, New Jersey Virginia Georgia, so we have to figure out who's traveling where and
when.
All the while I'll be looking at exposures for new B&W images. I might as well bring up the subject of
color, especially the sunset that got so much attention recently. Arrrrgh. In spite of suggestions that I offer
it in the Gallery, or requests, I do not consider this part of my artistic effort. If anyone wants digital files, I'll
give them a download link. Anyone wants a print (probably about 10x13 considering the size of the file)
I'll charge cost. I have closing in on 30,000 digital exposures from which the color has not been
"removed".
I'm actually toying with the idea of having Nan help me identify the really "good" color images, doing
quick-fixes, and posting them on line somewhere as links to download the files. That way I avoid both
having to deal with the issue on an individual image basis and any guilt I carry for just leaving good
images sitting doing nothing on the hard drive – what a waste. It would have the added benefit that
islanders would have access to them. This will probably occur one day when I get up and say to myself:
hey, I REALLY need a project of some kind to keep me busy for a while.
Not sure but next posting will probably be from home Along about Saturday/Sunday – hopefully with
my review of Pixelmator for the iPad!! Then again, if a get a couple of shots from dinner this evening??
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The Return Flight-mare
Sunday, November 2, 2014

A last look at the Island – while sipping a cortado at Hanga Roa O Tai. Getting to the Island is always
rough. Three flights over a little more than 24 hours – no rest for the weary and ready to collapse on
arrival. Getting off the Island is always a tad more complicated. We had tickets for our three flights, being
careful to allow a few hours between – not good enough. The flight from the island left hours late, so the
airlines reconfigured our trip home. The island to Santiago, Chile – with almost 6 hours wait for the next
flight, to Lima, Peru. There we had the added joy of getting them to fix the fact that our seats, both in row
39, were A and L on the flight to Miami (hey, we did both have windows). Fortunately they were able to.
Miami was another long wait for the flight to BWI – pronounced "beewee" by the girl at the counter on the
island.
At that point we were already shot, needed to bathe, sick of airplane food and I wasn't sure my ears
would survive another flight that soon. Fortunately the final flight was a little bit of a silver lining to the
cloud. The airbus was half empty, almost everyone was finding three seat spreads to nap on. Less than
2.5 hours and we landed – at a little after midnight. Pick up the luggage and a 40 minute cab ride to
Havre de Grace – home very soon after one in the morning – 45 hours after we began. Look at these
jumps on a map – ugly. And take my advice, never take 4 flights in 45 hours, never. Nan at least catnaps
a little. I, who ordinarily can sleep anywhere anytime under any circumstances, have never been able to
sleep a wink on a plane. This trip I played a lot of scrabble against the computer on the iPad.
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Last crack at my favorite snack, comotes fritas y cervezas. When we found out the flight out was going to
be so late we got together with Terry, Dennis and Maruka and went out for the best empanadas in town –
I'm sort ot the odd man out on those. I like the quesso/tomate (cheese/tomato). It is chuck full of
mozzarella, diced tomato and bits of green onion. To die for.

Monday before our flight out Nan fixed her meatball stroganoff for a few people. Maruka brought a side
dish that we liked a lot. I call it Cucumbers Maruka: shredded cucumbers in rice vinegar , to which can
be added a a variety of extras if desired.
Photography:
Well, I didn't do much of what I would call street photography, but I have a couple hours of work
ahead of me organizing all of the exposures. For me the numbers are low, although for most people they
would be pretty high. Interestingly I have about the same number of iPhone TIFF files as Canon 6D
RAW. Once I get everything into Aperture I can begin some serious work.
Pixelmator for the iPad – I downloaded it and will get to reviewing it soon. It shows promise as a
handy way to adjust images using some advanced tools, and move the results via iCloud to wherever
wanted.
Camera apps for the iPhone (some of them also work on the iPad) – a number of these have added
some cool abilities to go along with the new IOS 8. I'll be re-reviewing these.
Bento to Tap Forms – when Filemaker decided to drop Bento (a fantastic database for keeping art
records on iPad and computer) a couple of years ago I began looking for a substitute. I'm now in the
process of porting everything over to Tap Forms. I hope to be reviewing that process soon – after
creating a couple of templates that I can post on their forum.
Saturday November 8 I'll be in Bel Air at the Harford Day Art Show (indoors). Nan is showing her
paintings.
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BENTO is Dead – Long Live TAP FORMS
Sunday, November 9, 2014

Indispensable Tool for Artists in Any Medium and Two Easy IOS Tricks I Find Invaluable Here and in My
Photography. A funny thing happened on my way to reviewing Pixelmator on the iPad. I ran into some
more urgent installations that called for observations and notes. First I upgraded the computer to
Yosemite, without any issues. Then I updated the iPad and iPhone to IOS 8. I like all the new abilities
built in but I noticed a couple of interesting changes, and an elimination. Before I get to my title issue, I
want to address a couple of these changes (and afterwards throw out a couple of neat IOS tricks).

iPhoto for the iPad is gone, kaput. Not a particularly big loss, and some of its tools have been added
to the Photos app where pictures are stored, where they probably belonged to begin with. The biggest
problem with using Photos to work on you images is the fact that changes can't be undone unless you
cancel before going back to the camera roll. Oops.
What this does is make it that much more important to, if you want to make the iPad your primary tool
in working on your images, find a good image editor – Pixelmator is one of many and hopefully more
promising than most. I'll get to that soon enough.
Camera apps have improved considerably. Some work on both the Pad and Phone. Here's a brief
review of a couple that I've experimented with, at least those worth mentioning, all of which save to TIFF
except the built-in Camera – and if used with the new iphone some even add complete manual
control over ISO.:
Camera (the built-in camera app) – does not save to TIFF. But does panoramics handily, videos
and has a new burst capability – simply hold your finger on the shutter button. The images are smaller,
but wow dies it fire a lot of shots fast.
Hueless and Huemore, more often than not my cameras of choice, haven't change much since
my earlier review. they remain simple and quick, saving files to a high resolution TIFFs – the important
thing.
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ProCam 2 – thorough set of controls, behind the scene so once they are set you don't have to be
confronted with a lot of options. Includes a night mode (higher ISO) and a very slick HDR setting – not
my cup of tea but a favorite of some.
645 PRO (iPhone and iPad) – the monster camera app for the control freak in all of us, has
become even more monstrous. It's hard to think of anything it won't do. There's so much in fact that I find
the controls on the iPhone version simply too small to even consider using. I'm used to some of the more
complex SLR digital cameras, so the controls are familiar to me. But I can imagine what this must look
like to the uninitiated. Nan uses an iPad, where this works out well, but would certainly consider this
overkill. Me, I prefer a little simplicity when shooting the phone. 645 Pro is a lot of fun to play with though.

645 Pro screen shot – Info upper left, innumerable control buttons and dials along right, many leading to
their own dialog boxes…
And there are plenty more, even a LighteningCam app for those special storms. Almost half of my IOS
apps I accumulated for free by watching an always free app: Appsgonefree. Every day a number of
otherwise costly IOS apps are free for that day only
BENTO to TAP FORMS
The big switch I've been dreading is the loss of BENTO. Sure, it still works, mostly, but Filemaker
discontinued this wonderful IOS database almost two years ago now. Better to get out before full
incapacity sets in so everything can be transferred. I reviewed and how-to'd Bento a while back HERE. It
is/WAS the perfect IOS app for artists – keeping all records along with pictures. Both mine and Nan's
records, complete, are/were stored in BENTO. And it had a Mac companion App that made it all easy.
Well, so much for wonderful. TAP FORMS, at the time, was a pretty simple little database being
promoted mostly for keeping records of books, records, etc. But when Filemaker made their
announcement, the creators began to make improvements. They've now even built in an ability to import
both Bento templates and records. Cool.
So I bit the bullet and made the switch. Not nearly as tricky and hard as I expected, and certainly not
expensive. The Mac version is pretty much to die for, as good if not better than Bento – $35. And it syncs
automatically over iCloud with the IOS version on both our iPads – $9.
The ONLY frustration is that so far, and supposedly this will be addressed soon, the only Layout
view available in IOS is the default – leaving out any customized layouts including the one imported from
Bento. All the information is there, the images, etc. Just not the customized sexy layout view I use on the
computer – YET. I certainly don't mind because I do most of my work and entries on the computer
anyway, the IOS version only for portability. And Nan says she can wait, being fine with the default
layout.
The newest version of Tap Forms is new enough that, unlike with the defunct Bento, there aren't
many shared Templates on their site, and none for artists. I hope I can remedy that. The basic artists'
Bento Template that I revised, one for Nan and her paintings and one for my B&W photography, has now
been imported into Tap Forms – and exported as Tap Forms Templates.
I posted the two artists templates on their site HERE. Images below:
My Custom Layout View for Nan's paintings, on the Mac – along with the rather plain default view in IOS
(for now).
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My Custom Layout View for my B&W, on the Mac – along with the rather plain default view in IOS (for
now).
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You can see that I've included a sub-menu in my for recording multiple original prints sold. On the Mac
they show up in a scrollable box right there. In the IOS version you see a number on the right letting you
know how many entries are in there – click on the number and you can access the entries individually.
Obviously necessary to facilitate making entries via touch on the smaller screen.

Oh – and in Tap Forms, as in Bento, simply tap on any image to see it full screen. Databases
being what they are, I would have to rate Tap Forms as by far the easiest to use. AND there are
those YouTube video demonstrations. The only somewhat tricky part is for those people
transferring from Bento.
To demonstrate the advantage of all this:
Nan finishes a painting, whether a little 5x7 one-day effort or a 24x36 month-long marathon job, and
she steps back, takes a picture with her iPad (using an app called Scanner Pro that auto crops to edges
and auto corrects for any tilt in holding the iPad), opens up Tap Forms, imports the image into a new
entry, enters all of her information right there on the iPad and voila – her records are updated. Long ago I
did the work of transferring her many, many record books into Bento records – and they all transferred to
Tap Forms. She can carry it all, complete with pictures, with her at all times. Any and all information
available at the tap of a finger. That is quite handy for any artist. AND it all instantly syncs with my iPad
and the computer.
As a side category, I saved a search grouping for her listing all works with the Sale Price box empty
so she can bring up a complete list of unsold paintings instantly – and show them.
THREE EASY IOS TRICKS I FIND INVALUABLE
I. Quick JPG screen shot of magazine or book page / visible part of a web page / etc. – simply
press the top power button and front control buttons at the same time. Upon release a screen shot will be
sent to your photos folder. Great for creating reminders or saving a short how-to.
II. Saving an entire web page as a PDF – easy on a computer (on a Mac simply "print" to PDF). But
not quite so on an iPad or tablet. This can be very useful for computer tips and instructions / camera
hints / even recipes, etc. Especially for saving instructions for tricky opertaions. For this you will need a
very inexpensive IOS app called PDFpro – a little app with many uses.
1- Copy the address of the web page to clipboard…
2- Open PDFpro / click on the "Web" icon on the left (PDFpro can be opened manually or you can go
into its settings controls and let it generate a bookmark for Safari so you can simply tap there to get to
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PDFpro (why it doesn't also take you to the site and eliminate the need to cut and paste the address
beats me).…
3- Paste the address into the address box at the top and press GO…
4- Convert – Tap the PDF symbol at the top/right…
5- The app will save the entire page as a PDF. Files are in the PDF symbol top/left in the left index.
They can be organized into folders OR transferred via email / put into DropBox etc. Files can also be
altered in the app, eliminating distracting, irrelevant parts of the original web page.
III. Printing from the iPad – for those occasions when you must resort to paper. Make your iPad or
even iPhone think your corded printer is a wifi printer. Install Printopia on your Mac and voila – you will
find connected printers on your iPad, along with the ability to instantly send your file, etc. to your Mac as
a PDF.

To make these images from within PDFpro, I took screen shots a la tip #1 on my iPad Mini (I use a Mini
because it is small enough for some jacket pockets, and with both a 27" iMac and laptop I hardly need
the full size iPad. Nan uses the larger version exclusively.
On the left – PDFpro screen showing PDF files. Settings button is bottom left.
On the right, PDF of my home page. Yes, it does include all the stuff at the bottom in the form of extra
pages.
Now maybe I can get around to trying out Pixelmator – using a couple of iPhone shots taken on
the Island this trip…
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Harford Day Show Purchases
Tuesday, November 11, 2014

One of the things I like most about doing any kind of art show is that we almost always find something
that we simply can't live without. Harford Day Art Show in Bel Air has issues, I don't deny that. It's an
indoor show – as a rule they have short life spans – but they are good people and trying to fix things.
Nan did sell a larger painting and I one book. I have some scathingly brilliant ideas for the event, and
know the people in charge. I just don't know if they are open to the kind of changes it would take to
prevent an indoor show from running its course. Anyway, below are our few prized take-homes:

Sonya Meeker - image at the top of the page
Clay worker, potter from Baltimore. We picked up this eight inch covered serving bowl – great decorator
piece with the lid (using pumpkin seeds to create the pattern) and practical for serving on special
occasions. Really nice. AND she's shipping us matching salt and pepper shakers.
http://www.shop-baltimoreclayworks.org/collections/sonya-meeker
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Chris McIntyre
Glass blower. At most shows, barring some indoor events, he can be seen demonstrating – alway
attracting a crowd. I remember him, just getting started, from the early ArtQuest days – then he had hair
and a beard, all gone now. Every year Nan picks up one new, special Christmas ornament. This year it's
one of Chris's. It's only about three inches tall, but will be striking when the tree lights reflect in it. At the
same time she added in a little glass bead necklace that really stands out with some tops.
https://www.facebook.com/cmcglassart

cmcglassart@gmail.com

Paul Lyon
We've been collecting Lyon Clay pieces for a long time. – we can't help it. He has spent the entire year
concentrating on his Saggar fired work, and has even been invited to give a workshop in California later
in the winter. So this particular show, all he had were the Saggar pieces. Even at that, there was this one
– using maple leaves in the firing, that we couldn't resist. It's about nine inches tall.
Now Paul has but three weeks to round out his selection for their Christmas Open Studio – check
their site for info. Now that we're back from the Island, I'll be helping out with their web site – as soon as
he has some spare time to give me some feedback.
lyonclay.com

http://websta.me/n/lyonclay
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A Look at Pixelmator for iPad
Sunday, November 16, 2014

iPads, like smart phones, have their own cameras. And a number of applications have emerged for
manipulating those images – most to all of them fine for minimal work. But until now nobody has
remedied the lack of ability to do advanced adjustments without the caveats of both an uncomfortable
price and a stiff learning curve.
Personally I have little interest in working on images on the iPad, I almost never use the camera on
mine. But Nan does. She not only shoots a lot of family pictures from the thing, she photographs her
paintings and prepares the images right there, importing them directly into her Tap Forms database for
her records. So in the interest of making her life easier, I shelled out the $4.99 and put it on both her iPad
and my Mini.

Instead of opening up with a review of what Pixelmator IOS does, here's just one of the rave reviews
– a YouTube video that zips through it, albeit almost at the speed of light.Comments will follow.
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Getting started:
Simply open Pixelmator and click on the "+" in the top left corner, select your Photo Library, select your
image and import. When you are done, you can send the new and improved version of your image back
to Photos – it will NOT replace the original. You can also choose to import an image from your iCloud,
take a picture right there from Pixelmator or "Create Image" – offering a number of templates for multiple
images, effects, etc.
While Pixelmator would seem extremely simple and intuitive to those familiar with other graphic
programs, I do realize that many people have taken to the iPad who have little to no experience
elsewhere – and with very few issues. These individuals might could use a few tips – which should very
quickly be all over the internet, including on YouTube.
Above:
What I did above was, very quickly, import an image Nan still had on her iPad of me eating one of our
freshly baked oatmeal raisin coolies. Having cropped and enhanced it in Photos, in Pixelmator I decided
to just turn the coffee cup to B&W – figuring this would be a perfect example of a major transition applied
to a selected area of the image. Besides, how could I resist getting the big B & W in there? Then I did a
little sharpening (the original was a tad fuzzy). Note what Nan calls my Professor Irwin Corey hair.

Tips and issues:
1 – If you have more than one device on the same iCloud service, turning iCloud on in Pixelmator
settings will find the darn thing auto-syncing all images saved in the Images window. This can be nice for
some, but NOT a good idea for Nan and myself. If turned off, you can still manually send the images
to your cloud with the tap of a button. The setting for iCloud is hidden outside the app in Settings /
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scroll down to Pixelmator and make sure the green button is where you want it – on or off.
2 – If you go looking for adjusting levels, brightness, sharpness, etc. etc. – they can all be found under:
Adjust Colors. NOT the most intuitive placement. But then again, the level of control IS kind of
awesome.
3 – While the Free Selection tool is pretty cool, both the Magic Wand and Paint Selection are difficult
and tricky at best, and at worst useless. I found that expanding the image (by spreading two fingers) and
Free Selecting using my finger I could do surprisingly good.
4 – Sure, Pixelmator IOS is capable of opening a PSD (Photoshop format image – even layered) but it's
not all that good an idea. The file size is simply too much for the iPad processor for reasonable loading
and execution of commands without delays.
5 – Works both vertically and horizontally.
6 – SUPPOSEDLY Pixelmator works as an "extension" to Photos. Well, not for me. If iCloud is turned on
in both apps, Pixelmator comes up in Photos as an extension, simply click on the extension and the
image does open in Pixemator. Once in Pixelmator, I was STUCK in one section – "effects", simply could
not use any other tools. AND when done with that when I pressed "Done" I got a spinning ball that
NEVER quit (while if I made no actual changes, it returned nicely to Photos). All that being said,
Pixelmator is new, as is IOS 8 – there will be updates.
Conclusion:
Everything that Pixelmator IOS does, combined with the surprisingly low price and ease of use, makes it
almost a must-have for any iPad. You never know when you will need a ready-for-prime-time version of
one of its images. Any quick excursion through the controls will serve as instruction. And any of the
above issues can easily be worked around until they are fixed.
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Anatomy of a Sunset
Saturday, November 29, 2014

This is a sunset at Tahai just outside of Hanga Roa on Easter Island. A crowd of people, both tourists
and locals, gathers most evenings to watch the sun go down – sunsets are often very striking here. I
can't count the number of times I have mounted the camera on my monopod, planted myself in the
grass, and waited for that one sunset behind Ahu Vai Moana Uri (Ahu Dark Blue Water) that works in
B&W. I have scores that wow in color – but they hardly count. So far I've not liked any of them
monochrome.
So here I was again. But as it so often happens, just as the sun was approaching the horizon, clouds
moved in and obscured almost all light. Then for a short period of time flashes lit up the sky from behind
the clouds, at the same time as a bird lit on the right side Moai and a Rapanui rower, practicing for the
upcoming competitions, was heading towards Hanga Piko for the evening. I set my exposure and held
down my shutter for a half dozen shots.
Almost instantly everything went dark and dull, everyone leaving in disappointment. Not me,
somehow I had a feeling I would like what I had – at least to start with.
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Here's the original exposure, at least one of them. First of all, I consciously shoot a little flat. It gives me
more to work with. And it's not very colorful, but hey, that's a little irrelevant – it's the combination of all
the other factors without the overriding "noise" of color that I'm looking for. I posted a "first draft" of this
October 16 – not expected to be good, but a good example of a starting point for a B&W (HERE)
This is the second of the six exposures taken by holding the shutter down – the rower is in perfect
position. But the bird is not yet quite positioned. This would require later going to the next exposure,
lifting out the very small part of the image with the static bird on the Moai and making a quick
substitution. Cheating? No, not really. First of all, I've done more in the old darkroom than that so it's not
really just a digital trick. And, if the object is to convey what I "saw" …… well….
Sectional close-ups below from the final B&W image:

No way could I know when taking the shot that I was catching the rower with his knees up and arms
outstretched, wielding his oar – cool.
Bird in exposure 2 – not ready for prime time.
Bird from exposure 3 – nicely perched.
Another issue, not visible at these sizes, was a series of small white signs designed to keep visitors off
the Ahu, and a man in the picture bottom right. All that had to be dealt with.
The final image measures 17.75 X 24 inches. That's pretty big, and it really opens up nicely at that
size, especially in the shadows in the foreground. You can see texture on the Moai and in the grassy
shadows. I loathe silhouettes, much preferring shadows that, like in the real world, invite the viewer to
peer inside for more. It would probably hold up as small as 14.75 X 20 inches, but any smaller than that
tends to block the shadows too much for my taste, even with some dodging. And at screen resolution,
impossible to show.
I do all my own printing, matting and framing – but I do farm out my mounting. I'll be taking the print in
this week to get that done. At a frame size of 26X32 it'll be one of my larger pieces.
Finally the B&W Tahai sunset I wanted to add to my portfolio. Next, now that I've been away from
most of them for a while, I think that it's about time I went back and reviewed my thirty thousand images,
eliminating almost a third of them, and seeing what gel in my mind as to what to do with some of them.
There's a lot of good stuff in there, just not much more of what I was originally after in the way of large
exhibition images. I do have a few seeds of ideas rattling around in my head – here's hoping one of them
sprouts and bears fruit.
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B&W Flower, Another Goal Reached – Sort of
Wednesday, December 3, 2014

OK, I get on these kicks, some of them lasting years – not all of them popular with Nan. Years ago, in the
last century (I love saying that) I began pointing my camera(s) at tree stumps. Gradually Nan, who is
often with me looking for her own painting subject matter, became frustrated with my time consuming
obsession and the delays they caused. I see things in old tree stumps, things only B&W "film" can bring
out. But capturing what my mind's eye was reaching for was eluding me. Then, in Acadia National Park I
saw it, knew it immediately and began setting up the tripod – while Nan rolled her eyes. Ha! I was not
only right, but since then I've hardly glanced at a tree stump. That shot is HERE.
B&W sunsets are a more lasting interest, as my last posting demonstrates. I have a small few. But
flowers in B&W have been another of those frustrating, elusive goals. I've settled on a few in the past –
not bad but never strong enough to hold up to the large print. I hardly want to admit how many hours
over the years I have spent in my effort.
Although I have made the attempt with flowers of colors other than white, it never seems to work. But
"white" – does seem like a natural, doesn't it.
This week I began my journey through the thirty thousand Easter Island images – tossing junk shots,
reorganizing and flagging anything I want to take a closer look at. After setting aside a few, a shot of a
school girl getting painted up for an outdoor dance demonstration and the flower above stopped me dead
in my tracks. Three very brutal but satisfying hours later I called Nan into the room – we do that a lot.
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Getting a fresh reaction from an honest critic just at the point when you are beginning finishing touches is
invaluable. And it often saves having to put it out of sight and mind for a week. I told her on her way in to
just tell me right off if I was "chasing my tail" again – her description of my multiple efforts with flowers. Of
course she was seeing it full screen on a 27 inch display. Her response invigorated me and over the next
couple of days, while working on the portrait of the young lady, I would go back and do minor tweaks (I
hesitate to post the portrait until I make some inquiries on the Island).
Voila. Here it is – a white flower on the island of an as-yet unidentified genus, species, etc. The final
image measures 15X20 inches, to be matted and framed 22X26 – the biggest I have ever printed a B&W
flower. The contrast, detail and patterning really pop at full size.
We collect a number of other artists' work, so It will be tricky finding a place for it. But, the way I look
at it I've been working on this one for forty years – it deserves to be hung. And I'm already working on the
next one – a lot of fun and very strange – for the weekend. Tentative heading: Sometimes the Camera
Lies

HOLIDAYS
I accomplished all this between holiday efforts like driving all the way out to Haggerstown to pick up a
granddaughter who's in graduate school at the University of Kentucky – she found a ride that far – on the
snowy, icy awful day before Thanksgiving. Ouch. Sunday we only had to drive her back to Frederick, a
little closer. She managed to find a ride from there going back. We had most of the family here the day
after Thanksgiving, minus the Savannah contingent. I like to take on the chores like peeling and cutting
up butternut squash for making pumpkin pie – the ugly little jobs that leave the real cooks to the
important stuff. This year we'll be heading down south right after Christmas to spend some time with our
youngest and her crew who couldn't make it this year.

SCRABBLE
One of my "things" on holidays is to keep the sons-in-law semi-occupied over Scrabble (probably for
their own protection) while Nan and the girls, along with a couple of granddaughters fill the house with
laughter. Got to throw in what I think is a humorous note about Scrabble:
If you play you know that the present, regularly updated, "official" scrabble dictionary lost all of its
"controversial" words a few years back. A big nod to keeping the game family oriented. Many of us feel
they went too far – they killed the always handy past tense verb "shat" for heavens sake. Recently I went
on line to see if I could find the "tournament" version of the dictionary anywhere – nowhere. On the
official Scrabble site I found a note to the effect that if you are a registered tournament official you can
download the digital version – the one that, like the old version sold in stores, doesn't leave out
ANYTHING. One of the comments on the site pointed me to the iPad Scrabble game – knowing how
Apple is, this was curious. Well, oddly as it seems, the iPad version actually contains – unavailable in list
form – the tournament version of the word list. Simply access the screen for checking a word, type in
"shat" or any other questionable word, and the app will confirm that it is a legitimate word in English –
ALL the naughty stuff.
This will change the dynamics of our very competitive family games considerably. Instead of keeping
the dictionary handy for those inevitable challenges, the iPad will be on call. Another note about Scrabble
play: the game took the two letter word "da" out of the last version of the dictionary – it was officially not a
word. Last week, in an update to the Scrabble app, "da" was reinstated as a legitimate word (we all make
sure to know all the two letter combinations). I wouldn't have know it but that the computer used it
against me right off in my morning game while the coffee is brewing.
PRINTER SET-UP
Yesterday I set up an Epson R2880, Ultrachrome printer for a fellow photographer who is in the
middle of scanning years of negatives and slides, and a transition to digital printing. A bit of a learning
curve, not the least of which is an introduction to "profiles". While I was personally very happy to trade
my basement darkroom in on a computer and digital printer, I will admit that this very new world is
daunting to say the least. More ultimate control and potentiality inevitably translates to much more to
learn simply to match past capabilities – just to get back to even. As I work with friends who dug in their
heels and procrastinated, I'm oh so glad I decided to jump as soon as I could read the writing on the
proverbial wall.
Kay, like too many, sees this as a situation designed for chipping away calculatingly but blindly, at the
edges. While I tend to prefer to begin by losing myself in the maelstrom of it all in order to see both the
potential and what I'm up against – and then take big greedy bites out of the edges. Maybe partly why
Nan was always glad to have had all girls, that I'm enough little boy for one lifetime. Ouch.
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FINAL NOTE
Holiday season usually slows both Nan and myself down considerably with our art – I'm not sure why
this year is different for me. Just part of enjoying life I guess – Monday at the supermarket I looked up
and found a couple of shoppers flashing me wide smiles as they caught me, without thinking about it,
dancing to the music coming over the speaker while I ran the long-run errands for the cart. Hey, if they
don't want you to dance in the aisles, they shouldn't play the good stuff.
FELLOW ARTISTS OPEN STUDIO EVENTS NOT TO BE MISSED
• Dave DeRan's Open House Sunday Dec. 7 from 1 to 5… 318 Pikes Peak Road, Delta PA
paintings in the BG in Nov.16 posting below: A look at Pixelmator for iPad.

re. the two

• 29th Annual Lyon Clay Studion Open Studio – Dec. 19 & 20 – Friday 5 to 8 and Sat. 10 to 5
For more information, directions, etc. visit their site at LyonClay.com
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Sometimes the Camera Lies
Sunday, December 7, 2014

In order to reveal truth… especially in B&W. Somehow I had forgotten all about this guy. Hard to believe
since I took over eighty shots, watching him fish a pretty extreme surf. I wasn't all that far away, using a
hundred millimeter lens (2X). I started out down close to his level, only further back from the waves.
Gradually I got some sense of what I wanted and moved higher in the rocks – eliminating horizon and
background, anything but water, from view. I remember finding the effect exciting at the time. Sure, the
water was rough, but this perspective accentuated it, rendering a view that reflects his perspective as
much as mine. No way would I be fishing that day. Of course the menace is much more evident in
shades of gray than in hues of turquoise.
As usual, most of my works are designed to view full size, in this case 15X20 inches, with only some
compensation for the smaller size and seemingly higher contrast here. Even book size images, at a
much higher resolution than the web, can't convey the original. At full size the drama unfolds,
accentuating the isolation and vulnerability of the subject at his task – getting dinner. I particularly like
how the upper wave abstractly resembles a threatening sky above a "horizon" of darker water. That and
the fact that it takes effort to adjust to the perspective every time I look at it.
As often happens, after all that shooting, the exposure I used is right near the end. I got wat I was
looking for and prepared to quit. Then, suddenly, I saw him reeling in a fish – which he proceded to bite
in the head to render unconscious (I've also seen the fish simply banged against the rocks). Just to show
how threatening the surf was, here's two shots showing my subject literally running for the hills, not
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altogether that successfully – along with the fish – a typical catch from shore.

When learning to fish Rapanui style, I learned early on, the hard way, to ALWAYS keep one eye on
distant waves building up. While the surf wasn't near this threatening, I neglected to keep watch and then
didn't hear the cacophony of yells from off to the side to run for it. By the time I looked up, all I could do
was drop down, hug a big rock and wait for the giant wave to wash over me – holy crap was I soaked. I
got a stern lecture for that stunt. If I hadn't grabbed on to something, I could have easily had my head
knocked into a sharp rock (they're all sharp there), been knocked unconscious and drowned. That
scenario happens far too often even to islanders.
The tools of the trade are simple: a short piece of gray plastic tubing with a short stick nailed into one
end for gripping, fishing line wrapped around the tube and a light sinker and hook on the other end. Bait
can be almost anything, often small pieces of raw chicken. It took a little practice, but I eventually caught
on to how to twirl and toss the hook end with the right arm while angling the left to allow the line to simply
roll off the tube. In the shot HERE from the book, one young man is reeling in while the other is casting –
note how they selected a somewhat more secure perch.
FELLOW ARTISTS OPEN STUDIO EVENTS NOT TO BE MISSED
• Dave DeRan's Open House Sunday Dec. 7 from 1 to 5… 318 Pikes Peak Road, Delta PA
re. the two paintings in the BG in Nov.16 posting below: A look at Pixelmator for iPad.
• 29th Annual Lyon Clay Studion Open Studio – Dec. 19 & 20 – Friday 5 to 8 and Sat. 10 to 5
For more information, directions, etc. visit their site at LyonClay.com
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Cover Girl
Thursday, December 11, 2014

I love this one, but before I begin I must express my regrets for missing Dave DeRan's Open House this
past Sunday – I was planning to take some shots and do a posting on it for my "Other People's Art"
section. At about one am I woke up to eight solid hours of throwing up and diarrhea, every twenty
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minutes to half hour like clockwork. The stomach cramps and pounding headache would last the rest of
the day. Needless to say I spent the day on the couch, getting down successfully the sum total of a cup
of tomato soup all day.
I grabbed the picture of the young lady above during a ceremony of school kids at Vare Vare in 2010.
As I pointed the telephoto in her direction, she began turning her attention from straight ahead to
someone to my right. I held the shutter down, firing off a full dozen exposures in just a few short
secconds. This is the third from last shot.
The portrait isn't large, it needed some cropping. Along about the time I was finishing up working on it,
something jarred in the back of my mind. Something was familiar. So I went over to my stack of
MoeVarua magazines – a thin, free, beautiful and sometimes shockingly honest magazine in English and
Spanish about the island – and began leafing through them – voila. Check out this cover of the February
2011 issue. It's my shot, just not quite the same one.

The image on the cover was taken two shots after the exposure I selected to use – the final image in
the set (images 9731 and 9733, taken one second apart).
When I photograph events on the island, I often give Helga, who edits the magazine, copies of what I
get. She's in constant need for illustrations for articles and needs a huge cache of images. A Rapanui in
Takona, island face and body painting, always graces her covers, so I never miss a chance to focus in on
a great example. And hey, I've gotten a few covers this way, along with who knows how many full and
partial images inside. Helga does mention my name in the small-print credits – it's just that she knows
there's no need to make a big deal out of notifying me. She has all the rights and anybody who helps out
is happily donating their efforts. For me it's just nice to feel like I'm making some little contribution to the
island that we've gotten so much from.
But again, this one got by me until now, over three years later – with two trips to the island in
between.
There's some pretty good Photoshop work here. I like what she did with it, a lot better than the
crowded tent I caught the subject under, getting painted for the show. And reversing the image was a
little stroke of brilliance – for some reason the enigmatic, Mona Lisa smile works with the eyes going off
to the side here, especially with the reversal – fantastic effect.
Terrible background on the originals too. Helga opted to simply remove it while I turned it into
something of a blur of the real.
I was actually not going to post my portrait because of the young lady's age, even though it was a
public event, until I discovered its use on the cover of MoeVarua. She already knows she's a "cover girl".
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Next in my Review of 30 Thousand Exposures
Wednesday, December 17, 2014

– a daunting task but a lot of fun. I set this one aside until now for two reasons. First, I knew it was going
to be tough – I was shooting from a low angle with a harsh spotlight on the subjects rendering the
background nicely darkened but casting a nasty shadow from the tall microphone that was already in the
way, dead center of the group, reaching more than half way up. The other reason was that I was already
using a shot from the same dance sequence in both my exhibit and the book – Dancing at the
Coronation of the Queen (a little more about that one later). This week I finally bit the proverbial bullet
and spent the needed hours.
The image, Presenting your Queen, Tapati 2008, is from the culminating presentation in the
performance. The image prints all the way up to 18.25 X 24. The faces at that size are fantastic.
The winner of the Tapati festival 2008 was Lucy Paoa Tuki. Her suporters amassed the highes
number of points in an almost uncountable number of competitions over two weeks including all
imaginable aspects of Rapanui life. For more about Tapati, download the PDF of The Moon has been
Eaten.
Interestingly, Terry tells us that there are no candidates for Tapati Queen this year, while there are
seven for Tapati King. Wow, that's something new. It seems it started in 2014 with the first male
candidate.
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Scale…
I can't resits posting the snapshot to the right. One of the more difficult things to convey with the
camera on Easter Island is scale. But here was a gift. We stumbled on this particular Pukau, or topknot,
in a field of tall grasses where it was left, in process of being rolled to its destination atop a Moai sitting
on an Ahu, from half way across the island. I took this shot of Nan standing next to it. There's your scale
folks – I'm talking major big. So when you look at images of these things, just remember this picture and
try to figure out how they got the darn things up there.
As a side note, check out the shade Nan's standing in. With so few trees or any other cover on the
island, you find your shade where you can. We had our lunch right there.
More on Dancing at the Coronation of the Queen shot…
The young lady in that image was sporting a definite baby bump. Yet it was amazing the energy with
which she danced in that very long sequence. This exposure was made about 25 seconds after the one I
call "Dance Bend" in my home notes. Note the yellow cast to the exposure below. The spotlight on the
stage was constantly shifting color, making it a tad of a nightmare for anyone looking for natural tones.
But for B&W – not an issue.
Dance Bend has always been my absolute favorite image from the island, and the only one we exhibit
downstairs at home – where we predominately show "other peoples' art" instead of isolating ourselves
behind a wall of our own creations. In fact, the two of Nan's that we hang she made me formally purchase
– smart girl.

Friday is the Lyon Clay Open Studio. I can take a break from the tedium this weekend and post the event
and some work – then back to mining some more gold out of the island images.
I'm playing around with a brand new "scathingly brilliant" project idea. And instead of the step down I
was anticipating, it's actually more ambitious in some ways. Can't wait to see if it comes together – won't
have any clear idea for a few months. So, why do I mention it? Because I want to make sure I stay on
top of the idea: "Fowad at a twot"
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Lyon Clay 29th Annual Christmas Open Studio
Sunday, December 21, 2014

LyonClay events are held in the barn. This is the entrance way. Behind me would be more tables, the
mug shelves, food, selling and wrapping table, etc. Check out their web site (that I work on) here:
lyonclay.com We've know the Lyons, local potters, for years and look forward to their annual Christmas
Open Studio as an opportunity to pick up one more prize piece for our collection. It's also a great place to
acquire original Christmas gifts. We learned a long time ago to, when collecting "other people's art" to
resist the temptation to worry too much about sticker shock – while you often regret taking a work you
like almost as much for a lower price, I find we never regret biting the bullet and going home with a
favorite – or paying in installments as the case may be.

With the Lyons I have an assist strategy that has helped us amass one heck of a
great collection – all year long I let any expenses I incur fixing computers for them or their kids, etc. pile
up, often earning us considerable credit towards the really good stuff by December.
Anyway, instead of simply posting a picture of this year's acquisition(s), I thought I'dalso take a shot of
the event. Who knows, someone might like what we like and get on the mailing list for their Spring show.
Right off we spotted this striking piece and knew it was the perfect birthday present for out oldest girl.
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We'll keep it under wraps until then – obviously I had to gray-out the image. We don't want her to see it
early. Sorry Caron, no peekies.

We arrived right on the button for the show opening – good thing. Some very charming but focused lady
had the same idea and headed straight for the mug shelves. She quickly executed her plan of doing a
good portion of her Christmas shopping in LyonClay mugs. We have a few ourselves and have done the
same in the past – so I couldn't complain. I rushed over, scanning the shelves as I approached, and
deftly lifted these two from the scene.
With Paul Lyon every piece is different, a separate work of art. No one will ever get a matching "set"
of mugs out of him. Sometimes they come close, but just not quite. I like these because they match so
exquisitely in every way but size. Cool . And yes, they are a Christmas present for someone who was
down sick and couldn't attend the event.
Our one purchase for ourselves. The bowl is 8 inches wide and about 3.5 inches tall. And you can
feel the individual nubbies in the glaze. Nan already has her Granny Smith apples in it in the kitchen.

And last but not least, the pay-off. We like to collect some of Paul's more unique and sometimes
experimental pieces. Tracy knew before we got there that this would be irresistible to me so she set it
aside. I took one look, picked it up, hugged it to my chest and said: "we're even". When she protested
that the "price" wouldn't cover the cost of parts I put into their daughter's laptop, I happily and honestly
declared that I had gotten the better end of the deal. The vase is a full foot tall. It is a fantastic addition to
our LyonClay collection.
Se comió la luna – es bueno!
I just thought I'd mention that though I do get a number of downloads of my books in digital form from this
site, downloads of the Spanish version of The Moon has been Eaten – Se comió la luna – have over the
last few months exceeded that of the English version by a considerable margin. Unexpected but very
satisfying.
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"SLIM" …our baby writes a book
Thursday, December 25, 2014

Our oldest daughter, who has tackled everything from copper plate etchings to refinishing and
reupholstering furniture, is also an author of children's books. Slim is her latest, and a real winner. We've
been giving some as gifts and getting great feedback. The four and five year olds are especially loving
having it read to them.
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Caron not only did the illustrations and writing, she designed and put the book
together herself, publishing it through Amazon. It's a slim (if you'll excuse the pun) little 8X10, glossy
cover gem.
Slim lists for $8 but, we all know Amazon, its often listed for a little less. Here are direct links to both
books:
SLIM

THE LAST FLOWER

Back cover illustration. Caron will be here for Christmas – one job she will have is to sign our stack of
Slims.
From the About the Author page:
This is Caron Sisko's second book. She is also the author of The Last Flower, a KART Foundation 2011
Book List Winner. She lives in Trenton, NJ with a Philosopher and two
cats. contact: facebook.com/caron.sisko.books
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A ClayMonster Christmas
Sunday, January 4, 2015

Last year when we got ourselves a ClayMonster cookie jar, all three of our girls "informed" us that these
would be just the thing for Christmas this year. Easier said than done. ClayMonster cookie jars are one of
a kind productions, each carrying a name. They run 10 to 11 inches tall and are beautifully fitted and
exquisitely polished. And they sell almost as fast as Claymonster, Cat and Rich Holt, can produce them.
So immediately after Christmas last year we contacted them – fortunately we know them – and asked
them to produce three for us. We knew they would all be great and that we could easily sort them out for
our three very different girls. They came through just before we left for the Island in August. Out
monsters have been hidden ever since.
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Daughters number one and two showed up on Christmas. MUGWART, on the left below went to
number two, BLECHNUN on the right to number one. UKIUKI (above) we took to Savannah a couple of
days later for numero tres. She was stuck down there this year. And yes, we do see them as matching
their personalities.

Between the seemingly endless unique monsters that Claymonster is able to come up with and the
fact that they claim that they never have any problems coming up with names, I can only conclude that
there's something going on inside their heads that's NOT going on in mine.
ClayMonster on Facebook where they post their show schedule, exhibits, etc.…
https://www.facebook.com/claymonsterpottery
Link to Sept. 2013 posting about KAHILL, our own prized "cookie Monster"
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"The Sun Also Rises"
Wednesday, January 7, 2015

On Rapanui, Easter Island, the sun rises out of the sea on the eastern end, off Poike. I've been on Poike
at night, I don't recommend it. It's isolated, cold, windy, rocky, desolate, full of roaming bulls, etc.
Besides, the best sunrise views are either from the inland side of the maunga or from Tongariki during
the summer when the sun is further south.
To complicate things, the trek to the eastern side of the island at night has its own issues: dark horses
that like to stand in the road, almost unimaginable potholes to avoid, other vehicles that may or may not
have functioning headlights and the sheer isolation. Besides, I hate getting up before dawn, hate it.
Especially since this I have to do alone.
To compliment all my efforts at B&W sunsets, I've done a small number of sunrises. This shows the
sun beginning to break over Poike, taken from Rano Raraku before it was closed to visitors at night. A
goodly number of my images would be, at this point, difficult to impossible to get. In 2007, when I made
this exposure, there were two flights a week to the Island, up until we left this Fall, there was a plane a
day. Now Terry tells us that three or four days a week there are two flights. Many outlying sites are closed
at night and it costs and arm and a leg to visit Rano Raraku, where the summit has now been blocked off
– it can be dangerous. We were so fortunate to come to the Island when we did.
I can print this up to 17x24 but probably will keep it at a little over 14 by 20. It's sort of a moderate
telephoto companion shot to Sunrise from Rano Raraku that made the book, it was taken with a wideangle just a couple of shots later when there was a tad more light. This one captures the drama in the
sky.
Three more new images coming, and then I'd better take a short break to update the Easter
Island folio pages to include the new work – and with set up the iPhone folio. I do hope to see it grow.
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Fishing Boats Tongariki
Sunday, January 11, 2015

…a little iPhone exposure. Photography should be fun, even serious photogaphy. And what can be more
fun than shooting with a iPhone. I posted a tentative B&W of this shot in my Sept. 16 Blog. If you check
it, you will se that the final image needed very little tweeking. I like it when that happens – which isn't all
that often. When you look at a scene, scanning your eyes into different areas, they adjust, giving the
impression of optimum lighting. The camera doesn't function that way, so even the easiest shot usually
requires some area adjustments to achieve what the photographer actually (or aesthetically) saw.
This will print, because of the small size of the original file, to 10 by a little over 13 and a quarter. In
range with other iPhone scenics. As mentioned before, I use a couple of thire party iPhone camera apps
that save my exposures as TIFF files instead of jpegs. They are much larger but retain much more of the
exposure information. My favorite camera app for a while now: Hueless.
The scene is looking out to sea from the mooring at Tongariki for fishing boats. To get my shots of
Tongariki from the Sea, two years before, I hopped into one of these with a Rapanui fisherman, sans life
jacket, on a VERY choppy day – not the brightest thing I ever did. If I had it to do over again, I'd have
borrowed a jacket before heading to the other end of the island. And man do I wish the water had looked
like this!
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Standing Proud
Wednesday, January 14, 2015

My latest review of over thirty thousand exposures from the Island is done. There might be a gem or two
hiding in there but that's it for now. The final two, two views of the same moai, are posted here. At the
same time, I'm finally expanding the Easter Island folio to include the additions and creating an iPhone
folio – which will hopefully expand.
The horizontal above is a shot of moai Kona Ngogoro at yet another Tahai sunset. It's the only ancient
moai on the island with eyes restored – most of the eyes were hidden or destroyed in the internal wars that
rocked the Island after the arrival of westerners and western diseases. When moai are first carved the eye
sockets aren't completed. After the moai is walked to its ahu, sometimes across the
island, along moai roads, the eye sockets are completed. Not until actually on the ahu with eyes does the
moai posess mana. This one, at 14.75x20 gives you a much better look at the whites of his eyes.
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The second image is a close-up view moai Kona Ngogoro. While I began the Easter Island project I
was shooting 120 film, I soon switched to digital exposures – a Canon 5D and then 5D Mark II. But this
particular image was shot with Nan's point-and-shoot (albeit in RAW) because it's all we had with us at
the time and the lighting could not be passed up. The sun was hitting an an angle to accentuate all of his
"wrinkles".
You get a sense of what these giants look like up close, like gnarled old wise men, standing guard.
The eyse are coral with obsidian or – probably as in this case – red scoria pupils. The topknot or pukau
add to his majesty. There are a number of explanations for the red scoria topknot, my favorite is that it
represents the red hair that many Rapanui sported, tied up in their traditional knot – some men still do
this with their long hair.
He must have been truly magnificent un-weatherworn, rubbed down with coral to smooth out the
surface and painted in brilliant earth tones, possibly like the more recent fellow below set up at Vare
Vare. I get a little chuckle out of people who, after getting used to seeing antiquities represented as they
are today, have a negative reaction to the bright, colorful way they originally looked. Especially famous
paintings.
This print is 15x20 and looks almost three dimensional – sometimes you need a good straight shot for
balance.
While we were on the Island, after a series of vehement protests, there was a vote as to whether to
continue to ship ancient moai around the world at the request of museums for temporary exhibits. The
problem is that, no matter how much care is taken, they always come back in worse shape than shipped.
You're dealing with tonnage.
The protest won out. This moai on the left is a modern replica, complete with typical back carvings –
long worn to being almost negligible on the old fellows – and painted. At times eyes are placed in the
front. He's standing at Vare Vare atop his shipping crate. Handy.
I actually participated once, in the vein of one of Tom Sawyer's "volunteers" in painting his aunt's
picket fence, in mixing the white earth pigment. Kind of an involved process and messy.
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In the nineteenth century a British ship made off with the only moai that was enclosed on the island,
therefore not weatherworn. He's called Hoa Hakananai'a or Stolen Friend and still resides in the British
Museum. Google his name and you will see something very similar to this – unpainted of course.
I am doing a major update on the site behind the scenes. The recent Island work has been
included in the Easter Island Folio, new work for my Looking Back book has been added to the
Harford County and Misc. Images Folios, a new Portraits Folio has been created and will be
updated next posting, and I also created a Folio where iPhone work can be featured.

Color, color and more color exposures:
The one thing that hit me while doing my review of exposures was the sheer volume of images that
really work in color. While I'm not much interested in doing anything directly with them, I hat to see them
go to waste. Helga on the Island, editor of MoeVarua magazine has copies of a lot of them, and does
make some use, but otherwise they're just sitting here.
At home I use a folder of the images sized for background images on the 27 inch computer display
(wallpaper to some) – and I use a half dozen windows in Mission Control, each accessing the images
randomly each day. This makes for some nice variety in workspace. And I have a much larger collection
of Island images in a folder set for screensaver use. With the screensaver set on Shifting Tiles the effect
is kind of stunning (yes, I'm on a Mac but the PC works almost the same way there).
Not sure yet where on the site I'm going to post this yet, but the next posting should include a link to
download the folder of screensaver images – images for desktop background can simply be copied or
referenced from there. I'll also include simple instructions for those who need it and post some screen
shots from this end.
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Adding a Portrait Folio to the Site
Sunday, January 18, 2015

Admittedly I've never thought of myself as a portrait photographer, preferring to not do to others what I
hate done to myself. Fortunately there are occasional exceptions to that rule. I included in the book
Looking Back the handful I had accumulated before Easter Island, all from B&W negatives. There have
only been a couple since then other than Island shots, for which I either got permission first or shot
during performances.
Jim Hopkins was forever complaining that nobody had ever been able to get a good picture of him.
Oddly, he was right. As impressive a figure as he could be in person, the camera simply didn't like him
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much. Of course I had to try. We were serving on a committee togher, in fact he was chairing it at the
time. Here I caught him in one of his signiture poses – I could always tell if he thought what someone
was saying was pretty much a waste of time because, though he would never say anything, his left
eyebrow would go up making him look more like he was listening than what was really going on in his
head.

Above is a screen shot of the Portrait Folio thumbnail page. Click on it and go there – then click on
thumbnails to see individual enlargements along with commentary, explanation.
Four were shot while I was a student at Lincoln University – a fantastic experience. Five are from a
series of Night Shift at the Chrysler plant shots that I submitted to Chrysler's Artists at Work catalog
1999-2000.Two of these, Tracy and Stoney, along with four of my "regular" images merited me an
Honorable Mention and were included. Of course, then I had to pack them up and send them out for
exhibit.
Color Screen-Saver
I decided to hold off until a near future posting to deal with the color screen saver issue. I realized that
I will have to give some instructions, etc.
Easter Island Journal 2006–2012
At the same time I've tackled the monumental task of porting the entire old Easter Island Journal – blog
entries from May 2006 to Dec 2012 – over to this site as a separate blog archive. The link will be active
but at this point I've only done the set-up and the first (latest) plus first two entries. The rest are listed but
without working links as the pages have yet to be moved over. I will gradually complete this task. Fun,
fun, fun.
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Midst a Partial Solar Eclipse
Sunday, January 25, 2015

Adding this one to my screensaver/desktop pictures folder. Got real busy on the Easter Island Journal
PDF Archive files so I'm a little late coming up with the Easter Island Screensaver / Desktop Pictures
folder – with instructions. On the process I came across this shot from 2012 – there was a partial eclipse
of the sun while we were on the island, not enough to block out enough light to get a regular shot. So I
tried underexposing almost to the maximum – 1/4000 second at F16 – just as a wispy cloud partially
obscured the happening. Quite a colorful effect. Gonna make this one of my own desktops.
Easter Island Journal Archive:
Im finally going there. Blogs get outdated, for many reasons. My Easter Island Journal, actually done
at its own address – URL, is now a sereis of PDF files – by calendar year. 2006 through 2012. Initially I
wanted to do this for my own use, convenient access to all postings complete with images, videos, etc.
The whole process was a little frustrating to say the least. The worst part was ridding the file of split
images that occurred in conversion. In the end each posting was split into regular size pages.
I've also optimized the files and posted them here just in case anyone is interested. Each is complete
with bookmarks, thumbnails, etc. There is a link at the bottom of the home page to the Archive listing,
along with a complete index of postings.
You will find that if, like me you prefer a third party PDF reader to Acrobat Reader, they often do not
carry over bookmarks – or even video files. Bummer.
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Small Works
Sunday, January 18, 2015

Two that Nan took out of the box, finding nice little frames for them at Michaels for under $10
each. Times change and what people want in the way of art changes. I can remember when, in the local
world of painting, you couldn;t sell anything but watercolors. Even some acrylic painters matted their
work and put them behind glass just to have a chance of selling. Now, you almost can't sell a watercolor,
The preference is for work that doesn't need glass. And remember when limited edition prints were the
thing? Gone. You almost can't give prints of paintings away. Sure there's still a market for what was once
in, but somehow a smaller one than before they hit it big. Of course, we all remember when Ansel
Adams helped make B&W photography the in thing.
Then there's the issue of size. I've always liked letting my work tell me what size it should be – leaning
a bit towards the large. Over the years I've entertained multiple attempts, sometimes considerable
pressure, to get me to print my work smaller. OK, I tried doing a series of 5x7s in the seventies. I actually
sort of liked them. But all that I could sell then were the large versions. Not a big loss there. Now it seems
that suddenly there is a greatly expanded interest in "small works". In fact, Nan has been painting 5x7
and 8x10 paintings for a couple of years now. She enjoys it, there's less pressure, it frees her up to do
what she wants larger and it's what's selling. I'm getting requests and the Gallery is putting the heat on –
again because this is the bulk of what is selling. I remember attending a Renoir exhibit years ago where,
along with the major great works, were reams of extremely small, many nondescript, paintings that one
could picture the artist marketing to the public. I can shy away from any temptation to cop out and not put
much effort into these, but there are other challenges.
The Challenges
• Not all of my images work that small, I tend to shoot with the large image in mind. Duh, that's easy –
just do the ones that work.
• Like Nan and a lot of artists, I stabilize my pricing, calculating by the square inch of the image. This
works until you get to those darn "small works". Then costs for mounting, matting and framing do not go
down proportionately as size goes down. Solution: hinge mount, offer these unframed in a standard size
and make use of scrap cotton rag for mat.
• I normally use acid free foam core for backing. But at these sizes, it is simply far too thick. Solution:
use more rag mat.
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• Image prep. will demand some changes – files already prepared to print at those sizes for books will
be closer to the mark than say a file set to print a nice 18x24. Especially in B&W, you can't simply change
the size or target and print – it would be nice if one could.
• Mat cutting – ouch, time consuming. Here I actually came up with a handy little template for
measuring that cuts the time in half.
So This Weekend
So, as a trial to see if the interest is real, quiet the screaming from the gallery and find out if I can find any
satisfaction in it, I'm beginning by offering locally some of the images in my Looking Back book – at sizes
closer to those in the book. That includes work from the Harford County and Misc. Scenics sections here on
the site. This weekend I gallery sit at RiverView in Havre de Grace, By then I'll be ready with my first twelve
to fourteen. Prints are 6x8 (a couple a tad smaller in the 6 direction to make them a little
oblong). Each is printed on the same paper I use for my large framed work and is mounted/matted 8x10 –
so it will slide easily into any standard 8x10 frame. By hinge mounting, printing three at a time, using scrap
rag, designing a jig for fast cutting of small mats, etc. I've managed, a surprise to me, to get the price within
range of my formula.
So far this has been fun. And if it works out, I can always expand into doing this for othe portfolios. I
wouldn't want to offer these directly on the site here, but this is the kind of thing one opens up an Etsy
store for. But for now, it's just wait and see. Worst case scenario – or best case from one perspective – is
that I get to tell everyone that I was totally right in resisting the pressure.
Ready-to-frame miniatures will be $30 each – and $25 for each additional purchased at the same
time. Prints are titled and signed on the border under the mat. Complete information is on the
back.
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Nan Craig Art Puzzle – Wow
Sunday, February 8, 2015

A funny thing happened on my way to update Nan's web site. We as a team had just finished assembling
one of those wood jigsaw puzzles that are so difficult – it was a gift – Van Gogh's Starry Night. I quickly
made the connection, realizing that a number of them would make fantastic custom wood puzzles.
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After a couple hours of research – prices run from just above reasonable to three
or more dollars per piece (yikes) – I picked a source, selected a painting and ordered her two. OK, it's
not cheap, and she'll have to charge well over a hundred dollars for one. But we're covered because
they'll make fantastic birthday and Christmas presents! And a small number may even sell – they ARE
stunning! Solving the family gift problem for this year early, creating at least some potential income to
help finance our art and at the same time having a heck of a lot of fun. What could be better. I expect
there to be at least four of these by the end of the year.
• Size assembled: 13.75x17.25 • Pieces: 485 of the most evillly difficult looking puzzle I have
ever seen
• Info: hardwood plywood base, each piece different, includes 15-20% "whimsy" pieces
• Nan will sign the front of each box
• Price she has to charge: $175
• Nan's web site – then click on Puzzle page: nancraigart.com
Anyone wants more information on how they can do this, I'll be glat to answer questions. Email me.
Nan selected a total of ten of her favorite paintings as candidates. This way I can poste a number of
choices on her site. Of course the first thing we will do is call the girls and tell them to choose their
favorites for this year's birthdays. I had to make sure I could create the puzzle-ready files. Tell me I'm not
piling up a few brownie points.
Below I'm posting an image of the painting itself along with a shot of the packaging and a
close-up of packaging and a few of the pieces.

Nan's first statement on seeing the puzzle was that this will be the "ultimate revenge" for the one our
eldest gave us.
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For myself, I'm planning on sending in an order for a slightly smaller puzzle version of one of my recent
local shots – platinum toned. It should make a pretty tricky puzzle and the toning warms up the image
some, getting at least a tad away from that stark B&W look that I love so much. In fact, I've been
experimenting on printing versions of my local scenes toned platinum. It's subtle, warm toned and seems
to work well at least on the scenes of Harford County, if not much else (I'll post a picture of that puzzle and
box as soon as I receive it).
Nifty computer tip - Batch Rename
I like to show fellow artists how easy it is to batch rename image files for handy storage. Until now I've
recommended a little piece of freeware called NameChanger. Well, I just realized that the new version
of Mac OS-X has that ability built into the system, complete with numbering. And it's easy. Simply
select all items that you wish to rename and right click – one of the choices is Rename… Then simply fill
in your parameters. How slick is that. I can't wait to show a potter I know who has to work with huge
numbers of images right now but is struggling.
Color Screensaver
In spite of the fact that I use a version of this at home, I get bored easily every time I start putting the
file together. That and the fact that so far there has been no interest expressed whatsoeve keeps me
putting it off. Maybe someday.
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Some Like it Hot
Sunday, February 15, 2015

…others just like it just a little warmer. Kilgore's Falls on Falling Branch Creek. Is it because it's February
and I'm just looking for something major to dive into? Is it about time? Is it a mind drift? All I know is that
it is a totally unexpected shift in perspective, at least for one of my portfolios. A little background – I've
always been something of a purist when it comes to B&W. I've often had it pointed out to me that my
work can resemble finely done charcoal drawings – actually something of a conscious effort on my part. I
utilize the white background the same way as a charcoal pencil artist. So obviously any use of toners, in
the darkroom or computer, would be automatically out. And of course this makes for what would be
termed as "cold" images – blacks, whites and grays.
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Some photographers address the "coldness" issue by printing on "warm" papers, something I've tried
and never appreciated.
PhotoKit plug-in – when I switched from darkroom and chemicals I discovered a little plug-in for
Photoshop called PhotoKit by Pixel Genius. The wonder of PhotoKit is that it utilizes the digital actions of
Photoshop almost exactly like I worked in the darkroom – innumerable operations that mimic the way a
photographer thinks and works. Cool.
Platinum toning – also in PhotoKit is a list of toning actions. All of which I've used on rare occasions when
needed. One in particular had me for a long time wanting to really take a closer look at it – Platinum toning.
The effect is minimalist, something of a pure warming effect, like printing on warm paper in in some
respects, with the advantage of leaving the paper white. Hey, it's February – the perfect opportunity to take
a closer look at this.
I ran extensive tests on a number of images. The first thing I realized was that i definitely did NOT like
or relate to the effect on ANY of my images EXCEPT my local Harford County scenes. Bouncing this off
of Nan, I got the same reaction. Something of a shocker to me.

As always, in B&W as you shrink an image values change, the image tightens and shadow detail
disappears. For this reason, a file always has to be adjusted for printing different sizes. And as far as
internet images go, smaller and at such low resolution, much is lost from what the full original print will
show with the shadows opening up. And I've noted now that this issue is even more pronounced the
"warmer" the image.
So, after more tests, I simply did it. I'm still going to keep the untoned versions of anything I "switch",
in storage, but for now I'm showing and offering the Platinum toned versions. They are "warm",
appropriate for the type of scenes in this area, adding something of the local ambiance to them without
compromising the B&W.
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So far I have reprinted five of the platinum toned images – they will go up in the gallery next week.
But the others, the entire local folio (ok, except for "Nevermore" because it is a silhouette and totally
uneffected), has been worked to a print-ready level. So I'm changing the postings in that particular folio
here on the site. Again, I only like the effect on the local portfolio, most of which are my earlier works
from negatives. LINK TO HARFORD COUNTY IMAGES FOLIO where I'm leaving the regular B&W
thumbnails and replacing the larger images with the Platinum toned version. Only way I could think of to
keep from posting both. At the same time I'm updating the size of the images in that folio from the old
days when one had to worry about uploading times of people on dial-up modems.
Waxing a tad more technical – I immediately found that the toned images are a completely different
animal. My approach:
• Almost always I shoot viewing in B&W but with a RAW image for a result. That way I can convert from
color with more control
• I begin by finalizing my B&W image – actually this where most of the work is, and the primary goal
• Then for these I created a copy of the file and hit the Platinum tone button – totally different, very
obviously unfinished image
• The first thing I want to fix is the whites. Small areas are ok, but large areas need to be subtly burned in
to just barely show a tinge of the warm Platinum tone. A major alteration. Then the whites that are left
have to be punched back in, being careful to keep the range narrow.
• The blacks have evened out too much. They need to be punched in a way that doesn't effect even the
closest thing to black, just the purest black. Not the easiest trick in the book.
• Then mid-tone contrast then has to be increased. The Photoshop way is too broad – Again, PhotoKit
does a better job.
• This actually handles some of the simpler images. But often there are multiple areas of the image that,
while they work one way in B&W, have to handled completely differently toned. I'm continually surprised
to find parts of images that work well in the B&W and need major changing in exposure, contrast, etc.
when toned.
The sample above, Kilgore's Falls here in Harford County, is a good example. And yet, after all
that work, the result doesn't look all that different – except if you simply add the toning to the one
or take it away from the other and the result is Yuck.
For me February is when I have to find things to do to keep from driving Nan crazy. She's back to
painting, it's too cold to get outside much, the world seems to be in hibernation. That's when I often come
up with new ideas – like the puzzles in the last posting – or look for something to "fix". I thought playing a
couple of chess games on line – I'm a member of the Daily Kos chess team – would help but my two
games ended early (wins). Now I'm living vicariously through my teammates' games and doing some site
review.
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Update on Nan's "Puzzled" Art
Sunday, February 22, 2015

If you look close you can see the outline of the pieces… This thing took a good thirty five (35) hours over
four days to put together. It was insane. No corner pieces, a third of the edge pieces aren't edge pieces –
so the edge was the more difficult part of the puzzle. One of us would try a piece and fail, set it aside. The
other would pick it up and try it again, and fail again. Then a few minutes later one of us would pick up the
same piece and slide it into the same spot. We laugh a lot in our house, but laughed more and had more
fun over those four days than we thought possible in the throes of a big February freeze.. And in the end
Nan was staring down at one of her own pieces, no longer in pieces.

Turns out (I sent Liberty Puzzles and email asking them) that the expense of the first
puzzle, in spite of the fact that it's impossible to figure this out from their on-line form, is NOT repeated on
reorders. This puts a whole new light on Nan's ability to price them, and sets us up even better for a year
of having children and grandchildren select the painting they want made into a puzzle for birthday or
Christmas present.
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I have now set Nan's site up for ordering puzzles from the ten paintings she selected…
Since these are laser cut, and the puzzle is closed up in the box to be shipped immediately, there is a
residual burnt smell upon first opening. It dissipates pretty quickly and Nan, who can have serious issues
around smoke, had no problem with it.
My own puzzle…
… from one of my B&W images. While we definitely have plans to have more of Nan's paintings
turned into puzzles this year, I'm still working up the hutzpah to have a B&W one done. Some fellow
artists are making suggestions that I just don't know about though. Maybe by next posting, where I also
want to re-examine iPhone camera apps.
Ideas generate ideas…
Nan always found it a little awkward to post images of sold paintings on her site. When I came up with
the puzzle idea we realized that this would also provide an opportunity to gather some of the nicest
pieces for show.
Then this gave me another ides. I'm also working on the Lyon Clay site. Paul has the same issue as
painters in that they have a lot of unique pieces go out that people might like to see. It occurred to me
that we might create a section on the LyonClay site where people are invited to provide shots of pieces
they have added to their collections – or simply an updatable page for each of participating collectors of
his work. I'll have to talk to him about this – if he could line up a few more, we'd be proud to display what
we have.
This could possibly generate some more much deserved interest in the finer, more expensive pieces
when they come available. We always show up early at open studio events and check the new work out
from the top down.
Hey – few things are as exciting as seeing new great work from an artist. I have a difficult time
conceiving of an artist in any medium not having an avid appreciation for fine work done by others in the
field. Let alone not have a house full of other people's art.
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Rembrandt – from a B&Wer's Perspective
Sunday, March 1, 2015

A rare excursion back into a movie theater… for Exhibition on Screen. We purchased tickets on line for
FATHOM Events' Exhibition on Screen: Rembrandt. It showed locally here just one day, February 24.
Only 15 of us showed up – pitiful. Somehow I had expected the place to be partially filled with art
students at the very least. In fact, I didn't see one artist amont our company. Anyway, it was actually
pretty awesome. Nan tends to get bored with movies – for this one she leaned forward with her chin in
her hand for the full hour and a half.
I think we both got more out of it than we would have seeing the exhibit in person. And the
concentration was on technique, giving Nan a lot of ideas to jiggle around in her head. In fact, the movie
even inspired me to wonder how I could utilize some of the perspectives, way of looking at one's
emerging piece, in my B&W work. Maybe it's because I generally enter a theater expecting the worst, but
I was very pleasantly surprised.
April 14, at least here locally, Exhibition on Screen: Vincent Van Gogh will be showing. We WILL
be going. These aren't the cheapest tickets at $12.50 each, but more than worth it. The web site,
complete with listing of participating theaters in all states:
http://www.fathomevents.com/list-all
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After that there will be one on Vermeer and another on the Impressionists. Hey, finally something to get
us back into the theaters. It's an hour and a half private, guided tour, complete with close-ups and
magnifying glass accompanied by the curators of the exhibit at their best. As far as giving anything of a
review, I'll not risk spoiling the ending for anyone.
The bad news is that there is no coordinated pathway for these filmed museum special exhibits to
make it to DVD. Fathom says that is up to the producers, the museums themselves. I'm sure they will
eventually make it into their on-line stores, but not yet. Darn.
These are must-sees for any artist appropriately obsessed with detail in any medium. Instructive and
inspiring…
B&W FOR PAINTERS?
I've noticed for a while that sometimes I can walk in and detect a values problem on an artist's work
quicker than they can without their setting it aside for a few days. I've seen them use tricks like blocking
off portions of the work or turning it upside down. Some even look at it through a red filter. My advantage
is that I can see the world in values of grays.
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Ten SmartPhone and iPad Apps
Sunday, March 8, 2015

Bank App • MileBug • Scanner Pro • PhotoSync • DropBox • Square • Password Wallet • Tap Forms • PDF
PROvider • iBooks. It hasn't been that long since a phone was just that, a phone. Heck, not long before
that, it was attached to a cord and anchored in the house. Today it can do, almost anywhere you can carry
it, much more than a computer used to do. Most younger artists, coming up in this world, seem to be autotuned into this. But many, many who reached adulthood before these wonderful gadgets came out are
overlooking or maybe even hiding in fear of non-existent lack of simplicity and missing all of the
opportunities and convenience.

So I thought I'd pound out just ten of my most used and favorite spartphone and iPad apps that make life so darn much easier for Nan and myself as artists, let alone
outside-of-art-related considerations. And I have about ten more that I haven't of yet made much use of
but that show promise – like Pixelmater and one called Video2Photo. There are plenty more where they
came from. Plus there are competing apps for many of these operations looked at hee. My phone is an
iPhone 5s, but the same apps are written for Android, etc.
These apps provide a heretofore unimaginable degree of convenience, time saving and just
plain fun. In other words – life changing. And while all of them, or alternatives, should be part of every
artist's tool kit, many have utility elsewhere and are worth anyone checking out.
1. Your Bank's App – mine works on both phone and iPad, some just phone – free
There's a starter. Almost all banks have an app now that accesses your account, pay bills, etc. from
anywhere. But the BIGGIE here is check deposits. Anyone, like artists, who occasionally get personal
checks can now deposit them on the spot without driving to the bank. It's a very simple process – the app
accesses the phone camera, prompts you to take a picture of the front and the signed back. Press a
button and your check is deposited. I put a big check mark on it and put it into my records folder. It's
awesome how much time, inconvenience and gas I have saved over the last couple of years. Yet I'm
constantly shocked at how many artists don't go there.
2. MileBug – phone and iPad – list 2.99 but often of sale down to .99
Keeping track of miles for tax purposes. Not my favorite thing to bother with. Until MileBug I'd simply
forget. Now, even though I often still forget (lame isn't it) it's simple to catch up on this phone app.
Regular trips are recorded so all you have to do is set the new date and press a button. At the end of
the year send a report to your computer. It even keeps up with deductibility changes in the tax laws.
AND it syncs between your phones/pads/etc. Can you beat that for a dollar? Right there on my first
screen on the phone.
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3. Scanner Pro – phone and iPad – 2.99
If I had a favorite, an app that has saved me more hours, inconvenience and angst than all the
others combined, this is it. Sure, like all the scanning apps it has settings to save a document as a PDF.
But its finesse at capturing and "scanning" images, pictures, etc. as jpegs is awesome – and simple. The
screen shot on the right is a shot at a picture in one of my books. Notice the blue dots at the corners.
Push "next" and the app crops the image at the perceived edges while un-contorting the image where I
wasn't quite squared off to take the picture. Voila, a perfect, full size, perfectly proportionate "scan" of the
image. I have my app set to send the images to my photos app – you can have them auto sending to
DropBox or a number of other places.
Fantastic for sending out images (or documents if you must), anything quickly. I "scanned" decades of
old home pictures – hundreds – in one afternoon (OK, I had Nan quickly placing them on the table while I
shot, assembly line fashion). For this I did them in batches according to year – and then went to the next
app here.
4. PhotoSync – phone and iPad – 2.99
One of us uses this app almost daily for something. Whether I'm using one of my camera apps, or
scanner pro, etc. Simply open, select if you want to send all, some or simply the most recent images to
your computer, press a button and they appear in an open window on your desktop. All over your
home WIFI. It's cool when Nan takes a picture of one of her paintings in her studio and the window
opens in front of whatever I'm doing on the computer with her images in it. Talk about making life simpler.
As to those scanned images I talk about above, I move them over in batches by year – put them in a
folder and procede to RENAME the images. Why? Because since "scans" bear the same digital
creation dates as the year scanned, not the year originally taken, that information needs to be put
in the name. My system does this job simply by selecting all the images in the folder and right clicking. A
dialog box opens that lets you rename and auto-number. You can also use freeware app for the Mac
called NameChanger for even more control.
Batch changing names on digital images is also a big need for people who use multiple cameras,
multiple phones, etc. Sure, once the images are in your designated application you can sort by creation
date, but I find it handy to also have rational file names.
5. DropBox – phone and iPad and computer – Free
There are a lot of so called cloud apps. But no one can fill all needs. I find DropBox invaluable, handy,
fast, easy for moving around and sending files and images. Especially in emails – put an image of file in
DropBox and it provides a link you can send in an email that allows it to be downloaded by anyone who
doesn't have to have DorpBox, sign in or anything like that. Cool. DropBox can do a lot more but I pretty
much use it only for transferring those large items. It's private and secure. And it's available for use
by a large number of phone and iPad apps. And since DropBos also installs on you computer, everthing
is accessable right there on your desktop. Also the best way to move digital books from one device to
another.
On the computer you see the file, on the iPad – right – you see an alphabetized list with selected file
shown. On the phone these two are separate views. Others may get more out of DropBox than I do –
indispensable.
6. Square – phone and iPad – Free with very reasonable use fee
No artist should be without this one. Free to download and use. Register and they send you, free
again, a little gizmo that plugs into the phone or iPad that swipes credit cards – or you can simply typed
in the information. Accept a charge and the money, minus a much more reasonable fee than banks
charge, is deposited directly into your checking account, the buyer gets an emailed receipt. The
signature bit is cool, they sign on screen with their fingers. Phone purchase? Simply sign it yourself and
they charge a slightly higher fee. Ta da. Go anywhere where a number of artists and craftspeople are set
up and you will see everyone using it. Don't leave home without it. The only problem is not losing that
little swiper thingie.
7. Password Wallet – phone and iPad and computer – 4.99 for iPhone and iPad / 20.00 computer
Of all the password programs out there Password Wallet is definitely the odd man out. It survives
without the computer version being listed on the App Store. You have to go to their site to get it. The
iPhone and iPad versions though can be found there. It doesn't use the cloud for storage, it does sync
between devices. I've tried a few and this is by far the handiest I've found. I have somewhere in the
range of 200 different passwords to apps, web sites, stores, etc. stored in my program. I like to tell
people who come to me having lost their passwords to something to get a password program and make
the password for that app something like the punch line to their favorite joke – a phrase.
My favorite aspect of this app is that any time you spend getting into it is more than made up for
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in time saved clicking to go to site and or paste in password, etc. Oh, it now opens with tough ID!
It's worth checking out on their site – http://www.selznick.com/products/passwordwallet/
8. Tap Forms – phone and iPad and computer – 9.00 for iPad / 35.00 computer
I do a review of Tap Forms HERE. I also have the computer version. It's certainly not needed but
recommended. Tap Forms is the easiest, slickest database available. It holds all your records of any
kind. While it can be a tad tricky IF you have to set it up yourself – people like me post their templates on
line for free use. I have two, one for artists with one-of-a-kind work and one for photographers. If I do say
so myself, they are slick and free on my Free Stuff page.
Every painting Nan has ever done is on her iPad in this app, images and all relavent information. No
more written records. And she can print it out at any time. The same for me.
While this is by far the only app on this page with any real learning curve, it's pretty simple and there
is plenty of help on the developer's site – and from me. Not something to be afraid of and a real life
changer.
9. PDF PROvider – phone and iPad and computer – 7.99 for iPhone and iPad
I experimented with a number of PDF apps for iPad and phone. A lot of competition there. It's amazing
how varied the handling is for doing some of the same things – evidently some are written by geeks for
geeks while others take into consideration the rest of us. Plus they differ greatly in some of what they do.
PDF Provider not only does a better job of "scanning" documents to PDF than my Scanner Pro above, but
is slick as heck at converting any web page, the whole thing, to a usable PDF.
Sure you can store them right there in the app, but I file these in iBooks, below. I use this app
primarily to save things like fix-it instructions that come with images, articles on computer or home howtos, etc. When I have to take apart a laptop or something else complex, no more going back and forth to
the computer to check things out. Or worse, having to print it all out. Plus, if you have to go back to it,
you don't have to find it all over again.
Then there are ideas, thoughts, recipes, you name it. It does a lot more too, like convert images to
PDF, accessing the map app and converting the result, letting you add to, subtract from or even sign a
PDF, etc. And it is quick, easy and intuitive. Tap the arrow to the right of the listed document and be
given a choice of Share, Email, Open in…, Print, Rename, Move to Folder, Copy to Folder or Delete.
(found it free on AppsGoneFree one day)
10. iBooks – phone and iPad – Free
Last but not least. Surprised? Why iBooks? Well, right off the bat instruction manuals for cameras and
just about everything else come in digital form now – as PDFs. iBooks is the handiest and easiest
managed receptical for these manuals. For reference I keep copies on both my phone and iPad Mini –
where I'd actually rather read them than that darn tiny phone screen. If you've got an Android, there are a
number of PDF managers out there to take its place.
I also have digital copies of my books in there (along with my daughter's children's book). And the big
family history book I did called The First 50 Years – I outlined the steps in its creation here.
Very, very handy to have all this with me at all times. Especially the instruction manual for Nan's
camera – for some reason I have more problems figuring out her point-and-shoot than my big SLR. Then
of course there are those on-line instructions, etc. mentioned above in PDF Provider.
Backing up to the issue of how to get these things into iBooks – DropBox. And then simply email the
link to anyone else you want to have it.
Apps Gone Free
I have more cool apps – I love to try them out. Some have been used once or twice and were
invaluable, and might bear mentioning at some point. But these are the ten that I use heavily, the time
saving, labor saving apps that make life so much easier and more fun.
Paying for apps: OK, even though these apps are pretty inexpensive, it can add up to be trying so many
of them. But I wind up actually paying for less than half that I try – and that is only after some research.
The rest I've gotten free when one-day specials are held. One of the many ways I find these is a little
place called Apps Gone Free – every day there's a new list of iPhone and iPad apps that are free for that
day only. I TRY to quickly check in every day – it only takes seconds and it's sort of like going to Goodwill
or yard sales, do it regularly and every couple of weeks you hit gold.
The offerings are weighted a little heavily towards kids apps for the iPad – but hey, if you have kids that's
a good thing. And many of these are educational. Check out the site and their app (I just go to the site).
http://beta.appadvice.com/appsgonefree
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Some Changes Make for More Work than Others
new realities for web sites in light of the attack of "Retina" screens
I confess to hiding from this one until now, hoping idiotically that it would just go away. The
proliferation of new "Retina" screen technology, somewhat on smart phones and iPads but to a great
degree on laptops and desktops, is upsetting the turnip cart in a number of ways because of the way
images are displayed. And what if, like this site, it's all muchly about the images? What to do about the
fact that anyone with the new equipment could wind up viewing jagged, pixelated images, especially
around the edges.
Here's the challenge:
• All images, including icons will have to be recreated – some recommend 2x and others 3x the
intended display size. Oh for the days when 72dpi was the norm.
• This will more than double the size of the site on the server, slowing down site upload considerably
• It will increase page load time for viewers, ergo exploding their band-width consumption
• Yes, most people are on broadband, but many are on slower than average. And our friends on
Easter Island, for example, are on speed-rationed broadband. Increasing page load time is just not a
kind thing to do.
Well "isn't that precious". I'll hopefully be getting my first access to a Retina screen late this spring. I
no longer really need my 15 inch MacBook Pro – those are evolving more for people who live on a
laptop instead of a desktop. I've already passed it on in preparation for the appearance of the Retina 12
inch MacBook Air rumored to be released soon. Smaller, lighter, less expensive, etc. Sure it lacks a few
things that the Pro sports, but it will more than suffice.
And I'll be able to test site pages and images our on a Retina display. In the meantime, I'll be doing a
bit more research, learning and testing. Then I'll begin the long, slow slog of converting pages and
images. Hmm, I'll have to find a way to keep track of where I am in the process – there must be 400
pages. And the complications, differing opinions, lack of anyone yet bring real clarity to it all, makes my
head want to explode. I need a hug.
The only "simple" temporary solution, if that's what it should be called, is to load each image to be at
about 200 ppi or more at the anticipated designated size on screen, with an "@2x" placed after the title
of the image. This isn't ideal – creating the issues above and possibly leaving some font issues. But it's
it's about as much as I can handle right now and still have a life.
Doubling the size of an image in both directions can quadruple the size of the file. On the plus side, I
believe I can optimize my images in a manner as to hold the increase to about half of what it could be,
possibly only double the size.
I have a habit of telling people when they whine about change they can't help to "get over it". Guess I
gotta just grin and bear it. Nan say that you just have to keep peddling faster to keep up.
Oh joy!
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El experimento grande y expensivo
Saturday, March 14, 2015

B&W as wood jigsaw puzzle – and of course there's a complication. First of all, they aren't really jigsaw
puzzles any more in the literal sense, these are laser cut. Funny how things retain names that no longer
describe their creation. At the same time, expensive actually only applies if you want to sell them, the
cost pretty much keeps sales down. Otherwise it's pretty reasonable.
El gran experimento is in my ignoring all advisories as to selecting an image for a wood puzzle, most
based on color, and ordering a custom creation from a B&W image. I just had to try – albeit a small
rather than large one. It's only 240 pieces instead of the 485 forn Nan's painting puzzle.
There's the rub or complication – they rightly charged me for the small (about 250 pieces) but sent me
the large. Arrgh. This thing is 12.75X17 inches and has 486 pieces. Is that a good thing or a bad thing –
difficult to tell. The good news is that they used a gloriously nautical theme in cutting the whimsy pieces,
everything from Neptune to ships' wheels. This is an added attraction not listed on their site. Evidently it
could be advisable make personal contact via phone on the next order – find out more about available
cutting themes.
At first look, spreading a few of the pieces out, I would estimate that the difficulty range will go from
the close to insanity level of Nan's painting across the line to bordering on the impossible. Now to set up
and actually put it together…
A couple of days later…
Holy eyestrain Batman! OK, this MIGHT not take all that much more time than a full color puzzle,
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maybe only by the amount of all the extra breaks we have to take due to eye and brain strain. The
amount of enjoyment lost is more than made up for in the amount of concentration it takes.
The one week mark…
Finished. The final six pieces took almost as long as any six. But it's done – gonna be a little traumatic
to take it apart and put it back in the box. Then again, it's there for a signed gift whenever we get to
feeling a little sadistic. He, he.
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First look at the new PHOTOS App for the Mac
Monday, March 23, 2015

Original exposure of Ana Kai Tangata after importing to Apple's new Photos app – Edit view. There has
been much wringing of hands and whining over Apple's discontinuing of Aperture and iPhoto and
replacing them with their new Photos. This went on for months before the fact and continues now. I
confess that my voice, in the form of postings on photography forums and even a diatribe here, was part
of that. My first cursory look at the app didn't disuade me. Photos was simply lacking in all those bells
and whistles that make an image application work on a professional lever. Heck, just to begin with I have
about 40 thousand images to catalog, and need be able to access any one of them on a whim. This
certainly did not look like a replacement for Aperture, my hands down favorite.
Deciding to write some sort of very negative review of the new app, I picked my smallest Aperture
library and decided to convert it to Photos. This is the story of what ensued. In the process of outlining
what I did, I'll give tips, comment on strengths, weaknesses, what's lacking, and even describe how good
crow can taste.
THE PLAYING FIELD
Suddenly there is as much competition in this field as with brands of cameras. And seemingly just as
much arrogance and pomposity as to what is fit for professional use – whatever the heck that means.
Photoshop remains the king for image manipulation, but it is not a cataloging program. The main
candidates here, and I only mention the ones I have tested extensively, are below.
Apple's Aperture – no longer available but still functional. Great cataloging, pretty good image tools but
handily opens an image in Photoshop and saves the results back to Aperture linked to the original. Yes, a
little bit of a learning curve, though not as much as any of the others here. Since everything is relative, I
considered it the most comfortable and fast to use. After all, one wants a tool to feel good in the hand, not
like a Swiss Army Knife with 36 blades and none of them actually comfortable to use.

Adobe Lightroom – actually accompanies one's subscription to Photoshop. Lots of tools, visually
stunning. My two complaints are that image cataloging sucks and why all the tools, Photoshop is right
there.
Capture One – the new heavy but geeky favorite. While it beats out Lightroom as far as cataloging
images and even image manipulation, it has the steepest learning curve AND is the most awkward and
uncomfortable to use. Great for people who love to feel like they have mastered great software because
it is challenging. A real geek-fest. It's even done all in tiny white print on a deep black background to
make it visually a strain to use. Definitely for the masochists among us.
Photo Supreme – a full of bells and whistles image cataloger that eschews getting into image
manipulation at all. Something of a learning curve but as good as Aperture at managing one's images
while leaving what you do with your images to Photoshop, etc. Not a bad idea. And what I was actually
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considering up 'til now. Problem is that it has the same issues as Aperture: costs money, is not really
intuitive and has something of a learning curve, and again not all that comfortable to use.
If you want to know what is going on with very experienced photographers, etc. with some of these apps,
just go to the help forums on the app's sites and brouse the question, problems and issues. It's
enlightening. I'm tired of software that soaks up as much of my mental energies as the work I'm
actually doing – period.

ALONG COMES PHOTOS – and it's FREE. It comes with the system. Like any new Apple app, it starts
off lacking a number of the goodies that will eventually be built in. My first observation is that Apple did
not let the development geeks ruin this app. In real-estate the top three issues are location, location,
location. In apps like this they are cataloging, cataloging, cataloging. There's more, but like with the
Swiss Army Knife, I don't want it at the cost of comfort and work flow.
Photos is not iPhoto, thank heaven. But it's also not Aperture – lacking much of its abilities. BUT
remember the old saying that reminds people to get back to basics? Photos does that, from the ground
up. I gradually became more and more impressed. Within an afternoon I converted NINE Aperture
libraries and am extremely happy with the results. I'll never return to Aperture. Sure, Photos, depending
how one works, isn't for everyone. But it sure works for me.
I was going to launch into a long How-To but there is a better option. A site and forum I am a member
of, photoappsexpert.com, is offering a string of video tutorials that will do just that – at an extremely low
price. I don't usually recommend video tutorials because they simply require too much work and effort for
the people who actually need them to follow. But Photos is different – it is so intuitive to use that every
one of the 14 or so tutorials will sink in immediately in a "why didn't I think of that" manner. As of this
writing the first few are posted, the rest scheduled for about one a day. I advise doing this after reading
some of my tips below unless you are already familiar with any of the apps mentioned above. In that
case, my ten simple notes should be enough:
https://photoapps.expert/store/photos-os-x-basic-training/14421#.VTEID86776k
1. I would advise putting the Photos icon in your dock. It will get heavy use there because of multiple
libraries.
2. Open Photos and then go to Preferences. There is a little button there that says Use as System
Library. This designates which o hopefully many Photos libraries will be the one that will, if you elect to
turn the iCloud on in Photos, sync with other devices. I left iCloud off for this app.
3. Also in Preferences is a checkbox for Copy Items to the Photos Library. This is a separate setting
for each library. If checked, any photos added to that library will be "consolidated". This means the
storage of the originals is moved into the library instead of simply "referenced" and left right where you
want them stored. I opt for unchecking this box except on a couple of libraries, like a large collection of
shots from a family wedding that I have in a stand-alone library, including originals, and filed.
4. If your sidebar isn't visible, go to pulldown View / Sidebar and click on it.
5. Folders are just that, folders. You don't put images in Folders, you put images in Albums and
Albums in Folders. Simple, direct cataloging system that lets you organize things the way you want. And
Albums can be dragged around all you want.
6. Most of your commands for what to do with Folders, Albums, Images are accessed by select and
right click. Ta da.
7. To select from multipel libraries, while holding down your Option key, click on the Photos icon.
This brings up the box on the right: all of your Aperture and iPhoto libraries will appear on this list along
with your Photos libraries (be careful, underneath any libraries on your HD will appear those on your
backup drive. You don't really want to access them normally.
8. Importing Images is easy. I, for the most part, used referenced images so I:
a) Decide where I want to store the images. I have a folder labeled Originals in my Pictures folder.
Inside that I have folders labeled Family, Easter Island, etc. etc. Inside those I have sub-categories like
years, etc. I simply take the new folder of images, label it and drop it in the appropriate storage location. I
don't worry about much more, the app will organize things further for me.
b) Leaving this window open, I create an Album in Photos, in an appropriate folder, select the
album and, if all the images go there, drag the entire folder into the window. If not, I open the folder and
from there put images where they belong.
c) OK, there is an exception: If you are importing an Aperture or iPhoto Library, this takes creating
a new library via close Photos / then Option Key / Photos and selecting the appropriate Aperture or
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iPhoto Library. Photos will convert it. Not perfect, but a better job than other apps do. If the Aperture
library was referencing images, they will still be referenced. If not, they will be consolidated.
After importing, I would recommend going to pull-down Show Hidden Photo Album. Depending on how
you used Aperture, there might be some of your images in there.
9. Deleting images simply removes them from the library. But, if you really want to get rid of the
original file, select image and Show Referenced File in Finder and delete it there too.
10. My tenth note is to, if you have any issues figuring out the rest, subscribe to the videos mentioned
above. The guy is good and the app is very intuitive.

Dear Photos Team at Apple
a) It might be a good idea to clarify Copy Items to Photos Library and Consolidate (an option to
accomplish this later instead of on import) as having the same result.
b) DUH. Come on Apple. You made it so we can work with multiple Photos libraries, like in Aperture.
But there is no pull-down menu selection to switch libraries, create new library or import Aperture library.
You have to close your library, hold down the option key while clicking on the Photos icon in the
dock and THEN select the library you want to open, etc. Please FIX this. You may not know it, but this
app can be fully functional at a professional level. Like in aperture we need a simple pull-down command
to switch libraries or create new library.
c) I can definitely think of a couple of dozen bells and whistles that I crave, but Photos is already such
a great improvement over even Aperture as far as what I want in a cataloging app that I really can't
complain. There are plenty of others out there whining for this or that. So I'll just keep my yap shut and
await each and every update with great anticipation. With no fear of speaking counter to so many
photographers out there: Congratulations Apple – Photos is a game-changer. Crow can be kind of
tasty.
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The Real-Life Wayback Machine
Thursday, March 26, 2015

The Internet Archive and Digging Up Some of My Own Preserved Footprints Gateway to the new
Library at Alexandria – and it's just the beginning, but it's already much more than a day-trip. Like the
Tardis, it's "bigger on the inside” I've had the link to the Internet Archive on my computer for years. But
with the Easter Island project, the books, dance practice and anything else I can think of as an excuse
I've completely neglected paying any more attention to it. Big mistake. Wow, has it evolved. Now it is like
walking into all the libraries in the world, combined with all the music collections in the world, combined
with all the film archives, etc. etc. to infinity all rolled into one – almost.

Not for the faint of heart who always have to know where they are, how they got there and what they
are missing. Especially that last one. So, if you have never heard of any of this, be prepared to be
blissfully overwhelmed. The amount of great free information, entertainment and just plain stuff is
daunting. The only problem – learning how to find it. As clear and easy as the site is to navigate, the
sheer volume can be a major hurdle and sidetracking distraction. So I'm taking a closer look here, and
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showing how it touches on my photography, Nan's art and this site. In fact, I had another posting about
ready to go and held it back so I could work on this one.
The book lending "collection" includes over a thousand libraries. then there's the complete listing of
old 78 speed records – listing to some of those was a trip, especially the early pieces. And all
downloadable free. How about the complete catalog of work in the Metropolitan Museum of Art? How
about that with complete information including provenance and huge, detailed pictures that can be
downloaded? And government documents made public – including layouts to public buildings. Hey, you
want the New York state plumbing code – I tripped over that one. You can definitely get lost in there. And
the digital book lending library – wow.
Sure, a lot of this stuff can be found elsewhere on the internte, and much of it more conveniently.
Probably because this is where they get it – doing the work of trimmind down and sorting.
LINKS – Internet Archive: https://archive.org

Wayback Machine: https://archive.org/web/

The Wayback Machine or how to not disappear completely into the fog of history
I can't address the issue of the Wayback Machine without a big not to Mr. Peabody. A brilliant name for
the collection that has become such a major part of the Internet Archive that it can be accessed from a
large banner on the Archive home page and, like most collections, has its own home page. What is it?
Nothing less than, to this point 456 billion web pages saved. Maybe for this reason I've known the search
engine to be a tad slow. Not a big deal. It's like we now leave behind the equivalent of fossilized
footprints, cryptic clues to who and what we were for our followers to wonder over. Cool.
Simply type in any web address – especially a long defunct url – and see what has been saved for
posterity.
Beginning in 1996 the Waback Machine scans the internet saving web pages. Even with 456 billion, the
result can be a little random:
• my home page – jamescraigphotography.com – has been saved 18 times between 2006 and
2015
• Nan's home page – nancraigart.com – 11 times between 2007 and 2015
• my Easter Island project Journal – easterislandjournal.com – 7 times between 2006 and 2012
• the old site I used to run for ArtQuest and the local artists – harfordart.org – 107 times between
2001 and 2004
Web alignment is not always spot on, some images can be missing. Links to back pages only occasionally
work and link color can be off. But it is a beginning and a fantastic idea. Plus, and here's the biggie: you
can now, at no cost, go to the site and easily (that means anyone with no training) enter your web
page address and the Machine will archive that day's posting. The words "web page address" are
important. If you want to register a page other than you home page, you will have to copy that address
from your browser and paste it in. I just tested it with my latest journal posting and it did a "fair" job. Yes, a
couple of thumbnail images were missing (image below). And oe bing issue:
Not easy to find individually "saved" back pages unless you know the full url for that page (yet) and at
the seme time no way to link home age with back pages (or do the entire site).
However flawed the system presently is, it is getting better, and to not take advantage of it at this
point might be a big mistake for the future.
Again the Links:
Internet Archive – https://archive.org
Wayback Machine – https://archive.org/web/
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Sunset, Hanga Roa O'Tai
Sunday, April 19, 2015

A short break to work on an iPhone B&W from the Island. I just had to take a break from my series of
how-to's etc. to work on a B&W. I've been meaning to get to this one ever since we got back from the
Island in November. On a very cold evening in late October we were with Terry at the coffee shop at
Hanga Roa O'Tai. They were eating ice-cream of all things. Me, I was sipping a cortado (sort of a small
cafe-o-lai) and trying to avoid watching them. It was cold, windy and the sun was setting. O'Tai means by
the sea. This is where the one town on Easter Island accesses the Pacific.
To keep warm I picked up my iPhone, walked out and pointed it at the sky. The sun poked through and sort of flared.
I posted this shot at the time in color HERE. Then I just sort of forgot about it. After all, it's just an iPhone shot, not 20+
megapixels and RAW format. But It was a TIFF and stood up to a little bit of conversion work. I have a pretty nice 12x16
B&W out of it – and another shot in my B&W iPhone
collection. I like the level of detail in the shadows, especially the boats in the back. Not printed yet, but ready for a test
run and the inevitable final micro-adjustments that will be required.

Now I can go back to the string or how-to's I'm working on. I found an afternoon of exposing what was
hidden behing all that distracting noise – color – very satisfying. It looks better now. And while part of me
wishes I'd taken this with my big camera, I fully understand that the best camera for the job is the one you
have with you at the time. Maybe this week I can actually print one.
Next my review of Apple's new Photos and then back to making coffee table books and hopefully that
MacBook Pro will get here for upgrading…
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Mirror, Mirror on the Wall
Thursday, April 30, 2015

A culture of appreciating, buying and displaying art begins within the art community itself and spreads
from there. If artists don't appreciate the work of other artists enough to buy it, there's no model, stimulus
or reason for anyone else to buy art either. We reside in an area – not unlike many others – that is seen,
rightfully, by its artists as not very appreciative of fine art. Gallerys for the most part seem to go faster
than they come. Sales, even at ridiculously low local prices, are thin at best. Artists complain constantly,
completely unaware that they are to a large degree the cause – and the potential solution.
These same artists make up an art community where the vast, vast majority not only do not appreciate
art enough to buy and hang it, they don't even bother to show up at one another's openings. They are
simply not really interested in art beyond producing it. I see artist after artist walk into a crowded gallery to
check out the possibility of being allowed to join – without the least interest in what is on display. There's
no walking around just to see what is there. Sometimes not even a glance to the side. Why would the
public show more interest? Why would the public show up at openings that even other artists neglect to
attend?
I do know a few – I literally mean a few in that three or four is more than a couple – of exceptions to
the rule that what area artists hang on their own walls at home is nothing but their own work. When I ask
about this I'm met with blank stares and queried as what would they do with their own work if they hung
work from others. I just don't get it. A couple of favorite pieces, sure, and a studio jam packed with work.
But beyond that it would seem to me akin to, and as obvious as, hanging mirrors everywhere. Impossible
to take a step, turn on one's heel without seeing your inner world reflected right back at you. Safe from
learning or growing, confronting the art and creativity in others.
We see a lot of exciting, tempting good work out there. And again, local prices are fantastically low.
Even some of the more inconsistent artists occasionally come out with something really good. Most
people who appreciate the arts have a favorite medium; painting, pottery, watercolors, even B&W
photography. Nan and I tend to lean towards pottery and painting. Occasionally we drift to other
mediums. We have accumulated a home full of fantastic pieces we would not want to be parted from – in
spite of the fact that we are both artists with large portfolios of work on hand at all times. We've found
ourselves collecting works of a few artists, anxious to see what they come up with next. And when we
have visitors, that's what we proudly show off to anyone interested.
I'm not saying an artist shouldn't want to display his or her work, art is communication after all. We all
love those "Look what I did" moments. But at home, alone – do we really have that desperate a need to
line the walls with mirrors into our own souls? Mirror, mirror on the wall – did I really do that?
I wouldn't suggest that artists force themselves to show interest they don't feel in the work of others –
although, heck, that would help. The problem is that, for whatever reason, far too many just aren't drawn
to looking outside themselves. What does this say, if anything, about them? The most charitable
conclusion I can draw is that an awful lot of artists, some of them very talented, are missing out on an
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awful lot. At the same time they are surrounded by kindred souls who are as disinterested as they are.
Hardly an atmosphere in which to generate public interest in art.
We know a local gallery where the woman who runs it likes to ask potential members who and what
they collect personally. She's getting very tired of blank stares in return. The problem is that that blank
stare is reflected in the lack of interest by much of the public. Stop blaming the schools, the culture, etc.
Wake up artists – the problem is you, and the solution begins right in your own heads.
You wat to live in a community, a world where people are interested in fine art – then show some
interest. You want the public to purchase, even collect art – then do just that yourself. Take some pointers
from the music field, after all it is an art form – one where its artists expend a considerable amount of time
and effort telling everyone how good and great each other is – if to the point of convincing a lot of people to
purchase some really awful stuff.

Art broadens the mind and soul. I'm just not sure lining one's environment with one's own reflection
doesn't do the opposite. I mentioned above that Nan and I have an extensive, eclectic collection of some
of the finest pieces from area artists, some of these artists gone at this point. Some of these pieces taking
months to pay for. It is our experience that fellow artists, when confronted with them, actually show less
interest and fascination than others. Occasionally someone comes along who is really, actually interested
in art. Then it's like they're visiting a museum – although we will serve coffee while they look.
I'm no longer surprised by any of this, but remain confused. And I feel the need to remind the artists
that a culture of appreciating, buying and displaying art begins within the art community itself and
spreads from there. If artists don't appreciate the work of other artists enough to buy it, there's no model,
stimulus or reason for anyone else to buy art either.
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We Got Chair Annegarn Chair Ladies
Friday, May 1, 2015

Blind Date, Church Lady, Life Goes On, Lady in Waiting… Boy did I get lucky. Maria is a member of the
same Gallery where we show in town here. And April is renewal month – that means we are all staking our
claims for Saturday gallery sitting. This is just one of the requirements. As soon as I heard that Maria, for
personal reasons, will be unable to schedule Saturdays and would swap pieces in exchange for covering
for her, I jumped on it. We acquired the two pieces on the top shelf a while back. The two on the bottom,
are what I consider more than adequate compensation for a couple of Saturday afternoons at the Gallery.
Heck, I can always take some work or reading with me.

I call them my Chair Ladies, for lack of anything better, in spite of the fact that one is
a man. Like a lot of pieces I get, Nan immediately absconds with them. Then I have
to either go looking around the house or ask where she decided they belong. Then
again, I don't ever have to angst over just where a new piece should go. By the way,
three of these are in two pieces while the first one also has a separate purse. Cool.
More Annegarn work can be seen at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace. The Chair
Ladies, pretty much her smallest work, are pretty much wiped out right now, but she
always has some wonderfully original pieces to show.
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Another Perspective on "Tribute"
Friday, May 8, 2015

This is a backview of the large coastal carving I called Tribute in my book – on the below and here. By
boat it's too far away to really see that well, and at high tide this view is totally unavailable. On our last
trip we managed to climb over a whole lot of sharp rocks at low tide just to see what this looked like from
below. I love the detail in the rocks in the enlarged print. It seems like the rocks themselves are raising a
fist clutching the toki or stone chisel. That's a neat double manutara with egg carved into this modern
monument.

I'm working on a tele-closeup from the same vantage point, but it will take a while to fix the hundreds
of tiny dots of white lichen that seasonally attach themselves.
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Sand Honu
Wednesday, May 13, 2015

And a first note about our upcoming 50th Anniversary Dance-Off. I'll have to ask some painters, the
serious and always pre-planning ones, if they ever break mold and begin by foolishly playing around only
to see a work take on a life of its own. That's what I did here, almost giggling like a kid. Not taking it
seriously at all. But I just couldn't let it go. I'm still not sure what I have, but for some reason I'm actually
looking foreward to hanging this on a wall in the house. I thought it was just me, but Nan loves it
One day walking across the beach at Anakena I spotted this. Some child had made a sand honu. Old
and deserted, partly deteriorated, it looks like it is swimming in water, just barely poking his head up.
After converting to B&W, then toning slightly, it reverted to looking almost exactly like it looked in color. I
did this up on a whim. Now I'm actually considering working up a print. Hmmmm… a couple of things to
think about here.
This was a pretty small subject and one thing that does not at all like being depicted larger than life, or
life size for that matter, is sand. So it would have to be printed 12x15.5 max. That and I don't usually tone
my Rapanui work. But it was a lot of fun to work on – and there's something cool about it. It's growing on
me, the more I look at it the more I like it.
I can see myself putting out a final print as soon as we get out from under our upcoming 50th
anniversary party the girls are helping throw for us later this month (I like to say we got married
at six). Just to prove we're just as big at being idiots as we were were then, I'll be posting a video
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of us swing dancing to Sing, Sing, Sing at the party. You can't help getting a little older, but that
doesn't mean you have to act all grown up and such.

Honu is Rapanui for tortuga in Spanish or sea turtle. Here's a shot I took at the boat dock, Hanga Roa
O Tai, and one of a quite large carving we acquired in town – it hangs on our wall at home:
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Artist Dave DeRan's Spring Open House
Sunday, May 24, 2015

Whoever said an artist's art blog or journal has to be all about his own work? That would just be no fun at
all. Last fall we were all set to attend Dave DeRan's open house/open studio event and instead we had to
stay home with me down with a very bad 24 hour bug. Very disappointing. The upside was that at least
we didn't spend any money. If you don't show up, you can't feed your habit.
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This time I decided to try and cover the event, give a little bit of an idea of what
these unique events alr all about. Sort of Have iPhone, will Travel – if that one's lost on you, it's a play on
the old TV western Have Gun, will Travel. Unfortunately I then got distracted and took very few shots. It
was a veritable turtle-fest.
We would up getting the little piece above, a small watercolor in an extremely ornate frame – total
size only 15x17 inches. Dave always uses used frames, scouring yard sales and similar sources in rural
Pennsylvania. They just seem to work on his art – lucky bum. This one has green felt along the sides
and bottom for a liner – missing on the top so he painted it to match. We liked a couple of larger pieces
but kept coming back to this one – between nipping at food, wine and coffee. The combination of
understated art and old framing makes it an interesting, if tricky to find the right spot to hang, addition to
our collection.
We've found from experience in situations like this that it doesn't pay to hesitate too long. The danger
is that you will come back to get it and find an empty place on the wall. Been there all too often on that
regret. And, if you really like it and can't find a place to hang it where it works, it will always make a great
Christmas or other gift for family or friend. We've found that gifts of good art pieces that we've picked up
wind up being treasured hangings that we can visit.
But that won't be happening to this little gem. Nan found a way to shift things around and put it in the
kitchen area where it gets the light it needs.
We have other DeRan pieces, but the three folkart paintings below are our pride and joys. This is our
kitchen wall, directly across from the counter, sink and appliances. It's a long wall so they are good sized
pieces. The painted platter is also a DeRan, temporarily taking the place of a large Lyon Clay platter
being used for something more practical right now. As far as the other stuff, there's a story behind each
and every one.

Below is a view looking down from upstairs in Dave's studio. their place is a museum of their collected
and created pieces.
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The large 3D piece on the right is a little of a mystery to me. It felt like wood, but is far too light for
that. I meant to ask, but Dave was simply too busy to tie him down in conversation – I'll make sure and
ask him nex week when I see him – and then update this post. But, whatever it is, it's kind of magnificent.
I'm sure he will find a good home soon because the price very reasonable. If interested – and if it isn't
already gone – contact Dave and Roxanne on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/roxanne.deran
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Don't Blame Me for This One
Wednesday, May 27, 2015

Our oldest girl, the illustrator/author provided this… Just a posting short. Caron, our numero uno hija is the
same culprit who drew me pushing the boulder up hill for my Pushin' the Rock column. But while I'm a little
uncertain about this, Nan is in love with them – especially the one for Other People's Art. The How To guy
– I just don't know what to say about that. Is she trying to tell me something? Oh well, they're going to be
pretty small anyway. And, they are fun – thank you Caron, I think.
If anyone noticed, they went up as thumbnails on the home page a few days ago. I just thought it
would be a nice idea to turn the full size little drawings into a posting. What I like about them is the
examples of art I'm proudly holding up.
A couple of the comments I've been getting:
• I was just flipping through fb and went back because, "Hey, that looked like Jim". I was right. ☺
• Hey be flattered - she gave you dark hair! I've known you since '91 - I don't remember you having dark
hair even then. LOL. The one one the left IS really good! She nailed your eyebrows on that one!
• Love the eyebrows.
• That does look like you.
• Did you model?
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Family Pics in B&W
Saturday, June 6, 2015

Not as crazy as it may seem… And, oh yeah, our 50 anniversary dance video. One thing that I did
completely different from anyone I've ever known in this age of color photography is take the majority of
our family pictures in B&W. The only regret that I had when we went to put together our book recording
all of those years was that we didn't the rest in B&W too. Then again, occasional pages of color more
than fill in the gaps in detail and really set off the great B&Ws that can be so underrated in telling a
family's story.
As our 50th wedding anniversary approached – I like to tell people we got married when we were six,
that we had to – we sent out appropriately B&W invitations to relatives and friends. That's the image
above – a photoshop combo of Nan ten years after we got married (circa 1975 after three kids) and me
sporting a "Lucky Tird" shirt. I can't think of a better way to express how I still feel.
The book I put together covers fifty years and each of the girls has a copy. Nothing I've ever done
makes me feel better about taking up B&W photography. B&W, like the two of us, is still alive and kicking.
Speaking of alive and kicking, we swing danced to Go Jive, Give it up Daddy and some other numbers
from before our time – and even took a crack at Sing, Sing, Sing at the party. The video of that effort is
posted below.
Pretty much all of the more memorable, prized family pictures are B&W, especially the ones of my
sweetie. The few images below are just a couple of examples (by the way, the above image was two feet
tall on the banner outside the tent):
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We figured out early that the best way to get some alone time, with three kids, on weekends was to
take the girls on excursions that involved a lot of walking. A few minutes after getting home they'd be
asleep in a pile that included the dog on the living room floor.
The shot above has the troop checking out tadpoles in a local park. My personal favorite family shot.
Below is my absolute favorite shot of Nan, among many favorites. This one was taken when she was 35.
I keep an 8x10 of it unframed, propped up on a table in my studio.

Blowing bubbles with Gage, one of six grandchildren, a selfie on the Island, getting her tattoo from
Mokomae and just being my sweetie.
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Often the bigger and deeper the story that is to be told with pictures, the less color photography is up
to the task. B&W can be an indispensable addition or tool. And almost as often it is the only thing that is
needed. Run an experiment: take any half dozen images, your favorites. Display them on a page – in full
color. Then convert all of them to B&W, taking a little care to bring out what you see as important in the
image (this might take a little practice but is easier than you think). Make the same arrangement and
compare. Or just imagine the six pictures above in color – I certainly can't.
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A Third Perspective on Tribute to the Stone Carvers
Tuesday, June 9, 2015
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I often take multiple exposures after i've zeroed in on a subject, it's rare that I end up printing more than
one, even if I go back later for a second look. After all, what I'm striving for is the one shot that says it all,
shows what I see. But occasionally I find myself breaking that pattern. This is one of them. And it's not
even a person, the grand scenic or even a subject matter of major focus. Why then? Beyond confessing
that it just seemed or felt like a good idea at the time, I can't say. And I'm certainly not going to pontificate
about purpose and foresight based on my own observations afterwards – I'v always been wary of going
there in fear of, like too many others I've known, starting to believe my own line of bull.
So, here's the third perspective on this individual carving at Vare Vare that tends to fascinate me while
most just seem to ignore it. I have no idea at this point which I prefer. And certainly have no inkling of
which, if any, I would make part of even a comprehensive exhibit of my Island work. After all, there are
now about a hundred and fifteen images in the portfolio. And I can't go by my favorite – that's always the
last one. As far as these three go, my favorite changes according to the size at which I am viewing it.
Other than the "standard" darkroom / digital darkroom magic – burning, dodging, contrast and tone
adjustment, cropping and myriad other fixes to make the image represent what the photographer saw –
there was the little issue of between three and four hundered small whitish lichen circles to fill in on this
one. Fortunately in this case few were large enough to notice in the distance image, but here – whew. In
the old darkroom this would be accomplished after the fact with a small spotting brush and a few hours of
work while watching tv or something – with each and every print. The digital darkroom fixes that – only
once is required for that round of suffering. Simply pick up a small bit of identical texture close by and
paste it over the lichen, being very careful to make it clean – only a few hundred times. As I said – whew.
It can get a tad trickier, and has, when there is one or more large blobs of lichen totally ruining an image.
Waiting months to shoot, for it to die and dry up, would make it easy to darken or burn in the area, is
obviously not an option.
The carver's fist holding his toki or stone chisel. Check out the fairly typical double manutara. The
egg with a head on it is something often seen as wood or stone carvings a little over eight inches tall that
often have trouble standing on their own. What I didn't notice when shooting was the very clear Make
Make – the creator – on the right.
Toki are made from bassalt, an extremely hard variety. There are only a couple of areas on the island
where the the stone can be found. Creating them must have been laborious. The number of giant statues
– approaching a thousand, the volume of different size toki found (including a cache of assorted sizes as
far away as Pitcairn Island), and the presence of obvious sharpening stones or boulders speaks of the
extent of the carving culture. The toki was the tool that created Rapa Nui.

The original Tribute in the book and Tribute II from earlier this year
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Above is a shot of toki sharpening grooves. Many are in old residential areas right on the same or closeby rock sporting fantastic sets of carvings. The grooves above are from my favorite location – on the
rising side of Poike within a short enough distance of Rano Raraku. It strikes me so much as set aside
for just this purpose – because of the appropriate stones – that I can imaging a family having set up a
sharpening business there, perhaps even having the kids busy sliding the toki repeatedly over the stone.
I catch myself staring at the grooves, imagining the hours on end of effort it would take to keep hard
bassalt sharpened this way. Then look at all the stature, carvings, cut stone for ahu building, etc. I know
water was used to soften up the volcanic tuff for carving but wonder if it also played a role here.

This is my toki necklace, pictured life size. I often wear it on the Island, a lot of men wear necklaces. Only
occasionally here. A very dense basalt, it's a heavy little thing, like wearing a lead weight around your
neck. And it's another example of the rule that, while it is illegal to remove a heritage item or even a rock from
Easter Island, it's ok if it is in the form of a work of art or craft by a Rapanui. This is a particularly fine little toki.
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Honu – an iPhone image
Tuesday, June 30, 2015

A short posting while I work on something that I hope to get to here soon. It's an iPhone shot – and
because of the lack of a zoom lens it's a small section of the original exposure – of a very large sea
turtle. The final print is only 8.5x11 inches max, not all that much larger than shown here – although at a
much higher resolution that picks up on detail and lets you get into the picture. It sure would be nice to
have taken it with the SLR and be able to view the print seemingly from among the swirls of light on the
water. I do enjoy doing B&W with the iPhone, it adds a degree of fun, though bit of a zoom lens and/or 12
megapixels would really help.
The honu was coming up for air – it's amazing how seldom they do this – while swimming around the
fishing boats tied up at Hanga Roa O Tai. I actually like doing doing nature in B&W. Just like in scenics,
what is otherwise obscured by the overpowering "noise" of color comes to the fore. If a picture is worth a
thousand words, the RGB exposure conveys the first introductory paragraph while the B&W print tells the
rest of the story.
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Rest in Peace Leo
Monday, July 6, 2015

Farewell to a fellow photographer… this past weekend we lost a long time photographer friend, Leo
Heppner. He passed suddenly, unexpectedly at just 63. The kind of shocker that tends to put the world
and life in perspective. We've known Leo since the early seventies when we crossed paths doing local
art shows. This was back in the day when up to thirty or forty photographers would exhibit, gathering to
compare notes and show new work a number of times a year. While most of the others would pull back
and act like you were trying to steal their secrets if you tried to strike up a conversation, Leo and I would
share ideas, thoughts and a few laughs at their expense. Leo went his direction and I went mine, but we
never lost touch and actually cooperated in a couple of efforts. And just a couple of weeks ago Leo and
Terri were there to celebrate our 50th anniversary – where I had a lot of fun watching him try to function
without his big SLR around his neck – we wanted him to just relax and have a good time. But even then,
he was on his feet through most of it with is phone camera. He couldn't help himself.
Looking for pictures of Leo was a hoot. I have more shots of Leo's back while he's shooting than not.
But when I stumbled on this shot of the two of us, posing at the reception for a joint exhibition way back
in 1990, I couldn't resits using it. I don't remember why we posed this way, but it's very possible that with
both of us being so used to being behind the camera, and uncomfortable in front of it, we felt easier
clowning around a little.
Leo's forte was portrait photography with studio lighting. He also did weddings and event
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photography. His shot of fireworks here in Havre de Grace on the 4th last year over the lighthouse is the
best shot I've seen of the old thing. Yes, color was his thing, but he was good at it.
As good as Leo was at certain aspects of photography, notably his understanding of something I have
almost none – the nuances of artificial light photography, he could do something consistently that always
left me in awe. Leo could pose and photograph a group of people, no matter how many, and in just a
couple of tries end up with an exposure where everyone's eyes were open and nobody was awkwardly
posed. Me, I would try a dozen or more, crossing my fingers the whole time, and later spend an hour
figuring out which exposure was the least intolerable of the lot.
Leo was a photographer first and last. To say he wasn't an artist working in photography as a medium
doesn't mean at all that he didn't exercise a higher art/craft of photography. It's a different world from
mine. When I needed my girls's weddings photographed, I called Leo. Just recently I commissioned him
and Terri to photograph our niece's wedding. They did a fantastic job. I've called on Leo on other
occasions too – because while I am something of an artist working with photography as a medium, I'm
not in Leo's league when it comes to studio or functional event photography.
Leo will be missed locally. County and City relied heavily on Leo to cover events, meetings, openings,
etc. At the same time, Leo was always available to local non-profits for gratis work. He was, counter to a
couple of his predecessors around here in that realm, quiet, easy, reliable and friendly. He was an
institution and leaves a lot of people scrambling. As a rule photographers who work in Leo's sphere are
an arrogant, uncooperative, egotistical and competitive lot and difficult at best to deal with. Leo was the
exception. For years it's been sort of like Ghost Busters: Who you gonna call? Leo!
I know that I'm absolutely dreading the next time I'm confronted with the need of Leo's services. And I
know a lot of others are feeling abandoned. It ain't gonna be pretty.
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Ahu Ature Huki at Anakena
Monday, July 27, 2015

A New Image • Weeks of Pain • More on Apple's Photos – While importing my B&W negative scans into
the new Photos app, concluding my transition, I decided that I should come to tems with old Ature here.
He's a large, lone-standing moai at Anakena beach, on the other end of the island from town. This was
the first moai to be remounted on his moai in modern times. Thor Heyerdahl financed a team of Rapanui
to get him raised their way, by piling rocks and gradually lifting him onto the platform. It took a small team
only nine days.
Ature is a small fish and huki refers to the poles used to wield nets to catch them. Who knows
whether this name was given to the leader he represents or later. The print manages to convey the very
sand-like texture in the volcanic tuff the monuments are constructed from. Ature is afflicted with a bad
case of lichen, the bane of stonework in high humidity areas. Again, with barren landscape like on most
of Easter Island, scale is impossible to convey.
I know I've probably done enough of the moai but there are so many – and they have so much
personality. They're like portraits. Of course the printed image is what it's all about – but this is fun too.
Remember, B&W photography, like paintings, are best viewed as originals – although a recent trip to see
a film about the Impressionists has given me an idea – closeup scanning videos / or slide show scans of
individual B&W images. It will take a little experimenting to see just how to accomplish this on the
computer screen, but it's something new and cool to work on. And it's the only way I can think of to
adequately represent B&W fine prints.
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Wow, out of commission for a bit…
When the muscles in my upper back and shoulders began cramping up, I just thought it was a normal stiff
neck from a cold draft or something, frustrating but temporary. But when it didn't relent, and Nan started
with the same symptoms, and we found two of her cousins seeing a doctor with the same, persistent
complaints, lasting weeks, I became less sure. My doctor decided he needed to see me again in a month
if it didn't relent – if I live that long!
Anyway, I've decided that even if it initiated virally, it needs to run its course. In the meantime – since
mine seems to be the worst of the cases – I've been in enough pain, with constant applications of heat
and rubs, totally distracted to leave me finding little else I can do but jog, continue with my very
successful switch to filing my images in the new Photos app, play Scrabble against the computer and
read, read, read. So, not a total loss.
After two weeks of this it is finally easing up a little, down to a dull roar. I can concentrate on
something long enough to actually get something done.
A couple of Notes on Apple's new Photos App
• Change Creation Dates: I want to point out to anyone who fights the issue of creation dates on scans or
iPhone scans of family snapshots hampering convenient managing of images, filing, sorting, etc. – that the
new Photos app makes resetting creation dates one simple step. You may not always know the
day, month or both of an image, but the year really helps. And this can be done to as many images as one
wants simultaneously – in one step. Image to the right – just click on the first item in the "Image" pulldown.
• I can't stress too much how good the instructional video series for Photos is. It's posted at
PhotoApps Expert and costs' $14.95 (for now – about fifty cents a video). As good as I am at Photoshop,
Aperture, Lightroom and a few other more complex apps, I decided that hours and hours of exploration,
or simply picking it up as I went along, was a waste. I picked up the videos and wow. I highly recommend
them. They're quick, easy, thorough, intuitive – can't come up with enough great adjectives:
https://photoapps.expert/store/photos-os-x-basic-training/14421#.VbY1cni776k

• Photos is still in it's creation stage. There will be more advanced plugins, built-in capabilities will be
improved, etc. Perfect for both non-pros and pros who, like me, prefer a great image filing system that is
separate from critical manipulation to a one stop does all thingies (like those combo scanner, printer
contraptions). And it has all the advantages of being part of the system and FREE.
• Renaming – to go along with the use of Photos, the system itself has a new ability to batch rename
files – quite handy. Simply select the files, right click on them, select rename and work in the resultant
dialog box. There are some nice choices – you can solve a number of issues here, even invent your own
numbering system. I find this a handy step before importing images that have been scanned, pictures
from odd sources, etc. in order to make them be friendly within my filing system.
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Zooming in on Art
Sunday, August 2, 2015

Pictures of art on line, no more than snapshots of art before the arrival of the internet or pictures in a
book, are able to convey more than a fraction of the intent of the artist. What you see above is a test run,
using one of Nan's paintings, of my idea of something to ultimately help convey the reality that there is
another kind of photography than that of internet exposure, likes, fifteen days of renown and gone. Can't
do it here but CLICK on this link:
http://www.nancraigart.com/sycamore-tree-near-steppingstone-viewed-actual-dimensions.html
and roll your mouse over the painting image for a ZOOM VIEW to 100% actual artwork size –
24x30 inches for this painting! Use the mouse to scan around the image – on an iPad just tap on the
part you want to see magnified, tap again to go back. There are a couple of reasons I ran my tests on
Nan's work first, not the least of which is that her site is much smaller and all those multiple uploads went
much faster. Besides, this way she coule participate making it much more fun.
There's a price to pay for doing this. If you loaded this page, you noticed how slow that was. No sense
optimizing the images for this to speed up load time – optimizing looses too much for that kind of
scrutiny. At the same time, it has to be uploaded at the full dimensions of the original work. So each one
of these is 10 to 15 megabytes – so there will be something of a load-time for some people. So at this
point I'm not sure how far I'm going to carry this over to a larger scale use on my work, or exactly how it
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will be executed – there are some neat variables to work through. This is just a demonstration of the
approach that works really cool on the iPad and OK on the computer.
Everyone knows that a picture on line is a feeble representation of a painting, but it will be fun to let
people zoom in to actual size and see detail, texture, brush strokes, use of color, etc. I actually got the
idea for this watching a Fandango movie on Rembrandt and seeing the zoom/pans that got you into the
paintings. It really added to my appreciation and was the next best thing to seeing it person. There's
nothing like taking note of an individual brush stroke to help one feel the presence of the artist.
I knew that as soon as I worked this out with Nan's paintings, I'd have to somehow adapt the idea to
my work, it just might help reconnect my B&W work as shown here to the real thing, the point of it
all, the original artwork, the end product, the fine print. One little kink is the difference between how
this behaves on the computer and how on an iPad or smart-phone. Next posting should be using a
couple of my own images – accompanied something of a rant, which is always fun.way to separate itself
from the world of snapshots, the "fine print" was the ultimate product or work of art. This was clear to
photographers, if not to artists in more archaic mediums many of whom resisted recognizing any kind of
photography as an art form. And it at least provided weight in the ever argued: Is photography art?
A bit of recognition for my 1982 project:
TODAY’S EDITORS’ PICK
1982 in Acadia National Park
on MAPTIA A world of Stories
or for later: EDITOR'S PICKS
or direct to STORY
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Zoom in on This
Thursday, August 13, 2015

A Closer Look with Selected Images – I mentioned in my last posting that, with the way that photography,
other than the B&W fine print, is evolving along with the way it is viewed, I felt that the medium needed
an upgrade in presentation. Something that says: Hey, look here, these aren't simply pictures on the
internet in search of likes, they are, necessarily, paltry representations of something more, actual
physical works of art – the B&W fine print, and here, to prove that, click on this and take peek at a lifesize, close-up view, and try to imagine what the real thing looks like.
BECAUSE THIS CAN’T BE DONE HERE IN THE BLOG, IT CAN BE ACCESSED ON THE FOLIO
PAGE(S)
Click HERE for the ZOOM VIEW of Dancing at the Coronation of the Queen (above)
People see a picture of a painting and realize immediately that what they are looking at is a fraction of
the size, shown at low resolution, a weak imitation of a much larger work of art. You look at the image of a
great painting, or even one by an unknown artist, and you have a strong desire to see it up close, feel the
brush strokes, pick up on the little nuances. That's the nature of fine art and its relationship to
representative photographs.
But take that same craft that creates the images that lead one to want to see a work of art, that also
creates the never ending portfolio of family pictures, covers weddings, records every aspect of our lives
and use it to create works of art in their own right – what then? B&W photography did have its hay-day,
brought on my the popularity of a few of the biggies like Ansel Adams. It seemed like everyone wanted to
be a B&W photographer – wow, was there some very good and very bad stuff out there. And everything
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was aimed at hanging exhibits of physical art.
But the world has changed again. Exhibits are difficult at best to come by, the medium has become
more complex and more expensive. There's less interest on bith the doing and viewing ends. And at the
same time everyone's attention is drawn to a medium – the internet – that simply does the art form about
as much justice as small off-color images in a book does to great paintings. Yuck.
On the bright side, for those of us still expressing ourselves through a great medium, there is more
control (much greater), less mess, great improvement in the ability to duplicate something once done,
better equipment – the list is extensive.
Anyway, enough of that, I've simply decided that one way I can give a little better idea as to what I,
and my art, is all about – and it's ALL about the finished, hanging printed image – by including a few
zoom-view images. These will be like the example above – rough to put more than one on a page
because of load-time. Why this image, the one I call "Dance Bend" for short? Because of all my images,
and with our extensive collection of "other people's art" this is the one I hang downstairs in our home. It's
the one I would buy from myself.
Take a closer look. Check out at least something of the detail, expecially in the shadows. Get some
idea of what it would be like to actually see the final work. A good B&W work is like a good painting in
that you just might want to stare at it for a while, let yourself get into it. When I see a potentially good
B&W print on line the first thing that crosses my mind is where and how I can view the real thing.
As noted in my "Announcements" on the home page – as I find time, I'll expand this, noting on my
folio thumbnail pages which images have this zoom capability. Doing them all would be impossible, for a
couple of reasons, but a selected few of my own favorites should do the trick. And hey, if anyone wants it
done for one I skip over, just ask – I'll get to it.
Links to images zoomed as of this posting – I'll add one or two with each posting over the next couple to
few months:
There are a couple of other images I’m doing this for so far:
Grace Marina

Rapa Nui Wipeout

Havre de

The Beginning of Infinity by David Deutsch
Holy death of empiricism Batman! – OK, not that I ever fell for that anyway, as much as it was needed
(like Don't ask, don't tell) to displace what came before as a cultural perspective. Much to my surprise I'm
managing to follow it / probably more due to the author's ability to come down to my level than mine to
leap up to his.
Do I recommend it – "you betcha". Occasionally a paragraph is a little tricky, but one re-reading
always gets me there. I came across the book, in digital form, by accident. Just now as I'm writing I
looked it up and found the New Your Times review here:
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/14/books/review/the-beginning-of-infinity-by-david-deutsch-bookreview.html?_r=0
If that write up doesn't interest you, nothing short of promising writhing naked people would. I won't
even try to add my thoughts to this review – beyond stressing that I personally don't find Deutsch's
perspective as "eccentric" as the reviewer for the NYT, while finding it quite as brilliant as he does. It
could be the best assessment, taking into account what we know at this point, of what, who and where
we are – how could one ask for more. Fortunately, the book is constructed so that it can be read as a
series of essays that can be digested before moving on the next, closely related meal. Best damn
rollercoaster I've ever been on, and I won't want to get off when it's over. How the heck did I miss this
one – oh, I was busy writing my own book then.
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PixelGenius's PhotoKit Plug-ins
Thursday, August 20, 2015

When a Digital Darkroom is More Like a Darkroom - Pixel Genius PhotoKit. Anybody who wants to do
B&W photography today – at least the kind of B&W photography targeted at creating actual printed
images for display, exercise complete control over the process and at the same time understand exactly
what they are doing in an analog – or real world – sense, should check out PixelGenius's PhotoKit
plugin for Adobe Photoshop.
It might be the ONLY reason for a photographer to continue to or begin to use Photoshop at this point.
PhotoKit has been my mainstay for years. There is also a PhotoKit Sharpener which integrates with
PhotoKit, adding even more control – which I also use. PhotoKit Color rounds out the trio of plugins.
PhotoKit costs $50, extremely reasonable for something that can be the backbone of one's work. The
other two run double that – not cheap but in line with other similar plugins and apps, all less intuitive and
darkroom-like in approach. Updated with presentation changes asked for by Photo Apps Expert web site
for posting in their TIPS section.

Updated with presentation changes asked for by Photo Apps Expert web site
for posting in their TIPS section.
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Photo Apps Expert: https://photoapps.expert

The TIP: PixelGenius's PhotoKit Plug-ins for Photoshop

I'm an experimenter and have extensively tried out demos of almost all of these newer, some
cheaper, simpler photo apps out there. I've even purchased a couple of them for other uses. In the
process I've even identified one I would reluctantly recommend for those who want to do decent B&W
without using Photoshop:
Tonality Pro is a B&W-only plug-in for Photoshop and other apps that also functions as a stand-alone
app. With Tonality you can do much of what you can do in PhotoKit, in a nice virtual, digital way –
beginning with an extensive set of starting points or presets. Like totally automatic cameras, this is for
those who aren't really that concerned with the why and how of the results they get. While Tonality, like
others, does offer fine tuning controls, the perspective is more one of tuning a radio, keeping on turning
knobs until you like what you get.
But if you want to really be in control, the kind of control where you decide what you want to do or try,
and then pick up the tool and do just that – without translation, try PhotoKit. As someone who spent the
better part of 35 years in the darkroom – I did emerge occasionally to eat, sleep and father three kids – I
can attest to the ease with which I made the transition and the degree of increase in control. PhotoKit
isn't new, it's been around for over a decade, the latest version for about half that. There's very little on
the internet in the way of instructions – very little needed anyway. Check it out here:
http://www.pixelgenius.com/index.html
PhotoKit and my Work Flow
The real-world darkroom had its ritual, a demanding workflow that, while hindering in some ways, held
one to a constructive, creative process. Using PhotoKit in my own workflow restores the positive aspects
of that while increasing control and options exponentially. That works for me. Here goes – with a
conscious attempt to avoid, as much as possible, getting into the complexities that inevitably arise:
Shooting: I shoot RAW with an SLR, except when I use my iPhone, in which case I like to shoot
something cryptically called a TIFF RAW – I use a camera app that lets me shoot in such a way where I
view in B&W and the resutlatng file has a B&W icon. However, when the file is imported into any app, it
reverts to an RGB TIFF. I do this because, while I have no problem "seeing" in B&W looking through the
viewfinder of an SLR, this ability fails me looking at a flat viewscreen on a point-and-shoot or smart
phone. Curses.
• NOTE – 20 megapixels or more in an SLR with a good but front-heavy zoom lens can pick up enough
vibration to be problematic, even with the mirror locked up, especially if one is looking to print large. On a
tripod I found it necessary to use both a rail supporting the front of the lens and a bean bag on top in
order to achieve stability – I ran extensive tests on this using hyper-focused scenics. I like quick solutions
though and have very few issues with my favorite fix-it: shoot hand-held – in continuous shooting
mode – for at least four shots. One is always sharper than the others, even at some pretty slow shutter
speeds. I now leave the tripod home and go into the field with a light monopod.
Apple Photos: I actually like the new Photos app, even more in some ways than Aperture. It's
missing some things, but with my focus on B&W, I wasn't using Aperture for much more than filing and
managing anyway. I find Photos to be potentially everything I could want.
• I file my images in batches as shot, pretty much organized.
• Then I import them into Photos referenced, first mirroring my storage arrangement and then
expanding on that –
I do have a few Photos libraries that are not referenced, those for specific purposes and that aren't about
to be expanded on. Referenced libraries are my art files, my wife's painting files and family fieles.
• All image files are backed up both at home and on line.
Photoshop: I do my RAW conversion in Photoshop, making sure I have a usable starting point – and
proceed to any lens correction. At this point, I'm simply preparing the image for use in my digital
darkroom, PhotoKit. After converting to B&W – occasionally its own tricky operation – I make sure my
Mode is set on 16 bit and RGB. Yes RGB – PhotoKit will only function in RGB. From this point I am
virtually standing at my enlarger, making decisions as to where I want to go with my image – targeted for
printing in B&W.
When preparing images for the web, family use, etc. I admittedly often opt for making adjustments right
in Photos or, if in Photoshop, going for some of the quick image adjustment sliders.
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PhotoKit
The first thing you will notice about PhotoKit is that it is not launched as a filter – it's under File /
Automate. PhotoKit is actually an "automator" of Photoshop functions. PhotoKits will be grayed out if the
image is grayscale.
You don't have to pay any attention to the listings on the right for PhotoKit Sharpener or PhotoKit
Color. All are utilized through the same dialog box – handy.

When using Create Layer Mask, you can opt for Show Effect or Hide Effect, which will automatically
apply a layer mask. allowing you to brush the effect away or in depending on your selection. And as with
all Photoshop layers, opacity is easily adjusted. I'll admit that I've never had the need to use the Batch
Options, but they look intriguing.
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PhotoKit Capture Sharpener (the sharpening trio are part of the PhotoKit Sharpener Plugin) – this thing
is cool. It lets you select the source of the image, anything from 35mm film to high resolution digital, and
it takes a stab at the proper degree of capture sharpening. Then this can be adjusted with a slide bar,
parts erased or brushed in, etc.
I usually do this immediately after any spotting (or major fixit) and, since under-doing is the rule, I
often wind up setting the slider at about 50%. I almost always select "Show Effect" and then check
for areas where I might want to erase or diminish the effect.
Color to B&W – the only one of these I avoid, preferring the conversion built into Photoshop. Here it's
equivalent to the simple use of a color filter on a lens, again with the addition of a percentage slide bar.
I imagine it would be really great for combo color / B&W imaging.
B&W Toning – most of them are in there. The only one I use is Platinum – and then only on what I
consider my final "print" file, and only on one particular folio. the result is a great, subtle warm tone. After
toning, it can require some tweaking, including: punch blacks, punch whites, slight mid-tone contrast,
slight contrast, etc.
Color Corrections – warming, cooling, warm/cool (never did see anything useful there) and simple
+color. I find cooling handy occasionally, applied lightly. The warming isn't nearly as good as the Platinum
toning.
All in all, not nearly what is in the PhotoKit Color Module.
Detail Enhancement – these are sharpening tools for those who don't opt for PhotoKit Sharpener. Better
and more intuitive than those in Photoshop, but not near the cool automation and control as in the
Sharpening Module.
Photo Effects – various degrees of: Grain / Fog / Diffusion / Center Clear Blur.
While I'm not a big fan of visible grain, I do prefer the "body" present in files generated from negatives to
straight digital files. A photographer friend in Chile gave me a copy of a book of color scenics he put
together from mixed files (film and digital exposures). He's a big seller in Chile. I immediately noticed that
I could tell the difference – and decided that I wanted to eliminate this issue in the book I was putting
together of my Easter Island images – from a project where I switched in mid-stream. After some
experimentation I found that it was as simple as adding "Grain 50" near the very end of the image
preparation process. Invisible, yet if you compare the before and after images, there is a "body" to the
one with Grain 50 added. The image as a result also seems sharper, fuller.
Even I sometimes have to check my records in order to remember which images began life as film and
which digital.
Edge Effects – I'm generally not big on border or edge effects, but I do appreciate being able to quickly
plant a thin black border when and where it is needed and then adjust the opacity as needed.

Burn Area / Dodge Area – Just like in the darkroom, using cards to block parts of the light coming
through the enlarger to the paper during the intital exposure, or subsequently adding exposure.
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By the time I packed up my darkroom and sold it off, I had a huge stack of specifically cut burn/dodge
cards cut from mat board – each labeled as to the print it was used for, for reprint purposes. These and
my printing records helped tremendously, especially with PhotoKit, in the transfer to a digital darkroom.
Tone Corrections – fantastic for fine-tuning an image destined for the printer – mine is an Epson 7800.
The terminology is clear and straightforward – the way one tends to see what's needed when looking at a
printed test image. Of course, once a display is pretty much calibrated to come as close as possible to
what the printer will turn out, much of this can be done on screen. But the critical fine tune work always
has to be done after the first trial run. There must be a big difference between how PhotoKit adjusts
Tone, as well as Contrast, and how Photoshop alone or other apps do this because of the results. Less
damage to areas one doesn't want effected mainly. And again, it's automatically set up to either erase /
diminish in areas or brush the effect in in areas. See the list on the right.
When I'm working it's, step after step, trips back into the next PhotoKit effect that I want. It's comfortable,
precise and mentally very much akin to my work flow in the darkroom.
Contrast Corrections – what I like best about these is the subtlety of the actions. I don't know what they
do different, but both Boost Contrast and Midtone Enhance have a much more "comfortable" effect than
straight Photoshop – especially Midtone Enhance.

PhotoKit Output Sharpener – The last thing I do before printing, often limiting the effect to as little as
10%. The plugin tries to gage the sharpening to the type of printing, but tends to overdo the defaults when
it comes to my particular printer / paper combination.
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INTERPOLATION
Resolution is the elephant on the room when it comes to preparing B&W images for print. Nothing
beats Alien Skin Blow Up (again an automator, not a filter) for the tricky ones. The printer outputs as set
resolutions – 240, 300, 360 dpi. This makes for a lot of small up-adjustments that require no special
treatment and can be done in Photoshop – if the increase isn't much more than 10 to 25%. I can also opt
to print at 240 dpi instead of my usual minimum of 300. When printing at 1400 on my printer the
difference is indistinguishable with a 10x lupe. That helps some.
I regularly get 18x24 prints from older 12.8 mpg exposures – In fact, I've had special orders for 24x30
images (as far as my printer will go). This calls for some serious interpolation. My gut tells me to do this
early on, and if I know it's coming I do just that. But I've gone back in to a finished file meant to print at
15x20 and interpolated up with similar results.
Of course, then there's the issue that B&W printing screams for slightly different treatment at different
sizes – often requiring multiple print files. Not to mention what you have to do to a B&W that's been
optimized for the web in order to make it presentable
• The other Modules, if purchased, are:
PhotoKit Color – I've used it in Demo mode, then went back to making any color corrections to
images of my wife's paintings using Photoshop settings.
PhotoKit Creative Sharpener
Part of PhotoKit Sharpener – this where one can select from a slew of kinds of sharpening, degrees, etc.
Sharpening is the most often overused tool in the digital tool-kit. The trick is to make a conscious effort to
under-do everything. PhotoKit Creative Sharpener offers complete control. I like that. And it has saved an
occasional image from oblivion:
I had a negative for years that I just could not print, a great shot that was very slightly blurred –
camera shake. Any use of full-image sharpening simply made the problem worse. In Creative Sharpener
I selected "Sharpen Wide Edges" and carefully brushed the effect in along the edges that needed to be
sharp. The result is an image that I print 16x24, and looks like a razor sharp image with a tad of
smoothing over "the rest of the image". Creative Sharpener – the image saver.
Creative Sharpener / Sharpening Effects – Smoothing Effects are the converse.
Creative Sharpener / Special Effects – Notice some of these have little to do with sharpening, or do
they? They beg a little more experimentation on my part.
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Marcia Gayle Snee Rattle Heads
Thursday, August 27, 2015

A small whimsical purchase at RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace. Local Artist Marcia Gayle Snee had
just brought in a number of her "Rattle Heads" – small and much larger. We've got a couple of Marcia
Gayle's pieces, but Nan saw these and thought the little blue one looked like me pouting. So we got the
pair. They're in the kitchen window right above the sink.

And yes, they do rattle if you pick them up and shake them. Marcia Gayle Rattle
Heads are ceramic painted with acrylic/pastel and then polished. Each one is different – and they all
rattle. I would have opted for one of the larger heads but there's that resemblance that Nan sees….
These are about 4 inches tall – the larger ones about double that.
See Marcia Gayle Snee "Rattle Heads" along with her wonderful encaustic (wax based) paintings at
RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace.
COMING Sept 20… Artist Dave DeRan Open House. Always worth attending – and extremely difficult
to avoid wanting/needing to acquire some great art. Hover over thumbnail for full size invitation… and
see my Other People's Art Index for DeRan blog postings here.
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Rapa Nui Wipeout
Sunday, September 20, 2015

Expanding the Easter Island Portfolio and the Digital Version of my Book: The Moon Has Been
Eaten – Images from a Year on Easter Island (that I post here for free download). There are at this point
15 images in my Rapa Nui folio that didn't make the book – or the digital version: HERE. It has occurred
to me that it would be very easy, if a tad time consuming, to include these images in the digital versions
of the book – as an addendum. And since 20 thumbnails fit on an extra index page – and I've got more
than another 5 that are being "worked on" – I figure I'll dive in until I reach the magic number. This also
makes for the need to write anecdotes for each one.
Spanish translation of the anecdotes is probably out, at least for now – perhaps I can talk someone I
know into that later. So updating the Spanish version of the PDF is iffy. Rapanui translations of the titles
is a little iffy too, but hay, I'll make an effort.
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Dave DeRan Open House
Thursday, September 24, 2015

…and a Neat Annegarn Piece Pick-up. Dave's Open House this year was, as always, a trip. Of course,
there were reams of new frog and turlle paintings, some of them quite tempting. And, in something of a
major digression, there was a huge oil landscape – dark, moody and magnificent. It must be30 by 40 or
bigger – I wish I'd measured it. Not only could I not afford it, I'm not sure we have a wall big enough –
yeah, that'll be my excuse.
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Below is a quick iPhone shot of a downstairs side room where a couple were
playing, lending a great atmosphere to the occasion. Note the piece along the right hand wall – the very
long piece of driftwood painted as a giant snake. Not all that expensive either at 300. We don't have a
room long enough to hold this or we would be sorely tempted. Next to that is a view down an upstairs
hallway, off to the left open to view the area shown on the left from above. From these shots you get a
hint of what the rest of the place is all about. I keep telling people that this is something worth
experiencing.

I didn't expect to be buying this trip. We collect some of the finer local art, but we have a few great
DeRan's already. It was a nice Sunday drive and we had some old frames that were given to Nan, some
of which she was passing on to Dave. A lot of artists help one another out by passing around frames they
don't plan on using.
But Nan really fell for the little bowl-painting above. Dave likes to get hold of old, worn, sometimes
cracked, platters and bowls and paint either the inside or out. This one is painted on the bottom and
rigged to hang on the wall. Nan fell hard for this one. Fortunately, she knew exactly where she wanted to
hang it. (Since it was late in the day, for better lighting I took it outside and photographed in on the
reticulated glass patio table top.)
Dave DeRan on FaceBook:

https://www.facebook.com/DaveDeRanArt?fref=ts

I'll admit that I'm much more comfortable with
Annegarn's pieces when they have titles – they can be a
tad enigmatic. But we still can't resist them. This piece is
about 10 inches tall – I assume a tree trunk with a fact
within one of the knots. Inside it holds a candle that adds
greatly to the effect once evening
comes. We picked it up at RiverView Gallery in Havre de
Grace where we both show.
Maria is one of those artists who appear and act
completely normal – yet when you look at a body of their
work you find yourself wondering just what is going on in
that head, in a good way of course.

More on Maria
Annegarn and her art:

http://www.mjannegarn.com
Gallery in Havre

or at RiverView
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Running the iPhone 6s Camera Through its Paces I
Monday, September 28, 2015

In the original posting this was a Click/Zoom image. But in my conversion to the new blog format I found
that that particular Widget did not function properly. So, sufficeth it to say, while the image is an
extremely high resolution for web use, it does not easily zoom. That being said, feel free to zoom in on
the image in your browser – it can handle it. Great effort on the part of the iPhone.

QUICK COMPARISON
I thought this would be an interesting initial look-see – quick hand held shots of my cotton map of
Easter Island hanging on the wall in my studio (36" wide) – with no comparison images I needed
something interesting to show. The rules were that exposures would be at the same focal length
(equivalent), f-stop and ISO. Then I would compare the images for sharpness and noise – taking into
account of course the difference in pixels in the two iPhones – and with a very curious eye as to
comparisons with the exposures from my Canon 6D.
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Previous 8mp iPhone camera (iPhone 5s)
Overall fairly sharp images with any camera app used. I've gotten 12x16 B&W prints using this camera.
• Using a third party app the file size for a TIFF is 24mb / full size JPG is 3mb
• Using Hueless the B&W TIFF is 8mb Note: if you are looking for B&W anyway, shooting B&W to
begin with saves a crapload of room on your phone.
• ISO – first hints of fall-off from noise gain comes in at ISO 320 – and still easily correctable at
400. At ISO 640 and above images might be fine for some kinds of shooting, but initial testing leaves me
very nervous about anything above ISO 400.

New 12mp iPhone 6s camera
• Using the 645 Pro the file size for the TIFF was 34mb / full size JPG is 5mb
• Using Huemore and Hueless the color TIFF was the same 34mb while the B&W TIFF was
12mb.
• As the ISO turns: Apple's touted technology to reduce noise with increased resolution works –
but just. In other words, zooming in on my initial test images seems to show almost the exact same
results as with the 8 megapixel camera but now at 12. Actually something of an achievement with this
size sensor. But noise (actually looks a lot like grain) still increases just as fast at higher ISOs. I'll have to
examine this more closely in field test.

– CONCLUSIONS –
• The jump to 12 megapixels is a much needed gain for me. And it was accomplished without
any gain in noise – albeit no loss either. In my tests next time my target print size will be 15x20 inches.
• Image retains the sharpness as before while allowing a bigger print size – while admittedly
not close the sharpness of the same size file shot with my 6D. In fact our half-size sensor point-andshoot is noticeably sharper when files are examined at 100% or above. That being said: I've found from
experience that the difference in "sharpness" – which I'll show in field tests – is not evident without
considerable enlargement, and in blowing up can be “fixed" with some careful sharpening depending
on the subject matter.
The new iPhone 6s 12 megapixel camera is not the equal of an SLR, not even a high end point-andshoot, but it's now a good pocket camera that is capable under limited circumstances of doing some
great work. Good photography isn't only aboout the technical excellence of the equipment. Convenience,
portability, unobtrusiveness and a little bit of know-how count a lot too. The iPhone's camera's
weaknesses come with some real strengths.
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Running the iPhone 6s Camera Through its Paces II
Thursday, October 1, 2015

15x20 image from iPhone 12 megapixel camera. Go HERE for a click and zoom version of this shot.
The version shwn here is platinum toned. As I was doing my close-up tests I noticed that the light was
cloudy-bright. So I ventured out into the oppressive humidity to take a quick shot. The image above was
shot with my new iPhone, in B&W with Hueless. Without interpolation it was well over 12x16 at 240dpi,
which meant it wasn't difficult at all to stretch that to 15x20. It might take a while to load the page, I
uploaded it at 144 dpi at a full 15x20 and rigged it to click and roam around the image.

Note on the image – OK, not normally optimum composition. I simply found taking the tall mast away
from close to center destroyed the overall effect and rendered the image boring and ineffective. Don't
even know if this will go to print, it was done as an example here, but there's something I like about the
balance / imbalance thing going on.
The tests below tell the story. Again, not an SLR, but also not the equivalent of a kitchen appliance hung
around your neck.
TEST – My apologies to Apple. I must have been comparing "apples" and oranges when it came to my
first quick look. 12 megapixel JPG files can run anywhere from 1.5 to 5 mb, it turns out that the system
camera does shoot full size JPGs that are as "uncompressed" as any JPG coming from a third
party camera app.
TEST 2 – The first two the two images below were shot on Huemore. I did a quick conversion to grayscale on all
of these because the orange, yellow and black at this magnification – 400% – was distracting to the comparison.
These are screen-shots from the files enlarged in Photoshop. Note that the TIFF, in the middle, retained a little
more contrast and picked up on some more detail in background cloth texture than the JPG. Just out of curiosity I
tried working on the file on the left, to see if I could get it to match the TIFF. But it proved elusive.
The full JPG file: 3.5mb / The full TIFF file: 36mb • Shot at ISO 200
Without all this magnification, the three images are difficult if not impossible to tell apart. Even if
printed without much manipulation of the image, it would be an extremely difficult task. On screen at
100%, that's the same as screen resolution, much larger than print size, I could see the difference,
especially between the JPG and SLR RAW exposures – but Nan couldn't. I don't want to exaggerate this
difference but at the same time, I don't want to make it seem like it's not important – it can be. Just look
at the file size. There's a lot of information missing in the JPG. The RAW files are actually a tad smaller
than TIFFS.
If your image is critical, if for example it is a shot of a work of art that just may be printed, etc., or if like
me you may do considerable file manipulation, including converting to grayscale, on the way to the
printer, or especially if you anticipate interpolating up to a much larger image, by all means shoot TIFF.
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12 megapixel JPG on iPhone / 12 megapixel TIFF on iPhone / 12 megapixel RAW on Canon 6D
The first two show about the same level of noise, while the slight decrease in detail and contrast in the
JPG actually diminishes the effect slightly. The Canon 6D goes much higher but also has a 12 mp setting
for the third close-up.
Note how clean the 400% image is from my SLR – with a full size sensor (By the way, the Moai outline is
on cloth). Noise in images doesn't only come from increased ISO, it also comes from pushing small
sensors up in megapixels. The good news is that the 12 megapixel iPhone results have about the same
noise level – at low ISO – as with the 8 megapixel camera in the previous model – impressive.
Just don't be fooled by how slight the differences appear here. Every adjustment you make to an
image file, in contrast / exposure / tone / any of hundreds of adjustments, can and will magnify these
differences.
NOISE – I did also retest, repeatedly because I had a hard time believing the results for noise at
gradually increasing ISO, but could NOT confirm my expectations. In fact, though noise does increase
considerably at the higher ends of the ISO range (around 2000), I'm able to breathe a lot easier and relax
all the way up to ISO 800 or so (depending on the subject matter) – surprisingly a vast improvement over
the 8 megapixel camera in my previous iPhone.
WORKING WITH THE FILES – TIPS
1 – Always work on the file in TIFF or PSD format – each save in JPG throws away more information –
even if the original exposure was and/or the ultimate goal is a JPG)
2 – Always work in 16bit. Since iPhone files are born 8bit, that means a quick conversion.
3 – Seriously consider "capture sharpening" as a first step – I can only define this as a light bit of fine
edge sharpening. The key word: light. This should in itself reduce some of the damaging effects of
noise. There is special noise-reduction software – but I very rarely find that necessary.
It seems that most people I know have never tried third party camera apps. So next time I'm going to
take a closer look at my two favorites – and a cursory look at a couple of others.
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Running the iPhone 6s Camera Through its Paces III
Thursday, October 8, 2015

My Go-To Third Party Camera App(s) YAY – Hueless & Huemore are still working… Hueless and
Huemore are a pair of camera apps that do the equivalent of putting the iPhone built in Camera on
steriods – without getting complicated. The other three camera apps that I use – because they also have
the option to save the exposure as a TIFF – all use more in the way of complex SLR settings applied to
the iPhone. Each has in-app preferences to be set, and reset and a learning curve. None are for the faint
of heart – but all are great apps that offer unimaginable control over ISO, f-stop, shutter speed and more.
Which to choose depend a lot on how you approach these complexities and your geek index. The three
are: 645 Pro • ProCam 3 • Camera+

They are all inexpensive, 4.99 or under. They can all however be a bit overwhelming, even to a pro –
sort of like when Nan hands me her point-and-shoot and expects me to figure the darn thing out. To
change a set-up can have you fiddling with preference settings for what seems like an eternity, often on a
screen rendered difficult to see clearly in bright daylight.
Since I use Huemore and Hueless all of the time for family shots and most of the time for serious
work, I decided to take the time and space to go into its use in depth – something that should prove
surprisingly simple to follow. Thes two camera apps, which had me worried because thay haven't been
updated since 2013, are brilliantly simple, intuitive and fluid to use. They are designed in the true spirit of
the iPhone.
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Even so, I have a number of recommendations and pointers that can make the experience even
better. There are a number of points of interest – but all are pretty simple, direct, easily understood and
easily remembered. Just a baker's dozen, easily learned things to look at:
1 – Hueless allows you to view in B&W and saves the file in B&W which happens to be about one third
the size of the same image in color, a 12mb to 36mb ratio. Huemore is all color. Sure, you can convert to
B&W yourself, which in some instances is preferable, but then there's the file size thing and the viewing
in color thing.
• I use Huemore for all my family shooting and Hueless for 95% of my iPhone B&W work.
The rest is mostly split between Huemore and the 645 Pro app. Why? Because most of the time where I
want complete manual control over ISO, aperture and shutter speed I'll happily tote my SLR. And viewing
a digital image on-screen is different than looking through a viewfinder. While my mind's eye has no
problem seeing the real world without the noise of color, I find it distracting to see a flat color image on
screen. On the iPhone I'm much more comfortable previewing the image in B&W

2 – Huemore and Hueless have all the exact same controls… Everything pretty is pretty much
accomplished right on the screen. No in-app preferences. But there are some settings that need to be
made – once – in IOS Settings App / Huemore and/or Hueless. I'll start there:
Geotagging – why not?
Huemore Album – instead of just dumping your images into the Photos app, it puts them into a folder in
there. Convenient.
Volume + Shutter – makes the volume up button also a shutter button. Why?
JPEG Quality – changes the JPEG quality from 90 to 100%. A no-brainer.
Lossless TIFF – duh, the main reason to use the camera.
Auto-hides – these two sliders auto-hide after a few seconds. Turning these off disables that. I leave it
off on the exposure/contrast slider.
Reverse Buttons – why?
Rest & Release – a big deal for me. Simply put it changes shutter release to the moment the finger lifts
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instead of lands on the trigger. This means you can plac/hold/lift to shoot, with a lot less camera
movement.
Silent Mode – (this one didn't fit on for the screen shot) just what it says.
• It's a good idea to check out most of your apps here, it's surprising the options that are hidden deep in
the system.
3 – SHUTTER: there are two configurations for the shutter button:
a) With Rest & Release turned off… toggle onto Standard or Expanded mode by holding finger
on shutter icon.
Standard mode – simply tap the camera icon to, like all camera apps, take the picture
Expanded mode – 1) tap anywhere in the screen to take the shot – or –
2) hold your finger on the camera icon and take the shot by letting go –
provided one doesn't
hold the finger on there long enough to toggle back into Standard mode.
b) Rest & Release mode – my favorite – this eliminates Expanded mode toggling and lets you
shoot either by tapping or holding and releasing.
• While I have litle need for varying where I tap to expose, I find that if I'm concerned abour camera
movement, removing the finger to shoot rather than tapping it really helps.

4 – JPEG vs TIFF See the little"H" logo in the bottom corner of the screen? It has two functions:
a) Hold you finger on the icon and toggle between HIGH QUALITY JPEG and LOSSLESS TIFF.
b) Just tap the "H" logo to temporarily remove all on-screen controls – not anything I've ever
seen a use for.
• I almost always leave my apps set on TIFF. Sure, the file size is larger, and images take up a lot
more storage space, but I'm just more comfortable knowing the quality is always there.
5 – IMAGE REVIEW: as with other camera apps, the thumbnail of the latest exposure takes you to the
set of images in that camera app's storage folder so you can review what you have. From there you can
email, facebook, copy, open in, etc.
6 – ASPECT RATIO: not exactly hidden but quick and easy again.There are four: 4:3 (standard), 1:1, 3:2
and 2.39:1. They are set by taking two fingers on the screen and pinching/spreading them.
• Again, not something I would normally set to other than default, but to some it could come in handy.
7 – AUTO FOCUS & EXPOSURE
a) Tap the image anywhere to set the auto focus/exposure point (green circle). Tap and Hold
to Lock the focus/exposure point – this avoids attempted refocusing if you shift a tad (double tap undoes
this).
b) Two finger Tap to split focus and exposure. Then each can be dragged where wanted – and
tapped to toggle Auto and Lock (just tap elsewhere to undo this).
• The single focus/exposure is fine for me. I tap to select focus/exposure point
and then adjust exposure manually using the slide bar (next on the list here).
8 – Manual EXPOSURE / CONTRAST & WHITE BALANCE / COLOR SATURATION – The little
divided circle at bottom of the control strip toggles to reveal the appropriate slide-bar across the bottom.
Just slide the center line to the left or right for exposure – then contrast along with white balance if
wanted – and even color saturation on Huemore (naturally, it's missing in Hueless).
• Pretty good at fine tuning when the location I selected for focus makes for under or over exposure.
The contrast/white balance and color settings can come in handy occasionally.
9 – CORE MENU – Second icon up bottom left. This is where you save configuratios as presets and
access the instruction manual.
10 – GRID GUIDES – Third icon up, cross-hatch, toggles three useful grid guides.
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11 – FRONT/BACK CAMERAS – Self explanatory.
• The app does not access flash on the front camera in iPhone 6s. That would have taken an update.
12 – FLASH – Toggles ON / AUTO / and LAMP. The lamp on the iPhone 6s is a powerhouse too.
13 – COLOR FILTERS – Just like putting a filter on the front of a film camera.
That's most of it. Check out the instructions for a couple of nuances to the above. They also
mention a "high iso" setting that simply isn't there. This at one time had some kind of connection to an
accessory lens kit. As I mentioned, this thing hasn't been updated since 2013. Yet, for 1.99
each, Huemore and especially Hueless remain just about the most intuitive, slickest camera apps out
there. I'll use them until an iPhone comes along that makes them obsolete – unless they
somehow get back into the game. That means at least two years. That's cool.
P.S. For those of you on Macs and El Capitan, there are already a few inexpensive and free third party
plugin extensions for the new Photos app that replaces iPhoto and Aperture. They are actually pretty
great – and they work right there in Photos. They can all be simple and intuitive using presets – or more
advanced, your choic. Here are a few:
BeFunky Express – Free – Smooth skin, brighten teeth and eyes, etc. Handy
Tonality – 17.99 – Very nice B&W editing app, with lots of presets for those who use them
Noiseless – 14.99 – Darn good noise reducing app, can be a lifesaver
Snapheal – 14.99 – Surprisingly good app for eliminating objects in photos, etc.
And there is a long list of more to come soon…
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Posting Some Roberto Pakomio Files
Thursday, October 15, 2015

And an Update on the Addendum to the digital version of The Moon has been Eaten. Only one request
but that was enough to make me feel like I should do this. I've posted a printable file of the full-color
Robarto Pakomio (Rapanui Rock) poster for download. A lot of people knew and loved Roberto and
some might want this. It comes in two versions – TIFF at about 56mb and JPEG as 18mb – HERE. The
B&W will be the final image in the updated digital viersion of The Moon has been Eaten (see Update
below) – my tribute to an extremely talented friend's life cut very short.
VIDEOS
At the same time I'm also making two videos of Roberto available for download, full size. Both are on
YouTube but at a much smaller scale. MO TAUA ANA MO ORA has been viewed over 33,000 times – it
was put together by a couple of visitors to the island in 2008. The other is one I shot of Roberto singing
Blowin' in the Wind in Rapanui, Spanish and English in 2007. HERE are the filas along with the YouTube
links.
I'm going to see what I can do about posting some of his music. Roberto wrote and sang, flying to
Santiago to pay for studio space so he could produce three CDs. They're so good that one feels no need
whatsoever to be able to understand Rapanui. If he was still alive it would be easy, but now I'm not even
sure who to contact at this point.
Update – Addendum to reader version of The Moon has been Eaten (English)
On schedule to be completed at least before the end of the year, possibly as soon as early November.
The images are already posted HERE. I've written a first draft of the intro to the section and outlined for
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myself what has to be done, along with specifics like file size, resolution, etc. The serious work has
begun… Of course, the biggest issue, at least for me, is the text – how not to come across as a total
illiterate. As soon as I can read it without gagging, and Nan stops sending it back to me with reams of red
marks, I'll post it.
This is one of those marathon chores like cleaning the garage, basement or attic, something one puts
off forever but when finally begun needs to be kept at.
Hopefully I can take a couple of breaks to seriously try out the new iPhone camera.
Screen shot of the Thumbnails leading to the 20 images added since the book as they appear in the
index here. Click to go to page…
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MATCHING TEA CUPS, Sort of…
Tuesday, October 20, 2015

For some reason we seem to have concentrated more this year on picking up smaller items by other
artists rather than looking for examples of their best work. Not our usual, but it is fun. We walked into
town this weekend and on the way back from the farmers' market, we stumbled on a little fundraising fair
and the potter who made these. Nan wanted the teacup on the right while I was drawn to the one on the
left – when I said we were getting them as a "matching" set the potter just looked confused. Well, they
match us.

Virginia Cobler is a local potter – she also does ceramic sculpture. We liked a
number of her pieces but these just created one of those little smiling moments that help make the day.
Admittedly things got busy later, but this afternoon I'll take a break and we'll have a cuppa.
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The web site where you can see some of her work, contact the artist or find out where she will be
showing: http://www.coblerart.com

Update – just minutes later – welcome to my world:
I just finished my cuppa – out of an old plain cup. Why? Because when I called down to Nan and
walked into the kitchen I realized that my tea cup was already being used as a pot for a small cactus in
the kitchen window. Over the next half hour Nan came up with a couple of dozen reasons, excuses,
including:
– I figured you might not notice for maybe a couple of months even.
– I knew you sere serious, maybe even very serious, but not very, very, very, very serious – she said that
there's a big difference.
Oh well, "best laid plans of mice and men" and all that… And she always does it in such a cute way as to
make it actually fun to be skewered like that. We had a lot of laughs, only with myself still a little in the
dark at that point as to what about.
There was more –
It seems I simply assumed that the plants were real. After all, she keeps a number of constantly
expanding cacti in her studio - AND - I'm a little unconscious about those things. Ergo, it never occurred
to me that these were FAKE. All I would have had to do was lift them out. I was being had. All in all, an
awful lot of fun out of a little red cup. And yes, I have my little red tea cup back. Of course, at some point
there will be revenge.
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The Moon has been Eaten PDF – Updated
Tuesday, October 27, 2015

Updated version includes twenty new images. My reader optimized PDF of The Moon has been Eaten English - has finally been updated to include the twenty images that have since been added to the
portfolio. It says so on a new line at the bottom of the cover (above). I've replaced the original version
with this on my Free Stuff page where it, along with other goodies can be downloaded.
This required a lot of painstaking effort – at first I wasn't sure I could make my goal of November 1.
The anecdotes or notes are considerably shorter, allowing me to keep image and text for each to a single
page. I inserted the pages, following a short intro, after my "Final Thoughts" page that concludes the
original 98 images and before the interactive index which I also extended. This is the introduction to the
section:
November 2015
Addendum... images added after the book
Since the printing of The Moon has been Eaten in 2012 I have added a num- ber of images to the Easter
Island portfolio. A few were overlooked at the time, or left out for specific reasons. A couple were shot
with the iPhone camera and wouldn’t hold up to the size goals I set for the project, and a couple more
were shot on return trips to Easter Island to deliver books and visit friends. One is just for fun. At the
same time I’ve updated a couple of the original image files to reflect minor changes in the way I currently
print the images.
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In keeping with the rest of the volume, I have included short anecdotes or explanations with the images.
The final image, a B&W conversion from a color poster I did for Roberto in 2012, dedicates this
expanded digital version of The Moon has been Eaten to Roberto Pakomio who the Island lost early in
2013. For anyone who knew Roberto, the full color version is downloadable as a printable file from my
web site: jamescraigphotography.com
One of the reasons that I was so anxious to get this done is the regularity of downloads the site
experiences for this file. Surprisingly the Spanish version gets as many, if not sometimes more, monthly
downloads. While I'm not in a postion to update the Spanish version of the PDF at this point, I hope to be
there the next time we make it to the Island – however indefinite that is at this point. In the meantime, the
English version will have to suffice.
HERE or use DOWNLOAD PAGE where other downloads are listed…
• To get PDFs that open on the internet into your iPad. Click on the PDF link directly from Safari in the
iPad / the PDF will open (slowly as it downloads) / tap anywhere on the page / a toolbar opens at the
top with "open in iBooks" as an option / tap. On your computer, simply save as PDF after opening.
With more than 118 high quality images, the file comes in pretty big. Nan couldn't see the difference on
the iPad, while I at least thought I could, so I'm posting both versions.
The smaller took, me 30" to load while the larger version took a minute 10". And I'm not on all that
fast.
Thus finishes a marathon chore, the equivalent to the household chore of cleaning the basement. It
had to be done, eventually. It's just NOT one of those things that where the results measure up to the
effort put forth. But hey, it's done.
Time to open a bottle of Louis Jadot Beaujolais Villages, take out a good size chunk of gruyere
or comte cheese, open a box of thin pita crackers and put on a movie we can watch while braindead – an old favorite like Galaxy Quest. Relax, celebrate and let the brain-burn subside.
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He who gloats last gloats best…
Saturday, October 31, 2015
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Not really on photography, but I just gotta post this. I had to wait 'til I was seventy for this. Back in
highschool, that's way back, I consistently finished in the also-ran pack on the Cross Country team. But I
still liked to run – now I jog, mostly uphill to save my knees. I peaked at around forty with a 19.20 5K, a
good sub 40 10K and a 6'59" pace half marathon. Not great, but goal reaching. I even got a little "best
over 40" plaque for the 5K. Then I cut back my attempts – mandated by Nan.
Now at 70, in a local Havre de Grace race with 624 finishers, I placed 1'st in the 70 to 99 bracket –
263rd overall. Actually there should have been another category since we had a couple of people over
80 out there. It's a fun race, with mpre than half the runners in full Halloween costume – sorry, not me,
maybe next year. Picture of the shirt above – for a change it’s one I will actually wear.
I'll have to say, it's really cool how times and places are flashed up on an electronic board almost as
you finish these days. AND they are on line within an hour or so.
The one thing I find a little disconcerting is the evident lack of exactness in measuring distances for
local races. This leads to some odd race results when it comes to times. First tier runners, some of the
same names, run anywhere from a little over 16 minutes to well over 20, all in races labeled 5K. This was
a very flat, fast course and the winner, from way down in Lutherville, clocked in at a very slow 20'17". I
ran some comparisons with names and other local races this summer and came up with differences that
can only be explained by someone blowing off exact measurement. I wondered why even though I felt
great, I was a good 3 minutes off my pace rather than ahead. The 5K a week ago in Aberdeen just down
the road – a smaller race with only 46 runners who were all local – sported 4 finishers in the 16 minute
range – inexplicable.
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Adding to our Annegarn Collection and a Jonathan West
Exhibit
Monday, November 2, 2015
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We didn't exactly begin acquiring these with a collection in mind, it just happened. When Nan saw this
figure, the first man on a bench we've seen, she had to have it. The fact that it looks a little like Jim
Hopkins – a very fondly remembered area artist, especially in the group shot below, might have had
something to do with that. Figures are around five inches tall.

Admittedly one of the temptations with Maria's work, besides the fact that they all make a statement,
is that they are temptingly priced. Most are two pieces, one three.
We noticed on our last trip to the Gallery that she has a couple of very nice, very tempting little bowls.
Not what we normally expect from her, but they have a classy look and feel. As crowded as RiverView is,
we always find some real gems.

More on Maria Annegarn and her art: http://www.mjannegarn.com

AND Catching the last day of Local Artist Jonathan West Show at Liriodendron

Oops, oops. We try to be aware of local artist's openings but somehow we missed this one. It's an
odd location for art exhibits – open Sundays only – so all four days were sort of openings. We fond out
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about it at the last minute so went down. The central piece to the show is shown below. Nan's favorite is
on the right: Sanctuary - one of the smaller at 11x14.
It's actually a small out building on the Liriodendron mansion property. The large painting below is
titled Heavenly Waters Park, Jonathan's interpretation of the park area behind the mansion. it stretches
10 ft by 4 ft – talk about needing a big wall: http://www.jonathanwestart.com
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Tis the Season – for a number of Mac issues to surface…
Saturday, November 14, 2015

Like a lot of people who spend a too muchtime behind a camera, I hate to have my picture taken. The
exception seems to be when I'm making something of a fool of myself – eliminating the fear of doing just
that I guess. Anyway, since I really nave no feature picture for this posting, i thought I'd celebrate the
onset of the season with this shot Nan took of me last year. The hat was in the dollar store for, you
guessed it, a dollar. I could not resist wearing it out the door. It IS B&W. Not easy to un-see this though,
is it?
Tis the Season – I've been spending some of my time, as usual for this time of year, solving Mac issues
for friends and relatives. I never charge for this – it's my way of being of some use, it keeps me up to
date and on my toes, and I actually consider it fun. I occasionally get problems handed to me through the
year, but for some reason as soon as November hits, all heck breaks out.
Drum Roll – This Year's Winner is: This year's winner of the problem-child award is a sweet 2011 iMac
that was inherited – with no password and no restore DVD in sight. To top that off, this machine was
manufactured in the midst of the switch from those with DVD and those without. Ergo it would not boot off
of any commercial system disk – only the originals that came with it. Such fun can't be come by easily. The
reason is only a tad involved – Apple moved to putting the Restore disk on a separate partition on the HD
on subsequent machines – with system installers now downloadable. Problem is that there are no more
System DVDs being produced. This line of computers fell through the cracks being the last with
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a built in DVD player but no appropriately partitioned HD. With a password I could have gone on line with
it and made the switch, same with the DVD. But again, no such convenience.
I resorted to my default when I hit a wall, I engaged a free chat experience with a helper on the Apple
site. USUALLY they know what they are doing. This time I was advised that there was no solution but to
find a replacement for the disk. Before thinking long enough to realize this was bull crap, I found and
ordered one on eBay – for $25 – Ouch. Then I just set the job aside to wait. I must have been too tired to
think.
The next morning it occurred to me that – wait a gall darn minute! The iMac was still running Snow
Leopard, but was definitely upgradable to the newest system, El Capitan. Why not simply go straight
there through the back door. So I went on line and fetched the latest incarnation of a little App NOT
available on the App Store, I can understand that – DiskMaker X. I've used it before but wasn't 100%
sure it would do this job because of this iMac's unique position in the evolution of the system. What it
does is use your own working machine and system along with a downloaded version of the
system installer (free from Apple) to create a USB Boot Disk that is also a universal System
Installer (most boot disk makers simply duplicate your system).
It's cool to watch it work – I did it on my machine. Push the button and watch a long sequence of
things open and close on your desktop while it's working to gather and assemble the required files. Of
course all of this can be done by hand in the Terminal (your access to the underlying Unix code), but the
instructions are a few pages long and the process is exacting to a mind-numbing degree.
I now have a USB stick to carry around that can crack open any Mac that will run the newest system.
A handy little tool to have. Using it I managed to boot the iMac, reformat and partition the HD, install El
Capitan and set the machine up for the new owner. Ta da! All in about an hour. Lesson learned – sleep
on it, save yourself $25. Oh, and DiskMaker X? It's a FREE download. How about that! Link for
anyone who is interested: http://diskmakerx.com
A couple of other Mac issues are on the list so far, including a relatively easy one upcoming over
Thanksgiving. A photographer with thousands of uncatalogued images piling up decided to move them
all into Apple's new Photos App. Not a bad idea at all – nothing is more intuitive actually. BUT it seems
she decided to sort of dive in and learn-while-doing instead of spending a couple of days familiarizing
herself with the software first. This would be fine if she had ever learned any of the many more
counterintuitive apps out there beforehand.
Anyway, Thanksgiving weekend it will be a simple task to help reorganize her image Libraries and
give out a few tips. And Nan is looking forward to having her staying over a couple of days.
For anyone having any issues with Photos App – I will happily answer any questions but there is a
series of very clear, concise, short videos out there that will make an expert out of anyone with almost no
effort whatsoever. 30 in the set – worth every penny of the very low price. Here:
https://photoapps.expert/store/photos-os-x-basic-training/14421
If I have anything negative to say about the videos it is the one thing that got in the way of our friend.
The istructions are somewhat targeted at the non-professional – leaving discussion of an alternative way
to actually store your original files outside the app rather than within Photos to one of the very last
videos. Because 99 out of 100 people would not use Photos the same way other photo apps are set up
using referenced files rather than simply importing them. But for the 1% that I am definitely part of, filing
images separately and referencing them in Photos is definitely preferable (OK, I do keep small separate
libraries for family, etc. shots where I import the images).
Then there's the marathon assignment, an Etsy store I need to set up for a potter friend. Arrgh.
Setting it up isn't the problem, easy. But setting a non-computer-savvy artist up to be able to be the one
to keep it up, post, take down, etc. will be the issue. This is going to take some real thought as to how to
make it systematic and easy. It ought to be interesting… and should have been done earlier than this.
Maybe by the first of the month I can set up an intuitive Work-Flow for him that includes Etsy, PayPal
and Regional shipping and the USPS site – the postal system's set up for paying for shipping on line
where the boxes aren't available at the postoffice and postage can't be pait there. But boxes are free,
tracking is available and prices are a fraction of those at the postoffice. Problem is that the site can be a
nightmare to navagate until you get used to it. I'll sleep on this one a FEW times.
The "Regional Rate" shipping system has been around for years now and I'm always amazed at,
when I go to the PO to simply drop off my boxes, how many people are standing in line to pay all that
extra money to ship the same size stuff in boxes they've had to scrounge up.
One cool pair of Mac upgrades:
I know it's not Christmas yet, but I had to treat myself to the new USB Magic Keyboard and Magic
Mouse 2. The keyboard is not only improved, it runs on a built-in rechargable battery. The system keeps
you informed as to the charge level. And since keyboards use so little energy, charging is rare.
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The new mouse is insanely responsive and also uses a rechargable battery. When the system says
these need recharging, I can simply plug them into my powered USB hub, right there by the computer,
overnight. The savings in mouse batteries alone will eventually pay for both. AND makes a slightly aging
computer feel like a new machine.
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Christmas Card 2015 and A Cut-out TARDIS
Monday, December 14, 2015
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We've always done our own Christmas Card – usually Nan. This year we asked our oldest – Caron Sisko
– to do one for us. She used a character from her latest kids book project.

For Other People's Art: three recent acquisitions – all pottery. Perhaps we need an
intervention…

http://www.johngazurianpottery.com We stumbled on a small Christmas fail locally. We got this from a
potter from Baltimore – John Gazyruan. His web site is above – linked. He does some great work, both
wood and gas fired. This piece is wood fired and about eight inches across. Nan't always looking for
original little platters. His Etsy store link: https://www.etsy.com/shop/jgpottery

An empty shop in town is being used this year to sell art to try and raise money for the new Havre de
Grace Opera House – the ex fire station being expanded and renovated. After Nan's birthday dinner at
The Vineyard Restaurant, where we finished off a whole bottle of wine, we decided it would be best to
walk around town for a while.
In the Christmas gallery we found this piece, about 5 inches tall, by Jerry Buczacky, also local. It was
just so odd that we had to get it, besiedes it supports the Opera House. By the way I donated a couple of
pieces. Jerry is a member of Arts By The Bay Gallery in town here. http://www.artsbythebaygallery.com
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At about 5 inches, this little pear is precious. Paul Lyon let me pick out a small piece as down-payment
for helping him bet his Etsy stie launched. He won't be available for the finishing touches until midJanuary, but it was nice to get this little "retainer" fee. Nan immediately laid claim to it.
It's one of Paul's "saggar fired" pieces and has a cherry stem attached at the top – the wood from a
tree in their yard. Cool. Paul Lyon on Instagram (to which he posts regularly)
https://www.instagram.com/lyonclay/ The Etsy address that WILL be up:
https://www.etsy.com/shop/lyonclaystudio Paul also has work in RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace
here where Nan and I both have pieces hanging.

AND FOR FUN – It's only about 3.5 inches tall, and made from folded and glue-sticked card stock paper,
but it was fun to put together. All you need is scissors, glue stick and the imagination of an eight year old.
A friend sent me the link to where BBC has the file and instructions (not needed). I printed up a half
dozen and put together two – the rest I'll give to kids in the family, whatever their age. I really doubt if
BBC would mind me simply putting the PDF up here for anyone who's interested to get. Simply click
on TARDIS… Looking forward to the Doctor Who Christmas Day special!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Hazel Aug.1922 – Dec.2015
Sunday, January 10, 2016
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(This posting under construction until I figure out the video/sound file insert thingie in this new version of
the app) – I would say rest in peace but that would hardly be her preference. Kiss my ass and call it
buttermilk, was, for many years, Hazel's response to any question as to what someone who might
object to her should do. At the funeral everyone who asked for a copy of the picture requested that the
phrase be included. Inexplicably everyone wanted the color version.
I managed to get an audio file of Rachael Bartlebaugh, our niece, singing her grandmother's favorite
hymn at the funeral. The best of the tributes – I apologize for the file opening a new page, had to upload
it to clip.it. Hopefully this will change in the future.
https://clyp.it/0jfvvyl3?token=e444b9d3b7403a1c864037ea188b24d5
Hazel Anderson Hodge / Bartlebaugh was my mother-in-law (my wife's father died when she was a
baby). She passed at the age of 93 Christmas week – leaving behind a sister who will be a hundred in a
few weeks. I shot the picture above a decade ago at Nan's nephew's wedding (a grandson). The most
fun any of us have ever seen this strong woman have. Hazel almost never wore sunglasses. But when
she put them on, I immediately grabbed the shot. People aren't always easy to capture in a way that
conveys what's behind the mask. To me this shot, with the added mask, does.
The end was expected. Hazel, though she never forgot who those closest to her were, was in such an
advanced stage of dementia that for the last three years she held a doll close to her, convinced it was a
real baby. She often thought her parents were still alive. She spent those three years in a small, very nice
home here in Havre de Grace. Except when we had to be on the Island, we spent an hour and a half or
more at lunch time with her three days a week. Nan's brothers and a cousin, coming much farther, filled in
the rest of the week – she had visitors every day. I took on the assignment of making her laugh.
She could make me laugh too. We would make sure we had chocolates with us (the Bomboy's factory
store is across the street) for when she decided she wasn't going to eat lunch that day – she wasn't easy
to argue with. The problem with that was that she liked to share, and simply could not accept that I don't
especially like chocolate (or sweets in general for that matter). I would eventually give in and eat a piece,
only to have her forget within minutes and be back to working to convince me that I really did like it and
needed try it. I would just have to laugh at the hopelessness of my situation. This doesn't even address
her attempts to share her the lunch itself.
I'll confess to never really wanting to speak at a funeral before. I surprised myself this time in that,
even though I badly wanted to, I was incapable. As happy as I was for Hazel that her long ordeal was
over, and as much as I felt that her life was not wasted, I was much more broken up than I expected. The
woman was simply a force to be reckoned with. It's not sadness, there's really nothing to be sad or grieve
about. It's very simply the giant hole she leaves behind.
Hazel warmed to me slowly, I was that damned yankee who married her daughter. But she eventually
came around. Born poor in North Carolina, she had to quit school and raise her four younger siblings at
about eleven. The rest of the story isn't much better, some worse, and not mine to tell.
If there is a heaven, with Hazel around, it certainly will not be peaceful garden that Dante envisioned.
Give 'em hell up there Hazel…
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I Didn't REALLY Turn This Color Snapshot Into a B&W
Friday, January 15, 2016

Just having a little fun with it for posting here… Looking out the back sliding door from Nan's brother's
house. A double comlete rainbow, kinda cool – I grabbed this with my iPhone and couldn't resist having a
little fun. I will confess though to removing the color from one of my “rainbow” shots for the book and
portfolio here. Ahu of the Rainbow – caught it with a rainbow behind it, not tat tricky that part of the island
certain times of the year. It wasn’t the strongest rainbow in the world, but it made the point, if a little less
so in B&W. Anyway, I like it and appreciated the connection to the subject matter. Below:
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After the Ride and Sun Behind Maunga
Monday, January 25, 2016

Opens a series of images that I delayed working on for various reasons. Some simply do not work, or
worse, look horrible, printed small. Others have content issues, like huge microphones blocking part of
the view and requiring hours of work to fix. One is printed form a deteriorating slide and needed eons of
fixit work. Anyway, finally getting around to some of them – long winter days work out perfectly.
I call this print "After the Ride". On Easter Island, we had just finished up an afternoon riding on
horseback about half way around Teravaka to see some petroglyphs and a cave we wanted to check out.
Rupeto and a couple of kids took us – one is pictured here sitting on a fence around a water trough,
awaiting sunset and food that was being prepared under a lean-to.
I grabbed the shot as I was setting up to take the mood exposure below. "After the Ride" was
unusable due to the presence of some kind of reflective wrapping around one of the otherwise barely
perceptible lower rails – looked like aluminum or something. Took some work to make it disappear.
Again, it really opens up at 15x20.
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Subtle but conveys the feeling of aloneness that overcomes one on being inland on Easter Island as the
sun goes down over the maunga (volcanic bubbles). Often not a tree or building in sight, just rolling
grassy plain. The effect is even greater at the larger size where you can see into the shadows – I don't
like black shadows and always leave something to approach and peer into – often to see even more
hints of nothingness.
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Hatchling
Saturday, January 30, 2016

A B&W nature close-up. Actually, the original RGB (color) exposure was only a little bit browner anyway.
Again, it prints rather large, 15x20. A newly hatched baby snapping turtle emerging from the dirt and
experiencing open air, daylight, the world for the first time. Admittedly, although I like the B&W in the
large version, the color would be a little more effective at this size. With few exceptions, any art, the
larger the original, the more effort it takes to visualize the real thing from small representations in books
or on line – like adding a deeper cave level to Plato's well known analogy. A good reason to attend
galleries, museums, art exhibits – well worth the effort.
The original was an Ektachrome color slide. These things, unlike the older Kodachromes – all hail
Kodachromes – are deteriorating fast and need to be scanned before they go. When I did mine a couple
of years ago, I lost 50% completely, leaving the rest of them with hours of fix-it issues. The image of
"Suddenly Seymore" here had seven or eight hundred irregularly shaped little and medium size
interruptions in the emulsion – on a transparency that was originally pristine.
The cool thing about snapping turtles is that the incubation period is a set number of days. So if you
see the eggs being laid, which we did, you know the exact date to sit there awaiting the ground to break
and a beak emerge. An addition to my Harford County folio.
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and Sometimes Nature Just Turns You in Circles

I thought of posting this one so it could be magnified on roll-over because it really only works as a large
study of various tones of grains of sand, dune grass and wind-driven circles. But being able to see just
small areas enlarged also fails. It imparts more in the way of sensation than anything else.It takes a little
in the way of projection to see that – ok at 15x20 at full resolution, best at around 18x24.
• Next posting a couple of Easter Island images – people shots – that took some extra effort to
complete. But they are, each for its own reason, ais one of my favorites. Then a half dozen more will
come soon, not sure how many at a clip.
• Yes, I am adding these new images to the appropriate folio sections – as well as working to include
any Easter Island additions in updated PDF versions of The Moon has been Eaten.
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Reenactment and The Dance
Wednesday, February 3, 2016

Reenactment is a fleeting scene from Tapati Rapanui. Every once in a while one sees a still from a
Shakespearian play that takes you there, makes you feel the idealized moment. When I photograph
Island productions of tales from oral tradition, I'm trying to tap into one of those moments. Here a young
man, courtint the family daughter, is demonstrating his ability to be a provider – as the clan patriarch
observes from the right.
In the book I included another scene from the same production, part of Tapati competition, the
Narrator of the skit – titled Historical Naration (below). Thumbnails to that and other stage shots from
Tapati that are in the folio appear below – then another new addition to that grouping.
Tapati Rapa Nui is held around the first ten days of February. This year it began Sabado, Enero 30.
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This one – I simply call it The Dance – is printed 12x16. As individual pieces the "people shots" can work
at 15x20 but I find that in an exhibit they often work better at the slightly smaller size. It's another Tapati
Rapanui shot. I love everything about the image. Tapati Rapanui, while it attracts a fair share of tourists,
remains a pointedly Island cultural festival. All competitions, including outdoor stage performances are
free. Sometimes it seems like half the town is on stage while the othe half watches. And sure, like
everywhere else, beautiful young people tend to shine, but the Rapanui are all inclusive. Presentations
can contain children just learning the sau sau and whole sections of older dancers – community practice
sessions begin a couple of months ahead of the festival. The heavy, the thin, even Down Syndrome are
included unselfconsciously. In fact, mistakes and missteps are an incentive for the audience to join in and
encourage rather than sit and feel pity. Tapati is not just a celebration of culture, it's a celebration of the
people, all of them.
This lady, and I wish we knew her, really shone, stepping forward to do a solo – to thunderous
applause and cheers from the hundreds of Rapanui in attendance. And man could she move – move
those hips right along with the youngsters. Her ability to move and her wonderful, youthful face belie this
grandmother's age. I have a sequence of this and hope to include them, in color, as one in a series of
animated gifs here before the end of winter. I'll call the posting "Fun with Animated GIFs".
The only thing that made me hisitate to post this image is occasional comments I've heard out of
American tourists as to their disappointment in Tapati not meeting their expectations of nothing but
gorgeous, curvy professional dancers. We're definitely with the Rapanui in not being amused by such
idiocy.
IN THE WORKS !
It's starting to look good for us going back to Easter Island again for a couple of months this Fall. It
wouldn't be during Tapati, but I'm sure I can find something to point my camera at. In fact one thing I 'm
just beginning to consider is a concentration on close-up iPhone portraits. The iPhone camera – shooting
B&W TIFFS – might be a good way to keep it up close and personal. At the same time I'm looking at
taking a little Epson mini-printer with me for giving out 4x6 Black and Whites as I work. Just the seed of
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an idea right now.
The first step is to make one last herculean attempt at absorbing some Espanol beyond the necessities
like banyo/bathroom or cerveza/beer. We've tried classes to very little avail. We even got access to
Rosetta Stone and gave it a crack, to even less progress. And on the Island, they speak so fast that it's
all a blur. Nan picked up more than me, but neither one of us can converse functionally. Right now we're
checking out something that actually looks promising. If it works out, I'll do a posting on it coming up.
Keepking my fingers crossed.
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Tapati Rapanui 2016 Tribute
Saturday, February 6, 2016

Thank you Lucas! Lucas is Terry's grandson. The kids stay with her for part of their summer vacation
(southern hemisphere!) every year and participate in many of the Tapati festivities. Lucas spotted the
large image of Roberto Pakomio included on the outdoor stage background and knew that we would like
a copy of the shot. Roberto's music, a combination of rock, soul and traditional Rapanui music has left its
mark on the island. We lost him two years ago at about this time – he had an epileptic seizure while
surfing, our first friend on the island.
Below is a wider shot of the left section of the stage backdrop being prepared for the ten evenings
(sometimes far into the morning) performances. Darn, we wish we were there. Then again, we've been
through two Tapatis and endured the grueling nature of not only keeping up with all of the competitions
during the day but staying up half the night to absorb the stage performance competitions. Most people
simply pick out their favorites – me, I try to see it all and pay the price in exhaustion.
And hey Lucas, maybe, just maybe, if we see you again, we will be able to converse en Espanol.
We're working on it – again.
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Guarantee you it looks magnificent at night with the lights, etc. Here are a couple of past stage set-ups –
2007 and 2008 followed by 2008 in all its night-time glory:
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IN THE WORKS !
It's starting to look good for us going back to Easter Island again for a couple of months this Fall. It
wouldn't be during Tapati, but I'm sure I can find something to point my camera at. In fact one thing I 'm
just beginning to consider is a concentration on close-up iPhone portraits. The iPhone camera – shooting
B&W TIFFS – might be a good way to keep it up close and personal. At the same time I'm looking at
taking a little Epson mini-printer with me for giving out 4x6 Black and Whites as I work. Just the seed of
an idea right now.
Terry on the Island has suggested that, upon leaving in "Noviembre", we zip on down to southern Chile
for a week or so of adventure. She knows people down there that would be able to heep us from
feeling like touristas. A lot of research to do on this one. So, lots to think very hard on over the next few
months. Huaaaaaaaaaaa!
The first step is to make one last herculean attempt at absorbing some Español beyond the necessities
like banyo/bathroom or cerveza/beer. We've tried classes to very little avail. We even got access to
Rosetta Stone and gave it a crack, to even less progress. And on the Island, they speak so fast that it's
all a blur. Nan picked up more than me, but neither one of us can converse functionally. Right now we're
checking out something that actually looks promising – I found someone to sell me, cheap, a set of
"Synergy Spanish". It consists of 25 PDF lessons with accompanying CDs for the verbal. Not fancy, and
a little old, but it seems to be working a lot better than the fancy Rosetta Stone would have. We're doing
the "25 day" course in 50 days, working the PDF one day and the CD the next. Add in what we've
already picked up and we just might get somewhere.
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Conch Trumpet Declares Tapati Rapanui Open
Tuesday, February 9, 2016
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A bow to our missing Tapati Rapanui this year… Next in my expansion of my Easter Island portfolio. Part
in shade, part in harsh sun, this was a nightmare to get anywhere near what the eye saw. Tapati is
opened up every year with a ceremony in a small town square area – Plaza Atamu Tekena – with
speeches by the governor and mayor, dancing, ceremonial food presentation to the island elders, etc. At
the end, as the flags are raised, the conch is blown.
I'm not sure where this expansion of the Easter Island portfolio is going. But, with over 30,000
exposures, there's a lot of mining to do in there. I'll probably expand the book PDF again this year to
include any additions, as well as including them in my folios section on the site herre. Then again, I could
wind up adding anywhere from a dozen more to almost doubling the original total of 98. Gosh, I hope not
– I feel like I've entered the Tardis here, more and bigger on the inside than I foresaw going into it.
As time goes on, and computers and iPads etc. get to have higher resolution, and as internet gets
faster, I find myself having to post images much larger (and hey, text has gone from 12 to 15 point, wow).
This leaves a lot of earlier posted images looking pretty small. Then there's the doubling of the resolution
within those measurements – leaving the older posted images to look less sharp. Nan says I should
ignore it and move forward – it bothers me, but I have little choice. Unless I'm stuck at home for a couple
few months with nothing else to do, it's not something that can't be fixed.
A Photography Documentary Right Up My Alley
The Salt of the Earth – the life and B&W photography of Sebastiao Salgado. Inspiring movie for anyone
to watch, some of the best social commentary photography around. And I had the added pleasure of
sitting there silently critiquing the images as they were shown. I picked up a number of ideas that might
help persistently difficult exposures laying in wait for me. And portraits, I can always use ideas there.
There were even a few cases with his nature work where I came away a little critical – but then again, it's
his style. All in all I loved the film – the man's work packs a punch.
I found that Googling "watch The Salt of the Earth" unearthed a number of opportunities on line to watch
it. So it shouldn't be too difficult to find a way to see it.
WINTER EXERCISE !
A little off topic, but hey, if you want to take the camera on long hikes, you better get some regular
exercise. Here's a nifty little find that I wish I'd stumbled upon earlier. The heck with wasting money on
exercise videos – it turns out the best stuff in free to watch on YouTube. Simply set your iPad, computer
or TV up, roll the rug back and get to it. Here's a link to the "American Heart Association" 3 Mile Walk"
video. There are other 3 mile walk videos if there's a need for variety.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYuw4f1c4xs
Maryland winters have their warmer days when we can get out to jog, but this is for those bitter cold,
windy days. At a certain point it's best to avoid breathing air that is too cold while exercising. What I do
with this one is turn the "walk" into more of a "jog" throughout.
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Antonia Pate Ñiare
Friday, February 12, 2016
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My portrait of Antonia, a good friend on the Island… Antonia is close to our age, with married children,
grandchildren and even great grandchildren. She has quite a family. And she has a great smile. I took
this shot while she was sitting on the ground taking a break from a Tapati Rapanui competition where
she was weaving matts. Her youngest daughter, Vivi, was competing for Tapati Queen.
I knew I had the shot I wanted almost immediately. Funny too – I almost always avoid smiles in
portraits – like the plaque they can be. Problem is that, with the project, the book and all the shots, I
completely lost track of the exposure. I'll try and make up for that by taking a couple of good prints of this
back with us in the Fall of this year. We know a few people who will want them – especially Lolita and
Antoine. Hey guys, make sure you show her that she's out there for the world to see.
Antonia's story was featured in MoeVarua magazine – the product of Island resident Helga Thieme –
in July of 2009 as a "Testimonials from the Past". In both English and Spanish. The link to the issue is
here if you want to read it on line: http://issuu.com/moevarua/docs/17---julio-2009 It can be read on line
or the PDF can be downloaded simply by clicking on "Share" and selecting "Download".
The English text appears below:
(2009) Antonia Pate is 60 years old and remembers a happy childhood.
We were 11 children in the family. Two died when they were small and nine of us remained. On the
Island, there were no trees. It was all barren – a few eucalyptus around and about, but nothing more.
Only inside the volcano Rano Kau were there trees, sugar cane, mahute, bananas and maybe eight di
erent types of kumara (sweet potatoes). ere were some toromiro trees, too, but two archaeologists took
the last one, I suppose with someone’s authorization. I was there and I saw them. e toromiro was taller
than I was and had owers. It was in 1963 or 1964 when I went down into the crater with the Canadian
expedition to look for Matú a Pú a to make medicine.
We were never hungry. My father planted maize and vegetables and raised pigs. We bartered with the
Chilean Navy. ose who turned over their harvests received a silver token which gave you the right to get
lamb, our, sugar, candles and cloth when the ship “Pinto” arrived, which was once a year. My father ’s old
house was made of wood and pressboard and was somewhat small, but the Navy chaplain
(Juan Barros) promised him construction materials to build a real house. My father was privileged because
he worked in the church; he was the sacristan. We didn’t really need anything more or lack for water as
some did. Only in the summer we had problems with water and then I’d accompany my mother to wash the
clothes in the lagoon inside the Rano Kau volcano. We’d leave on horseback around seven in the morning
and come back when it was dark.
The hardest part for us was going to school. Our teacher, Sister Margarita, would hit us with a bamboo
switch; once I saw her hit Luz Pate so hard that she left her bleeding. I ran away and didn’t go back to
school until I was 11 years old. My brother taught me to read and add and multiply, so I caught up on the
years that I lost. Our teacher then was Alfonso Rapu and Father Sebastian Englert was our religious
instructor. ey taught us to respect the older people, to not take things without permission and to not have
relations with men belonging to others (married men). In my imagination, I was more afraid of God and
the priest than of my own father.
The most difficult memories from that time were the examinations that we had to do at the hospital. At
rst we didn’t even know what they were for. We had to get undressed and they groped us all over our
bodies to see if we had smallpox or leprosy. en they would tap us on the back with an instrument that
had type of hammer on one side and a needle on the other. We had to answer “pinch” if we felt the
needle and “tock” if we felt the hammer. If we got it wrong, they would note our details in red pencil which
meant leprosy and we would be sent to the sanatorium. Once we went to the hospital with my aunt,
Floriana Hotu. She pretended to have an epileptic attack so that the medics from the Navy would help
her and she would avoid being groped like the rest of the women. We all tried to run away.
I got married in 1973, after I had two children with my husband. We lived on the Vaitea farm. We were
all ordered to come into town with the family to be examined again and threatened that we would lose the
job if we didn’t. When I got undressed, they saw a birthmark on my leg. “Leprosy”, they announced. I ran
out screaming, “NO”. At that, the head of the medical team, Ramón Campbell, who knew me, appeared
and was able to keep me from being sent o to the leprosarium. at was the worst part of living at that
time, aside from the general discrimination that existed then. Many here still resent those people who did
so much harm us.
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Kukin Playing the Kaua'e
Tuesday, February 16, 2016
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That's a horse jaw, a traditional Rapanui instrument… Sometimes blur is a good thing! And yes, this is
Huaaaa! man. I rediscovered this view of Kukin in the background with the band while the girls were
dancing – and cropped in on it. Consequently the final print is only 12x16 inches (it might go to 15x20 if
pressed, but I'm not anxious to try). Achieving blurred motion along with relatively sharp face can be
pretty tricky. When the kaua'e is slapped, the teeth rattle, making for a distinctive sound. The kaua'e and
the poro, an egg-size rock that is struck by another, are ubiquitous in both traditional and modern Island
music. Check out the guitar to Kukin's right.
On top of everything else, my guess is that Kukin doesn'e have to shave to get this look – with a lot of
Rapanui, that's the extent of facial hair. I'm doubly jealous.
Upcoming…
Continuing my little explosion of new Easter Island images gleaned from my pile of exposures – the next
two posting will be portraits of Island nua, a very respectful term for elderly ladies. At the same time I will
include the text from short interviews done with them for Helga Thieme's MoeVarua magazine – these
are handed out free on the plane and elsewhere to tourists. And while they do sport ads, etc. they also
try to give a realistic picture of where Easter Island is coming from and where it is going. NOT your
typical tourist fare and well worth reading.
While the first twenty or so issues made it in PDF format on line, Helga has been unable from the
Island to heep up with this – just too many barriers to her getting that done (https://issuu.com/moevarua).
Personally I think there is the potential for quite a book of some kind in the ninety or so issues so far.
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Face of a Nua
Friday, February 19, 2016
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Marta Paoa Rangitopa is 97 here – attending the opening ceremony for Tapati in 2008. Two years later,
at 99, she was interviewed by Helga for MoeVarua January 2010 issue as the oldest living Rapanui
(English text below). I asked if I could photograph her and she very pleasantly agreed. Marta passed in
2015 at the glorious age of 104. Terry saya she "never missed a cuaranto".
Even though it was a hot day in the middle of summer – early February, Marta was dressed to protect
herself from the ever present and persistent wind.
(MoeVarua January 2010 – Helga Thieme) Testimony from the Past
Marta Paoa Rangitopa – CORRECTION: When we got back to the island we were told it is
Magdalena Laharoa Hey, Heidi’s aunt.
Marta Paoa is the "Nua", today the oldest Rapanui woman. Just a short while ago she celebrated her
99th birthday, In spite of some problems with her hearing, she generously and happily shared some of
her memories of the past on Easter Island.
It didn't used to be as it is now. Before it was very depressing. There weren't such nice houses, no
cars, only horses to go into the countryside. Tourists never came, but there was a ship once a year from
the navy. Everyone would go to trade moais for clothes because we were poor. When I was a girl, I went
to school, but the teacher got bored because we couldn't understand him, so he would just let us play. I
was happy. We didn't speak Spanish very well. I remember that the first airplane that arrived was that of
Parragué. We knew more Spanish by then. Everyone went to see him at the airstrip.
At that time, the Williamson Balfour Company had their administrative offices in Mataveri and some of
our people worked for them. My father, Alberto Paoa, worked as a foreman for the Company, so we lived
well. I had many borthers and sisters and half-brothers, many of them are now dead. I am the "Atariki"
(the oldest child). When I was big enough I went to live with my aunt in Vaihu. That's the way it used to
be. Sometimes when a baby was born, a relative would ask the mother for the chile to raise it.
I never smoked or drank spirits because my father would beat us if we did; he told us that smoking
was very bad. But we used to plant tobacco here. We also planted sweet potatoes and raised chickens
and cattle and there was always fish. But we almost never had alcohol.
I had nine children; three are dead and six are still alive, three sons and three daughters. One
daughter died in the accident at Anakena where several children drowned together with their teacher,
Lorenzo Baeza Vega. The women in those days had our babies at home with a local midwife who knew
how to help us. She would wrap a hot rock with banana leaves and a cloth on the outside and that would
help ease the pain. We usually had the baby seated. I never went to the hospital because we didn't have
any doctors. My mother-in-law was very good at healing.
Several of my children married people from the continent, because here we were all related so they
were not allowed to fall in love (with locals). My husband, Pedro Atan Pakomio, was a very good man.
He was mayor of the Island. He was a good sculptor. When the Navy ship came he would trade his work
for clothes for all of us. Some of the sailors would bring cloth which was the best: that way we could
make our own clothes. But we always went without shoes. Only those who had money could buy shoes.
My mother was Carmela. she was blonde, descended from a Frenchman. My father was a grandson
of Dutrou-Bornier (a frenchman who proclaimed himself King of Easter Island). He had two daughters
with a local woman named Koreto; one was called marta and the other Carolina. My father is the son of
Marta. I knew my grandmother because I grew up with her, but I never knew Bornier Maybe my father
did, I don't know.
STOP THE PRESSES!
Move over Star Trek, Independence Day and even Star Wars…
Cixin Liu is making The Three Body Problem into a movie, and has the two sequels in the trilogy
lined up too. Three Body is slated, at this point, to be released in July in English and Chinese.
OK, sometimes movies don't measure up to the book, I realize that. But somehow I don't expect that
to happen this time – it would simply be too much of a crime to screw up the best dang piece of science
fiction to come along in thirty or more years.
In the meantime, everyone better get together on in which order the names are going to come –
they're going to be writing it a lot. Liu is the family name but comes first in Chinese – trés
complicado (that one's for Antoine).
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"still feisty" in her nineties… eighty six years old here in 2011. Helga Thieme took me with her to get a
shot of Reine for potential use in here MoeVarua magazine. She wouldn't get around to doing an
interview and publishing it as one of her Testimony from the Past columns until January 2013. A
surprisingly active, sweet lady. She's 91 now and "still feisty" according to Friends on the Island.
The Testimonies appear in most issues of the little free magazine. They are all pretty short, but can be
blunt, striking and revealing. The Rapanui, not much longer than a hundred years ago down to a
population of a little over a hundred individuals, are stubborn, kind, generous, tolerant and a pleasure to
be among. Interview below:
Testimony from the Past

Reina Haoa

Reina Haoa, 87 years old, the widow of Elias Rapu-Tuki, is the only daughter of the three children of
Magdalena Haoa-Araki and the Scottish veterinarian Lachlan McKinnon, an employee of the Williamson
& Balfour Company in the 1920s. According to Reina Haoa, the surname Haoa means “wound which
heals” and is totally Rapanui.
Some time ago there were three brothers - Piro, Antonio and Marama Haoa – who were kidnapped
during the slave raids in Polynesia and, after two years, sent back to the Tuamotu Islands. They were
called the Paumotu, which means “to pick at the islet”, but they were basically Rapanui. Reina assures
that her great-great-grandfather was Marama Haoa, the son of the slave who was sent to Callao (Peru).
I was born in Mataveri in the house of my father. When I was five, he moved to Vaitea to dip the
mamoe (sheep). He didn’t want me because I was a girl; it was different with my two brothers, Rafael,
the oldest, and Nicolás, the youngest. I grew up with my great-uncle and great-aunt, Benjamín PaoaBornier and Elena Hito, until I was married at 14 – that was criminal! In the past, you were obliged to
marry, some as young as eleven. Really criminal! I didn’t even know what it meant. Since legally we
weren’t allowed to marry because we were minors, we were simply sent off to live together.
I always felt that I was the black sheep and was sent from house to house. I lived in Tumukai, the big
house of one of my great-uncles, Benjamín Paoa-Bornier who was called “Aifiti”. His wife, Elena Hito,
had a daughter with a Chilean named Martinez. This daughter was my aunt, Magdalena Hito, who later
married a Chavez. When I was seven, she took me to her house saying she would raise me and send
me to school. I ended up clearing rocks on her property and taking care of her baby, Ventura. One day
a sickness came and many people had to take to their beds, including me. My aunt’s husband died, like
so many others. There was no doctor in those days. So Simon Paoa took me to his house. I remember
that he had a tin of cold tea which he made me drink, so that bit by bit I got better. I stayed with him until
my great-uncle was better and I could return to Vaitea. I had no news about my mother and my father
had left for Punta Arenas (Chile) when I was six. Later he went to fight in the World War. I remember
that he would call me “Old girl” and played with me. My grandmother had named me Reina Koreto Pua
Aku Renga and my father liked that name. He never wrote to me. We only heard from him again in the
60s.
Later my great-uncle left me with Inés Teao, who had separated from her husband, Pedro Atán. She
took care of me but didn’t send me to school. She left me taking care of little Ventura and I had to obey
her in everything she said. At the end of the year she left the house and then I could begin to go to
school regularly.
I recall that the Hito family, the family of my great-aunt, was very poor and would send me and my
friend, María Angata Pakarati-Tepano, to pick beans early in the morning. When we would return from school in
the afternoon, they had eaten them all. Since they were lazy, we had to go back and pick more – and we hadn’t
even eaten in the whole day! That was a time of bad living. At seven in the evening, my great-uncle would
come home and we would have some bread with coffee. We used to be hungry all the time. When I turned ten,
Colin Morrison, an administrator at Mataveri, took me to his house to accompany his wife and help around the
house. He paid me one thousand pesos a month. But there we had food to eat!
Sometime later my mother appeared with her new husband and wanted to take me, but I didn’t want to
go with her. A few years later my great-uncle began to feel old and decided to marry me to Elías Rapu who
he thought would take care of me. We lived like the birds. My brother, Rafael, the oldest, looked after me
until he went to study on the continent. I had my 11 children and concerned myself with raising them and
educating them, even the youngest, so that they wouldn’t have to go through what I did. Today nine of them
are still alive. My husband never helped me. I plowed and planted like a man and built
fences, but he would just go away and not help. I suffered a lot. Many times I thought about leaving
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him, but I didn’t know where to go and I preferred to stay in my house and on this piece of land, which
was the only thing that I had. Mr. Morrison and his wife helped me to build my house with three rooms.
My brother Rafael worked in the (Chilean) Navy and had been sent to Magallanes, where he met our
father’s brother, John MacKinnon. Our uncle called our father who was by that time in England and later
his first letter arrived. Then he began to send us many things and even left an inheritance. That
inheritance was for my children. I worked and had my bit of money from the sale of cheese, butter and
chickens. My children never lacked for anything. They liked me to make custard and cake for them. For
me, two pair of shoes and two dresses – one for church and another for work – was enough. My
husband would go fishing sometimes and sometimes came home with the fish heads. He didn’t want to
work with Aifiti in Vaitea. He preferred to plant corn on his little property and sell it to the sheep
company. He was lazy. He took my oldest son to work with him when the boy was only seven. Now I
realize that in those days there was no education and men were rough. They were fighters, womanizers
and drank a lot of alcohol. My husband, besides being lazy, beat me and the children, but I put up with
him because my heart was with the children. The only thing that I wanted was for them to become
professionals
There didn’t used to be trees. From my house, you could see to the ocean. We substituted wood
with cow dung and corn cobs to make fire. We drank water with burnt sugar and with the flour that we
got from the Williamson & Balfour Company we made crepes, pancakes and bread. Now I don’t have
the energy, but my heart and my mind are still alive and I want to help my son Sergio in his hotel. My
children and grandchildren visit me, but in my house they can’t drink and they can’t swear, as the young
people do today. I’ve warned them that I’ll wash their mouths out with lye if they do. The cause of the
bad behavior among the young people today is the Law of Human Rights which doesn’t mention the
Obligations of the young people. And, obviously, it’s the fault of the parents who don’t bring them up as
they should. They need to be tougher on them.
Island Portfolio Update – some practicalities:
I'm fast approaching having about 136 images in my Easter Islsnd Portfolio. The next step is to finish
printing final images of all the new ones – about 36. Hopefully I'll never be asked to hang all of them at
once – my one big fear being that someone would ask me to mount a "comprehensive" – certainly far to
expensive an endeavor to mount, mat, glass and frame that many large images. So I'm working on a
solution, some way to hang 40 or so images and have some convenient way for exhibit attendees to look
through what they're missing.
Nan suggests a single bound book to put out and let people look through – showing the complete
portfolio at maybe 5x7 inches. I'm also considering simply creating a "sort" of supplement to The Moon
has been Eaten, about the same size, with the additional 38 to 40 images in it – as large as they are in
the original book. Either way, there is the drawback that only a couple of people can browse at once, not
to mention the wear and tear that would occur.
While I'll be working on one, or both, of these for some uses, I will also be setting up a complete slide
show – that would work in some venues. Exhibit catalogs are simply too expensive and nobody buys
them anyway. I'm even considering something I did for a paintere friend once, a huge "poster" about 2 ft.
by 6 or 8 ft. with maybe 4x5 inch images of each work along with titles, size, etc. At least that would be
fun.
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It’s a rough job but sombody’s gotta do it… I thought I'd interject a slightly more fun image into my
series of portraits and people-pictures from the Island that I'm presently catching up on. My comment to
Nan at the time: "I want his job!” A good friend's daughter was competing for Tapati Queen and everyone
who gets painted up and joins the parade through town, an hours-long event, earns points for their
candidate. We both got drafted, stripping down to the least the we could tolerate and going all native.
While we didn't go this far, we will still share those pictures with NO ONE. Our grandson, who saw one of
them, made a sketch that I added to the book – it comes close enough (below).
Participants gathered here in a parking lot area to get painted and outfitted. This guy was kept busy
body-painting for hours. I shot a number of his subjects – not sure why I selected this one of this young
Rapanui lady being painted in bright yellow symbols, probably because of, especially evident in the full
size print, the shot's geometric composition. And yes, for anyone wondering, tops are completely
optional.

PS, Don't I cut a grand native figure?
Macbeth Movie and Shakespeare App:
The last thing I want to do here is review movies. BUT the MACBETH that came out last year from
Justin Kurzel is fantastic, if as visceral, bloody and full bodied as any reader's imagination. Not only is the
filming to die for – no pun intended – it sticks to Shakespearean dialog. Fantastic. Bet even better, for me
anyway, is the fact that it is accompanied by English subtitles. Yes, in English with English subs. Nan and
I both found that it really enhanced our ability to follow sometimes fast moving dialog.
AND, though I've mentioned this before, the Shakespeare App. for the iPad sports the complete
works, along with any text that may need a footnote underlined. A simple tap brings up a simple,
comfortable, in line with the dialog, explanation. Makes Shakespeare SO much easier and smoother to
read, without any compromise to the original.
It's a whole new world but it's found ways to keep old William S. relevant. Cool. Did I mention that the
App also enables half price tickets to performances around the country?
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Easter Island Rock & Roll
Monday, February 29, 2016

Jorge Pakomio Paoa… Before there was Roberto Pakomio writing and singing his own Rapanui rock,
there was Jorge. Jorge comes out of a different era, the Island contemporary of our own North American
and European aging rock stars. He wrote and sang his own music in Rapanui, playing for a generation of
Islanders. And yes, from what we've seen, he stuck with tradition and indulged too much in in his youth
with weed and alcohol.
He too is, on occasion, still out there. On this day the island musicians set up a stage on a side street
near the center of town and entertained – for free of course. Roberto, our departed friend, was there, but
I wanted to finally get a telling shot of Jorge (pronounced horhey). If he wasn't singing in Rapanui,
original songs to boot, you wouldn't know he wasn't a member of one of our western rock groups that are
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still performing for two or three generation audiences. Cool.
I'm not even sure that any good recordings exist of Jorge in his hay-day. In the Fall, when we return,
I'm going to make an effort to unearth some.
I don't often print square, but this shot just seemed to scream for it. Maybe it's because we're used to
seeing CD and album covers that way – I don't know. I do print it about the size of a vinyl record sleeve.

Scale
Scale can be a tricky thing to convey. Pictures rarely are able to get it right. On Easter Island this is made
even worse by the combination of nothing in the background for reference and the inappropriateness of
placing people on the ahu. I was going through some images of the island the other day with a friend and
showed him this. Not the best shot in the world, but it does give a good sense of the scale of the moai
and the ahu they rest on – hence the fascination with their carving, moving miles across the Island and
erecting – let alone placing of the pukao on their heads. That's one of our daughters and her family there
being dwarfed by the rear wall of Ahu Tongariki.
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Lonely Vigil
Monday, March 7, 2016

Poike is a lonely, very lonely part of Easter Island. And as far as one can see, we've spent whole days
roaming the grassy hills, plains without spotting a soul. I took a lot of exposures out there in an effort to
convey the feeling. Only clouds normally intrude on the starkness. When we stumbled upon this guy, I
knew I could use him. He's not all that large, and looks even smaller because of where he stands. He
forgot is own name a long time ago, and probably even what he is watching or waiting for. A neverending, lonely vigil, interrupted on that rare occasion by a passing stranger. I actially felt like we were
interrupting something and soon left him to his contemplating stare into an empty sea.
Site renovation continues. along with the addition of Island images. A real chore will be the uploading
of larger folio images for pages created before last year – later in the summer. Oh well, it all keeps me
out of trouble.
I finally began creating final exhibit prints from the new batches of images – and immediately ran into
a two day trauma. Suddenly my printer, a 24 inch wide Epson 7800, began to put out prints sporting a
gorgeous dark brown toned cast. The best I've ever seen – if that's what I wanted. Arrrgh. All tests came
out normal. So I called tech-help and they held my hand whilst I repeated to attempt all the fix-its – the
usual because of course they assume that you're an idiot. In the end, even though all tests indicated no
clogged jets – and I had run the cleaning cycle repeatedly, and confirmed that I knew what I was doing, I
was advised to call in home-repair – unless I wanted to attempt something that rarely works. The lady
called it a "hail Mary". It's a 20 minute super-cleaning cycle that uses up a measurable amount of ink –
the eight cartridges are about $100 each. I did it and immediately called my saviour back to tell her that
she had her first Hail Mary that actually worked. All is well.
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Morning Catch for Sale
Monday, March 14, 2016

iPhone 5S shot, downtown Hanga Roa, Easter Island… Doentown Hanga Roa. Morning finds anyone
with a surplus catch setting up outside the indoor market to make some quick sales. Notice this guy is
making sure no flies get on his fresh fish. I'm continuing to have fun gleaning good shots that I took with
the iPhone camera. Of course there are issues there. Right off the bat there is the size and quality of the
sensor – the new 6S improves the quality dramatically – not much can be done about the size – yet.
Then there's the size of the file – 8 megapixels here and 12 in the new iPhone – actually pretty good
now. And one never wants to use the built in camera app, it shoots only JPEG which is a totally
destructive compression format.
Many third party apps shoot TIFF format – the resulting files are three to four times the size of a JPEG
and prove much more workable. I can printed this one a full 12x15.5 inches – stretching it a bit but I
wanted it to fit in with other images. Perfect would have been 11x14. The best way to get away with
"stretching things a bit" is to add somewhat larger "grain" so it looks like it might have been shot with old
Tri-X film.
My fantasy, an iPhone app. that shoots RAW format – wow, that would be nice. Again my go-to third
party iPhone cameras are (I do have a half dozen others that are seldom used):
Hueless: shoots B&W only and is quick, easy, handy and renders TIFFs.
645 Pro: much more complex, for when I have the time and inclination, also shoots TIFFs.
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Daffodil
Thursday, March 17, 2016

I'm having it mounted this week. Then I'll mat and frame it and put in into the gallery in Havre de Grace,
hopefully by the the time this is posted. Far too much of my recent work has been in expanding my
Easter Island protfolio, something that, by the way, seems to have little appeal locally – they like images
they can relate to. Then again, if I made any real effort to temper what I do according to response, I'd
soon lose interest and simply not do it. I just needed to take a break and do something a little different.
This daffodil prints at 11.4x16, framing 18x22 – a lot larger than the original wildflower. But up to that
point the larger I made it, the better it looked – and glows. It's already a personal favorite. Of course this
goes into my local Harford County folio.
It was a fun break working on something different, now back to my string of Island shots.
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Warrior in Stone Revisited
Monday, March 21, 2016
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With the original and the full anecdote – our last trip to the Island, in 2014, I scoured the coast outside of
Hanga Roa until I found my Warrior in Stone without sand, earthtone paint, etc. We wanted to see what
he looks like as simply part of a very rough, rocky coast. The waves beat over him now at high tide, Here
the sun coming in at an angle is drying out the dark volcanic shore rock – looking to try and wake him up
from his endless sleep.
Below is the image Warrior in Stone from the folio and the book The Moon has been Eaten. Along
with it is the text that accompanied the image. It explains that most people simply do not see the point of
the picture until they read the text.
I wanted to include the Revisited version in the folio for comparison and interest. It's ready to print, at
the same 15x20 size, but it's one of a few images that I take to that point and simply leave unprinted – it's
not all that likely to be featured in an exhibit or hanging. Then again, who knows. So it's ready to go, the
work has been done, including test prints.

Warrior in Stone, Matato'a, Tarai Ma'ea
(2008) It was about half way through the two weeks of Tapati and the hard-stone carvers were at their
designated site near town. They would be judged on what they could chisel into the sharp volcanic rock
that defines the coast. It takes days, working long hours in the hot sun. The gentleman putting the
finishing touches on this entry noticed us observing his progress. He politely approached Nan and asked
her if she knew what a “hua kiki” is. Naturally she didn’t, yet. He took her gently by the hand, led her to
the foot of his life-size creation and, pointing, said: “That’s a hua kiki!” It wasn’t yet painted, so it took a
few seconds before she realized what she was seeing. Then a short “oh” escaped her lips and her smile
widened into a knowing grin.
I returned for my shot when the shore carvings, ready for judging, had been colored with earth pigment
and enhanced with judiciously placed sand. The face and “important part” on this warrior were a rust red,
the takona yellow. My B&W image, more subtle than the full color version, tends to elicit curious stares
that only occasionally erupt into smiles of recognition.
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Though the hua kiki, or less idiomatically the ure, can be found among petroglyphs and cave paintings,
It’s the komari, or vulva, that abounds, with well over five hundred on record. Moai themselves, in some
traditional stories, are re- ferred to as being phallic in shape – another perspective altogether on the
stone giants.
UPDATES
• There should be about four more new images from the Island fhis printing spree. Who knows after that.
And if we go back this fall there should be even more. Gotta take a break and do something else.
• Keeping up with the Spanish lessons at one hour a day. At this point we're to the point where we're
cruising YouTube (including a Senor Jordon) and elsewhere on line for free lessons, challenges, etc. Sort
of designing our own lessons. Two things are a big help: Google Translate and the Vox English/Spanish
Dictionary for the iPad.
• One of my favorite go-to Apps for the iPhone (and iPad), Scanner Pro has been updated. It now includes
OCR – for those of you who don't know what that is, it turns a picture of text into real text. Cool, I don't
need a separate app for that now. The other addition is maybe even cooler. Scanner Pro already corrected
for any accidental distortion in shooting an image but now can even correct the kind of distortion that
comes from photographing an open book – you know, all that curve from the center. The uses for a phone
keep expanding exponentially. I'll have to do another My Favorite IOS Apps posting this summer.
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Moon over Maunga Tea Tea
Monday, March 28, 2016

It was running rather late working our way back to the car from our last long trek across Poike. We were
exhausted. The sun had just set below the other end of the island and the moon was up – close to full.
We had left Tea Tea behind but I put the 400mm lens on and shot the moon just as it briefly cleared the
clouds.
The maunga itself is barren except for some scraggly grasses. The white is a hard volcanic tuff
sometimes used for carving the smaller moai on this end of the island. I don't know why I like the moon
shot over hills, mounts, etc. I have a somewhat similar shot of a Crescent Moon over Dorr Mountain in
Acadia National Park – below:
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I'll admit that I've photographed a scene and later returned to get a better sky, later combining images.
Occasionally even doing something else that would be the equivalent. But I always try to keep it what I
think of as within legitimage range – showing what my mind's eye saw. So I've never placed a moon in a
sky where it didn't belong just for effect – although it's one of teh simplest tricks in the bag.
Moon shots are generally pretty tricky because of the necessary slow shutter speed, made even
worse with the need for a strong telephoto lens. For the shot above I used a convenient fence post,
leaned heavily on the camera and held my breath. For the Acadia shot I was in a car and rolled the
window up jamming the lens into the back corner to stabalize it.

You've created a book in Apertue… Aperture books is dead – my
experience with options
So you have an Aperture Book – or like me, four – and not only is Apple in the process of discontinuing
Aperture – at the end of this month (March 2016) it is ceasing taking book orders. What do you do?
There are a number of options out there, many of which have been discussed ad nauseum. The problem
is few of them are very satisfying. This is my solution – or rather list of solutions, two of which are
working very well for me. After something of a transition – a regular event as software and printing evolve
– the future looks good. For now.
MyPublisher
I did some research a while back and discovered that MyPublisher prints (printed) Apple books, albeit
to a somewhat different spec and on different paper. At the same time there are fewer options with
Aperture Books. From my experience, the quality is the same. Interesting timing in that they are moving
to accept PDF submissions at the same time as Apple is discontinuing Aperture and Iphoto books.
I have used the MyPublisher App., converting from Aperture Books using Option-2 below, and am
extremely happy with the results. MyPublisher App. is intuitive and easy to learn, if a little more awkward
and lacking in some areas. Below I describe how to get around some of the limitations.
I am presently converting a much larger volume via Option-3, recreating in InDesign with a
MyPublisher provided templace and converting to a PDF. The results should be equally as great.

Some differences in the end product and cautions that should be noted between Aperture and
MyPublisher books:
• The paper in MyPublisher books is a tad heavier than Apple books. This might sound great, but if
you get regular binding, it can be more awkward to hold the book open to any one position. That makes
the option of paying more for the heavier paper totally out of the question.
• There is an option for glossy paper – wow, how crappy that is.
• There is also an option for "lay-flat" pages. These are not the album-style lay-flat pages a lot of
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outfits use. These normal pages are vattached to the binder with clear but flexible whatever. Sturdy and
kinda cool, if a little different. This is what I order – not bothering with the extra heavy paper because the
standard is already heavier than with Aperture books.
• The jacket is on a heavy glossy paper. Not quite as comfortable as with Aperture books, but
there's so far nothing to be done about this – my only real issue. It is sturdier than an Aperture book
jacket though, I'll give it that.
• List price might even be a tad higher than Apple, but ends up at far less.
– New customers get two books for the price of one. That's half price.
– After registering not a week goes by without an offer for anywhere from 50 to 70 percent
off.
• Delivery time can be less than a week, depending on which day you order. And if something runs off
the press with a problem or a flaw, just call. They aim to please.
Option-1 Move to new Photos books… really, the very lame un-option.

When you move your images from Aperture to Photos – there are pointers on line but nothing as good as
this series of 30 short, easy videos on Photos by PhotoApps.Expert – it automatically creates an album
with all of the images used in your Aperture book gathered together. (BUT the Aperture book files
gathered together in one album can have one interesting flaw. I found that:
– If the image file was in PSD format and
– If that file had a saved selection then
Then the thumbnail that you have to work with – often, not always – has portions of the image missing
and replaced by white space. I tried duplicating from original to no avail. This had me fixing about a
dozen images in Photoshop. Definitely a Photos issue.)

It's much more in line with iPhoto books, losing all of the neat control and options in Aperture books.
Even classy jacket options are missing. For some types of family books, it could be OK.
Option-2 I used this for two 70-80 page 8.5x11 photo books, switching to lay-flat.
• Download and open MyPublisher software: HERE.
• Much easier to learnt than Aperture. Select your book size and set it up for the appropriate number
of pages. No need for a how-to but the site does have something of a guideline/help. Some things just
need to be played with.
• Open Aperture, bring up the book and, one page at a time select the images in Aperture which will
highlight the image in the list below and load that image into MyPublisher's image bank.
• You will find that MyPublisher text options are lacking in some of the refinements available in
Aperture books. Not to worry – text can be copy/pasted from Aperture to MyPublisher without losing any
of this. Ergo, all text copies over perfectly – And I'm pretty sure this would work just as well from Pages.
• Precise positioning on the page is the one issue that bugged me. I actually tried sizing the window to
match the actual page and holding a ruler up to the screen at first – later moving to a little app that puts
guide-lines on the desktop to overlay any window. Not really an issue if very close is good enough for
you.
• While MyPublisher cites book sizes a little differently than Aperture, the books and pages are the
same dimensions – handy.
• It won't be that long before the book is ready to be ordered. After the first order, where the second
one is free – be sure and use the code for the latest sale price.
Option-3 A little trickier in that one has to know Adobe InDesign (or upcoming – Photoshop or
Illustrator). I am moving my two larger books to InDesign
• From MyPublisher's site download the templates for InDesign: HERE
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Right now only one 8.5x11 Hardbound book set of templates is available. Templates for all of the
other book-size options are coming – along with templates for Adobe Illustrator and even Photoshop.
While that is a lot of choices – and Photoshop is actually the ceapest to use – it's still in professional
apps. It occurs to me that for those who can work in Photoshop, it might be the most economical option
for critical design – CS6 can sometimes be found for a reasonable price and CC can be had along with
Lightroom for less than $20 a month.
• When you download the template folder, it includes two ID files – cover and interior – and detailed
instructions. Unfortunately the only one available at present is the HB with "Photo Finish Cover" – yuck.
I'll be waiting for the regular HB (black) with jacket cover. However, I'm sure I can get started – the
interior templates will be the same. As far as the larger books – I'm setting up my own template that will
be so close all I have to do is transfer information to the larger volume templates when they emerge.
• If you art wondering why one can't just open an Aperture generated PDF in InDesign and convert it
from there – opening a PDF in InDesign can be expensive and flawed, a not-so-great combination. My
way around that is to begin by taking the full size PDF generated by Aperture books and drag-drop it on
File Juicer, a very inexpensive little app that separates a PDF into all of its parts and puts them into
separate folders. So all of your images – as they were sent out through Aperture – are there. Text is put
into both Microsoft Word and plain-text format . Even links are gathered into a folder.
• The first thing you notice about the images is that Aperture combines all of the images on any one
page into one ginormous jpeg. This is what you will find coming out of File Juicer. This is only a problem
if the pages you will use are a different size – they're not. The alternative to this is simply to, in Aperture
or the appropriate Album in Photos after migrating, individually select and export together all of the
images used in your book and import them into InDesign.
• Unfortunately Word text does not import into InDesign very well. Use the plain-text and format it
yourself. It makes for some work, but once you have default settings it becomes pretty easy.
• InDesign CS-6 and above does do the job (I imagine earlier versions will work but have not
checked), so it wouldn't be necessary to subscribe to CC.
Admittedly, both of my favored options are a little time consuming – but what better opportunity for fine
tuning and improvement. Neither is all that difficult. And once migration is over, both set you up for future
copies of your photo book. Finally:
1. Creating a new photo book in either MyPublisher or InDesign is no trickier than it was in
Aperture.
2. MyPublisher accesses images straight out of Photos, Aperture and some other apps.
3. InDesign is simply awesome in its control and there's just no comparison. Then again, any problem
you might run into, or question you might have, you can always Google. Someone has outlined the path.
4. Photoshop and Illustrator templates are coming. I do know people who will opt for Photoshop for
this – I never understood it.
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Setting out on another Long Trek
Monday, April 4, 2016

Nan calls this one "Walking with Stumpy" because of the way she thinks she looks in the picture. Our
grandson wanted to try out my Canon 5D so I handed it over and he grabbed this shot. We were setting
out to show him and his parents some sights tourists seldom see – that usually means a good deal of
walking. At this point we were nearing the end of that first year on the island.
The biggest issue with day-long treks is at the beginning because of the weight of all the water one
has to pack – on top of camera equipment. Fortunately the load lightens considerably as the day
progresses.
I liked the way Sam wound up shooting with shallow depth of field – all I had to do was make the two
sides going out from us, that were sharp at that distance, match the blur of the fore and farground.,
completing our isolation in the center. Cool. Ready to print full size,12x16 or 15x20 if needed. But for now
just a 6x8 in a classy little 8x10 frame for home will do. Of course I'm adding it to the portfolio here and to
the digital version of The Moon has been Eaten with the other recents – later this Spring or Summer.
Jeepers, I need a break from all this (virtual) darkroom work! Today helped a little. We have company
coming so we used that as an excuse for me to make our oatmeal, raisin, walnut cookies and Nan to
brandy some blueberries for putting over ice-cream.
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Shorty - He doesn't get many visitors…
Monday, April 11, 2016

One of the handful of really unique moai on Easter Island. Not seen by many because it is located almost
midway on a very long hike around Teravaka – the longest stretch on the Island (other than Poike) not
accessable by road – on a high cliff overlooking the surf. He's made out of a denser tuff than most, much
more squat, wider flatter nose, etc. Why, what's the story here? We'll almost definitely never know.
He's avoided some of the weather-wear along with an early determined attempt to saw off his head –
on the far side one can see where the sawing effort was made to little avail. Twice around Teravaka,
twice working to find a perspective that works on this fellow. One complication being that with is location,
it's next to impossible for it to not be mid-day at thie point in the trek. Any other time would require either
starting out in the dark or finishing up that way – not good ideas. So I just decided to to a straight shot
and find a way to make the ahu in the background seem to move back just a tad.
B&W photography was always an art form for me that targeted the fine print – the focus from
conception to execution was on a phsical image to hang somewhere. I still work primarily in that mindset,
but find that some images function in other ways – like this one, it needs to be in the portfolio to help tell
the story, even if it's not all that striking as art. Still, even when the image is going to be nowhere but on
line, I find myself making a print-ready file. Can't help myself.
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On a more personal note:
Yay – we got through the winter not only without gaining any weight, but better prepared for starting
our Spring jog/walks Mostly I zig-zag up our 1/8 mile steep hilll while Nan power walks it. Then we
power-walk down – saves the knees. Enough of these and we stay pretty fit. This year we started the
Winter with the Heart Association Three Mile Walk video available on YouTube and then moved on to the
four miler – replacing the walk-in-place with forward and reverse jogs – in Nan's painting studio. It gets
old but we've found that any more the cold wind bothers Nan's ears and makes my teeth hurt – never
used to do that.
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Poike Greeting
Monday, April 18, 2016

One doesn’t encounter many people out there – I recently rediscovered this exposure. We were winding
up a long day across and around Poike – footing it back as fast as we could accross the rocky, grassy
fields. The sun wasn't quite as low as it looks here, it's directly behind the maunga that two hikers had
climbed. We saw one of them vigorously waving at us and waved back.
The third item on the maunga is a small remnant of a moai. I've Included here a close-up portion of
the image to show what becomes visible in the larger print – 13.5x20. At this point the image is ready to
go to my printer – which actually means hasn't yet been even test-printed. So there may – almost
definitely – will be some adjustments/changes/improvements. Whether any alterations would show up at
this size and resolution – more like lack of resolution – is still in question.
I liked the way the sun casts a glow around the maunga and the black clouds cast down little dark
shadow rays. And of course the presence of a couple of fellow adventurers in the distance. This was
shot with a 105mm lens – short 2x telephoto – so they're quite a ways away.
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Beginning today I'm posting a sort of Catalog of Easter Island images (above). The primary function
is to make it easier to negotiate exhibits from the increasingly considerable Rapa Nui portfolio. It's fast
approaching one hundred forty B&W images and could increase even more. It's an interactive PDF – that
means the thumbnails when clicked take you to the larger image here on the site. The Catalog includes
Titles, sizes, linked thumbnails and they are numbered. Heck, it's even printable – I just spent two whole
days putting it together. And I did it in a way that allows me to add images easily as I add them to the
folio. It's a much more convenient way to review the collection than going through all the folio pages here
on the site. It will be listed on the first page of my Easter Island Folio. I could make the download
require a password, but am not going to bother…… working on it right now…
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Earthline: a 30 year anthology by Bob Chance
Monday, April 25, 2016

A life can be a work of art. After some frustrating months trying to order Bob Chance's book through
Amazon, I emailed him and arranged to purchase the book direct. Wev'e known him for years anyway.
Besides this way I got it already signed. Bob is a little bit of a character, independant, free spirit.
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He was an environmentalist before it was cool to be one. His small book is a collection of one to four
page snapshot accountings, telling of his experiences as a naturalist, teacher, pioneer in recycling and all
around greener, Bob has spent most of his life acquointing children with the natural world. Of course,
toting around large snakes is definitely a starter there.

Earthline was a great read for us not only because we know Bob, but because we also know a number
of the people mentioned in its pages, not to mention the names we recognize without knowing
them. Although we haven't hiked all the trails he mentions, or found all of the historical locations, we
covered enough and encountered enough of the dificulties involved to be impressed with his persisstence
and stamina. This is a go-to book for anyone wanting to get to know Harford County. I admit to being
disappointed in most locally-oriented books when they come out, but not this one. Great little work Bob!
We enjoyed it and learned a lot. But you can keep your snakes to yourself.
On the left is a small picture of the nice bookmark that came with the book – a piece of real
snakeskin. Dave DeRan, another friend, did the illustrations – I especially like Bob's susquatch feet on
the cover. Dave opens the small chapter on Sasquatch with the illustration below that – yes, Bob goes
there. And of course Dave can't illustrate anyting without showing a turtle drawing.
As far as someone from outside the area goes, it might be something of an advisory as to what
perspective to take in exploring your county or area, what to look for, what to expect. Included, because
Bob is nothing if not honest about his own missteps, one gets a good idea of what not to do and what
isn't safe.
While most of us, to one degree or another, try to bring a little of our inside world into our outside with
patios, landscaping, etc. Bob is something of the opposite, His inside world is an extension of the
outside. There are terrariums, both formal and makeshift, everywhere. Add to that his phenomenal
collections of both natural and historical artifacts from around the area. His home is truly a one-man
natural history and archaeological history museum of Harford County – if a lot more informal than the
average museum. Some of this comes across in his book.
We haven't made our annual trip to see Bob at Christmas and get a tree for a couple of years now.
When he reads this he'll know why – Nan decided to go artificial. I know, I know, it's sacrilege. If it's any
consolation, we got a pretty good one and will make it last as long as possible. Sorry Bob. But Nan says
she could go real again, you never know. Me, in some areas I just do what I'm told.
Bob's web site: http://www.greenbychance.net
I should warn anyone who plans on getting a tree from Bob next Christmas about his dogs – all
wearing fuzzy reindeer antlers of course. There always seems to be four of them, large, well fed, very
gentle, equally undeciplined labs. Turn your back on an open car door for ten seconds and all four of
them are likely to be found tracking mud over every inch of the floor, seats, seat backs and, I swear,
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headliner. Not that it's hard to get them back out, just open a couple more doors and call them.
I would suggest that anyone wanting to get this little gem contact Bob directly through his web site –
his email address can be found on the Treefarm page.
The Moon has been Eaten PDF – updated
The 4_2016 updated version of The Moon has been Eaten. The original 98 image count has been
expanded to 136, with room for maybe a dozen more for after this year's trip to the Island.
I've retained the format, mostly. And it is as optimized for iPad as much as I can and still retain some
quality in the images. The file is posted for download on my Downloads/Links/Free Stuff page – HERE:
Be warned, the newer version is a large file, it nay take a while to download/open. Then, if on an iPad,
simply send to your iBooks app. It's fully interactive in that links work, thumbnails and contents listings
lead to pages.
As for the printed book, I am working on a volume 2 that will hold everything from 2012 through this
year – I hope to finish that in January or February. My "working" title is just for fun: The Moon has been
Eaten Again.
The printing world has changed – this one would be printed digitally, maximum of 100 pages, print-toorder (the original was offset where I had to pre-order 500 volumes). The print quality is astounding
though. Since I have long realized that one doesn't get rich doing B&W photography, I'll be pretty much
charging cost, along with giving a huge discount on the original as an accompaniment. In the meantime,
there's the PDF.
A whole week of problems with the site are over – It truly gave me hives.
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Nan Records My Determination on Our First Hike Across
Poike
Monday, May 9, 2016

I didn't notice as Nan held back to take this shot with her little point-and-shoot. It certainly captures the
moment. The problem is that the original exposure is an uncomfortably small jpeg. NOT conducive to
making large, especially B&W, prints. Fortunately, the subject matter is a little forgiving. I managed to
interpolate it up, add grain, etc. and come up with a file that prints 12x16. I won't know if it can handle
15x20 until I actually try printing it. The print does show some detail in me carrying the tripod, backpack,
etc.
Those are cows and the occasional bull in the distance, helping to set the scale. The Tripod is open
and ready to raise into the air – in our experience the bulls must think that he with the biggest horns wins
because we've known them to turn and trot off at the sight.I'm carrying about twenty-five pounts of
camera equipment and water. Nan has another fifteen pounds or so. Generally, as the hours pass and
water gets used up, and Nan tires, I take on her backpack too. The final image in the marathon of new
images that went into the folio and the updated digital version of The Moon has been Eaten. Now
on to some other stuff.
I'm still recovering from a week of work fixing a web site snafu. In the end, had to pull it completely down
and reload it. In the process I learned a lot of technical crap I'm pretty sure I woud be very happy without
knowing, and hopefully will be allowed to forget it.
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Jackie - and Portraits as Art
Monday, May 16, 2016
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I've mentioned it before, I've never really considered my self a portrait photographer, simply a B&W
photographer who occasionally picked on a person rather than a tree, stream or arrangement of rocks.
When I do one I work the same way I do with scenics, and the results seem, at least to me, to fit the
same style – only partly because I insist on working solely with natural light. At the same time I have the
same attitude towards commission work as some painters, I shoot only what inspires me – otherwise it
just doesn't feel like art.
There has always been an issue, both in painting and photography, especially B&W, as to when a
portrait is a commercial product and when it is art. I like to make the division based on the intitator of the
process. But even then there is an issue of exhibiting a portrait – and offering it for sale. Most exhibition
opportunities these days require that the work be for sale (not all). Does one put a price on a portrait of
someone? What if a stranger to that person wants to purchase it? Why would they?
The three images in this posting serve as an example. I have no issues with the two below, I don't
really consider them portraits in the traditional sense. But the one above is different.
This all came to mind this week. The grown son of a teenage girl that I photographed in 1975 – please
don't do the math on that one – was shown the two pictures below, of his mother that I've posted here.
They were a pair of interesting shots I took experimenting with the effect of harsh lighting afterward after
taking the shot above. They're actually not much smaller here than the actual size I print them. I call them
Illusion 1 and Illusion 2.
I told the young man about the portrait and that I would send it to him, along with the small, admittedly
more obviously art images. This exercise has me taking a look at the image above and a handful of other
people pictures – some relatively recent and others from what I like to call "the negative years". Im in the
process of adding Jackie to the portfolio here, along with some others later, and labeling them as Private
Collection images when accessed from the People and Portraits page – meaning that they're not really
for sale – though I happily give copies of to the subject and/or appropriate connections.
Jackie was actually someone I didn't know. She was, and remains, a friend of a family friend.
Something about the way the lighting was striking her where she was sitting on the stairway struck me
and I asked if I could try a couple of shots. I gave her a copy of the portrait at the time, but have no idea
if she still has it. She'll have all three now – all I have to do is mount, mat and mail them out.

Illusioin 1 and Illusion 2
An individual image is a way for the artist to convey what they saw in a scene or in their mind – or both.
The result is, almost, all about the particular image. The accumulated body of an artist's work, though,
whether a painter, sculptor, potter or photograper, is ultimately more of a portriat of the artist and his or
her vision – for better or worse. Exhibiting one's work, or today serving it up on line, is preferable to
stacking everything up in a closet. After all, art is c ommunication. With some artists, and photographers,
feedback and even kudos are important – with me, simply putting it out there is enough – I've
communicated – whether or not anyone is listening, I'm not sure is all that important. I admit I do like it
though when I do get inspired to do a portrait because I'm able to give someone something that means
something to them.
The actual printing of the above portrait should be in the next couple of days, it is print-ready.
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"Mr. Burke"
Monday, May 23, 2016
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Another early portrait. This one is of Chester Burke, a tutor at St. John's College in Annapolis where I got
my masters in the great books program – I can't recommend it enough. Mr. Burke – we were all "misters"
there – is one of a number of scarily intelligent people that seem to haunt that small campus. Burke just
goes further out of his way to be intimidating in a kinder and gentler way. I took this shot in 1990 – yes, I
took time off in my forties to go back to school.
The last time I talked to someone at St. John's, the subject of Burke came up. Almost immediately I
got a response of: "what beard?" It seems that he hasn't had it in years. Well, we all know how different
we can look clean shaven vs a full beard. So I thought it would be interesting to add this to my portrait
collection here – and of course post it on the St. John's site. I think I might have given him a copy of the
shot at the time – I just don't remember – I'll have to make the offer.
Back then it would have been done in the darkroom – today the negative is scanned to give me a file I
have a lot more control over – it's considerably more effective. One change I made is that it's kind of
automatic on shots like this to burn the four corners in – anywhere from a tad to a lot – to add focus to the
face. I found on this one that actually dodging the four corners accomplished the same thing.
Anyway, I think it succeeds in communicating that "scary intelligence" as well as his considerate nature.
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Catching up on some "Other People's Art"
Wednesday, June 1, 2016

Dave DeRan, Maria Annegarn, Aaron Morse, Nan Craig – Field near Whiteford by Nan Craig 11x28 on 2
panels – Just because I haven't posted to this section recently doesn't mean we haven't had some
acquisitions. Even if none of them have been major pieces. So I thought I'd take a break and show off
three at a clip here, along with Nan's little experiment.

It the one above: Field near Whiteford. I call it an experiment because it is painted
on two panels with one inch deep sides – also painted – so that they can be hung sepeartely, without
frames. Each panel is 11x14, making for a 11x28 image. I photographed them together to show the
continuity of the scene. They look best hung just slightly apart – hmm, probably would take a three foot
space. Nan likes them staggered a little. She'll be putting them in the local Gallery probably on Friday.
nancraigart.com
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Our collection of Annegarn figures just got a little addition. The little old man looks a little like Van
Gogh. I set it aside one day at the Gallery, intending to purchase it a couple of days later. When I was
told that it sold out from under me, I was disappointed. Then I got it for a birthday present – cool. Looks
like she has a new web site: http://0063fca.netsolhost.com

A Dave DeRan turtle. One never has enough DeRan trutles. Some are so realistic they could almost
be photographs, others are more along the lines of folk-art. This one is somewhere along the scale inbetween. It's a watercolor about 6.5x9.5 inches.
We got this one unframed and immediately found a good one for it. The bone of contention was the
mat – Dave put a black mat on it, really shows it off. I really, really don't like black mats and wanted to
change it – Nan grabbed it up and dared me to touch it. Arrrrrrgh! Dave DeRan on FaceBook:
https://www.facebook.com/DaveDeRanArt?fref=ts
Below are two we got from our grandson for Christmas. He workd a lot with charcoals, color pencils,
etc. Great at illustration, he's already done a couple of music CD covers, etc. On the left is his formal
portrait of the Grinch. The image on the right, 11x14, is more in line with his usual work – kinda spooky.
You can see more Aaron Morse stuff here: http://aaron-r-morse.deviantart.com

For past Other People's Art postings use the link on the left or go HERE
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A Matter of Scale – with the requisite close-up
Sunday, June 19, 2016

I'm calling it Last Rays of Sun on Tongariki. I shot it with a 100mm lens from a bit of a distance just before
suset. While getting it ready to print – a three day chore on this one – I noticed someone standing in the
middle of the lighted area in front of the ahu. He, or she, is circled in the print-size (14.5x20), albeit low
resolution, section below.
On an iPad simply spread your fingers over the image to fill the screen / On a Mac double tap on the
track pad or top of the mouse – tada, greatly enlarged view / On a PC w/o touchscreen, rightclick on
image, open in new tab, zoom to enlarge.
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One issue with images from the Island is the difficulty of conveying scale. This helps – the person
contemplating the fifteen Tongariki moai is, if anything, a tad closer to me than they are. Compared to the
moai, he is miniscule. Yet he probably himself can't judge scale unless someone else is closer to the ahu
for reference – with higher resolution it's easy to determine that it is actually a person. It's an interesting
phenomenon. And I've always loved making images that offer little discoveries when one looks in close.
Of course, this is yet another addition to the Rapa Nui collection. Even though there are close to 140
imges in the folio, I never feel quite done. No way I coule ever hang a complete exhibit, but it would be
interesting to see one that came closer than the usual forty or so.
I also worked up the final print of Rapanui Wipeout, managing to get the size up to 15x20. I like that a
lot better and will put it into the local Gallery late next week when I can get it mounted. I haven't actually
done the test-print yet on this, so there could be some tonal changes in places. But then again, there
wouldn't be much difference posted here. I'm still behind on final prints on this winter's run of new
images.
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Upgrading and old MacBook Pro
Friday, June 24, 2016

Gain in speed of about 2.5X – plus a second HD. I've done this operation a couple of times before. This
trip, since the operation seems to be gaining in popularity, I thought I'd do a little iPhone diary of the
procedure and make measured, before and after comparisons. I also want to demonstrate that this is not
just for hardware officionados – anyone can do it. NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF. Here are a couple of
notes, tips and links to video guides.

A friend's daughter, Katie, complained that here MacBook Pro seemed to be
running slow. It's a few years old, operating systems and applications have grown while the processor,
etc. are still the same. I offered up a low-priced fix for the situation, Other World Computing's Data
Doubler kit. https://eshop.macsales.com/search/data+doubler The goal – replace the hard drive with a
Solid State drive, move the old hard drive into the DVD player slot and set the DVD player up to function
externally.
1. First step was to identify the particular MacBook Pro model. In this case: "Unibidy MacBook Model
Late 2008 and Later" is the culprit.
To ID the MacBook Pro simply go to: the Apple / About this Mac / System Report / Model Identifier.
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That's all Otherworld needs.
If you want more info, details about your particular Mac, or any Apple product, simply download the
free Mactracker app that keeps up with all apple products, providing an impressive aray of specification
data for each version. An invaluable tool. Free at both the Mac App and IOS App Stores. I have it on
the Mac but always carry it with me on the iPad Mini and especially the iPhone.
2. I placed an order for the following, after making sure it was the right kit for this machine – total $166.50
(settling for the 120G SSD would have made the total right around a hundred).
• 240GB OWC Mercury Electra 3G SSD 7mm – the new hard drive
• OWC Laptop Optical Bay mounting bracket – for moving the old HD into the optical bay
• OWC Memory/HD 5pc Tool Kit – all the tools needed
• OWC SuperSlim SL 9.5mm SATA Optical Enclosure – a new home for the DVD player/writer
3. Disk speed test results for comparison – using the free app from the Mac App Store Blackmagic Disk
Speed Test:
Oops - got busy doing the job and forgot all about this – but on my old laptop the improvement was 2.5X
in bith read and write speed. The standard prediction is a safe 2X speed gain. It probably varies a little
according to model. In the end, the lag time we were both noticing on this machine, a 2010 MBP was
totally missing. The machind is definitely humming along now. AND it has that second hard drive on there
to hold all that music – here's a little side note on doing that:
To put your iTunes Library (your music) onto the old hard drive, making room on your main drive, do the
following after you are all done and running –
– Go to your iTunes Library in Users/ Your name/ Music and drag the library into the old drive.
– Open iTunes, it will tell you that it cannot locate your Library. Select the option to show iTunes where it
is now. Make your way there in the dialog box and voila. iTunes now knows where to go.
4. Generally a good idea to do the following first when working on a computer –
a) Naturally I encourage backing up important documents, etc. before any operation like this – even
though it does not present too much in the way of risk, as you will see below. This tme Katy had already
removed documents.
b) Repair Permissions. If you are unfamiliar with this (or why), go to How to Repair Disk
Permissions half way down the page here: http://www.howtogeek.com/195912/how-when-and-why-torepair-disk-permissions-on-your-mac/ Not really needed here because the point is a clean install on the
new HD.
5. Setting up – pictured at the top – I have the laptop, all the major pieces and tools. It's well lit and the
surface is large enough to catch any moving very tiny screws.
Detailed step-by-step instructions accompany the kit. And since each MacBook Pro model is slightly
different inside, they vary greatly.
Laptop is turned off and unplugged.
Katy looks a little worried at this point. I explained to her that I would begin by simply moving the HD that
has all of her info on it over to the DVD bay, then install the SD drive in the HD bay, close up and boot
back up on her old HD.
***** Here are links to two YouTube instructional videos to do this – both of which adopt my variation from
the written instructions that come with the kit. Everything will run much faster this way:
• Remove the old HD for placing in the DataDoubler Bracket
• Placing the new Solid State Drive in place of the original drive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyuQJE-Z9cQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wndJnanYxAI
One of the main reasons the I'm posting this, besides the fact that it is THE way to make an older
MacBook Pro think it's a new machine, is to make the point that the hardware fix-it is the QUICK and
EASY part. Instructions are simple and clear – and there are the YouTube helpers. The tricky part, as
always, it the set of software steps on boot-up. But even that has improved with the arrival of Yosemite.
This is all taken up in the videos but here are a couple of notes:
• You are leaving the system in the old drive for reboot. The laptop will immediately boot on this.
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Relabel the drives on the desktop – if the new one doesn't show up, it will after formatting it using
your Disk Utility app in your Utilities folder in your Applications folder. If you are rough on this, or
any process, simply Google formatting an new second drove and someone will have simple instructions.
• Then go tot he app store and download Yosemite (or newer system) – even if you already have it
running on the old drive. Upon launch Yosemite will give you an opportunity to select the new drive for
installation – and then the choice to move all your settings over from the old drive. Cool.
• When everything is done and the machine is booted you will have the CHORE of deleting the
system off the old drive – that's over 200,000 files. It will take a while. Go get a cup of coffee.
• And in the end, Mac guys like myself are usually happy to make themselves available during the
process – especially this last part.
PS Just to demonstrate that you can Google just about anything along the way:
Katy complained that for some reason whenever she launched her computer her wifi would try to
set for the wrong local address. She was being forced to manually select her preferred network every
time. I've never seen this before so Googled it simply by typing in something about wifi selecting the
wrong network on a Mac. It seems there is a dialog box for for when that happens. Go to System
Preferences / Network and click on the Advanced button bottom right. There you can simply drag local
networks into a preferred order.
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Another "Other People's Art"
Monday, June 27, 2016

A Buczacky Bowl and a Lucky Little Find – Sun Bowl with Birds by Jerry Buczacky. We picked this up at
the "other" member gallery in town, Arts by the Bay, 307 St. Johns Street, Havre de Grace, where Jerry
is a member. Some potters specialize in those cool, rugged pieces I like so much. Others create pieces
that are exquisitely polished. Buczacky pieces are a balance of polish and roughness. This can lead to
some inconcistency in success, but when it works, wow.

Jerry often adds some imaginative hand painting to his work, giving it almost an old
world look. The bowl is 9" across and 4.5" deep. With a sun bursting inside and three little bluebirds
perched on the green cord winding around the side. As usual with Jerry, the painting is loose and
expressive. Nan immediately made it our kitchen fruit bowl.
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Locally we have something called the Lutheran Center, sort of like a Goodwill store, where we drop off
our unneeded but good items. Usually we look around for something interesting – we've had a few great
finds there in the way of lamps and tables. This trip I spotted the little – 4.5" across and 3" high – bowl
painted with roosters around, on the left here. $1. Cool. Something about it looked familiar so I turned it
over – it was a little Buczacky – we grabbed that one up. Some of the neatest works, usually but not
always the smaller stuff, from local artists wind up in yard sales, Goodwill, etc. I never could figure that
one out. Sure, with the small size, this one has limited uses, but it's a typical Buczacky in it's rough/polish
and not something we would let go of easily. Besides, with the piece above and this one added to a
couple of previous purchases, without trying, it sort of adds Jerry to our list of artists we collect.
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Dancer and Boy
Tuesday, July 5, 2016

Interesting and difficult final Easter Island – Rapa Nui – portfolio image for now. We will be spending
about eight weeks on-Island later this year and I'll be making postings from there. Hopefully there will be
some nice pieces come from that trip.
This particular image had a couple of issues, the main one a spectator's head blocking the dancer's
left foot. Scouring subsequent shots, I found him in a similar pose while dancing on the same beach with
the full group. So I took the foot off that shot, resized it to match and grafted it on the leg here. Another
one of those times when taking a number of shots provided an unexpected benefit.
Often just prior to a competition, those to be involved will break out into a celebratory dance
performance. One gets the impression, since often there are no tourists around, that this is more fas an
expression of culture for themselves, family and friends. I've only met this particular dancer a couple of
times, he's somehow associated with the local grade school and takes a major part in activities involving
the kids. After he took to the sand, three of the other contestants joind in and put on quite a show,
chanting and dancing. The young boy here, dressed for the part and mimicking some of the steps, is
likely his (I'll have to check).
Since this is the last Island image I will be adding to the Easter Island Portfolio before we return from
this year's trip – can't wait – I've updated the expanded version of the PDF version of The Moon has
been Eaten (again).
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Hug a Horse by Marianne Johnston
Monday, July 18, 2016

We combined a trip to New York City with a stop at the Soho Photo Gallery to check out a combo exhibit
of their annual national show and selected works from a small Philadelphia photography group. This is
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our friend Marianne's entry from that show. Please forgive the slight tilt –this one was featured so close
to the front window that I had to shoot at and angle and then correct the perspective in Photoshop.
Marianne is something of a street and event photographer. This image was shot at a farm fair. She has
an impressive folio of shots of kids preparing their animals for show. She's on Instagram here:
https://www.instagram.com/mariannejohnston/

I was impressed by this and a couple of others in the group showing. In the adjoining "national" show I
found maybe four I was quite taken with. Marianne's work is something I'm looking at for ideas for our
next trip to the Island and possibly soem "street shooting".

Crowded and HOT. We couldn't stay inside long enough to do more than look at a section without
retreating outside to cool off – hence the crowd at the door. The trip was a first for us in a number of
ways: it was our first trip to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, our first ride on a NY subway (we have done
others), Nan's first train ride and our first cross-town ride in a cab at rush hour in NYC – holy crap. It's
sort of like getting a root canal, you think all the fuss is just exaggeration until you actually go there. Then
you know that there is just no way it can be exaggerated. That cab made it through spaces I'd have a
hard time getting a bike through.
The next day we went through the Barnes Foundation Museum in Philly. Never pass up a chance to
see impressionist paintings close-up.
Further adventures with IOS Camera Apps:
When shooting with the iPhone, I often use the B&W camera app Hueless – it's just so quick and easy
and produces a high-quality TIFF image. Sometimes, if I know I'm after a fine image, I prefer to begin
with color and do my own B&W conversion – but it is just more fun to shoot monochrome. Then I use my
645Pro app. It lets me frame, focus and shoot in B&W, creating both monochrome JPG along with a
color TIFF image that I can later convert to B&W my way. My only complaint is that, even though the pair
originate from one exposure, they are numbered as separate images – making it tricky to keep them
together in my filing applications unless sorting by date or exposure or file number. Both of these apps
allow one of my favorite innovations – place your finger on the shutter and lift to shoot. This really cuts
down on camera shake!
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I've updated my HDR shooting ability on the iPhone to the VividHDR app. I pretty much avoid HDR on
my SLR because I shoot RAW anyway which gives me a lot of exposure lattitude – even after exposure.
But the iPhone cameras can have problems with contrasty lighting or backlit scenes. VividHDR lets you
shoot 3 or even 5 exposures (over, under and normal) that are combined into one image. Cool. The
advantages of this app over other HDR apps is that it lets you opt for more exposures and saves the
combined image as a TIFF – Exposure are made in a lossless format and then combined into a
"compressed" TIFF that's half the size of other cam-app TIFF exposures. Oh, did I mention it has a
snazzy B&W saving option?
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LyonClay Blue Mug Phenomenon – John Kendall w/c
Monday, August 8, 2016

We score another to make a pair… And something of a phenomenon it is. Paul Lyon, a local potter of
some merit really doesn't like all that much to make mugs. But he's always made a few for regular
customers to buy and give as gifts around Christmas. He, naturally, likes to concentrate on his finer
pieces – a number of which we have managed to collect. Now he's got a pretty cool problem with them.

This February he asked me to help him set up an Etsy Shop – he has amassed a
pretty impressive following on Instagram and wanted to see if he could sell a few smaller things. At the
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same time, he had developed this particular blue glaze combination that people were really liking (you
ought to see it on some larger pieces, wow). Over the next couple of months Paul came to realize that he
couldn't put the blue mugs up fast enough. He's had to limit himself to posting about 25 of them near the
first of each month, knowing that they will begin selling almost instantly, all of them gone within minutes.
Now that's something of a phenomenon.
Paul's Instagram (where many are posted in context of their actual development stages) has 45,500
followers now – how the heck does someone get that? He keeps it updated regularly so that when He's
ready to post his monthly run on Etsy, they're waiting. My solution is simple, I get my butt over there as
he's getting them photographed and ready to go up. The mug on the left is mine, I got it last winter in
exchange for my assistance. The one on the right Nan picked out this week.
This makes our fourth very different pair of LyonClay mugs – Paul "never" consciously would make
two mugs exactly alike. Plus we grabbed another almost-matched pair for a Christmas present. I keep
teasing him that with almost 50,000 followers on Instagram, he might be stuck making these darn things
for years. If you're interested, start checking out the Instagram site around the end of the month and be
ready to move fast.

A John Kendall Watercolor for $2.50…
In the local Habitat for Humanity store we picked up a little 7x10 John Kendall. Kendall was a big
name locally in the 1950s through the 70s. He would sketch local scenes, have these printed on heavy
acid-free stock and watercolor them. Yes he turned out a lot, to the point where the going price is usually
about $25 when they can be found even now.
This is the old Ma & Pa Railroad Station in Delta, PA (actually considered local). I cleaned the glass
and we hung in in the spare bedroom. Hmm… it might make a fantastic gift for a certain grand-nephew.
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The Elephant in the Photographer's Cave
Monday, August 15, 2016

I couldn't resist that reference. My new Island image, Matatoa and Cave, illustrates how I feel
approaching an issue that is ignored at one's peril – the back-up camera. Our first trip to Rapa Nui, even
more isolated then than today, my primary camera went kaput a couple of months into the project.
Fortunately I had a decent back-up. Not that I was ecstatically happy with it, but hey, it did the job, more
below.
A photographer friend was visiting last week and spotted the original of this image. She forcefully
encouraged me to work up a B&W, so here it is. Another addition to an already swelling Island folio.
Roberto (RIP), even though he often dressed in traditional garb for special occasions, had a strong
aversion to being photographed by tourists. So I felt privileged when He asked me to spend a day
shooting him under a variety of circumstances and dress. In return I could keep copies of the images.
It got quite interesting at one point way out in the boonies when a tour bus approached and cameras
started poking out windows. Nan and I had to give him cover as we hurriedly retreated. I like the way the
full size image shows hints of detail and depth behind.
This was at one time a lived-in cave, part of a complex that includes a fairly large area with the roof
long fallen in where gardens could be planted away from the wind.
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The Back-up Camera Dilemma – my solution
There are about a half dozen ways to approach this problem, none of them completely satisfactory.
The last thing one wants it to be on a project without a good camera. My (primary) camera is a good SLR
– a Canon 6D. I started with Canons and have simply been quite content. For a while I used the 5D line
but when the 6D came out it was superior to the older 5D model but with a bit less than the newer line of
5Ds. So it was actually a small move up with a huge savings in dollars. It server me well.
But it is certainly not something one wants to carry two of into the field (1) – bulky, heavy and
expensive for something you hope to high heaven you never have to use. A lesser model SLR (2), which
would still use the same lenses, would still be bulky and heavy, along with a slightly weaker sensor. On
the other end of the spectrum I actually considered just using the iPhone camera as a back-up (3), but
not for long, no RAW files and the sensor is simply far too small. The smaller, mirrorless, interchangeable
lens camera systems (4) require quite an investment. There's also the good rangefinder camera option
(5). I seriously considered this but between the expense and the limitation of having to be happy with one
non-zoom lens I opted out. That left looking at point-and-shoots (6), yuck.
Fortunately the same photographer who encouraged me to work up the image above brought along
her new back-up, the Leica D-LUX. Kind of pricey but wow. The first point-and-shoot I have handled that
actually felt usable – and the sensor is to die for. Not at all encouraged by the hefty price, but desperately
working to solve the problem before we leave in September, I started researching, leading in stages to my
final decision. Our friend, something of a street/fair photographer, is actually finding herself using it as her
primary.
1 – The sensor is the relatively new "four thirds" design that is slightly smaller than a full snesor SLR
sensor but many times larger than the standard Point-and-shoot. At the same time I found listings
claiming the camera is 16 megapixels and 12.8 megapixels. Turns out that when the image ratio, using
the full sensor, is set at 3:2 as in 35mm, the camera has a full 16 mpx. But setting the image ratio at 4:3,
using less of the sensor but yielding a more usable image proportion, one ends up with an effective 12.8
mpx (looking at it this way my 6D at 20+ mpx actually yields closer to 17+ after I crop the image). One
neat result of this system is that the camera lets the photographer work with lens apertures that equate
with 35mm. Very, very handy.
2- Handling is the most intuitive and practical of any point-and-shoot I've used. It shoots RAW, of
course, and has a zoom lens. Not the best zoom in the world, only 28 to 75 because the full sensor cuts
down on the ability to add more zoom to the lens. But within range of most real shooting.
3 – Nan also fell in love with the thing and desperately wanted to get rid of her camera. She had
opted for one with a touch screen and is always touching it inadvertently.
4 – In the process of my research I discovered that Leica and Panasonic have some kind of
arrangement where Panasonic puts out the exact same camera, with the same sensor and the actual
Leica lens, with a couple of minor differences, under their label for $300 less, the Lumix LX-100. The
main difference is the rubberized grip added to the Lumix. Oh, and the warranty. Leica guarantees its
version for three years while the Lumix sports only a one year warranty, wanting about $200 more for the
other two years. Hmmm, veeery interesting.
5 – After much searching I found a Lumix on eBay (OK, I can be a little bold when I have to be) for
$600. Then I made a deal with Nan to sell her Canon S110 on eBay – bidding is at $150 with a couple
days to go so I'm betting on $200). That will leave us spending only $400 for a camera that will serve
both as Nan's "precious" and at the same time be a great back-up for me – which I hope to never need,
except for the inevitable fun testing of course. And yes, I'm taking a chance on the one year warranty,
research on this one supports that risk. So, for what began by looking like a prohibitive $1,000
investment, it all came together at less than half that.
6 – And if, knock on wood, my 6D should fail me, will I be able to make do? I think so. After all, when
it comes down to it, it's all about the sensor and the lens. The rest is just an issue of preference and my
ability to adapt. And hey, it fits in my vest pocket, sports an eye viewer along with the traditional screen
in the back, an adjustable diopter on the viewer, programmable function buttons for quick access to
favorite menu options, f-stops from 1.7 to 16 on the lens barrel (rare for a point-and-shoot), a macro
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setting, a quick exposure adjust knob and much, much more. And, a favorite of mine if not Nan's, the
flash is separate – yay, I never use the darn thing. A full reviews here: Lumix LX-100
Leica D-LUX
When it comes to photo gear I'm a little like the painter who works with a simple palette of six or so colors
but with more brushes than he can count. I pack only one telephoto lens beyond the 24 to 105 zoom on
my SLR. But I like to keep a slew of just-in-case peripherals on hand.
When it comes to cameras, like anything else, even a negative review might talk some people into the
purchase – everyone's needs and preferences are different. A lot of reviews hate the Lumix LX-100
because it won't quite fit in a shirt pocket and the little flash unit isn't built-in. Other than that, some
dispair of the not-so-long zoom while ignoring the trade-off it would bring with a smaller sensor. I found
one review that concluded that it was not a "buy" that was followed up by a comment to the effect that
this negative review convinced one reader to run out and purchase the camera. It was just what he
wanted. Reading camera reviews can be an interesting process.
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The Long Slow Demise of The Art Show Continues
Monday, August 22, 2016

First the image. He's called Moai Hokotahi (which actually means the lonely moai), and is also the
subject of this image HERE. We call him Lonesome George because something about his face reminds
us of George Gobel (that's way back folks). Anyway, here I decided to try and catch his expression in
front of a background bleached out by the bright sun. The white in the eye socket, where coral and
obsidian eyes used to rest, is a lichen that likes the humidity on the Island. He's one of the smaller, only
about eight feet tall, and more time-worn of the over 900 moai on the island.
I'm pretty happy with this at print size – 14.25x20 – with the detail in the moai surface making him
seem almost like a three dimensional figure in front of a two dimensional backdrop. Another reminder
though as to why I don't do the Island work as miniatures – ans also a reminder as to why looking at any
art in the internet is not really looking at the art. Not quite done with this one until I get to actually doing a
print – but that won't be until winter at this point, so I thought I'd go ahead and post it as is.
Man, I just can't seem to stop mining my exposures. And more coming up this Fall.
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The Long Slow Demise of The Art Show Continues
Here I go again – gonna get yelled at some more. But come-on, there's really no excuse for it. The
"Art Show", usually outdoors but occasionally indoors (and even more problematic), is in the eyes of
slowly dying a natural death. Others just shake their heads and wonder when they are either going to go
away completely. If nothing else people should simply stop calling them Art Shows.
There are a few lone voices in an otherwise wilderness who know what the problem is, where it
comes from, what the cure is. Yes, I'm one. The solution begins with proposition #1: artists exhibit free,
the one unchangeable. That's the way they all began, and the abandonment of this principal began the
decline. The rest of the solutions, counterintuitively to far too many, actually arrise pretty easily from
there. But there are far more numerous, louder, in sync and seemingly experienced (more like
conditioned) voices echoing the un-wisdom of assumptions that are more the problem than the solution,
in the end moving further and further away from the original purpose of an "art show". One would think
that a few decades of continuous decline would convince people that they are going in the wrong
direction – NOT.
I visited our local Havre de Grace Art Show this weekend. We first started exhibiting at this show in
the early 70's. It was fantastic. But when the founders had to leave and handed it over to another group in
the late 70's the decline began. This year is the lowest I have seen this tide yet. Categories hardly seem
to have enough entries for prizes to be awarded – yet they still boldly hang blue ribbons on
winners. A couple of people get their money back. Booths from our local farmer's market were there. One
booth was marketing imported craft – when I asked the supposed artist a question about the product, he
gallantly tried to fake it but made it obvious he's just a rep for some outfit. Eliminate the "artists" who's
work would not qualify as "original" art and three quarters of the booths would be empty.
Byt hey, do that and nobody would enter. The fact is that the local artists, even those who do sell their
work, won't do the show any more. Those who see little chance of getting their entry fee back surely
won't. And because this fact alone forces the so called "juried" shows to accept what they otherwise
wouldn't, the segment of the public that come to see and purchase real art no longer attends. This leaves
those who do manage to sell opting out. Voila – a craft, crap, food, entertainment show emerges from
what was once a fantastic exhibition of artists and their art. The big new addition: a fenced-in (fencing
people out from the "art" show) area for having beer with one's hot dogs and pit-beef. Can't wait to see
what they try next year.
If I were to give this year's Havre de Grace Art Show a rating, it would be one out of 5 stars – and that
only because of we did find a couple of worthy potters, islands in a sea of not-art, and even made a
purchase. As long as they can rely heavily on mugs and cheaper functional pieces they can survive in
today's atmosphere – if barely. And wherever we go it's the same story, with an occasional 2 stars when it
comes to deserving the wearing of the word "art". To put it bluntly:
• If you have an area chuck full of good fine artists, in any medium one can imagine, not to mention
the town itself ripe with them, and they have no interest in doing what is promoted as your annual art
festival, you might have a problem.
• If you have to fill the spaces that you do fill – the show is now less than a third of what it was at its
peak – with booths selling jams, jellies, imported and other items one can find at many malls, and
especially on line, you might have a problem
• When the segment of the public actually interested in seeing fine art avoids the show, for good
reason, making it even less likely for one who might sign up to sell, you might have a problem.
• When the annual seafood festival, the same month on the same site, attracts more people with
almost as many booths, with plenty of crafts and no pretense at showing fine art, you might have a
problem.
• Even if there is the need for the show to be used as a fundraiser (yes, actually doable, netting the
same money with a little imagination and work), if you ignore first principles laid down decades ago by
the founders of these local events (Mary Woodward for one) of:
– Never charge a fine artist or fine craftsperson a fee to exhibit and
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– Run the event from the perspective of artists first / public second / organization third instead of
the other way around and completely on the backs of the artists…
…… you will inevitably have a big problem. The easy solution: cease the pretense and change the
name.
DISCLAIMER: all of this is in spite of this particular art show being logistically one of the best run of such
events, which actually helps to make my point.
I have people tell me that the artists are getting what they deserve. As much as I want to, I can't argue
with that, they tend to be focused on their art and not willing to put their minds to working out the issues
that running their own art community's interests would demand. It's just that it's a little frustrating to have
spent a decade proving that it can be done, and subsequently working out the few kinks left through
research and observation – to no long lasting effect whatsoever. I just shake my head and opt out along
with the rest of them. Knowing how much it could all really rock for the artists, the public and yes even
the organizations now using the shows to fundraise, just makes it a little more depressing.
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All Those Records, What's an Artist to Do…Tap Forms 5
Sunday, August 28, 2016

Our latest acquisition – "Ripple" Bowl by Mark Han Poole. It's 13" across and 4.5" deep. A little on the
practical side, but it will make a great serving platter for company.Mark's web site is:
http://www.markpoolepottery.com We are working on obtaining one of the more artistic Raku pieces
shown on his site.

Art Records – not the conundrum it used to be…
I'll confess to losing a little patience with artists who still have an unreasonable fear of some of the
benefits of the digital age. Granted, it's not completely unjustified, it got off to a rough start – especially in
the area of databases and record keeping. But that era is over and it's time to, with so little effort and
expense that it's almost ridiculous, make life easier all around. I felt that it was time to not only mention
this solution a second time, but provide a little of an outline and a couple of screen shots of the process.
In the end, after very little effort setting up, it's so much easier, neater and smoother than keeping those
awkward record books. And it's always right there with you.
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Updating our records is part of our prep for this year's trip to the Island. I have mini-project ideas and
Nan is taking along some panels to paint on. We'll be able to update records on the run.
There might be solutions other than Tap Forms 5, but I haven't found them. Bento, very similar, was
created by Filemaker a couple of years back but they quickly discontinued it. Naturally, it cost only $50
while the full application, that nobody really needs or can understand, costs $300 – that's one way to
shoot yourself in the foot. So that leaves Tap Forms 5 – that by the way also imports Bento files. And it's
just been updated to make it so easy that any artist who can take a picture with a phone and write out the
title of their work along with basic information can keep the most complete, thorough, easily
managed, accessable and coolest records around. At the same time they will be accessable on their
smart phone, iPad and computer at the push of a button, be printable and be exportable in a number of
formats. AND it's inexpensive.
I. What you end up with:
Let's start a little backwards – other than making the information available on multiple devices, what can
be done with the information once entered:
1– Individual, groups of or all records, Including large thumnail picure and all information, can be
printed – one record per page. Thus an artist who creates one of a kind works can print the record at
any time, if they wish. Additional information can be added later and/or directly on the print-out.
2– Related to this the same entry, group of entries or entire database can be "printed" to
PDF format. Cool. Same as the actual print, each record on a separate page, that can be used that way
or printed later if wanted.
3– Records can also be exported in two formats, CSV, for the geeks among us, for import into another
database or EXCEL as a spreadsheet, preserving a lot of information in a smaller space,
So much for the fear of things changing and one's records no longer being available. I'm kind of
fascinated with the idea of an old fashioned notebook with print-outs for each image, along with blank
numbered lines for images printed and then filling these in by hand at the same time as I update the
database. Hmm, maybe at some point.
4– The Art Record itself:
– Additions changes, etc. can be made at any time. Syncing to all devices is automatic (sort-of).
All it requires is that the particular set of records be open on both devices at the same time.
– To add any image, simply crop the way you want it and import. Tap Forms will resize it. Then
whenever you tap the thumbnail, your device will show the larger image. This looks great on an iPad or
iPhone because it puts a black backdrop behind it.
– You can sort by any criterion, group, attach documents, etc. Almost no limit.
– Contrary to other databases, it's intuitive. Get shown once and you will have no problem
remembering how to do anything. Those of us who didn't have the advantage of growing up with
computers often have to ask someone or Google it, but this one is easy…….
Nan uses it for her paintings. She photographs a new work using Scanner Pro on her iPad because it
crops it to the edges for her automatically and straightens out any tilt she had and then she imports the
image directly into the new entry she sets up for the work. All right there in the iPad. She really likes
finally not having to run to me for all that.
I recently added a third document to my list of Tap Forms databases: our collection of Other People's
Art. To our shock, or horror, it came to 204 entries (so far), a number of them doubles because of mug
sets, etc. It's really cool though. I also have the computer version of Tap Forms so I can work more
easily. But I have a copy of the file on both my iPad Mini and iPhone. Can't wait so show a couple of the
artists we know our collection of their work going back decades.
There were a few surprises, including the fact that we have almost a dozen pieces we could no longer
remember who did (mostly clay works). It's really nice to have this list – and with images that we can tap
and show enlarged. A fun addition to what we do with this App.
That makes three documents, Nan's Paintings going all the way back, my B&W Photography and or
Fine Art Collection.
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Screen shot of a single entry, laptop view. Look close and you can see "Hopkins, Jim" header on left
column – artists are sorted alphabetically. Tap on image and see it blown up.
Nan's Art Records:
Since she does this on her iPad, I'm using iPad screen shots for this. The first shot shows one of her
more recent entries. Hit the arrow left corner and you can select a specific grouping. That little erased
circle at the bottom/left is where I programmed it to add up selling prices from the beginning, decades
ago, to present automatically. Sort of a feeel-good addition for her. The little ridgy grouping next to entries
on the right allow you to select often-used entries for that category.
The second image is the result, on the iPad (ir iPhone) of tapping the image.

Right there from her record Nan can send even just copies of the picture out anywhere she wishes. It
took a little work to copy all of her hand-written records and old snapshots/slides to this record, but we
did that job back in Bento and simply moved it over. Not difficult to do though, just time consuming
because of so many paintings. And again, she can print, or "print" to PDF, at any point if she wishes.
My B&W Records:
Because my form has to be a little more complicated – with a record of versions printed – I added a
simple sub-list. Tap on "Prints" and it takes you to a complete list. Notice at the same time it gives a total
of sale price (both images going out at NC and those printed but not sold are added in as "0" so you get
a quick idea of how many are out there and how much has actually been made. On the computer
version, the sub-sections are in a scrollable table right there.
Again, tap the image and see it like Nan's seascape above.
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I can't stress enough how simple this is to set up – or how handy it is to have. No more carrying
around of folio cases, no more scratching and scouring for forgotten information, no more issues in
sending out images, data, etc. The only way in can be intimidating – and yes this is a big one – is if one
has years of old records to move in. Then again the process, as time consuming as it can be, makes it
obvious how primitive one's records actually are to that point.
And did I mention that the whole thing is FUN?
WEB SITE: https://www.tapforms.com
Tap Forms 5 for IOS – put it on both the iPad and iPhone – is $16.99 for newbies. And on their site
there is an easy-to-follow manual.
Tap Forms for Mac: right now it is $34.99. Check out other databases out there like Filemaker – and
even forget about how counterintuitive and complicated they are – and you will see that the price of Tap
Forms 5 is astoundingly low.
I have only a couple of pieces of adcvice:
1– Sync via one's own WiFi. It's quick, easy and without issues once set up. In this one area the
instructions are a little fuzzy and I'd be glad to write up a more detailed step-by-step for anyone who
wants it.
2– You add your own categories from a list, then name them. When it comes to a Date field for creation
of the art work, none of the choices were simple enough for me – I just want to put in a year. So I use a
text field for Creation Date.
3– It helps to use a Note field instead of a Text field for comments or text of more than one short line.
Shows up better on iPhone and iPad.
4– The Mac version allows creation of a second, completely Customized Form for those who so wish.
Easy, and maybe even cool looking, but these do not carry over to the iPhone and iPad. So why bother.
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Framing the Shot – Prepping to return to the Island
Monday, September 5, 2016

Another shot Nan took of me at work. This time with backpack on and camera hanging, just a quick
hand-framing of the sunset behing some of the pukau – moai topknots – scattered across Puna Pau. At
this size it pretty much looks like a silhouette, but at higher resolution you can see that I'm actually
standing in front of the pukau instead of behind it – but just enough. Posting these images I'm constantly
reminded that the internet is NOT the place to convince oneself that you are really seeing art – it's a poor
substitute for seeing any original.
That being said, there is a caveat to that. Internet posting of images of art, whether painting,
photography or whatever, pretty much never reflects the original. It can fail to convey much to be found in
a good work or image or, in the case of weak work, improves it dramatically. An interesting phenomenon.
Either way, when I see an artist's work on the web, if I find it interesting at all, the first thing I do is check
to see if there is anywhere I can go to see originals, knowing I wil be either extremely satisfied or horribly
disappointed. But always enlightening.
Now back to work sorting images of a friend's son's wedding. One of those deals where the
photographer gives them to me and I take care of the image-prep step and then turn them over. As far as
taking the pictures – I know people a whole lot more talented than me at requisite "herding of cats".
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Cemetery Sunset – Using angled instead of back lighting
Monday, September 12, 2016

This shot is sort of an alternative lighting exercise to my Cemetery at Sunset HERE (for which by the
way I need to post a better web image – it is not at all that flat, it's actually very contrasty). I liked the
angled effect of the light here rather than what one gets with the sun centered. Takes on almost the
feeling of a cityscape when printed large.
This will be the last posting before we arrive on the Island next Monday, beginning about nine weeks
of on location postings. Hopefully it will be a fruitful trip.
iPhone Photography on the Island
I'm anxious to try out some more iPhone photography because the new IOS 10 system will allow Camera
App providers to enable RAW shooting. I'm already shooting TIFFS, but this is a big improvement even
over that in instances where contrasty lighting keeps shadows and/or highlights out of range. While an
HDR can help there for a subject standing very still, anything else needs RAW.
The one caveat is that after the system comes out on the 13th, I have no idea if the App designers
are ready with updates – I hope so. I hope to have more information on this and RAW processing on the
iPhone by my next posting in case anyone is interested. I do know that the RAW, from any camera App
will be DNC RAW, a universal format developed by Adobe, so none of the normal constant updating of
RAW drivers.
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All this is exciting stuff for me but sometimes I forget that it's not for some others. We're going to go
out to dinner with a couple this evening and Nan has made me promise to not talk software and Linda
has Jim agreeing to not talk hardware. BUMMER.
On the Island I''ll be having some fun switching among three formats: my SLR, Nan's Lumix pointand-shoot and the iPhone. Each has its uses, strengths, weaknesses. This ought to be interesting. The
best thing about her having the quality-image point-and-shoot is that when I wind up using one of her
shots for a B&W – like the last posting – I'll have so much more to work with.

I just realized that this makes 144 B&W Images in the Easter Island Folio. As the total increases I
change my mind a lot about favorites, what I would put into a comprehensive exhibit, the size I prefer on
some, etc. Looks like I'm going to have to do a little work, recruiting a little help from artist and
photographer friends, and create tentative lists starting at picking out twenty and adding another say
twenty at a clip for a series of guidelines. Of course this would be flexible, but a starting point is going to
be necessary. The next question is how many will be added from this trip. This could also call for some
rearranging of the thumbnail pages here – along with an oppotunity to enlarge older thumbs and image
postings. Sounds like something to do on a very cold, snowy week this coming winter.
Etsy Shop
Dut to the work necessary to keep it up coupled with the limited return – it was only for easily shippable
miniatures anyway – I have closed down the Etsy Shop and removed the link from the home page here. I
will continue to supply the local gallery, RiverView Gallery in Havre de Grace, with miniatures of local
scenes.
Instagram
On Instagram, where I haven't posted much, I'm going to start up with this trip. Most postings will
announce new Blog postings here. Beyond that, we'll have to see.
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First Notes from the Island 2016
Monday, September 26, 2016

An unusually clear sky with a very yellow/orange sunset from Hanga Roa with the
iPhone……… Wow, getting here certainly wasn't a piece of cake. Where do I start – how
about at the beginning: the taxi was 20 minutes late getting to the house to pick us up.
Then the cab (a local) was so rickety that it began vibrating at about 4omph and didn't
calm down any until it hit 70. So that's where he stayed most of the time.
When we got to the airport there was a little bit of a snafu because they didn't want to
send our luggage all the way through because THEY split the tickets. Got that fixed
primarily because BWI has got to be the best managed airport we have ever used – with
the happiest workers.
Landing in Miami was almost a no-go. Approaching the runway we had to go back and
circle for a while until the lightning stopped. When finally down (very rough landing) we
had to sit and wait out the rest of the storm before unloading. Then Miami Airport –
anybody who has been there knows what I mean – the worst.
The flight to Santiago was on one of those new piece of crap 787s that boxes you in like
sartines more than even American Airline Flights in the States – for 10 hours. Ugly flight
with a mom and cranky baby in the seat next to me. Fun, fun, fun.
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Another 787 to the Island – horrible. Add in a lady heavy with perfume next to me. I had no Idea I
could hold my breath for 5 hours – cool.
All in all a very rough trip complimented by airplane food. Yum. But when we finally landed only about
a third of the plane disembarking, so the luggage hunt in that tiny little airport wasn't so bad. Friends met
us and we went to the house, drank some wine and passed out – 36 hours after leaving home.
Weeeeeeee!

SETTLING IN
As usual the first week is filled with getting settled, adjusting to anything new and
finding people. This time there are not dogs (three last time), only one cat and six
chickens. We'le be feeding the chickens and saving food scraps for the next door neighbor's
couple of pigs. No problems there.
I spent the better part of one day putting together a patio set with an allen wrench –
just as bad a fit but no more difficult to follow the Spanish instructions than the English.
Parts missing of course, my next assignment is the hunt for the right size bolts, etc. This
ought to be fun.
Terry will be here until next Monday, so I'm not going to make any real effort to use the
camera(s) until then, though I have been taking the iPhone around and grabbing a couple
of shots. Notes below the included image.
One piece of good news is the exchange rate – between 650 and 675 pesos per dollar.
We've never seen it over 500 before, and as low as 450. That will help, expecially the way
prices have gone up.
We've already visited our favorite hangout, Cafe Makona twice. Not really beer drinkers
at home, but here a little more. Escudo goes pretty well with most foods.
I’ve already tried out my 3-mile jogging course around the block, ending in a steep 3/4 mile hill. Felt
good, but I definitely need to pick up the pace - adding four minutes to my time last trip. That's gonna
hurt.

Oscar, an artist friend here, has been in his "blue period". We stopped by his shop and I grabbed a
shot of the painting above – our favorite. Unfortunately it's 24x36 inches, kinda large. Love the manutera
in the clouds. He has a Facebook page in the anme of his shop: Manaroa Art. It can be found easily by
doing a search – of try this link. Darned if I know if the link will work – seems a little tough and go with
Facebook timeline links.
https://www.facebook.com/Manaroa-Art-1547847148872678/
Since the trail has not looked like this for a few years now – much more developed – and the angle is so
similar, even the lighting, I'm pretty much convinced he used my image from tthe book as a starting point
– cool, HERE
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Cold, Windy and Still Glad to be Here
Thursday, September 29, 2016

SETTLED IN – Now that's a BLT one-slice tomato! Way to far into Spring for this cold wind. It seems the
wind from the south picks up the cold from the melting ice in the antarctic that is being carried north on
currents. Whatever it is, the sun can be hot but the wind biting. One of those warming anomalies.
Terry left with the dog so it's Nan, myself and one cat. And she's half feral so it's not really safe to try
and pet her (the cat, not Nan). The dollar/peso exchange rate might be really good right now, but price
rises more than make up for it. One example: a roast chicken at home runs $5, here right now it's 10,000
pesos. That makes it $15, up from about $10 last trip. But hey, it's all good.
The picture at the top is Nan picking out some large tomatoes from the back of a pickup this morning
at the open market. We found some wheat bread, lettuce, tomatoes and Terry left some bacon behind.
BLT Americanos coming up. Interesting that in 2006/7 we could only find one local produce grower
marketing zuchini, and that seldom. Now it's everywhere – and for some reason it's even tastier here.
I had planned something of a posting every other day but it takes a full hour to upload the changes
from here this trip – now gonna try and make it twice a week. And we keep hearing about some sort of
"Park Permit" we need to roam about in some of the places we want to go – will be checking on that
tomorrow. Man are thing getting different from 2006.
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We've found a number of the people we're hunting for – things change, places close, etc. between
visits. We've also eaten out a number of times already – Japanese Restaurant entrance is the subject of
this image. Nice BUT with the prices it's not likely we will return. Cafe Makona is still there, Alejandra
cooking. Our favorite hangout.
Another spot we like to go down by the water (below) – for the more inexpensive meal – has
Quesso/Tomato empanadas. We've eaten so many empanadas here that we almost can't eat another,
except for these. And empanadas are the cheapest eat-out food on the island. Alos good to find our
favorite bakery still open – rolls almost as good as Panera baguettes.
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We cruised up to the town cultural center, a series of small buildings on the coast to hear a professor
of music and opera singer – Soprano – from the mainland give a talk in spanish about putting together a
choral group on the island. Then she sang – interesting to sit that close to someone with a voice that nice
sing an aria.
Outside the center I spotted the large carving on the right – can't figure out why neither Nan or Terry
would pose withit for me. Must be something I said……

The final image is another restaurant shot – Taku Vave – out by Hanga Piko, you can see it has a
great view of the sea, has some really good food, but horrendous portions. This is the one that looks
right up under landing planes. You can see the people eating outside bundled up – we stayed in out of
the wind. Wondering when it is going to shift and bring in the warm, balmy air we're used to here.
Our restaurant binge is probably over, at least until Terry returns in about six weeks.
ps- Software I use has a whole new blogging system but no way I could make the changes and institute
it from here. That will have to wait. Heck, we had to "watch" the debate by reading the text as it was
transcribed.
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Jardin Tau Kiani And weather shifting
Monday, October 3, 2016

Jardin Tau Kiani (or Tau Kiani Gardens) might not be Longwood Gardens in the States, but considering it
is something of a one-man accomplishment, something we have watched progress for five years now, it's
quite amazing. In fact I Googled it and found that he's been getting some good press. Since it's located
about two minutes doen the road from where we're staying, we took advantage of a relatively cloudy day
to run down and take a look. Price, about $5 each but well worth it.
The image above was shot with my iPhone using the Huemore camera to get a TIFF. In fact this is a
cropping of about a third of the original image. More images below, most from Nan using her new
camera shooting RAW – just in case I might want to use one for a B&W print.
FRIDAY notes – Some time in the middle of the night Thursday the wind shifted, and the temperature with
it. It got balmy – time to take some clothes off. This should signal a week or so of wind shifting back and
forth from cold air from the south to warm air from the northeast. After that real summer ought to settle in.
In fact today we went out for ice cream down by the water, after having Dennis and Maruka over for BLTs
with one-slice tomatoes, my favorite way. They make it here on the island, some rather interesting flavors.
Nan got amaretto while I, much to her amusement, got vanilla since they didn't have my favorite this trip,
banana (platano).
This morning got busy at home – our Maryland ballots came in via email. Even as small as they are, it
was a time consuming chore to navigate the site from here and download them. Then plugging in our
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laptop to Terry's printer I get the dreaded: do you want to download the driver. He, he. That took a while.
Finally we got them printed, filled them in and took them to the post office in town. 5000 pesos (about
$7.50) to mail the pair. This is the second time we've voted from the middle of he pacific this way.
Helga is helping us with the "permit" issue, now that most of the island is designated "park". Tourist
rate would be ridiculous for us – $60 each for 15 days – ouch. We should have some kind of answer by
Monday – I'm pretty optimistic, especially since I'm willing to turn over copies of anything I get.
For down time, especially cooler evenings, we brought a goodly supply of movies, documentaries and
TV shows we backed up to watch – we tend to get behind. One can download here, but top speed – and
that is by no means consistent – is about 200 KB/s. Usually mucho slower. Best to come prepared, and
live streaming is simply not an option.
SATURDAY notes – mStarted off with my run around the block, again with Nan so it's more like a 5 miler
with my zig-zagging the 3 mile course while she walks. Even at that there's something that feels really
good about that final steep-hill mile to the house, better in fact than walking (trudging) it. Nan does not
agree.
Later we tried to search out Antoine and Lolita, but to no avail so we paid our visit to the Jardin Tau
Kiani – image at the top. I always find it odd when names include both Spanish and Rapanui. Nan
wanted to try out her new camera and I wanted to see if I could really get anything with the iPhone
camers.
Somewhere around 2010 we noticed the fellow who is building this bulldoze building a huge mound of
stone and dirt a little bit down the street from Terry's – it's in the out direction but I jog past there. It's been
slow going but the guy is ceating something to be proud of. Trees, flowers and plants are labeled, just like
in the larger gardens at home. And there are plants from around the world. A few more images:
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The Jardin is built on a man-made hill, full of winding trails and stairs. It's all outdoors and very pleasant,
with lots of unique tropical plants, trees, etc. The turtles picture here are pretty large, can't figure out how
they got them to the island.
Check out the poinsettia, it's actually a pretty small one for here. Even with all the moisture, cacti
seem to flourish here, probably because the soil drains fast and dries out.
There are a lot of stone and wood carvings scattered about. Most are newish, while the honu (turtle)
water collector above might looks to be older.
I keep surprising myself with the iPhone camera – using third party apps that save to TIFF or RAW. It
doesn't seem to like harsh lighting, and depth of field is difficult to predict, but its handiness seems to
make it better than a big monster or even most point-and-shoots for quick photography – and the quality
improves with each model upgrade. The three flower close-ups are all from the iPhone, and really hold
up to being blown up.
As far as handling the images here on the Island, I left Photoshop at home and am simply using
(mostly) Polarr Photo Editor, a not expensive at all image app that also functions as a plug-in for the
system built in Photos App. It handles TIFFs.
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MoeVarua, a Cuaranto and some miscellaneous notes
Wednesday, October 5, 2016

In response to a request, a picture of my sweetie sporting what she calls her "humidity frizz” –
SUNDAY notes: Attended a Cuaranto with Maruka and Dennis. This a major feed with an open
invitation. Of course you couldn't do this at home – half a million people could show up. Some of these
are relatively private, although no one is turned away. In fact, many bring bags and large bowls,
collecting food for later at home. It's all good and OK. This one felt more like a major holiday affair,
Maruka said the town town helped out.
You can see from the line – we were about in the middle and waited almost an hour – how many
people were being fed. But it was fun, everyone was friendly, talking, asking questions, etc. At least three
cows must have been "cut up". I put it that way because there's no such thing as a cut of beef. They may
have used a saw, but for all intents and purposes they might as well have taken a machete to everything.
Big chunks are wrapped in foil, wrapped in banana leaves, burried over heated rocks along with camote
(sweet potato) and whatever else needs cooking. A few hours later everything is done and amazingly
tender. Pictures below.
MoeVarua Helga's long running little Island magazine that is handed out free on the plane and
elsewhere: It finally has it's own site. Only the last 15 issues are posted, but maybe more back issues will
follow. Even though the site is in Spanish – MoeVarua magazines are in both English and Spanish. On
the site, just click on the magazine(s).
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Site Link: http://www.moevarua.com

I can't resist posting a quick shot of Petra's little three-wheeled vehicle, below. I swear my push
lawnmower has a bigger engine. I'm pretty small and don't think I could get in little one man thingie. Petra
is a young German woman who lives on the Island and makes, in her home, natural soap and beauty
products, among other things. I still have a hard time believing this thing gets up her impassable
driveway. She’s known Rapanui to simply pick it up and move it across the street when it’s in their way.

OK – a couple of phone-grab shots from the Curanto:

The line ahead. For some reason here it's no big deal. The couple is Maruka's sister and her
Moldavian husband Ruslan. Yes, he's a big boy.
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The plate is mine. We brought our own plates, forks, etc. (we have used banana leaves and fingers in
the past). Nan made the coleslaw for our group. That's a large chunk of sweet potato and a banana woth
the meat. As I went through someone tried to hand me a whole cabbage. Check how many trays of
wrapped meat and sweet potato were still to be emptied.
The shortage of kids in line is explained by the fact that anyone with kids was ushered in first – maybe
we should have borrowed one.
Music was provided by the groupo in the last picture.
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Wave Watching and other pleasant pastimes
Monday, October 10, 2016

Wave-watching is something we do occasionally – if only for a half hour or so. The main reason we don't
bring a snack and make a longer stay of it is the wind – get on the coast and it howls. Nan can only take
so much before she has to give up and head for cover. This is our favorite spot for this, right outside of
Hanga Piko. Nan wants to do miniature wave painting, so we were firing away. And yes, it was this blue
early in the afternoon.
Earlier we ran into Mokomae, the fellow who did our tattoos and is featured in this picture in the book
– he wants to do a photo shoot at dusk with a small bonfire and him twirling a fire-stick, in a specific spot
on the south coast. I didn't tell him that this kind of thing has to be done when the light is just right, a ten
to twenty minute window just after sun goes down. Didn't want to dampen his hopes. All I got to say is
that I had better make sure we're both ready – Update: neither the weather nor timing cooperated. Did
not get done.

Petra, the German woman who drives that little three-wheeled one-woman vehicle pictured in the last
posting was showing some of her home-made products at a sort of outdoor fair at the cultural center.
Here she is, along with a shot of some Marmelada de Nisperos she put into old baby-food jars. Tastes
sort of like apricots on steroids.
A lot of what she makes are soaps, health care products, etc. She also hates having her picture
taken, but I managed to shoot one anyway, she's the younger one on the right. Oh, check out the little
converted-roof miniature van this couple were selling food from on the street. Next time we see it we
want to eat there…

A visit to Roberto's grave was a little surprising. Two years later his headdress,scarf and a couple of
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little momentos were still there. Cool.
Check out the end of carved guitar neck below – Nan took a close-up for me:
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An Interesting New Library Entrance
Friday, October 21, 2016

Anybody notice anything strange about those doors. It's not the fact that a carving of a giant canoe
paddle handle – an ao – graces the front. It's the fact that it's a library door, primarily used by children
and located right next to the grade school, and there's no way for a child to reach the handles. I'm sure
there's an explanation, but I'm going to have to ask around. The two totems stand closer to the street
right in front.
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k to regular shooting and posting. Except for a couple of days, we've had a stretch of not so good
weather. On top of that I''ve been working with a mildly upset stomach, probably fighting something off.
One day we worked helping Dennis and Maruka clean up the large yard and I've spent some time
Helping Helga set up to move from a PC to her Mac – always a chore but this has the added blessing of
being all in Spanish. And then there's getting Petra started into Photoshop on her PC – in German. But
hey, I think I've got a handle on it now.
Reflections on – The Moon has been Eaten
I know, I know, no posting in a week. No excuses, just doing "other" stuff, putting up with sucky
weather and doing some thinking – always dangerous.
In the middle of that week there was one fairly clear, sunny day so we spent it driving around the
island, visiting a number of the areas where I worked for the book – not the ones that require a lot of
hiking. That's what sparked my bout of rethinking things. Wow, the difference.
I began the Easter Island trip with a plan to expand my B&W portfolio with a comrehensive ehibit of
Island work. I soon encountered Fred Picker's book of B&W images from the early 70s and decided it
was time for an update. From then to 2006 the Island had changed dramitically. In fact I have come to
believe that, in spite of inevitable changes, we arrived here at pretty much the pinnacle of opportunity for
Island photography, at least in B&W. This trip is pretty much confirming the other end of that.
I don't like to complain about the inevitable changes of time, what is, is. A lot of things have improved
here in the last ten years, bringing along new problems of course. The population has probably doubled,
mostly from Chileans visiting and staying. The number of cars has probably tripled, rough. Roads are a
"little" better, accessibility to imported foods has improved greatly while prices have tripled there too – a
big ouch.
Sights that one sees in my book are definitely more accessable, the ones that are not now off limits.
But that also means they are blocked off at night and more formally controlled when you can get in. Oh, it
costs now – ouch again. Then there's all those things they have to do to keep the greatly enlarged influx
of tourists off the monuments – signs, barriers, trail linings, etc. Doesn't do much for serious photography.
At the same time another ten years of rain, wind and weather have had their effect. Not so much on
the larger monuments as on the petroglyphs. I already had a difficult time with them a decade ago,
working only with the sun at a low angle to make them stand out. I wouldn't want to be going there now.
One thing is still the same – the weather and lighting are so problematic that it takes up to ten times
longer and ten times the energy expenditure here to get good shots. Heck, you can't even place one foot
in front of the other in the field without double checking for little killer rocks hidden in the grass – it takes
work to find those foot-size clearings in which to walk. Ankles beware. And the maunga climbing, uh.
Combine that with the fact that we are ten years older, I really wouldn't want to have to do all that over
again.
One little opportunity has come up that is interesting. There now a sort of open bus that circles the
Island (sort of) every hour during the day. One ticket covers the day – get off and on one whenever and
wherever you want or need. Sure solves the old problem of how to get to the beginning and home from
the end of a hike around Terevaka – cool.
Coming back from this little tour I took out Terry's copy of the book, and later opened my PDF on my
iPad to review the recent additions. And came to a couple of conclusions.
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Conclusions:
A large number of the scenic images in my book could not be duplicated today, what with access
issues, weathering, changes, etc. And of course the pictures of people are moments frozen in time. In a
short decade the images have become less a portrait of Easter Island as it is and more of a portrait of
what it was and never will be again. A time when two planes arrived a week, instead of eight. A time
when Rapanui outnumbered non-Rapanui. A time described in text that I am now so glad that I worked
so hard to put into the book. It is my portrait of Rapa Nui right on the edge, the dividing line between a
land existing in a half-way world between the old and the new, and the modern world that they are now
part of.
I have a new sense of the importance of the book. At the same time I still have about half of the
printing and would like to get them out there – working on ideas. Not to mention the issue of how to
incorporate the almost 50 images added after the first 98 – man that PDF is getting huge. And then
there's the potential for an exhibit of the larger prints – out of the 150 or so images I would like to be able
to include 80 to 100. Something to work on when we get back.
Will I add to the B&W folio this trip? Probably by at least a couple. But they should be very different –
my interests are more in shooting around town now, with the smaller camera and even the iPhone
camera. I'll have to see how that turns out.
Two more copies of the Books on the Island:
I've had one experience this visit involving the book. We ran into Eddie and PiaTuki, the subject of
Rapanui Couple, and had a nice long, if occasionally language-problematic, chat. Fortunately the
waitress spoke English so could help out some. It seems that their copy of the book had been filched. I
had only brought two copies with me this trip (50 are already spread around the Island) – they are so
darned heavy to include in luggage, and was a bit worried about how to decide where they should go. I
immediately relieved myself of the problem. I gave one to them and the other to the waitress – problem
solved. Not a good idea to bring so few.

An Idea – gotta think this one through some more:
With the way books are printed now, to- order, it occurs to me that there might be a unique opportunity
here: personalized versions. Digitally printed books, the large size of the original, are limited to 100
pages. For a "customized edition" I could let people make their own selection of 75 or so images from the
PDF of all 150 – no extra work for me because I would already have made a print file containing all of the
pages. Then I could even include any text on an intro page that they want – as it being a gift from one
person to another, etc. Just the seed of an idea, but interesting.
Took me some effort to convince Nan that this would actually be very little work. Simply create a printready PDF with all the pages in it and then select/delete form that version of the file when ordering. I'm
not sure the whole idea would interest me as a purchaser, but Nan says she would love it – selecting just
those images wanted. Of course there would be a number of suggestions in the selection PDF that would
be posted. Hmmmm.
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Easter Island Project – Finalizing a Decade of Work
Monday, November 28, 2016

It's been a couple of weeks since my last posting – with a number of reasons. Before I get into that, I
should mention that I've been struggling with the completely NEW blogging system designed into the
web authoring software I'm using. I think I'm finally getting a handle on it – have you ever noticed that
some things designed to make things easier have a not so easy learning curve?
I transferred the last few postings – from this trip – to the new system. Postings from the old system
can be accessed through the "archive links" below/left. The nifty new automated links to recent postings
appear on the home page.
The Image above
After we left Terry was hanging around at Mikafé, the little coffee shop, ice cream parlor at Hanga Roa O
Tai. The girls told her to take a shot from the open patio to show us the colors. Out of the nine weeks we
had there, less than nine days were this nice. Now, nothing but sunshine. I joked with everyone before
we left that we were taking the bad weather with us. The icing on the cake that is this scene is the giant
sea turtles (hone) swimming among the boats and surfacing occasionally. This to my shot below of the
same scene – on one of the better days while we were there. High wind, choppy water, threatening rain,
downright chilly. The good side of that is that the shooting end of the project is wrapped up, we had
jackets and rain gear with us and Mikafé serves a killer little Cortado (sort of like a latté.
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New Blog System
This new blogging environment is better in a number of ways, but has its limitations. I was actually doing
it all manually, lots of extra work but I could arrange a page any way I wished. All that is gone, no more
arranging pages to fit. But hey, things change.
Dave DeRan Open House
I used to take notices like this and move them to the top – not any more. Here’s a shot of the invitation –
this one is always worth attending. We usually make about half. This time we have family coming up to
make up for Thanksgiving that we missed due to being stuck at home with colds and killer sinus
infections and a fear of goving it to others. As artists’ open houses / open studios go, Dave’s are some of
the more interesting – and Roxanne puts on a great spread too. AND I challenge anyone to get out of
there without a great acquisition – the curious or adventurous can check out my Other People’s Art
section for entries that mention DeRan shows, HERE.

My Easter Island Project
Where to from here – was a question I needed to answer with this trip. The Easter Island (Rapa Nui) that
I set out to cover in 2006 is not the Easter Island of today. By 2010 it was already changing, with maybe
the last vestiges hanging on in 2014. As far as the camera is concerned, it’s a new island. I was lucky to
catch this wonderful little island at its photogenic peak – and even that was a real challenge. Sure, there
could still be some great shots to be taken, especially around Tapati Rapanui in February. But a number
of factors have brought the end of an era. In order to keep it short I’ll stop here and make the next
posting, along with a couple of pictures, a substantial list of changes; some positive, some seemingly
negative but all simply different.
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New B&W – Dragging Moai on Sled
Monday, December 5, 2016

As I get accustomed to the new software, I'm also doing an intensive review of what is now only about
21,000 images – I've managed to trim the exposures down to that. Next on my list of what to work up into
B&W and printl The real reason for this shot was an attempt to get a shot of the lady on the far rope
behind the flag, someone we know. I failed miserably at that. Then there was the regular-dressed fellow
(a Papanui) in a blue shirt in the background – had to do a little work to get rid of him. The Tapati Rapanui
parade, held near the end of the festival, is part of the competition. These ladies were pulling one of a
series of wooden carved Moai on sleds. The parade starts on the other side of town near the
airport. It was dark before this group pulled into the road above Vare Vare, the final destination. At that
point a couple of the men from preceding sleds joined in behind to help. The lighting from a lamp
somewhere served as my illumination. The print is (will be) about 12x20 – I wish I could show more detail
here. We were both tired and all we had done is walk alongside the parade taking pictures. A couple of
explanatory images below.
*** I’m always disappointed in how a B&W looks on line, especially images designed to be printed much,
much larger, While the resolution isn’t up to the original, I upload the images to stand up to some
enlargement. One can get more of the impact of the image by:
on an iPad simply spread your fingers over the image to fill the screen / On a Mac double tap on
the track pad or top of the mouse – tada, greatly enlarged view / On a PC w/o touchscreen,
rightclick on image, open in new tab, zoom to enlarge.
Oh, still looking for the right title for this one. I’m finding it interesting how much this trip, difficult in so
many ways, has given me a nuw perspective on mining my exposures. This shot is from 2007. Here are
a couple of background shots, showing the sleds lined up and ready to go and one, like the rest, pulled
by men. Note the kids painted up and catching a ride. It was a long day for us following and watching –
must have been rough on the pullers.
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SOME NOTES ON EASTER ISLAND OF 2006 TO AROUND 2012 vs TODAY – CHANGES:
In 2006/2007 there were two flights a week to the island. Today there are at least nine, with a
larger planes.
Available food: we ate a lot of bananas and avocados. I remember in 2007 when the first blocks of
cream cheese appeared, we thought we won the lottery. No real grocery stores, just markets that
sometimes managed to import something special. Pollo-asado, roast chicken, was our favorite find
when it was available. Today most of the same markets get regularly stocked from the mainland.
And there is at least one small but modern market that is stocked similar to the mainland, if much
abbreviated. Good coffee is finally available. One has to buy a lot of water, tap water isn’t really
safe.
Coffee, even in the few fancy restaurants, was instant Nescafe (“no es cafe”). One of our favorite
stories is to relate finding “sausage Pizza” on a menu and ordering it – only to find vienna
sausages scattered on top. It wasn’t long before some new places opened with slightly improved
menus. Today there are a number of nice restaurants even serving good pasta dishes. Times have
changed.
Prices had at least tripled since 2006, on just about everything including food. It always was a little
more expensive than at home to to shipping costs,, but now way more expensive.
In 2006 there were many more Rapanui on the island than there were Chilenos, today the
opposite. We got used to going into town and seeing nothing but Papanui, now they seem to stay
away from town a lot more. Understandably there is a lot of conflict and protest. It’s not always
pretty, but no real threat to tourists.
From 2006 through 2012 we could go almost anywhere on the island, and free. Today, primarily
because of so many tourists and the threat they are to monuments, there are a lot of restrictions –
many of my shots could not be gotten now, lots of signs, fence barriers, and a fee of from 60 to 80
dollars (lasting only a short period of time) to pay for all the necessary manpower to watch over
everything. Not the same island. Sure I cna get a special permit, but that doesn’t fix the touristy
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appearance of everything and lack of access to other areas. The one, great open trek is still the 6
to 8 hour hike around Teravaka. True, it is now interrupted by a couple of ranches established out
in the boonies by Papanui, but it’s the closest thing to what we saw when we first came.
The weather is also different. Yes we had whole weeks of heavy rain before. But good days were
good. Today, most likeky partly due to melting Antarctic ice, the wind from the south goes over cold
water in the ocean currents, making for many warm days with icy wind. Parts of the year that were
dry and sunny are now windy, cloudy, threatening rain a lot. This trip saw 9 weeks with maybe 9
good days. Not at all normal for this time of year. We used to laugh when there was a bad stretch
and tourists spent three to five days like that and then had to leave. Now it seems more the norm.
We acquired a large number of great carvings between 2006 and 2012. Some were major
investments. We noticed a few mass-produced items appearing in 2014, now half of what is
offered is made in China or elsewhere. Even carvings. Real Rapanui carvings now seem to be in
two categories: mostly half-baked efforts for only half reasonable prices and a few really great
carvings for – wow, don’t want to go there. Pieces we paid $500 for would now easily be $2500.
The problem is that the old generation of fine carvers is dying off, and people are hoarding their
work. We are grateful to have what we do, and have now been priced out of the market.
The island has gone fro no crime to speak of to having multiple home break-ins. And it’s not the
Rapanui.
Cars - suddenly far too many are on the island now.
Trash has become a big problem, how to get rid of it. Recycling efforts are under way, but it is an
island after all.
Internet hasn’t improved all that much since late 2007. Twice the speed of very slow is still
slooooow.
A lot more roads are paved – sort of. Potholes are a major issue instead of mudholes that just
might swallow your car.
Music. Rapanui music was everywhere, written and perfored by locals. Today it is downright rare to
hear it. Chilean and Stateside music rules.
And far too many of the people we got to know, friends, have died or left the island.
Nothing stays the same but in spite of everything Easter Island retains much of its magic. We simply
happened be in the right place at the right time – my portrait of Easter Island is one of a fast disappearing
point in its history. When Fred Picker did his book of B&Ws in the 1970s it was a barren land with few
people and not much potential for the medium. Today it is simply too modern to work with. I got lucky. We
got to know Rapa Nui when the older generation that grew up in the time of Picker and Heyerdahl were
still alive and kicking, when Rapanui predominated on the Island, when the outside world was limited in
its influence, when tree growth – nonexistent at the time of Picker – hadn’t yet gotten out of hand, when
everything and everybody seemed to be at that point in time where there was a story that could be told
with a camera. I hope the portfolio I end up with tells that story. I did not imagine when I began how fast
that world would vanish forever.
So, as I go through my exposures again, I have that in mind – finish telling the story, making of the
portfolio or exhibit a portrait. Then figure out just what I’m going to do with it. The image at the top is in
one sense simply a continuation, in another the first of a very new effort grown out of a new
consciousness of what I have.
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A Few Random Picture Moments from the Island
Monday, December 12, 2016

The first of two quick catch-up postings. After a long session accompanying Maruka in a political
campaign parade thrugh and around town, we finished up at a cuaranto or feed. One of the women there
put this flower wreath on Nan's head and of course I took some shots. And yes, that's a jacket she has on
– pretty cool out.
I prefer to post Island events from there as they happen. I did succeed in making a few postings this
trip, but not near as many as I had hoped. There were a number of reasons: the weather, Nan being down
with a sprained ankle part of the time, some vile severe cold or virus that kept us in for over a week and,
perhaps most of all, the fact than the smallest upload to this site this year took over an hour – an iffy hour
assuming it didn't get interrupted, which seemed far too often. I eventually just bagged the effort until we
got home. And then the software update with huge changes, of course. Everyone knows the old saying:
"best laid plans of men and moko".
A few days ago I posted my first in, hopefully, a series of new images mined from my vast exposure
collection. Taking a break here to catch up on some pictures from the trip, accompanied by explanations,
comments. I hope they're interesting:
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The inevitable "sound man"
Wherever there's an event there has to e a sound man. The Island is no exception. This guy has his
equipment on a flatbed trailer being pulled. He's getting set up for voice and music as the parade of cars,
trucks and banners makes it's slow (interminal – we were in it) crawl around and through town promoting
their candidate for mayor (she lost). Imagine handling the power requirements for this.
With the increase in need for computers handling sound, graphics, etc. we've finally seen a number of
Macs appearing on the island (MacBook Pro above).

Corte Americano
Here's something we've seen change a couple of times since 2006. Potato chips, what does one call
them outside the states. Even the Brits have an issue because they call our fries chips – hence fish &
chips. In Spanish it gets even trickier to find a suitable translation. We've noticed that somewhere around
2012 the label on the bag changed to Corte Americano – American Cut. That at least eliminates any
confusion. This bag costs between 3000 and 3500 pesos, depending on the store. That's $4.50 to $5.
One learns to appreciate one's bag of chips. And when Terry's on island, between her and Nan, I don't
get many.
They are even saltier than in the States – and since they have to be shipped to the Island, much more
broken up into pieces. But hey, it's as good as it gets. The too-salty complaint is common here – prepared
foods made in Chile seem to always have either way too much salt or way too much sugar.
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Even mustard – mostasa – has sugar as a major ingrediant. We look for the French mustard, German
sourkrout, etc.

At the Museo
Events large and small are held at the Museo regulalrly. This trip we atteded two: a piano-violin
concert in the main exhibition room and an interesting talk by a graduate student on the mainland who
was fulfilling part of the process by presenting her thesis to the public. She's actually creating a complete
catalog of old photos from the island up to almost modern times. Even though it was all in Spanish, we
grasped enough of what was being said to get something out of it. And I found it interesting that just to
the speaker's right were the two images that I printed for the Museo that they humg behind the reception
desk – 36"x48" (I had to prit each in two parts because my printer will only go 24" wide.
Interestingly, now you can upload a file and get a "poster-decal" full size that can be mounted either
on a wall or on a mount board (they come up to 40x60 inches). That has me thinking about uses for this
service. Hmmmm.
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What a cemetery should be…
No visit to the cemetery, on the edge of town just up from the coast, is without a few surprises. Here
are two fascinating new graves. The first has a likeness of the deceased looking over a painting of a
swimming honu (sea turtle). The second is really cool, a cross /sword over an extremely detailed carving
of a rooster. With the imaginative graves, fantastic flowers and a number of little solar lights, the
cemetery is fascinating any time of day or night. This is a place to celebrate lives. We go to visit Robarto
- see his grave HERE.
A note on viewing the B&W here on the site…
B&W photography has a similar problem to painting when posted on the internet (as well as in
pictures in books). Painting, when you get past the initial effect of the image, is all about brush stroke.
B&W photography is also all about things that go beyond, shadow detail, texture, etc. Things that are
simply not there shrunk down. In the past I've tried posting images that can be zoomed in on but this
makes for very slow load times on line and can be awkward. The new blogging environment won't allow
that anyway. So, beginning with the last few postings – and gradually converting old postings back a
couple of years – along with eventually gettng to upgrading Folio images – I'm simply posting slightly
higher resolution B&Ws and reminding people how easy it is to quickly zoom in on the image.
This still won't be equivalent to viewing an original print, but will at least come closer, exposing some
shadow detail, and hopefully reminding people that viewing art on line, any art, as in a bbook, gives one
an at best poor representation.
This can be a double edge sword too. While the process of prepping an image for the internet is
guaranteed to mute good work, it can take weak art work and make it more impressive, making it very
disappointing to see the original. Anyway, here's my tip for quick-viewing a greatly enlarged view here:
On an iPad simply spread your fingers over the image to fill the screen
On a Mac double tap on the track pad or top of the mouse
On a PC w/o touchscreen, rightclick on image, open in new tab, zoom to enlarge.
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A Great Mahute Find
Monday, December 19, 2016

… and more picture moments from this year's trip. Our second born just got lucky. We went out one rainy
day determined to get her birthday present. The first place we stopped was a little shop run by the Easter
Island Foundation. I found this large piece of painted mahute rolled up and lying behind some carvings.
We commonly see small, painted four to six inch square pieces for sale for the equivalent of twenty to
thirty dollars. This one is eleven by eighteen inches – and I guess because nobody had bothered to
mount it yet, didn't have a price on it. Surprisingly we got it within budget. When we got home mounted /
framed it 16x24 – using small pieces of linen tape to hang it from the top, with a double thick mat to keep
it away from the glass.
I can show it here because she's already seen it, waiting for me to get done with the framing. Nan and I
both like to give presents that we would like ourselves – it really adds to the fun. Unfortunately we don't
have an artist's name for this – signing work is just beginning to catch on on the island. We've asked
about this in the past and were always assured that there was no reason because everyone just knew
who did what. Very few of our carvings are signed.
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Something we would call "school day" is held every November. It's outdoors with a number of exhibits by
the different classes. There's a lot of carving and art. The painting below was hanging on a cord with
clothes pins – a night fishing scene. Then there's a quick shot of one of the younger groups performing
on the outdoor stage – performances went on all day (notice they use the "tapati" chairs for those who
want to sit). In November 2012 I made a series of posts that pretty much cover this day. These postings
are now on a PDF for that year, downloadable on my archive page. Click HERE for that particular PDF.
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Up the road, along my jogging course, I noticed the beginnings of this a couple of years back. This trip he
had two huge carvings erected on one of the platforms – more to follow. We talked to the young fellow
creating it. Each large stone platform represents the three corners of the triangle formed by Rapa Nui,
New Zealand and Mangareva, the traditional origin of the Rapanui. the huge carvings are magnificent
representations of the brother and sister who (traditionally) led the first group of settlers. Although it's
progressing faster than I would have thought, it should take decades to complets. Wow, something to
watch.
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Another fence barrier, this time at the remains of an almost completely destroyed ahyu at the entrance to
Hanga Piko. One would have thought that at least this one wouldn't need protection, but a mainland
based company was raiding the stones for a nearby construction. More and more archaeological sites
have to have barriers set, mostly to prevent abuse by tourists.

A sad parting at the airport: Terry, Dennis, Maruka, Nan, Myself and Petra and a parting shot of the
easteri half of the island as the plane banks to turn after take-off.
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Sea View from Vare Vare
Monday, December 26, 2016
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The carvings that can be found in the extreely hard and rough coastal rocks near Hanaga Roa are usually
a little tricky to spot. This day we found a few in their full glory. These are pretty much modern
carvings, many part of Tapati Rapanui competitions the first week of February every year. Nan really likes
this guy and wanted me to work up a print. If this had been a negative or even a non-raw exposute it
would have been impossibl. It's a text'book example of being able to shift the exposure down about two
stops in RAW before sorking up the image. Below is a screen shot of the original exposure.

The fix-it was quite simple – I took a minus 100% on the highlights and then added a minus 40% on
the overall exposute. Voila – not the same image at all. One could accomplish maybe a quarter of this on
a TIF, not nearly enough, and virtually none of it on a JPG. The second image above is the same carving
without decoration, at low tide, from a different angle, colorless though it is still in color, etc. You can tell
from this that it is meant to be viewed from a certain angle and appropriately painted with earth pigment.
Note the smaller fish is much more obvious here than in the shot at the top.
Showing an original RGB exposure destined for B&W always brings out questions as to the state of
B&W photography as an art form. When we shot B&W film, our medium, there was no question as to our
art form. Now that RAW digital exposures give us so much more control over our medium, it seems to
some to somehow taint the B&W flow. I don'w see how or why. I like to set the camera to frame and focus
in B&W. Somethines I even have tge samera save me a quick B&W JPG for review. Sure, when I finally
open the file in Photoshop it's in "color", but that's a plus when it comes time to convert to B&W. Instead
of the forethought of putting a color filter on the front of the lens with B&W film for the desired
effect, I can now select that filter while converting – in fact I can erase the effect where I don't want it.
So, is the medium still B&W photography or a subset of color photography like some see (and many
do) it? Or maybe it's still just photogtraphy with the dividing line between B&W and color slightly
relocated. Me, I'm still a B&W photographer who's focus is on producing the fine print.
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MoeVarua, a small little monthly magazine created by Helga Thieme on Easter Island is given out on
planes and othe places for tourists. It not only contains the requisite, and welcome, adds for hotels,
reataurants, etc. – each issue includes a couple of informative articles. And Helga doesn't always shy
away fro hard facts. It now has it's own site where the issues can be viewed and downloaded in PDF:
http://www.moevarua.com/rapa-nui-una-cultura-viva/revista/
If the page comes up in "Espanol" simply press that tab in the tip right corner and it will switch to
"English".
Unfortuantely this begins in July 2015 – almost ninety issues, months, into the magazine's run.
Another page on ISSUU: https://issuu.com/moevarua – a site for sellf publishing, contains a number of
earlier issues – numbers 1 through 28.
I have copies of most of what's in between (with a couple of gaps). I know this is spotty, but this is
what's available. Helga's lucky to get this much done from the Island.
Read one out of curiosity – you'll want to read them all. There is a lot to learn about Easter Island…
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